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EDITORIAL POLICY The Military Law Reoiew provides a forum
for those interested in military law to share the products of their experience and research. Writings offered for publication should be of direct
concern and impart in this area of scholarship, and preference will be
given to those writings having lasting value BS reference material for the
military lawyer.
The Mzlitary Law Reuiew does not purport to promulgate Department
of the Army policy or to be in any sense directory. The opinions reflected
in each writing are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the
views of The Judge Advocate General or any governmental agency. Masculine pronouns appearing in the pamphlet refer to both gendem unless
the context indicates another use.
SUBMISSION OF WRITINGS Articles, comments, recent development notes, and book reviews should be submitted in duplicate, double
spaced, to the Editor, Military Law Reuiew, The Judge Advocate General's School, U.S.h y , Charlottesviile, Virginia 22901.
Footnotes should be double spaced and should appear as a separate
appendix at the end of the text. Footnotes should be numbered consecutively from beginning to end of a writing, not chapter by chapter. Citations should conform with the U n $ m System. of Ciiatton (12th edition
1976) copyrighted by the Columbm, Haruard, and University of Pen%sylvania Law Reviews, and the Yale Law Journal.
EDITORIAL R E V I E W The Editorial Board of the Military Law
Renew consists of specified members ofthe staff and faculty of The Judge
Advocate general'^ School. Membership of the Board va2ies with the
subject matter ares8 of writings considered by the Board
The Board uili evaluate all material submitted for publication. In deternining whether to publish an article, comment, note, or book review,
the Board will consider the item's substantive accuracy, comprehensiveness, organization, clarity, timeliness, originality, and value to the military legal community. There is no minimum or maximum length requirement.
iii

When a writing is accepted for publication, a copy of the edited t p e mript will be provided to the author for prepublication approval. However, minor alterations may be made in subsequent stages of the publication process without the approval of the author. Because of contract
limitations, neither galley proofs nor page proofs are provided to authors.
Italicized headnotes, or summaries, are inserted at the beginning of
most writings published in the Review, after the authors' names. These
notes are prepared by the Editor of the Review as an aid to readers.
Reprints of published writings are not available. However, authors
receive complimentary copies of the issues in which their writings appear.
Additional copies me usually available in limited quantities. These may
be requested from the Editor of the Revleu.
SUBSCRIPTIONS AND BACK ISSUES Interested persons should
contact the Superintendent of Documents, United States Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402, for subscriptions. Subscription
price: 57.65 a year, 51.95 for single copies. Foreign subscription, $9.60
per year. Back issues are available for military personnel through the
U.S.Army AG Publications Center, 2800 Eastern Blvd., Baltimore, I D
21220.
REPRINT PERMISSION: Cantact the Editor, Military Lax, Review.
The Judge Advocate General's School, Charlottesville, Virginia 22901,

Military Law R a i e w articles are indexed in the Adoonce Bibliography
of Catents: Political Science and Government; Contents of Curred
Legal Periodicals; Index to Legal Periodicab, Monthly Catalog of L'nited
States Government Publications; Law Review h e s t ; L'niueraal Reference System; two computerized data bases, the Public Aflazrs Information Service and the Social Semce Cztation Inden;and other indexing
services. The primary Mtlitary Law Review index 1s volume 81 thereof,
published in 1978. That index is supplemented in later volumes.
This issue of the Revlem may be cited 87 .?4d L . Ret,. (number of page)
(1980).

ANNUAL PROFESSIONAL WRITING AWARD
I. INTRODUCTION
Each year, the Alumni Association of The Judge Advocate General's
School, at Charlottesville, Virginia, gives an award to the author ofthe
best article published in the Milzta?y Law Review during the previous
calendar year. The purposes of this award are to recognize outstanding
scholarly achievements in military legal writing, and to encourage further
writing.
The award was fugt given for an article published in 1963, the sixth
year of the Rmie"s existence. Through 1913, the award consisted of a
citation signed by The Judge Advocate General, and a gift of $26.00.
From 1974 onward, a plaque bearing the author's name and the year of
publication has been given in place of the cash award. In addition, year
by year, each winning author's name is inscribed on a composite plaque
on permanent display in the halls of The Judge Advocate General'sSchool.
e
to specify with
Criteria for selection of an award winner ~ p difficult
precision, and have undoubtably changed over the years. At thepresent
time, considerable weight is given to the probable usefulness of the article
to the readership of the Review, and especially to the judge advocate or
attorney advlmr in the field. Another factor is the extent to which the
article contributes to the development of a body of literature onmilitary
legal subjects. This may be considered B measure of the long-term value
of an article, as usefulness is perhaps an indicator more of its short-term
value. More routine standards include the quality of the writing, organization, and analysis, and the depth and breadth of research reflected
in the article.

The award-wining article is selected initially by a committee of senior
TJAGSA staff and faculty members appointed by the Commandant. The
committee examines all articles appearing in the four volumes of the
Revim for the calendar year of the award, and makes a recommendation
to the Commandant, who has approval authority. The award is presented
to the author ofthe winningarticle byaseniorjudge advocate,sometimes
by The Judge Advocate General if convenient.
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11. THE AWARD FOR 1978
The award far calendar year 1976 has been presented to Major Gary
L. Hopkins, and to Lieutenant Colonel Robert M. Nutt, for their article
entitled, The Anti-Deficiency Act (Revised Statutes 3679) and Funding
Federal Contracts: A n Analysis, published in volume 60, the issue for
spring, 1978.' Lieutenant Colonel Nutt is deputy commandant and director of the Academic Department at The Judge Advocate Generai's
School, and Major Hopkins is chief of the Contract Law Division there.2

In this article, the authors provide a comprehensive review of one af
the least well understood federal statutes, the Anti-DeficiencyAct.a The
article discusses procedures for recognizing and assifling responsibility
for violations of the Act, and other matters. Several other closely related
statutes concerning fiscal matters are alaa reviewed. The authors conclude that violations can be avoided through reasonable staff coordination
during the procurement process.
The article helps greatly to clarify a confusing and controversial area
of the law which in the past has often proved difficult to apply in practical
situations. This type of article is especially helpful to the judge advocate
or attorney advisor in field legal offices, where research materials, and
also the time to utilize them, are often lacldng.

111. THE AWARD IN PAST YEARS
The Alumni Association professional writing award has been given
fifieen times before the 1976 award. The award uinners are listedbelow,
in reverse chronological order:
1977: Major John S. Cooke, The L'ntted States Coud of Mtlitaw Appeals, 19754977: Judicialiitng the Milztary Justice System, 76 Mil. L.
Rev. 43 (1977)
x 80

Mil L. Rev 61 (19781

For biopsphical information concerning the two authors up t o The time of
publication of their article, see the starred foatnotea ~t 80 Mil. L. Rev. 51.
a

This statute, codified at 31 U.S.C.% 665 (1976).is commonly cited fa its older
S D U T C ~ ,the Revised Statute8 of 1878. Further information on this point may be
found at 80 Mil. L Rev. 15, note 1.
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1976: Major Steven P . Gibb, The Applieabihty of the Laws of Land
Waljare to U S Army Aviation, 73 Mil. L. Rev. 25 (1976).
1975: Colonel D m e l l L. Peek, The Justices and the Genemls: The
Supreme Court and Judicial Review of MilitanJ Aetivittes, 70 Mil. L.
Rev. l(1975).
1974: Major Thomas M. Strassburg, Civilian Judicial R m e w ofMilt t a y Cnminul Justice, 66 Mil. L. Rev l(1974).
1973: Major William Hays Parks, USMC, Command Responsibzlity
for War Crimes, 62 Mil. L. Rev. 1 (1973).
1972: Captain John T. Willis, The United States Court of Militay
Appea1.s. Its Ovigin, Opemtion, and Future, 65 Mil. L. Rev. 39 (1972).
1971: Lieutenant Colonel Robert W. Gehring, USMC, Legal Rules
AffectingMilitay USES
of the Seabed, 54 Mil. L. Rev. 168 (1971).
1970 Colonel Richard R. Boller, Pretnal Restmint, 60 Mil. L. Rev.
71 (1970).
1969 Lieutenant Colonel David C. Davies, Griecanee Arbitration
Within Department of the A m y Under Executive Order 10988, 46 Mil.
L. Rev. l(1969).
1968 Colonel Donald W. Hansen, Judicial Functions for the Commnder, 41 Mil. L. Rev. 1 (1968).
1967: Colonel Dulaney L. O'Raark, Jr., The Impact ofLabor Disputes
on Government Procurement, 38 Mil. L. Rev. 111 (1967).
1966 Lieutenant Commander Richard J. Grunawalt, USN, The Acquisition of the Resources of the Sea-A New Frontier of Znternational
Law, 34 Mil. L. Rev. 101 (1966).
1965: Lieutenant ColonelJabez W.Lame, IV, Treason and Aiding the

Enemy, 30 Mil. L. Rev. 43 (1965).
1964: Colonel Darrell L. Peck, The Use ofFone to Protect G o v e m m n t
Pwperty, 26 Mil, L. Rev. 81 (1964).
3
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1963: Lieutenant Colonel Joseph B. Kelly, Legal Abects of Military
Opemtions in Countarinaurgenw,21 Mil. L. Rev. 96 (1963).
Authors’ ranks stated above are their c w e n t ranks or the highest
ranks they attained. Up to date infarmation is not available in every
case, and apologies are extended for any emom made.

IV. CONCLUSION
Examination ofthe above list reveals that both Marine Corps and Navy
authors havebeenamong therecipientsoftheaward.Oneperson, Colonel
Darreli L. Peck, has received the award in two different years, Further
examination ofthe notes to the published articles would reveal that most,
but not ail were originally written as theses by members of past graduate
(advanced) classes.‘
The 1978 award is the first that has been given to more than one
author. It is also the first that has been given for an article on procurement or contract law. Thus, with this award, all four major areas of
military practice--eriminal, international, administrative, and now contract law-are represented in the list of winning articles.
I t is with pride that the M i l i t u y Law Re& salutes all the past and
the present recipients of the TJAGSA Alumni Association Professional
Writing Award. If the Revim enjoys any stature as a scholarly pubiication, they have done much to e m that stature for it.
PERCIVAL D. PARK
Major, JAGC, V.S.Army
Editor, Military Law Review

* T h e anieles which were the subjects of the swards for 1W,
1972, 1974, 1975,
1917,and 1978 were not graduate &e8 thesea. (The 1974 and 1976 articles were
both LL.M. theses. ulltten Fespeetively for Northwestern Umversity md the
University of Virginia.)The other ten nwd-wnning articles were d graduate
elana theses.
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SYMPOSIUM INTRODUCTION:
CRIMINAL LAW
The Military Law R e w i8 pleased to present in this issue a new
collection of articles pertaining to criminal law in the military senices.
This volume is one of a series of symposium issues which began with
volume 80, and it is the second dealing with criminal law. The first was
volume 84, the spring 1979 Issue.

The leading article of the present volume is Open Government and
Military Justice, by Major Paul L. Luedtke. The phrase "open government," referring to the availability of government records to the general
public under the Freedom of Information Act, is normally considered an
administrative law topic. But here Major Luedtke reviews the application
of the FOIA and also the Privacy Act to records pertaining to military
justice matters. Discussed are records of trial and appellate proceedings,
criminal investigation records, dmmentation concerning nonjudicial
punishment under Article 15, Uniform Code of Military Justice, and also
military personnel files. He recommends that the military senices index
their court-martial records of trial and publish their regulations in the
Federal Register, to avoid possible lawsuits under the FOIA in the future.
Under Article 51(d), Uniform Code of Military Justice, a military judge
sitting alone is required to render s p e d findings of fact if he or she is
requested to do so before general findings are issued. The analogous
provision in civilan criminal law is rule 23(c) of the Federal Rules of
Criminal Procedure. Captain (PI Lee D. Schinasi has written an article
discussing the possible uBes and benefits of special findings for both the
government and the defense as parties to trials by court-martial. He
urges greater use of this tool of advocacy.
Captain (PI David A. Schlueter has provided us with an historical
article, discussing the origins and development of the military court, or
court-martial, h n ancient times and the middle ages to the present day,
This is the most recent in a series of historical articles published in the
RBuiew, the last being Captain Hoffman's article on the Judge Advocate
General's civil authority, in volume 85.
PERCIVAL D. PARK
Major, JAGC
Editor, Military Law Revieu
5

OPEN GOVERNMENT AND MILITARY JUSTICE*
by Major Paul L.Luedtke**
I n this article, Major Luedtke discusses the effects which the
Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552 f1076). and the
Privacy Act, 5 U.S.C. B 552a (10761, have on the h a d i n g of
records within the Amy's m i l i h y justice system.

After reviewing the two statutes and lh.& interrelationship,
M a j w Lnedtke discusses their effect on the availability of court.
m r t i a l t k l and appellate records, and records of nonjudicial
punishment under article 15, U C M J . HE then examines the
possible u ~ ofe the huo acts LLB altarnatives to discovey in court.
martial proceedings. A revim of military diseouey law is pmvided, including the scope of discovey and the sta7uianis of
mlevanee and reasonableness.
M a j o r h e d t k e also eonsideis briefg s m m l other questions,
including the question of whether the failure of the military
*This article is an adaptation of a the& presented to The Judge Advocate General'e School, U.S. b y , Chlviotfesville, Virgirua, while the author w88 B member of the Twentysixth Judge Advocate Officer Advanced (Gmduate) Claas,
during academe year 1977-78. Major Luedtke's thesis wae blietly noted a t 86
Mil. L. Rev. 172 (1979).

The mpmnions and eonelusions expressed in this article me those of the author
and do not necessarily reprenent the *ews of The Judge Advocate General's
School, the Department of the Army, or any other governmental agency.
**JAGC, United States Army. Officer m Charge, Branch Office, Hunter Army
A i d e i d , Georgia, af Office of the Staff Judge Advocate, HQ,24th InPpntry
Di*isian and Fort Stewart, Gear&, 1978 to present. Formerly aasigned to the
Administrative Law Division, Office of T h e Judge Advocate General, at the
Pentagon, 197677; trial and defense counsel and chief of justice, Office of the
S W Judge Advocate, U. S. Army Engineer Center, Fort Beivoir, Virginia,
197E-76. B.A., 1965, St. John's University, Collegewlle, Minnesota; J.D., 1970,
University of Mimesots Law School. Completed Judge Advoeate Offleer Baaic
Course, 1971;Judge Advoeate Offeer Advanced (Graduate) Course, 1978. Member of the Bars of the Supreme Court of Minneaota, the United States Court of
MiMary Appeals, and the United State8 Supreme Coun.
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services to publieh punitive regulatias in the Fsdaml RegCtm
gives rise to an affirmative &feme fw p m a s chnlged with

vialating those regulatiaa.
Ths author dieeuases thvl la& p p of q u e t i a s tn a hg.
pothstical m n w , a w i n g t h t they am wwth ezamining becawe other tr6nda in dsvelopment of the law m y piwe them
# impiance in thefuture. In,m&ulav, Mojor LzLedtke
w a r n that the military services m y face c h a l k g e e of thvl
mhre in thsfuture.He recmmenda publieotbn of regulatiaa
and indezing of recorda a8 pmphylactic mamume.

I. INTRODUCTION
Openness-in-government legislation has descended upon the federal
pmtitioner with the ever increasing force of an avalanche. From the
initial rumblings of the mid-lWs, there has followed more than adeeade
of new and amending legislation, implementing replatiom, and court
interpretation.' The Freedom of Information Act: the Federal Advisoly

' The date of July 4, 1967, msy t d y be sdd ta be the d a m af an opmesa.inT , begidninp go back s t le-t 21 ye-,
to the
mvernment em. H O W O Y ~the
enpetmsnt of the public i d o m t i o n sectSon of the Adminiatmtive Fmcedvre Act,
eh. 824, I a, 60 Stet. 238 (1946).
h e to v a ~ ~ e n e sand
i other statutory inadequacies. the set WPB Requentiy
used by government agencies a8 authority for withholding informstion. Ultimstely its failure to secomphh wideaprsd diaseminntion of government information gave birth to the new em.
In 1958, Co-a8
w e e d the h t statute devoted d e i y to Reedom of Mormation. It added one aentenoe to the 1789 'hwekeepinfl law now codified at
6 U.S.C. 0 801 (1976): 'Thili section does not mthowithholding informstion
fmm the public or limiting the availability of records to the public." Act of Aug.
12, 1958, Pub. L. No. W 1 9 . 72 Stat. 647.
I t WPB not until 1888, however, in an act to be edective on July 1. 1967, that
Congress mended the pubhc informstion seetion of the Adminishtive Roeed m Act. Act of July 1. 1888, Pub. L.No. 8 U 7 , 80 Stat. 250. I t WPB thia Pet
that d e the initid and crucial tramition Rom a requirement ta d e matters
of oKdd m a d w d s b l e '?to pereons p m p r l y and directly concerned," to a
requirement to d e requested identfibie recorda "promptly svdnbie to any
p8-m." Aa a result ofthe A d of June 5, 1967,Pub. L.No. B(c2s,81 Stat. 51,
d a o ellective on July 4, 1967,the otigind set mending the public infarnution
aection of the Adminiatmtive Procedvre Act waa codified as part of title 5. Umted

8
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Committee Act,' the 1974 amendments to the Freedom of Information
Act,' the Privacy Act of 1974,' and the Government in the Sunshine Act,'
are dl part of this recent phenomenon.' While the majority of ice and
snow easesding down the mountainside may have reached the valley, the
avalanche has not yet ended,n and surely the impact will not be known
for years to come.

The military departments are not UnLike other elements of the exwutive branch to which this legislation g e n e d y applies. They prepare
budgets, p m u r e g o d s and senicea, and engage in the RIII gamut of
governmental activities which create records the public Prequently s e e h
to discover. In addition, they maintain employee personnel files, m e d i d
S t a k a Code. Sss Houae C o r n . on Govement Operations, Administntion of
the Fnedom of Infomation Act, H. R. Rep. No. 1419, 92d Cong.,2d Seaa. 1

(1979) [hmiruitor cited ui H.R. Rep. No. 14191.

Them W U I Ynever
I
M a d given the oB&dshort title, '"Frspdomaf Info-tion
Act," but the net of July 4, 1966, Pub. L. No. 8-7,
80 Stat. 2w,b become
h o r n 88 aueh. h o n e sense, thk istechniullyincorred, sa,priorto that statuto's
effective dab, it WUPBrepealed by the A d of June 6, 1967, Pub. L. No. %B,
81 Stat. 64, which mdified the prior statute with o d y minor e h g e s . In any
event, the t m ''Freedom of Info-tion
Act" ui umd hereinrrRer mfem to ths
net codified at 6 U.S.C.8662 (19761, ui mended.
Pub. L. No. 92-468, 86 Stat. 7TO (1879). The act as mended is mdMd at 6

U.S.C.App. (1976).

Act of No". 21, 1874, Pub. L. NO.WSOZ, 86 Stat. 1661.
Pub. L. No. 92479, 88 Stat. 1896. Section 3 is e d i d at 6 U.S.C. 866%
(1876).
e

Pub. L.No. W,90 Stat. 1241(1976). Section 8 is codi5d at 5 U.S.C.8 562b

(1976).
One ahouid not forget that the opennena-in-govement era has .Lao dected
the private aeetor, *..I.. the Fpir Credit Reporting Act, Pub. L. No. 91608,
8 601, 84 Stat. 1127 (1870). eodUled at 16 U.S.C.1681-1681t (1976). It b dao
d&ed state and local g o v ~ m m ~ n t ea.8..
,
the Family Edventiond Rights and
Privacy Act of 1874, (Bueliley Amendmente), Pub. L.No. 9 M , 8 613,88Stat.
671, codified at 10 U.S.C.1 2 8 1 ~(1976).

'See, e.g., Omnibva Rlght to Privacy A d of 1977,H.R. 10076, 96th Cong., la1
Seaa. (l9Tn. Perhaps the pmpod to mend 6 U.S.C.8 558 (1976) to ~ D ~ D the
Y D
m i l i w s exemption h m the rule-mahg r=quirementa of the Administrative
h e d m A d also could be considered an effort to oroddde more onen mvem.
ment. H.R. ICaSe. 96th C o w , 1st %sa. 0 3 (1917).

.~
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fiies, investigatorytiles, andahost ofotherrecordsindexedand retrieved
by the names of individuals. In these respects, the immediate impact of
openness-in-government iegislation on the military departments is not
substantially different &om the impact on the other executive agencies.
The militarydepartments, however, are uniquein that they administer
a self-contained criminal justice system.O None of the other executive
agencies contains within itself a system in which the prosecuting attorney, the defense attorney, the trial judge, the jury, the court reporter,
the clerk of c o w , the government and defense appellate attorneys, the
appellate judges,'O the criminal investigators, the prison and rehabilitation personnel, and defendant all are memben of the agency. When
one adds to this fact that the military justice system includes anonjudiciai
means by which punishment car be imposed for minor disciplinary infractions," it is not d i f e d t to understand that the military lauyer will
be faced with numemua openness-in-government issues unlike those
faced by his business suit counterpart in the executive agencies.
I t is the purpose of this article to identify unique issues raised by the
application of openness-in-government legislation, in particular the Freedom of Information Act and the Privacy Act of 1914, to the military
justice system.'* These issues can be divided into two general a r e a : (1)
questions pertaining to treatment of military justice records under the
acts, and (2) substantive and procedural issues raised by application of
the acts to court-martial proceedings. While some issues are susceptible
to resolution, most are such that at this time little can be done other than
to provide some thoughts to aid in their eventual resolution. It is thereUniform Code of Military Justice arts. 1-140, 10 U . S C. B 8 801-940 (1976)
mereinaner cited PB U.C.M.J.I. Manuai for Couns-Martlal, United States, 1969
(Rev. ed.) [hereinnffer cited as MCM, 19601.
#

L(J The hghesf military appellate tribunal, the Court of Mihtary Appeals, eatabBshed me an artieie I c o u r t by U.C.M.J. M. 61W, is not part of a militan
department, or of the Departmental Defense except far adrmnistrstwe Prupoees
Thm fad, however, does not detract from the umquenesa of the situation.

U.C.m.J. ut 15.

Many apeeta ofthe total mIiitaryjut>cesyatem will not be affected dlfierentiy
from their equwdent outside the military. For example, i t is difficult to evneelve
m y w q u e imues arising out af a Privacy Act sceess request far P prisonex's
eomeetional treatment flle, The fact that an mdlviduai is s prisoner B t the Umted
States Dieeiplinary Barracks rsrhei than B federal pmon is irrelevant. Such
mattem a n outaide the scope of this article.
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fore hoped that this article will serve 88 the catalyst which sill accelerate
development of this aspect of the law to its fulleat extent.

11. SUMMARY OF THE LEGISLATION

A. MAJOR F E A T U R E S OF T H E FREEDOM OF
INFORMATION ACT
The primar) thrust of the Freedom of 1nfomat:on Act i i to open !he
mes oi!he execur.\e brancn oi the federal guvernmcnt to the public
It accomptsr.es this through ir-ree ~ q o requirementr.
r
Section ,ai(],
which r e q u e r agencies to publish cenarn infarma:mn u1 :he Federal
Reaster:.' 3ecrioc 'a112 which reqwee :ha: ceniun materide be made
srailable for pubic mapeetion and copnng and tnat indexes oi tieae
materials he published &t least qumerl? a?d be rrade avai:able to the
public.l! and section (a r3 which requires tiat all agency records not
covered by aec:iona (a (1 and la 2 be -ade awlable :o any person upon
request:'

'

Reeogruung t t a t total dselaslrre could be inpi0-s t o i'e public mterert. Conpess exempted -me specuic categories of record? from its
mandate These exemptions are permisai\e I- nature they p e m t bct
do not r e q u e uithholding of c e n m information.'. They range Eon.rhe
not unexpected exemption for infomation autiomed t o be ke?t secret
in rhe mteiest of national deiense or iarergn policy natmri secwity
ilo-.ation~ li to the peculiar and =:her limited exempt:on iorgeologml
and geophyaical information and data concernir.y w d r . '

The three m x a r ehemptions which w l l l coreern rhe m h t q IauTer In
rhe nuhtar) ,s:m context .ire the exemption penaimng to : n t e r a l
" S e e Clark,Forewmd to U S. Dep't OfJustice, Attorney General's Memorandum
on the Public Information Section of the Admirvstrafive Procedure Act, at I11
(19671 Ihereindter cited as Att'y Gen. 1967 Memorandum].
5 U.S.C.5 55Z(al(ll (19761.
5 U.S.C. %562(sl(2) (1916).
6 U S.C. 5 56Z(aX31 (19761
I'

Is

6 U.S.C. 5 5621b) (19761.
5 U.S.C. P SSZ(bI(1) (19761.
5 U.S.C. 5 552lb1(91 (1976).
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the exemption applicable to disclosure of information which
would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy,21
and the exemption relating to investigatory records comoiled for law
enforcement purposes."
The Freedom of Information Act empowers the district courts of the
United States to review de novo an agency's withholding of records. The
burden of proof on any claim of exemption rests with the agency claiming
the exemption, not with the requester.' The act specifies time limits
within which agencies must respond to requests. A requester is deemed
to have exhausted his adminiatrative remedies upon agency failure to
comply with such limits.u T h e statute also authorizes agencies tocharge
fees for search and duplication,li for the award of attorney fees to a
complainant who substantially prevails," and for a proceeding to determine whether disciplinary action is warranted against the responsible
individual when a court determines that withholding of records was arbitrary or capricious.n

B . MAJOR F E A T U R E S OF THE PRIVACY ACT OF
1974
Congressional concern over the h a m to individual privacy that can
occur from collection and dissemination of personal information led to the
passage of the Privacy Act of 1914." In order to curb potential abuses,
the act provides a complex Bystem of restrictions and requirements which
essentially apply to agency '"records"" and "systems of records."80

A record 18 defined as:
any item, collection, or grouping of infomndan about an individual that
is maintained by an agency. mcludmg, but not limited to. hrs education,
Rnaneml transactions. medical hisfow. and cnminsl or employment his-
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The major restriction imposed by the act is that which pmhibits disclosureof any record fromasystemofrecordswithout the writtenrequest
or prior written consent of the individual to whom the record pertains.
This prohibition applies to disclosure by any means of communication,
and to disclosures to other government agencies ae weU ae to any person."
There are, however, eleven enumerated exceptions which permit nonconsensual disclosure of personal information. These include exceptions
for intra-agency disclosure," disclosure required by the Freedom of Information Act,' disclosure pursuant to an established "routine use,"B(
certain disclosures for civil or criminal law enforcement activity,' and
disclosure pursuant to court order.'
The major requirements imposed by the act direct agencies to permit
an individual to have awes8 to records pertaining to him or her, and to
request amendment of B record which he or she believes is not accurate,
relevant, timely, or complete.8' To aid individuals desiring to make such
requests, agencies are required topublish notice ofeach system of records
they maintain.' Furthermore, when soliciting information from an intory and that contains his name, or the identifiing number, symbol,
mother identivng particular aasigned to the individual such a$ a
fmger or voice print or a photograph.
5 U.S.C. % 552a(a)(41(1976).

A system of records (s defined BS:
a PUP
of any records under the control af any agency from which
inPomation is retrieved by the n m e of the individual or by home identifying number, symbol, or a a e r identiPymmg partiouilv assigned to the
individud.
5 U.S.C. 5 552a(a)(5) (19761.
I'

5 U.S.C. 5 5 6 W b ) (19761.

5 U.S.C. 5 552afiXlI (1976).
6 U.S.C. 5 552afiX2) (19761.
6 U.S.C. 5 552afi)W (1976).A routine use is defined BS, ''with respect t o the
diselmof a record. the use of such record for a p~rposewhich ia compatible
with the p~rpaaefor which it WSB collected."5 U.S.C. B 562(nl(~j(19is).
5 U.S.C. 5 552a(b)(7) (19761.
5 U.S.C. % 562n(bl(lll (1916).
5 U.S.C. B 55ZaCd) (19761.
5 U.S.C.
notice.

B 562s(e1(4)

(19761.This notice

IS commonly

referred to

D$

D

system
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dividual, agencies must inform the individuai of certain matters which
may affect the individual's decision whether to provide the information 39

The Privacy Act alsoemponers the head ofan agencytoexempt certain
systems of records from some of the requirements. A 8yStem of records
maintained by an agency or component thereof which performs as its
principal function any activity pertaining to enforcement of criminal laws
may be exempted from the majority of the act's provisions." Other law
enforcement investigatory files and certain other categories of records
may be exempted from a limited number of specified provisions." Both
the general exemption provisions and the specific exemption proviaans
permit exemption from the access and amendment requirements." Seither category permits exemption from the restrictions on disclosure of
records or from the requirement to publish system notices.'8 Criminal
law enforcement activities may be exempted from providing a Privacy
Act statement when soliciting information from an individual."
Like the Freedom of Information Act, the Privacy Act contains a
jurisdictional grant empowering the district courts of the United States
to review agency compliance. Unlike the Freedom of Information Act,
however, the act provides for money damages against the United States
in certain cases.B In addition, the act provides criminal penalties for
willful violations of some of its prorisi~ns.'~

C. INTERRELATIONSHIP OF THE ACTS

6 U.S.C 5 66Za(e)(S) (1976) This ia aecompbahed by a statement eammanl?
refemed t o aa B Pnvacy Act Statement

a Id

de

5

U

5

US

S.C. 5 552a0) 119761
C.

P 66Za(g) 11075).

6 U S.C. B 56Za(i1 11976)
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of personal information concerning him. While the general rule of the
Freedom of Information Act (mandatory disclosure) conflicts kith the
general rule of the Prvacy Act of 1974 (prohibited disclosure), the statutes, through their respective exemptions and exceptions, represent a
careful balancing of competing public interests. Curiously enough, hawever, this balancing of competing interests did not occur with the passage
of the Privacy Act of 1974 as one might expect, but with the passage of
the Freedom of Information Act in 1966.
The sixth exemption of the Freedom of Information Act permits agencies to withhold records if disclosure would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy." I t is in the wards "clearly unwarranted" that Congress expresses its determination of the appropriate
balance between the competing interests. The public does not have total
access to government records concerning individuals, and the individual
does not have the right to be free of all invasions of pri~acy.'~The
Privacy
Act maintains the status quo through an exception to the general rule
of nondisclosure. This exception permits disclosure when it would be
required by the Freedom of Infomation Act.'DThe net effect is that the
sixth exemption of the Freedom of Information Act, complete with court
interpretation, is incorporated into the Prvacy Act.
The F'rivacy Act, while not altering what Congress deemed to be the
appropriate balance between open government and individual privacy,
has altered in one respect the Government's practices concerning release
of personal information to the public. Prior to the act it was presumably
within the discretion of the agency to determine to what extent it would
protect the privacy of individuals, as the Freedom of Information Act
exemptions permit but do not require withholding. By prohibiting disclosure unless required by the Freedom of Information Act, the Privacy
Act has the effect of eliminating agency discretion concerning release of
records retrieved by individual identifiers."
5 U.S.C.

3 562(b)(6) (1916).

For a dmcussion of the peninent leddative history and the dehberateness of
including the words "elearly unrwanred," see Department of the h r € o n e V.
Rose, 425 U.S. 352, 37273, 378 n. 16 (1976)
a

as

5

U.S.C. 3 652a(b)(2) (1976).

See Stramburg. Th& Publie'a Rwht to Know end the Indtvidul's Right of
Privacy, The Army Lawyer, Apr. 1976, at 2.
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The question of compatibility of the acts also arises in connection uith
a request from an individual for records which pertain to himself. It is
quite clear that an agency may not rely on an exemption of the Freedom
of Information Act to deny awes8 to records which are otherwise accessible to an individual under the Privacy Act.j‘ Initially, however, there
was a question as to whether access to B record normally releasable under
the Freedom of Information Act could be denied if it was contained in
a Privacy Act system of records which had been exempted from access
by the agency head.&*The position of the Department of the Army was
that access could not be denied,“ a position which was ultimately supported by the Officeof Management and Budget.” There must be a basis
for denial under both statutes before an individual will be precluded from
obtaining records which pertain to himself.”

111. E F F E C T OF OPEN GOVERNMENT LAWS ON

MILITARY JUSTICE RECORDS
The proposed reply to

a soldieis parent u,ho has inquired why the
soldier is being administratively eliminated from the service states that
the soldier has received nonjudicial punishment on three separate occasions for vslious disciplinaly infractions. A newspaper reporter requests
a copy of the record of trial from a recent court-martial in which the son
of a prominent businessman was acquitted of selling dmgs. An attorney
representing a soldier who wants to appeal his special court-martial con-

5 U.S.C.

B

662a(q) (1976).

Sea Senate Comm. on Government Operations & Subeomm. on Government
Information and Individual Righta, House Comm. an Government Operations,
94th Cang , 2d Sess.. Legldative History of the Pni.acy Act of 1974. S. 5418
(Pubhe Law 93-5791, at 1173.
Regvlations require. mto‘ aka. that the system of records be properly exempted and that the record not be r e v v e d to be diselosed under the Freedom
of Information Act. A m y Reg. No. 3 4 M l . O f R c e Management-The A m y
Privacy F~ogram,para 2 6 b (27 Aug 1976) lheremafler cited as AR 34S211.

* Office of.Managemenr and Budget. Implementation of the Plivaey Act of 1974.
Supplementary Guidance, 40 Fed. Reg. 66.741 sf 66.742(1975) [heremeher cited
as OMB Supplemenrq Guidance].

For another dmuasion af this point and the procedural problems rased by
aueh requests, sea Strassburg,8upm note 60. Bt W.
sa
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vietion under Article 69, Uniform Code of Military Justice, requests
copies of all prior appeals in which The Judge Advocate General has
panted relief on the basis of newly discovered evidence. A soldier requests that a record of nonjudicial punishment be expunged from his
personnei file under the Privacy Act amendment provisions.
The above are but a few of the many openness-in-gove~mentissues
which patentially face the military lawyer. Their uniqueness arises not
from the impact of openness-in-government legiaiation on military e-.
inal law, but from the unique nature of the records produced by the
military criminal justice system-records of trial, records of nonjudicial
punishment, and records produced by appellate determinations.

A. FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT
I . Release of Records o j T n a l to Members o f t h e Publtc

The Freedom of Information Act exemption that immediately comes
to mind when consideling whether court-martial records of trial must be
released to members of the public is that pertaining to "personnel and
medical flea and similar files the disclosure of whieh would constitute a
clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy."" Application of this
exemption requires an initial determination whether a record of trial
constitutes a me within the scope of exemption, , . e . , is it a personnel,
medical, or similar file. If the answer is affirmative, a second determination mu6t be made whether diaelosure would have the stated effect."
The tirst determination of this two-step process is of more academic
than practical importance, as the courts have liberally canstrved the term
"similar files." I t can be argued with merit that the form of the file is
irrelevant, and that the only true issue is whether there would be a

b/

5 U S.C. 8 6522(bX6)(1376).

m The question of whether the sixth exemption provides a blanket exemption for
personnel and medical Rles hna been aniulered by the Supreme C o w t in the
negative. The phrase, "the diselomre of whieh w d d cmsfltufe a clearly un.
w-nted
invasion of p~rsonalprivacy," not only appliea LO "similar fries," but
equally applies to "personnel and medical files.'' Department of the Arr Farce v
Rose, 425 US.352, 37&16 (1376).
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clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy." The United States
Supreme Court, while rejecting the contention that Air Force Academy
m e summaries of honor and ethics hearings constituted "personnel files,"
had little difficulty in concluding that they were "similar files."Themajor
consideration in that conclusion was that disclosure involved privacyvalues similar to disclosure of personnel files,6e
The second step in applying the sixth exemption is substantially mors
difficult than the fist. Congress intended to establish objective criteria
for the withholding of records so that a requester need not state a r e a m
for wanting the information." Nevertheless, application of the phrase
"unwarranted invasion of personal privacy" has frequently necessitated
inquiry into a requesteis reasons, resulting in a somewhat subjective
determination. Thus, in Getman v. NLRB," two "highly qualified specialists in labor law" conducting a voting study were able to obtain the
names and addresses a i employees eligible to vote in certain labor elections," whereas, in Wine Hobby USA. Inc. v. IRS," a mail order seller
In a ease where the eoheld P list of namee and addresses
meanmng of the term '"%1mdarfiles," the eo& stated.

LO

be

xlthin the

A broad interpretation OF the statutory term t o include names and addresses is neeesaw to avoid a denial of stetumry protection in a care
where release of requested materials would result in a elearly u n w a ~
ranted invasion OF peraond plivaey Since the r h s t of the exemption
is to avoid unwarranted invasion. afplivney, the term ''filer" should nat
be gwen an interpretation that would often preclude inquiry into this

queitio".
Furthermore. we believe the list of names and addresses IS B file "aimilni' to the personnel and medical Ales speeifleally referred t o in the
exemption. The common denominator in "personnel and medical and ~ i m ilar Ales" 1s the personal quality of information in the file, the disclosure
of which may eonstitUte B elewly unwarranted invmion of personal plivacy. We do not believe ihar the u ~ of
e the term '%milar" was intended
to narrow the exemption born disclosure and permit the release of f i l e
which would otherwise be exempt because of the rerulianr i n v ~ s i maf
priivacy
Wine Hobby USA, Inc. V. IRS, 602 € 2d 133, 13s (3d Ch 1974) (footnote
omitted).
more W y C i d

Lo

Department af the Arr €orce Y . Rose, 425 U.S.352, 37677 (19761
See H R. Rep. No 1419, aupm note 1, at 3

450 F.2d 670 (D.C.
Cw 19711
es Id., at 674-77.
m

e 502

18

F.2d 133 (3d C l r 1974)
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of amateur winemaking equipment and supplies was unable to obtain the
names and addresses of individuals registering with the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearm.."

Most courts have applied a '%alancing of interests" test in sixth exemption cases,* an appmaeh which appears to have won the favor of the
United States Supreme Court.' While the courts generally inquire into
the requester's reasons for wanting the information in order to balance
the interests, it ie important to note that they do so not to determine the
requester's personal interest, but rather to ascertain the public interest
in disclosure. In Gelmn, great weight was placed on the potential benefit
to be received by the public h m an empirical investigation of labor
elections," whereas in Wim Hobby the court could ascertain no direct
or indirect public interest to be served by disclosure.' Perhaps the test
ia best summarized in Campbell v. CSC,' where the court stated

Commercial u i n e m h g is subject to vpzjoui pennit, bonding, and tuntion
requirements. People who m&e wine at home for their o m houaehold or f d i y
me rather than for d e may avoid compUanee with these requirements thmvgh
registration wth the Bureau. The plaintiff, Wine Hobby, wanted the regllltmtB'
m e s and addreaaes to enable it ta send them its catalogues describing winemaldng equipment and supplies it ofleers for d e . 502 F.2d 154.
Id , at 18-7.
e~ See Wine Hobby USA,Ine. V.

IRS, 502 F.2d 13. (sd CL. 1974); Rural Homing
ALLanee V. Dep't of Agriculture, 498 F.2d 7s (D.C. C i . 1974); Getman Y. NLRB,
450 F.2d 670 (D.C. CL. 1971). But 8ee Robles V. EPA, 4S4 F.2d e43 (4th Cir.
1973).

* Department of the Air Foree v. Roae, 425 U.S.aS2 (1976).It should be noted

that in Rose the requester only wanted m o r d a with names and i d e n t i i data
deietd. Thus the Covrt had no need to pctuslly adopt or reject the appmaeh.
Nevertheiesa, in eonsideling whether the p h e "the diaeiosvre ofwhieh would
CorntitUte B dearly unwmanted invmion of pemond privscY applied to permmei and m e d i d flee M well ae aimiipr fliea, the C o w stated: "TOthe emtrpry,
Congress enunciated a single p l i e y , to be enforced in both w e 8 by the court^,
'that will involve B balancingi of the private and publie interest&" Id., at 378
(footnote omitted). For a eaee mbeequent to Roae which applied the balancing
test, see Campbell V. CSC, 589 F.2d 58 (10th Cir. 1976).
450
a 502

F.2d at 67676
F.2d at 137.

Ea9 F.2d E8 (10th C i . 1976).
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In applying the test, these factors are considered:
1. Would disclosure result in an invasion of privacy and, if so,
how serious?

2. The extent or value of the public purpose or object of the
individuals see!+
disclosure.
5. Whether the information is available h m other S O U T C ~ ~ . ~ ~
The iirat of the three factors enumerated in Campbell and the s t e p
by-step approach used by other courts" imply that the courts proceed
under an assumption that there can be disclosure of information about
an individual which does not amount to an invasion of personal p r i ~ a c y . ~
While the courts have not nrticulated a rationale for such a proposition,id
at least two can be advanced, each of which lends merit to the position
that the public interest need not be balanced against the private interest
when considering whether records of trial by court-martial must be dish e d to members of the public
If one accepts the premise that there can be no invaairm of privacy
unless there is a reasonable ezpwctation of privacy, a body of information
Id., st 61.

E . g . . Wine Hobby USA, h e .

V.

IRS, €42 F.2d 1 s (1974) in which the t o m

Itated,

To ~ p p i ythe balancing test to the fnets of this -e

we m u t determine
whether mlep~eofthe name8 and addreasea would constitute M invmion
of prsonnl privnoy and. 8 IO, Manee the aeriousneaa of that invaaion
with the p-ae
saserted for reiep~e.

Id., at 186.

If thii w p not
~ the w e , t h e e would be no need for the court's iniU inquiry
it would m % e e for the EoUIZto examine the seriousneaaof the invasion and
b h e e it againat the pmblic intere8t selved by diaelosure. The imprtmee of this
pint, of mme, Is that ifdiseioaure does not result in M invaaion of privacy. it
w n o t be " e i e ~ l i yunw-ted."
and the need for B balmeiw af interests is
eliminated.
md

The need to articulate B ntionde haa not arisen. *B the court8 appiylw the
bslnneing test have dwsys found, aa u to be expected in P litigated case. that
B D ~ D
invlaion of privacy would be c m e d by diseioaure. Thus they have needed
only to address the issue of the aeriouanesa of the invnaion.
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existswhichmbe freelydisclosed inspiteoftheappearancethat privacy
is being invaded. Examples of such information might include matters
such as one's sex, general description, or other matters which are open
for the world to see." In addition, in the area of state and local matters,
it is doubtful that one has a reasonable expectation of privacy in certain
public records which have traditionally been open to public scrutiny such
as marriage certificates, birth records, and recorded real estate transactions. This "public record" concept is easily extended to court-martial
records of trial due to similar treatment of their civilian countelpart.
More importantly, however, the public nature of criminal proceedings,
civilian or military, would certainly seem to preclude an accused h m
entertaining any expectation of privacy other than that afforded by the
rules of evidence pertaining to relevancy and materiality.
The second basis with potential to support the assumption that there

can be disclosure of information about an individual which does not constitute an invasion of privacy focuses on the causal relationship between
the disclosure and the invasion. In other words, does disclosure of the
record cause the invasion, or is the invasion caused by something other
than the disclosure? Arguably, in the court-martial context, it is the
public event which causes the loss of an accused's privacy, and not the
subsequent disclosure of the record which preSeNeS that event. Admittedly, disclosure of the record has the potential of broadening or perpetuating that 1088 ofprivaey, but there is a certain appeal to the position
that disclosures made in the c o m e of a public trial or other public event
are forever in the public domain.
Other than the proposition that disclosure of a record of trial does not
constitute a prima facie invasion of privacy, the only alternative favoring
disclosure is that the invasion is not clearly unwarranted. This brings
into consideration the full balancing test which, as previously noted,
requires that the public interest served by disclosure be weighed against
the seriousness of the invasion of privacy. While it is clear that the c o w s
permit examination of an individual's reasons for requesting records in
order to determine whether a public interest will be sewed,'6 it would
seem preferable, where possible, to rely on a general public interest.
This would not only ease the administrative task of inquiring *to a
For military members thm could inelude matters discerned from on& uniform
aueh PB rank, awprds, and decorations.
" E . g . , Campbell V. CSC. 589 F.2d 58 (10th Cir. 1978); Getman V . NLRB, 450
F.Zd 670 (D.C. Cir 1971).
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requester's reasons but would also foster the general intent of Congress
that requesters need not state a reason for wanting information and that
all requesters are to be on an equal footing."
In one sense, despite the fact that the burden of proof rests with the
government, a criminal trial is a proceeding in which an individual is
d e d upon to answer to society for alleged misconduct. Such an individual, regardless of the ultimate finding of guilt or innocence, is required
in the public interest to surrender many rights, not the least of which
is a degree of his personal privacy. The public interest in such a proceeding, especially when the trial ends with a conviction, does not ceme
at the termination ofthe proeeeding. Thereis aeontinuingpublicinterest
in knowing whether justice was done, both from the viewpoint of the
individual and of society. This is particularly true of courts-martial, which
have a disciplinary function affecting the national defense.?' Thie public
interest, coupled with the factors previously discussed-lack of an expectation of privacy, public trial, and the "public record"eoncepL-make
a substantial case far tipping the scales in favor of disclosure.

Is the public interest sufficient to offset the individual harm that could
befall individuals by disclosure of records of trial? Only a court m ultimately decide, but until such time, the Army judge advocate can rely
on regulatory guidance." Further, there exists an administrative opinion

See H.R. Rep No. 1419, svpm note 1, at 3. See also 1 K Dams, Admniitrative
Law TTea~iae5 SA.4(Supp. 1970).

Cf.Department of the Ai? Force Y . Rose, 425 U.S. 352,36749 (1976). In that
case, the Corn discusses the interest of the p v b h in the dhcipbne of cadets at
the Air Force Academy.
7m Army Reg. No.a4Cb17, OfficeMsnsgemenfiRelease of InIamatlon and Rec.
o d s h o r n Anny Files, pm8. Zl2tI2) (C1, 24 Jan. 1975) [heremaher cited as AR
54&171. This regvlntian states that uneiasslfled portions of recorda of tnai should
always be reieased aher completion of appellate review, and that they may be
made available earlier "if to do 80, m the judgment af The Judge Advocate
Generai. would not adversely affect the appellate pmcess." Pmperiy classified
portions of B record of trial me exempt pwsuznt to 5 U.S.C. 5 552(bXlj (1976).

The only justmeatmn under the Freedom of Infomation Act For withholding
a record ofviai prior to eompiemn of appellate review IS 6 U S.C. 5 &2@3(7XA)
(1916),which permits withholding ofmvestigatoly records compiled For law e m
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which leaves little doubt as to the position of The Judge Advocate General.
In the case which gave rise to the opinion, the custodian of a record
of trial reflecting an acquittal questioned whether the record should be
released. The case involved an Army officer who had been charged with
conduct unbecoming an officer by committing certain lewd and lascivious
acts with a male soldier. Although the record was over ten years old and
arguably very damaging even though it showed an acquittal, The Judge
Advoeate General concluded that neither the sixth nor the s e ~ e n t h ' ~
Freedom of Information Act exemptions was applicable, and that the
record must be released.' In light of such precedent, it is difficult to
conceive of any record of trial which would be withheld merely to protect
personal privacy.
1. Disclosure

of Records of Nonjudicial Punzskment

Assuming that nonjudicial punishment imposed under article 15, Uniform Code of Military Justice, is less stigmatizing than conviction by
court-martial, it is ironic that the conclusion is more difticult to reach
that records of nonjudicial punishment must always be reieased under

foreement p~lpoleato the extent that disclosure would interfere wlth enforce.
ment proceedme.
Conceding the threahoid issue, thi. author 18 hard pressed t o eoneeive of a
Situstion where the appellate process would be adversely affected by diseloawe.
It ie certainly not like the situation where pretlial publnty could complicate the
pmSeeution 01 prejudice the accused.
The Seventh exem~fion
lies to in?eStiPatDN
.
..
. recorda eomuiled for law enforcement p u p a e s to the extent, tntw alia, that direiaswe would eomtitute zn
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 5 U.S.C. # 652(b)(7I(Cl (1976). Significantly, the word ''clearly'' preceding the word "unwarranted" in the aixth
exemption is omitted in the seventh exemption, creating. in fheoly, B greater
right of pnvaey in the latter.
js

a DNA-CL 191711872.6 May1917. The record of tdal WBBIpeeiflesliyrequeated
by name of the neeuaed and 80 the option of deleting name and identifting data
was not available. Furthermore, if 18 elear that the record xws reieased baaed
on P general publie interest rather than P public interest peeuliar to the specific
requester. The requester pafliltoudy advised that he desired the record for uae
in an spped ofan oifcer eifciencyreport which had been subsequently rendered
on him by the accused.
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the Freedom of Information Act. Yet that i8 precisely the ease, primarily
because the procedure for imposing nonjudicial punishment is more private in nature.8‘ While The Judge Advocate General of the Army has
concluded that records of nonjudicial punishment introduced at a c o w martial are releasable as a part of the record of trial, the opinion faUs
short of concluding that the public interest seNed by disclosure always
outweighs the invasion of privacy that o ~ c u r s . ~
Thus there is no definitive admmiatmtive precedent favoring disclosure
as in the case of records of trial. Rather, the regulatory guidance and
the administrative precedent, at least by implication, indicate that determinations of releasability of records of nonjudicial punishment not
contained in records of trial must be made on B case-by-easebasis.
Regulatory guidance concerning disclosure of disciplinary type information is as follows:
In determining whether the release of information would result in a clearly unwarranted invasion of privacy, consideration
should be given, in cases involving alleged misconduct, to the
relationship of the alleged misconduct t o an individual’s official
duties, the amount of time which has passed since the alleged
misconduct, and the degree to which the individual’sprivacy has
alreadv been invaded bv. any. investieation or .
Droeeedinns which
have &ken place.=
I

The only example provided is that pertaining to court-martial records of
trial.” The lack of a similar example for records of nonjudicialpunishment
Army Reg. Xo. 27-10. Legal S e r v l e e b M i h t q Justme, paras. bl2a. b l 4 b
(C17,15 Aug. 1977) [hereinafter cited 8 8 AR 2T-101. This replatian provides

that a eerviee member may request that arriele 15 proceedings be open to the
publie. and that such a requeat shall ardinadly be granted.
Xeverrheleas, it IS elear that nornudieid punishmenr is intended t o be B dieelpanary measure between commander and subordinate rather than a tnal between the publie and an alleged criminal offender. Furthermore. to pive ans
eonsideration t o whether an Blfifle 15 proeeedlng w89 open to the public in
detemning whether the record is releasable under the Freedam of Infamation
Act, wauid result in B dual standard where the indiridual who exercise6 hls nght
IS penallzed by nrklng that h a file w111 be subject to public disclosure
a

DMA-CL 1977/1729,4 M a r 1877. See aim DMA-AL 1977lS792. 9 Mar. 1877.
AR 34-17,

para. 2-17,tIZXCl)
~ p m

*see note 711, ~
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could be interpreted as hesitance t o be as defintive, one way or the
other, regarding the latter.
In October 1975,The Judge Advocate General was asked to determine
whether the regulatory provision regarding announcement of article 16
dispositions on unit bulletin boards" violated the recently implemented
Privacy Act. A negative conclusion could have been based on either of
two exceptions to the act's prohibition against disclosures from systems
of records, either the exception pertaining to disclosure "to those officers
and employees of the agency . . . who have a need for the record in the
performance of their duties,'" or the exception for records required to
be disclosed under the Freedom of Information A h B ' Use of the second
exception, of c o m e , would require a determination that disclosure would
not constitute a "clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy."' The
conclusion of The Judge Advocate General that the Privacy Act was not
violated by posting summaries of article 15 proceedings on unit bulletin
boards was based on the first exception." Implicit in that choice is that
it was the better of the two alternatives.
Use of the intra-agency exception as the basis for posting article 15
summaries is questionable for two reasons. First of all, it ignores the fact
that unit bulletin boards are generally open to public viewing. Secondly,
the exception does not permit unlimited disclosure within the agency. It
embodies a "need to know" concept, and while it should be liberally
interpreted so that the orderly conduct of business will not be impeded,
it does impose some constraints on intra-agency disclosure.'
The rationale proffered to support the proposition that unit members
have a "need to know" the disciplinary actions taken against fellow unit
members is based on the assumption that posting article 15 summaries
AR 21-10, para. %13b(C11).
5 U.S.C. B 552afiX1)(1916).

'' 5 U.S.C.

S 552aibji2) (1916). The Judge Advocate General has opined on nu.
merow oceaaions that there need not be an aetual Freedom of lnfomation Act
request seeking discloawe of records Pwsvant to this exoeptmn. The test i~
whether therecords "would be required" to be diseloaed. E . g . , DAJA-AL
197613752, 10 Mar. 1916. See Office of Management and Budget, Privaey Act
Guidelines, 40 Fed. Reg 28,949 at 28,954 (1975) [hereinafter cited 88 OMB GiudeIines1.
5 U.S.C. B 652(b)(6) (19761.See text at notea 4 7 4 9 . ~ u p m
DAJA-CL 19lCd%44, 25 Nav. 1975.
OMB Gmdelines, 8upn note 81, at 28,964.
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has a deterrent effect and promotes r n ~ r a l e .If~ 'this assumption is correct
a general benefit would devolve to the h y . I t is difficult, however, to
equate that benefit to the purpose for the exception, i.e., to permit
disclosures necessary for the agency to conduct its business in an orderly
fashion. The fact that this questionable position was deemed to be the
better of the two choices may indicate an extreme reluctance or total
unwillingness to take the position necessary to adapt the alternative
basis, namely, that disclosure of records of article 15 punishments is not
a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy
The hesitancy, reluctance, or unwillingness implicit in the regulatory
guidance and the administrative precedent is probably well founded.
Unlike records oftrial, it is difficultta conceive of a general public interest
favoring disclosure of records of nonjudicial punishment. Perhaps there
is a general public interest in the functioning of a disciplinary system
affecting the national defense' or in the duty performance of public employees.' The Judge Advocate General, however, absent the additional
factors present in courts-martial, namely, lack of an expectation of privacy, public trial, and the "public record" concept, has been unwilling on
three occasions to conclude that such interests were sufficient.* In view
of that unwillingness and of cases such as Campbell v. CSC" and Vaughn

DAJA-CL 197512644, 25 i i o v . 1975
-See text at note 17, 8upro.
=see text at note 83, 8Upm
'I

DAJA-CL 19732644,25 No". 1975,DAJA-CL 197612673.10 Dec 1976; DAJACL 1977l1729, 4 Mar. 1977.
Campbell involved B request for a C i i d Service Commission repart on personnel management which included an appendix listing employees erroneously
clammed too high in the General Service far the duties they were performing,
and an appendix which named an employee r h o had apparently been promoted
c a n t r q LO Civil Service Commission reguiatione.
The court upheld denial of the appendices baaed on exemption d x of rhe Freedom of Information Act. There was no indication of any xrongdoing an the p a n
af the named employees. Nevertheless, the eouti deemed the invaimn of pmvacy
ta be iielious because of the potential for embmassment The court recopllzed
the pubiic interest ~n "efficient and i s u W persannei management," but raid that
such interest "is better served by disclosure Ofgeneral agency perfamanee rather
than by specific ~ * e v e l d m
of individual Drablems such as arerelassiRcation " 539
F.2d at 62
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v. Rosen," the judge advocate is well advised to severely question disclosure of records of nonjudicial punishment whether the disclosure be
of the record itself or mere mention in a piece of correspondence that
punishment was imposed. The judge advocate must search for a public
interest t o be served by disclosure. If he finds none that outweighs the
invasion of plivacy, he should recommend that disclosure be d e n i d g r

3. Effect on Appellate Records

So far only the third category of records under the Freedom of Information Act" has been considered. But the military justice system also
produces various records of appellate determinations, including the decisions of the Courts af Military Review, and dispositions of appeals
pursuant to article 69 of the Uniform Code. If these records constitute
final opinions or orders "made in the adjudication of cases,"" they come
within the second category of Freedom of Information Act records and
must be made available for public inspection and copying.'m More im883 F. Supp. 1049 (D.D.C 1974).a.@"d on_ other grouunds, I S F.2d 1136 (D.C.
Clr. 1976) Vaughn invalaed B request for r e p o m idenficai t o the repon m
Campbell, hut the r e l e v ~ missue involved textual references t o specific agency
officials, usudly in personnel management. and evaluation& of the job peliormance of those afficlals. Denying discloiure. the court stated ''Whatever mterest
the publie hasin these mattersiafor the mast part met bydiseioaureofevaluations
of agency personnel management performanee, not by evsiuoons of particular
indwiduala." Id BT 1066

An example %.here disclosure might be justified 1% the ~irnationrhere rhe
subject ''goes pubhe" Kith camplainta of unfsrmess, dmenmmatmn, or other
agency miStreatment and thereby creates B pubhe interest m hie ~ a m i c u l ease.
~r
It would seem unreaaonabie that the agency could not respond t o the public's
demand for an explsnstlon even though the i e ~ p o n might
~ e inelude more personal
lnfomztion than the subject himself made pubhe. Srr DMA-AL 1976,6258. 24
Aug. 1916.
111

The judEe advocate, however. should he 5 . a of
~ poorly Intentioned diaclosuree
such ~ituatmnsas they could be a entieai factor ~n suhsequem htigalion

5 E.S.C. 5 662(a)(S) (1976) These are recorda whleh must be made available
to an) person upon request but do nor have to be publiahed in the Federal
Reglater, or indexed and made available for pubix inspeetian and copying.
ss

5 U.S.C. 5 652(a)(P)(A) (1976)

5 U.S.C. 5 662(a)(21 (1976) The requirement does not apply ifthe records are
promptly published and copier &reoffered for sale.
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portantly, however, "(aX2Y' records must be indexed for the
Furthermore, such records may be relied on, used, or cited as precedent
by an agency only if the agency has complied with the requirements, or
the affected party has actual and timely notice of the terms of the w c -

ords.'m

In determining what records must be indexed and made available under
subsection (a)(Z)(A),it is fist n e c e s s q to t m to the definition section
of the Administrative Procedure Act. "Adjudication" is defined as the
"agency process for the formulation of an order."'" "Order" is defined
as "the whole or a part of a final disposition, whether b a t i v e , negative, injunctive, or declaratory in form, of an agency in a matter other
than rule making but including licensing."1MCombining these definitions,
the conclusion is that "final opinions, , , , as well as orders, made in the
adjudication of cases"'= include, in essence, the product of an agency final
disposition in any matter other than the process for formulating rules
and regulations.'"
The major

C B S ~appl@g

subsection la)(R(A) is NLRB

Y.

Sears, Roe-

I d . The index must be pubiished st Least qumte~lyand distributed or, if the
agency detenninea that this would be unnecessary and impracticable, it may
pmwde eopiea of the index upon mqueet at a cost not to exceed the direct cost

OF dupimtion.
m

Id
6 U.S.C. I551(1j (1076).

Irn

Ly

5 U.S.C. % 551(6j (1976).

m 5 U.S.C. % 562IaXZXAj (1916).

TheAttarney General tookBnarrawviewofthispraviaionm hismemorpndum
on the Freedom of Infomation Act when he stated that the act doe8 not eantemplate "the public availability of every 'ordei a~ thm defined T h e e x p i e ~ s i ~ n
'orders made in the adjudication of eaaea' i8 intended to llmt the reqvlrement

to oxiers which are issued as p M of the final disposifron of an adpdieative
proceeding" Att'y Gen. 1961 Memorandum, 8 ~ p l anote 13, at 16
Professor Davis, however. criticizes this view He statesthat, ps "aaudieatmn"
means an agency pmce68 For the fomuisfion of an order, "every order 18 iasued
ne part of the Rnsi disposition of an adjudication." He si90 point8 out: "An 'order'

may gay no more than 'application granted' or 'application denied,' but that much
hs9 to be open to pubh inspeerion; whether that much may be meaninghrl has
to depend u p ~ nthe application afthe Information Act to the other papera in the
1 K. Davis. dupm note 76, at % 3A.8.

E-.''
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buck & C O . ' in
~ which the Supreme Court held that certain advice and
appeals memoranda of the general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board constituted final opinions made in the adjudication of cases.

Unfair labor practice charges are initially filed with a regional director
who has authority to determine whether to issue a complaint. The decision
not to iasue a complaint is appealable by the charging party to the general
counsel. The decision to sustain or overrule the regional director is set
forth with suppartmg reasons in an appeals memorandum. The general
counsel also issues advice memoranda in certain casea which the regional
director is required to forward before decision, or in cases which the
regional director elects to forward for advice. Both types of memoranda
are binding on the regional director
The Supreme Court held that advice and appeals memoranda in czaes
where a complaint was not ultimately issued came within subsection
(a)(2)(A) and are not exempt under the Freedom of Information Act
internal memorandum exemption,'" but that memoranda issued in cases
where a complaint is fled are not "final opinions" and are exempt under
exemption five.'" In the former instance, a memorandum represents "an
unrenewable rejection of the charge fled by the private p a r t ~ . ' ' ~In' ~the
latter instance the filing of the complaint does not finally dispose of the
matter.'l'
The Sears case, however, should not be interpreted to mean that a

Irn

421 U.S.132 (1575)

I d at 15L69. It should be noted that the exempfiona apply to all three
eategoties of records covered by the act. It IS not essential st this point to explore
the fifth exemption 15 U.S.C. 5 552(b)@J 11576)J in depth. In brief. the
exemption Is hmted to internal memoranda af B pre-decisional nature and does
not cover memoranda whieh erpiaun the reasons for B pBTticuim decision Thus,
exemption five em never apply to Anal opinions and orders made m the adjudication of cases. They are mutually exelusive. I d . at 1 5 W .

rd. at 1 5 ~ 0 .
Id.

at 155.

Id. at 155. The real purpose of the indexing reqvirement is to make pubhe the
"aeCmt"laW which dewlopswithinan ageney in the courseof disposingofmatters
before the agency. Id. at 15b46.The "law' of the eases in whieh a eampiamt i s
iasued i s not made by the General Counsel, but by the National Labor Relarions
Board, which ultimately decides the ULSBB Id. at 160.
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decision which is appealable ia neeessa14y not "final." In a subsequent
c a e of a similar nature, a court of rppeals expressed its belief that the
regional directoia initial decisions on whether to file a complaint "possess
the 'finality' demanded by subsection (aI(Z)(A), notwithstanding the
charging party's right to appeal a dismissal to the General Counsel's
office."L1P
This proposition can find support in a second Supreme Court
case decided contemporaneously with Sears.
In Renegotiation Board v. Grumman Aircraft Engineering C ~ r p . , ' ' ~
the Court concluded that determinations of a regional board were not
required to be indexed and made available under subsection (aXZXA),as
they were only recommendations to the Renegotiation Board. The regional board had no authority to finally decide cases before it."' In BO
holding, the Court contrasted the case before it with the iacts in Sears,
where the decision of the general counsel had '"real operative effect,"
and, like a lower court decision, had "the force of law," absent appeal by
one of the parties."'
While the ease law does not clanfs whether subsection (a)(Z)(A) extends
to the broadest possible limits suggested by Professor Kenneth C.
Davis,"6 it is sufficiently enlightening to conclude without much hesitancy
that it at least encompasses decisions of The Judge Advocate General
made under article 69, Uniform Code of Militaty Justice.'" These should
be indexed and made available pursuant tQ subsection (aI(21. It is also
quite clear that decisions of military appellate court8 also fall uithin the
acope of subsection (aI(Z)(A). There is, howeyer, at least a viable argu-

Kent C o g .
421 U.S.

j.

XLRB, 630 F 2d 612. 61E-I5 (1576).

168 (1975)

Under U.C..M.J. art. 65, The Judge Advocate General has authority t o vacate
or modify, in whole or in p m . the findings or sentence, or both. ~n a cow-martial
case which hei been finally reviered, but not reviewed by a Court of M h t w
Review. T h e grounds for such action are (1) newly diecovered eridenee; (2) fraud
on the court. (3) lack of jurisdiction over the secured or the affenae. or (4) emor
prtjudieiai to the substantm.1 nghtr of the accused.
117

The article sieo 'equlrer The Judge Aduoeaze General ta remew every record
of trial by general court-martial in which there has been a finding of guilty and
a sentenced appellate review IS not provided far by U.C.Y.J. a r t 66.
30
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ment that the courts of military review are not required to index and
make available their unpublished decisions.
The Administrative Procedure Act defines "agency" as eaeh authority
of the United States government, whether or not it is within another
agency, but specifdly excludes The courts of the United States'' and,
except for Freedom of Information Act purpases, Ucourts-marti and
military commissions.""8 If the courts of military review are " C O W ~ S of
the United States" as used within the definition of "agency," the Freedom
of Information Act does not apply to them, If they are not, they we an
authority of the United States to which the aet applies.
There is currently no answer to the above question. The courts of
military review certainly perform a judicial function, but then so do
courts-martial, and it is clear that courts-martial are subject to the ad.."'
Another factor to be considered is that the courts are clearly part of the
militay departments, organizations which are subject to the act." If
one looks at the whole of section 551(1), it can be argued that Congress,
5 U.S.C. 9 661(1) (19761.Thia w88 the definition of''agenq+ which governed
the Freedom of Infomation Aet untll the 1974 amendments, which added B
definition of "~geney"
to the act itBelf. That delinition states:

For p y r p o ~ of
e ~thia aeetion, the tern '%pen& 88 defined in seetion 551(1)
of this title includes m y executive department, military department,
Government corporation, Govement controlled corporation, or other
establishment in the executive brpneh of the GOvemment (meludhg the
Executive Office of the Presidentl, or my independent r e p l a t o v
agenes.

6 U.S.C. % 662(e) (19161.

It is the authoia opinion, however, that this amendment does not fleet the
present iasue. The amendment is essentially a clanfieation and expansion of the
phrase "eachauthonty in the bivic portion of the defmitmn, but does not in any
way alter the speciRo exeepfmns to the definition. See g m l l y U.S. Dep't of
Justice, Attorney General's Memorandum on the 1974 Amendments to the Freedam of Infomtion Act s t 24-28 (1975) IhereineRer eited 88 Att'y Gen. 1974
Memoranduml.
'I*

5 U.S.C. 9551(1) (19761.

U.C.M.J. art, 66181 states: "Each Judge Advocate General shall estabash a
Military Review whieh shall be eampmed of m e or more panela, and
such panel shall be composed of not lese than three appellate military
judges."
IL

C o w of
eaeh
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by the four general exclusions from the definition,12'is limiting the term
"each authority" to the executive branch of the federal govemment.
Therefore, '"~0urt8
of the United States'' should be limited to those within
the judicial branch of the government
What me ean be made of the "remedy" contained within subsection
(aI(2)" for failure to index required records is left to the ingenuity of
defense counsel at the trial and appellate levels. From the wording of
the a d ' s jurisdictional grant,'" it would appear that the consequences
of failing to maintain a required index are limited to this self-contained
remedy. The plain language of the grant led hofessor Kenneth C. Davis
to conclude that "the act's judicial enforcement provision dws not reach
indexing."" W, however, has not proved to be the
Thus in the
This ia in ahprp eontrsdt with the eatsblishment of the Court af Military Appspla: 'There is P United States Caun of Military Appeals eatablinhed under
Article I of the Conatitutim of the United States and loeatedfor adminEatmtm

p v p o a e a mly in the Department of Defenae." U.C.M.J. art. 67(aj(lj(emphadia

added).
For this resdoni it would seem that the C o u i of Militmy Appede ia in s
atmnger position to clnim that I t is a ''court of the United States" and thereby
exempt h m the Freedom of Information Act.
In addition to excluding '"c~urtsof the United States," the detlnition also
exclude8 'the Congreaa," "the governments of the te+toriea or p o ~ i e s i m nof~
the United Statea," and "the government of tho Diatnet of Columbia." 5 U.S.C.
0 561w W 7 S ) .
I=

sss

text st note 102, Bupm.

The act i ~ y that
~ i the district eovrtii have juriadietion 'to enjoin the agency
h m withholding agency recorda and to order the pmdvetion of my agency
m r d s impmperly withheld *om the complainant:' 6 U 3 . C 5 552(a)(4j(B).

1 K . Dsvia, aupm note 76, at 0 3A.14.
In a reeent m e the Army

wad ordered to prepand mahe avdsble an
Index to dispositions of complaints mudo p m u n t to U.C.M.J. art. 158. Hdge
V. Alexander, Civil No.77-188 (D.D.C., orderfiled May la, 1977). The headma
of the index p r e p a d pYrsumt to the order were publiahed m The Army Lawyer.
Dee. 1977, at -1

Regadiig indexing af deeieions of the DteharEe Review B o d s and the
BonrdsforBeC~rreeti~n~fMilitnry
Recorda, eesUrban LswInstituteofAntloeh
College, h e . V. SDuetary of Defense, Civil No. 7-0
(D.D.C., atipulstmn of
dismiasal ~ppmved
Jan. 31. 19771.
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appellate records area, the Army has lei? itself vulnerable to being compelled to establish the indexes required by the aet.

B . PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
1. Effect

on Records of T&l

The Judge Advocate General of the Army originally adopted the plr
sition that the privacy Act does not apply ta courts-martial. The position
was Rrst adopted in response to a tasldng to prepare a system notice for
court-martial records of trial and was subsequently advanced on several
measions in this connection." The Department of Defense, however,
recogmiringthe fact that courts-martial are transitory in nature and that
their records are maintained by the military departments long aRer they
cease to function, determined that system notices were required.In
The conclusion that flows from this position is that all Rivacy Act
provisions pertaining to record maintenance will apply to the maintenance
of courtmartial records. In addition to publication of a system notice,
the other &or record maintenance provisions ofthe privacy Act wncern
disclosure of records *om system of records, and access to and amendment of records by the individual to whom the records pertain.

Disclosure of records from a system of records to third parties, as
previously discussed, ia essentially a Freedom of Information Act issue.
In view of the strong administrative precedent, this issue should pose
no problems to the military lawyer." A?. to disclosure and use within
the agency, the Rrst exception t o the prohibition against disclosures
should prove to be more than adequate.'" Furthermore, there appeen
DAJA-CL 19mmia.I Z D ~ O1976;
. DAJA-CL 1976~660,a DN. 1976; DAJACL 1976/1888, 28 Apr. 1976; DAJA-CL 197W1882, 17 May 1976.
Memonrndvm from Wiyipm T. Cnvmey, Executive Seeretax,, Defense Rivacy B o d , to Richad V. Keamey, Office of the G e n e 4 Counsel, Department
of the Army (21 Dee. 19%) (copy attached to DAJA-CL 1977/15a2,18 Jm.IS??).
IL

See text at notel Te-79, aupm

= T h e fvat exception pe-tli disclosure "to those officela and employees of the
agency whlch mpintnins the record who have a need lor the r e e d in the perlormmeo olth~irdutiell."5U.S.C.$ 66Zn(b)(l) (1976).S~sOMB
Guidelines,m&note 87, at 28.9M.
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t o be no rational basis to restrict intra-agency or interagency disclosure
once there is a determination that disclosure to the public is always
required and never constitutes a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal
privacy.'"

Under the Uniform Code of Military Justice, an aecused is entitled to
a copy of the record of trial in general and special courts-martial.1s' A
similar right is provided by regulation in summary courts-martial.'82
Accordingly, the impact of the Privacy Act regarding access is negligible.
The amendment provisions, however, provide a different problem. one
that hae evoked the concern of The Judge Advocate General.
The Court of Military Appeals recently stressed the importance af
insuring that records of trial are accurate.'s Thus, the concern of The
Judge Advocate General in thia respect is not that the Privacy Act imposes a standard with which the military departments must comply.
Rather, his concern relates to the effect of the intrusion of administrative
procedures on the criminal justice process.'" Administrative procedures
pertaining to amendment of records, by their very nature, conflict with
the recently reiterated rule 'that the records and judgments of the trial
court import absolute verity and may not, in the absence of a charge of
h u d , be challenged.""
Irn
Thm, of c o m e , would not be the ease where diseiosvre wa8 bared on s p e i a l
maeons advanced by the requester. See, e.&, Getman V . NLRB, 450 F.2d 670
(D.C. Cir. 19711. But see, e.&., Wine Hobby USA, Inc.Y. IRS, 502 € 2 d 133 (ad
cir 19741.

111

U.C.M.J. art. 5W.
AR 21-10, para. 2-96 (C12, 12 Dee. 19731.
United States V . Cnu-Rijos, 1 M.J. 4 9 (C.M A. 19161

DATA-CL 197612104, 26 July 1976. Among the adverse eonsequenees of pubLiehing P eystem notice for records of trial noted by The Judge Advocate &nerd

The me of the Rivaey Aet to attack couTt-ma-tial eonviehons p m r ta
e~mpletionof Rnal a p p l l s t e action would be dieruptive of the normal
appllate proeesa. Moreover, to the extent that mvaey Act litigation is
commenced orior to ~ o m ~ l e t i oofn amellate review. it would rend to
diminish the'degree of autonomy re&tly gained by the court-martial
Byitem in such eme8 a s S ~ h k e i n g ev Cmneilman, 420 U.S. 758 11975).
Id
United States V. Cnu-Rijos, 1 M.J. 429, 431 (C.M A. 1976). citing United
States V. Gallowsy, 2 C.M.A. 433, 435, 9 C . P . R 6% 65 11963)
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The Privacy Act, however, provides a means by which the impending
clash can be avoided. As previously noted, it provides that the head of
an agency may exempt any System of records from most ofthe provisions
of the act, including the amendment provisions, if it is:
(2) maintained by an agency or component thereof which performs m its principal function any activity pertaining to the
enforcement of criminal laws, including police efforts to prevent,
control, or reduce crime or to apprehend criminals, and the
activities of prosecutors, courts, correctional, probation, pardon, or parole authorities, and which consists o f , , (C) reports
identifiable to an individual compiled at any stage of the process
of enforcement of the criminal laws from arrest or indictment
through release from supervision."

.

There can be little doubt that a Privacy Act system of records encompassing court-martial records of trial would qualify for exemption from
amendment,'87 and the traditional sanctity of records of criminal proceedings and potential interference with the appellate proeess would
certainly seem to j
u
s
t
a claiming the exemption.'"
$.

Effecton Records of NanjlrdicialPunishmant

Like records of trial by court-martial, the effect of the Privacy Act
access provision on records of nonjudicial punishment is negligible,'" and
LI* 5

U.S.C. 8 56Za0) (1976).

The A m y is studying the question of publication of a sy8tem notice for reto&
of tnd. Telephone converbation aith Captain !PI James J. Smth, Criminal Law
Division, Office of the Judge Advocate General. at the Penlagon !Nov. 20. 1979).
la'

xzz There
other record management pravisionb of a less signifcant natwe
than those discussed. Like the proviaions pertaining to amendment af records,
aome of these are mbieet to exemmion by the head of the m e n w Others amear

tributian of pornography would likeiy contain such mfomation, but the prohibition doea not BDDIY
.. . if maintensnee of the record is "oertinent to and within the
scope of zn authorved law enforcement a ~ f i n t y . "

For P ease applylng this provision, m e Amedcan Federation of Government
Employees V. Sehleimger, 448 F. Supp. 431 (D.D.C.
1918)
The punished soldier receives
(Cll).
la'

B

copy of the record AR 27-10. para. b l j b
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there should be few problems associated with intra-agency
While disclosure of records of nonjudicial punishment from a Bystem of
records to third parties presents certain problems for the military lawyer,
it too is essentialiy a Freedom of Information Act iasue and has been
previously dimussed.
Unlike records of trial, however, the opportunity to exempt records
of nonjudicial punishment from the amendment provisions ofthe act does
not exist."' Accordingly, amendment of such records is an issue which
may face military lawyers from time to time. Unfortunately, there is
little to assist the judge advocate in deahng with the issue. As yet, there
are no reported cases involving the amendment provisions of the Privacy
Act. Even the major commentator on administrative law makes only
passing remarks on the Privacy Act,'- and the guidelines issued by the
Office of Management and Budget make little comment on the difficult
issues of the amendment prouisions."
Specifically, the Privacy Act provides that agencies must permit individuals to request amendment of their records. In response to such
requests, agencies must either correct any portion of the record "which
the individual believes 1s not accurate, relevant, timely, or complete,"
or inform the individual of its reasons for failing to amend.'" The Army
implementation of the act provides that amendments "will be physically
accomplished, as circumstances warrant, through the addition of supplementatyinfomation, or by means of annotations, alteration, obliteration,
deletion, or destruction of the record or a portion of it.'"" Assuming an

110

See note 129,B

U P

AR 27-10, para. &156 (C17) provides for filing reeords of nonjudicial punishment in v m u u personnel files. These systems of records certslnly do not qualify
for a general exemption. See text at note 1 3 6 , s % p Whde
.
the specific exemption
provisons also permit exemption from the amendment pmvisions, none of the
aeven cafegonee presents B viable possibility af appheation
K. Davia, Administrative L a w of the Seventies 5 3A.38 (1976 & Supp. 1977)
I*

OMB Guideimes, szipro note 87. a 2 8 , g f i W .

6 U S C. D 6SZa(d)(2)(1976). A demal must sisa advise the individual of the
pmeedues by which he can appeal the refusal to amend to the head of the agency
UP hu designee.
LaAR

36

34G21, note 1.
~upra,para. ZAa(3)
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individual is entitled to amendment, it is clear, for example, that removal
of an entire record of nonjudicial punishment might be required.

The Office of Management and Budget offers Some general guidance
with which to begin an inquiry into amendment requests. It states:
In revie\ring a record in response to a request t o amend it,
the agency should assess the accuracy, relevance, timeliness,
or eompietenessof the record in terms of the criteria
established in subsection (e)(5), Le., to m8m-e fairness to the
individual to whom the record pertains in any determination
about that individual which may be made on the basis of the
This guidance would seem to establish a criterion which is not substantially different from that which should be used in the initial imposition
of punishment and in taldng action on appeals from punishment.l"

As to specific grounds, the Office of Management and Budget provides
some helpful guidance regarding accuracy and completeness. The guidelines state that the amendment provisions "are not intended to permit
the alteration of evidence presented in the course of judicial, quasi-judicial, or quasi-legislative proceedings,"" and that they "arenot designed
to permit collateral attack upon that which has already been the subject
of a judicial or quasi-judicial a~tion.""~
OMB Guidelines, ~ u p m n o t 81,
e at18,958. Svbsenion(e)(5)reqvrresanageney
tO'mpintainalireeordswhichareused by theageneyinmsldnganydeterminatian
about m y individual with such aceuraey, reievmee, rimelineas, and completenew
PB i8 reaaonabiy n e e e s s w to _sure famess ta the individual in the deb-.
nation." 5 U.S.C. 5 552a(e)(5) (1976).
"'See gene7ally AR 27-10, note 81, eupm, chap. 8 (C17)
OMB Guidelines, 8%- note 87, at 18,958.

Id. The guidelinescontinue:

For example, these pmviaions are not designed to p e m t an mdindual
to challenge B eonwetion for a criminal offense received I" another forum
01 to reopen the assessment of a tax habllity, but the indimdual would
be able to challenge the fact that the eonvietion or Lability has been
inaeeurateiy recorded in his recorda.
Id.
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The guidelines state that changes in records of quasi-judicial proeeedings should be "through the established procedures consistent with the
adversary process,"'" thus indicating that the es~enceof a quasi-judicial
proceeding is its adversary nature. While punishment imposed pursuant
to article 15, Uniform Code of Military Justice, is technically "nanjudicia]," it can be fairly categorized aa quasi-judicial.'s' Furthermore, the
Army's implementation of the Privacy Act interprets the accuracy requirement as relating to "facts" rather than matters of ''judgment."1"
While the distinction between "fact" and '?judgment" is not always clear,
the decision to impose punishment IS discretionary and is likely to escape
reversal.

If the Office of Management and Budget guidelines and the h y ' s
implementation uith8tand attack, amendment of records of nonjudicial
punishment on the basis of inaccuracy, and to some extent mcomplete.
ness, uiU be fairly well precluded. However, the other grounds for
amendment, relevance and timeliness, present a greater problem. For
even though the underlging disciplinary action may withstand Pnvacy
Act attack, the evidence af that action maintained in per~onnelfiler may
not meet Privacy Act standards
The minimal guidance in this area States that requests must be eonsidered in light af subsection ( e ) ( l )of the a c P which limits an agency
to maintaining "only such information about an individual a8 is relevant
and necessary to accomplish a purpose of the agency required to be
accomplished by statute or by executive order of the President."'" One
can readily see that if the limitation v-as literally and strictly construed,
few records could be retained, as many activities of agencies are conducted under a specific or general grant of authority'5s rather than a
Statutory or Presidential requirement. It is therefore n e c e s s q , if a
reasonable interpretation is to be rendered, to look to the broadest Etat u t o q purpose af an agency and then. to juetify maintenance of particular
Id
IbP

wz
la

Sea ~ m e 7 o i i yAR 2i-10, note 81. q m n , chap. 3 lC17)
A R 34&21, note 53, B ' L ~ I ~para.
,
z-8~.

O.MB Guidelines, mpm n o t e 87,at 28,958
6 U.S.C.5 552a(e)(l) 11976).

"'The general g a m of aurhontv for aetiana

of the Secretaf t h e Army IS 10
T.S.C S 3012 (1976) This stature is frequent13 cited on Privacy A c t statements
the suthonty for collection of personal mfarmanon

BI
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records, show the relevance and necessity of the records to accomplishment of that broad purpose.'"

As the guidelines point out, the determination of what is relevant and
necessary is, "in the final analysis, judgmental,"'j7and therefore agencies
should have a fair amount of discretion. But the guidelines also set forth
various questions that should be considered in the determination. One
of these is, "At what point will the information have satisfied the purpose
for which it was collected; i.e. how long is it necessary to retain the
information?"'" The question suggests that perhaps the individual whose
personnel fde reflects an isolated incident of misconduct of 8ome past
time may have a viable argument that the record is no longer timely.
Such a fact situation, however, is probably the only one which has a
reasonable possibility of success for one seeking to expunge a record of
nonjudicial punishment.

IV. EFFECT OF OPEN GOVERNMENT LAWS ON
COURT-MARTIAL PROCEEDINGS
While many issues arise from the application of openness-in-govemment leaslation to the unique records produced by the military justice
system, the eventual resolution of those imues will not primarily depend
on the efforts of military lawyers. Resolution will come largely through
the general development of openness-in-government law in litigation in
federal courts involving all federal agencies. On the other hand, the issues
that arise from seeking to apply these statutes to military criminal law
will be advanced primarily by military lawyen in military trial and appellate courts. Their resolution will depend largely on the efforts and
ingenuity of trial and defense counsel in day to day advoeacy at the many
installations throughout the world.

1m The Office of Management and Budget states that, pwmant to subsection
(eXl), an agency derives autholity to collect information about indi~dualaby
explicit authorbation or direction of the Consfitutian, P gtatute, or Executive
Order; or by constitutional, statutory, or presidential autholization or direction
to perform P function, the discharging of which requre6 the maintenance of a
system of records. OMB Guidelines. s w r n note 07. at 28,960.

m' I d .

Id
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A . A L T E R N A T N E S TO DISCOVERY
It is axiomatic that discovery is an important aspect of the practice of
law. I t is commonly provided for by court le'^^ or statute'" in
and criminal1' proceedings. The Administrative bocedure Act, hawever, fails to provide for discovery, and thus, discovery in administrative
proceedings is a piecemeal, often inadequate, combination of specific
statute, agency regulation, and judgemade law." I t is not surp%ing,
therefore, that parties to agency proceedings have frequently attempted
to use the Freedom of Information Act as a means of discoveq. Openness
in government legislation need not be limited to overcoming the inadequacies of discovery in administrative proceedings. Its potential a8 a
" " E . g . , Fed. Rules Crim. Proe. rule 16, 18 U.S.C.App. (19761

In general, mle 16 ailows B wiminal defendant t o obtam diaelosure of evidence
concerning him whieh is in the hands of the government. Thie includes statements
made by the defendant: the defendant's prior enminal record, documentary evidence and tangible objects pertaining to the (888: and reports UP msults of examinations or scientific teats pertaining to the ease (Rule 16(a)(l).)
The government's nght to require diaelaavre by the defendant is much more
Limted, extending ody to documentary evidence and tanglbie objects. and to
rep^ or result^ of examinations or teats, and only If the defendant intends to
intmduee them as evidence. or to call 8s B witness the person who prepared
them. (Rule 16(b)(l).l Doeumenta internal to B p m y to the ease, m the nature
of attorneys' work product. are OF c o u 8 e not discoverable (Rule 16(a)(21 and
16(b1(21.)

The right of discovery in federal criminal r n a k is narrowly limited For extensive diseusaian of Rule 16, Its recent legislative history, and its p q m e s , see
the various note8 failawing the text of the mle ~n Title 18, Appendix, especially
the notes of the Advisory Committee on Rules.
m E . f l , 18 U.S.C. 5 3XM (1076),commonly referred

t o as

the Jencks Act

This statute, enacted in 1067 and amended m 1070. will be diacuased BT lenerh
in nates 188. 190. and 192 thmugh 105, inlm, and the surrounding text

E

8..

Fed. Rules

Civ. R o e . mle 26, 28 U.S C.

App. (10761

In contraat with d e 16 of the Federal Rules of Cnminal Procedure, ~ i i y r a
note 159, dacovew m civil tliala is praenenliy unlimfed (Rule 26(bll, except far
atfomeys' work pmduet (Rule 26(bi(S)i.
See notea 150 and 160. s u m
See gemmlly 1 K Dsvia. mpm note 76, BL 5 8.15 (1058 & Supp. 1870).

>Iu
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substitute or supplement to criminal law discovery must be considered.'"
Roper assessment of that potential, however, should be made against
a backpound of the current law of discovery.
I.

The Mihtary Law of D ~ s e m q ,
a. The Code and Manual Pmvlsias

The Uniform Code of Military Justice provides that "the trial counsel,
the defense counsel, and the court-martial shaU have equal opportunity
to obtain witnesses and other evidence in accordance with such reguiations as the President may prescribe."'" Implementing that provision,
the Manual for Courts-Martial prescribes the duties of the trial counsel.
Among these is the requirement to permit the defense to examine any
paper accompanMg the charges, including the report of investigation.
In addition, he is responsible for advising the defense of the probable
witnesses for the prosecution.'"
The initial right of discovery is further supplemented by paragraph
116c of the Manual, which provides that, upon reasonable request, documents or other evidentiary materials in the custody and control of military authorities, 11 will be produced for use in evidence, and 21 within
any applicable limitations, made available to the defense for examination
or use, as appropriate under the
€or a compmiaon of the FOIA wth the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure,
Note, The Freedom of I n f m t i m t Act-A Potential A l t m t i u e & C n u a h m l Crlmrnal Diaemew, 14 Am. Crim. L. Rev. 73 (1916).
sa*

m

U.C.M.J. art. 46.
MCM, 1969, para. M h

"'MCM, 1969, pars. 115c. Regarding the language "withn any apphcahle hitstions" in the aeeond requllement, the Manual references the evidentiary pro.
vieions pertsiring to privileged communieatiana m paras. 161b(l) and (3).
The d e s of evidence applicable to courts-manid are Bet forth in chapter
XXYlI of the Manual for Courts-Manid. This chapter, which ia being eompletely
revised, is presently comprised of pwngrnphs 136 through 1 2 , including cennin
pmviisions PfPeeting diaeovery.

The revlsed chapter XXVIl w11 be titied "Mditnry Rules of Evldenee." It IS
IargelyaeopyoftheFeder~RuleaofEvidenee,or"RulesofEl?deneefarUnited
States Courts and Magistrates," found in the appendix to ntle 28, United States
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b. Scope of the Right of Diseoww
The drafters of the Manual for Courts-Martial went beyond the literal
reading of Article 46 of the Code in one respect. They concluded that the
right of a defense counsel to equal opportunity "to prepare his case" was
embodied in the right to equal opportunity to obtain witnesses and other
evidence. Accordingly, the intent of paragraph 11%of the Manual was
to broaden the right of discovery to provide for the use of documents or
other evidentlw materials.'"
~~

Code (1976). The Federal Ruler of Evidenee w e ~ eenacted on 2 January 1976.
Pub. L. No.9S-595, 93d Gong, Zd Sess , 88 Stat. 1926.
Reparation of the Militan Rules of Evidence was coordinated by the Office
of the General Counael of the Department of Defense. Adoption of the Pederai
Rules by the miitary &elyieeiWBB endorsed by the Hauae of Delegaren of the
h e l i e a n Bar Association at ITS annus1 meeting on August 14-15. 1979, at Dallas,
Texas. The Proposed Militan Rules were sent t o the Office of Management and
Budget for review, together w3Lh B draft e x e ~ u f i ~order
e
to effect the nmendment. under a eaverine letter from the DOD General Counsel. DID E 0 Doe.
241, dated 12 September 1979
The proviaion of the Miiitw land Federal) Rules of Evidence which has most
relevance to B diaeussion of open government laws and discovery procedures 1s
Rule 613, mor Statements of Witneasea, which is msiogous with paragraph
15S(e), Inconsistent Statements,in the Mmud for Coufld-Ymml The new military d e is identical 6 t h the federal mle except far substitution of "the mtness"
ear "hm"in places.
Under the new mie, the impeaching party will no longer be required TO acquaint
the wltness uith the pnor statement, and to give the witness en opportunity t o
e a n h or deny IT. before the statement i s admissible. A8 an exception, however,
this foundation larequired If the party wants t o use "extnnre evidence?

evidence other than the witness's o w n testimony on cross-ersmmations. t o prove
the prior statement

For mdysis and diasussian of Rule 613 and the other federal rules, see the
note8 afthe Advisory Committee on Rules, which follow the text of each of the
Riles set forth m the appendix Yo Title 28, United Stale8 Code. See a180 S .
Sdtzbllrg 6 K. Redden, Federal Rules of Evidence Manual (2d ed 1977) There
dm exists in draR form a short analysis of the military version of the a l e s
Ir U.S. Dep't of h y . Pamphlet No. 27.2, Analysis of Contents. Manual for
Couns.Martd L'mted States, 1969 (Revised Edition) 23-1 (19701 [hereinaner
wted aa DA Pam 27-21.

The concept that article 46 of the Code Imphes an "equal opportunity" Co
prepare Lhe delenee case w88 denred &om United States v Enioe, 16 C M.A
UBB not B discovery case, hut dld lnwive the

266, 36 C.M R 128 (19651. E n h e
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A superficial reading of paragraph 11.5~might lead to the conclusion
that the drafters of the Manual broadened the right of discovery in a
second respect. While the Manual refers to "documents. , . in the custody
and control of military authorities," and thus appears broader than the
term "evidence" in article 46 of the Code, such is not the case. The term
"documents" must be read in conjunction with the words, "or other evidentiary materials." Inclusion of the ward "other" makes it clear that
only evidentiary document8 need be made available for examination or
use.
Thus the only change made by the drafters of the Manual was one of
timing. A defense counsel is not only entitled to have documents produced
for introduction into evidence, but is also entitled to advance use of the
documents to prepare his case. His right, however, is still limited to
discovery of documents of an evidentiary nature. He is not entitled to
documents of a general nature to uae in order to simplify preparation of
his case.Im In addition, the right to advance examination and use of
documents ia iurther limited by the condition preserving the government's right to withhold privileged communications."o
c.

The Judicial Standard of Relevame

The limitation of discovery to documents of an e v i d e n t i nature is
embodied in the Court of Military Appeals standard of "reievanee and
reasonableness'' announced in United States v. Franchia,''l in which the
defense counsel had requested the correctional treatment files of his
clients for use in the sentencing portion of a subsequent trial,lRPortions
~

_________~

'Wtness" pmvision of article 46. The w e concerned the validity af ar Air Force
regulation which conditioned defense counsel's right to internew OS1 a p n t s
(Oiminal investigators) on the p a e n c e of B third ppny
la The draffers of the Manual stated it was not their intent to allow "fishmg
expeditions" 01 ~ e e e s ti o '2vork product" of the prosecutor. DA Pam 21-2, note
168, su-,
at s 2 .

See note 167,

Im

'" 13 C.M.A. S15,
wp9 not thev

32 C.M.R. 316 (1962). The draffers of the Manual stated it
intent t o abandon this standard. DA Pam 27-2, note 168, s u p ,

rt S I .
Lm l a C.M.A. at 317, 32 C.M.R. a t 317. The accused in Fmnehia were two
sentenced prisoners who pleaded @lty to offenseacommitted while aasigned to
s parolee unit.
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of the files were denied on a claim of primlege, as the contributing sources
"expected their cooperation with the Department of the A m y to be so
protected."'ld
In upholding the trial judge's denial of defense counsel's motion to bar
imposition of sentence until the complete fles were made available, the
majority of the court assumed that the documents were relevant t o the
sentencing issue but held the request to be unreasonable. In making their
assumption of relevance, the majority noted that the rules of e\idenee
may be relaxed during sentencing procedure and that the documents
therefore may have been admissibie."' The Court thus indicated that
"relevance" was not used in its broad sense of merely related to or connected with the issue under consideration. Rather, the standard of relevance relates to the evidentiary nature of the documents, i.e., whether
they provide evidence which tends to prove or disprove the issue under
consideration. ll5
The connection between the Court of Y i l i t q Appeals standard of
relevance and the code and manual limitation of discovely to "evidentiary
documents" was further illustrated two months later by the A m y Board
of Review in an almost identical case, except that the defense counsel
also requested the correctional treatment files of prisoners expected to
be witnesses against the accused."'
>"Id. at 318. 32 C.M.R. at 518.
'm Id. st 320, 32 C.M.R. at 320.

"'The
point.

eaneurring opinion of

Judge Fergllson in Fianchla better illustrates the

Judge Ferguson rejected the holding of the ea&, statmg, "I am unable ta
w e e that eoneiderstions of reasonablenesa and profe~tmnof the confidentiality
of the Government's sources of evidence jmtify its claim of privilege aganst an
seeuied's right to diseovely " He eoncurred, however, m upholding the Viai
judge's denid of the records, noting that, while the rule6 of evidence are relaxed

sentencing p~ocedures,they a r e not abolished. The requested records were
at leaat h e m a y twice removed. Judge Ferguson concluded, "The i m m a t e d t y
of the 'evldsnee' rhus sought. lends mevltably t o the eonelu~ionthat the law
officer acted well a i t h i n proper bounds in rehiring LO require diaeavely of the
deaired filea." Id at 321. 32 C M.R at 821.
m

For a case eoncemng the identity of am infonnmt where the e o m found the
identity to be immntenal, a l a United States Y . French, 10 C M
. A 171, 27 C.M.R.
245 (1959).

United States V. Ragan, 32 C.M.R. 813 1A.B.R. I=), d P d o n o t k p m u n d s .
R. a31 11963).

I4 C.M.A. 118, 83 C.M
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After atKrming the trial court's denial of the records pertaining to the
accused on the basis of Fmnchia,l" the board addressed the request for
the correctional treatment files of the potential witnesses. In contrast
with the Court of Military Appeals' comment on the relaxed evidentiary
d e s in sentencing procedures, the board noted that the request was for
documents for potential impeachment purposes, where the strict rules
of evidence would apply. The documents not being capable of admission
"as evidence prior ta findings," and there being no indication that the
cross-examination of the witnesses suffered from the lack of disclosure,
the board upheld the government's claim of privilege.'"
d. Tk Judicial Standard o f R s a s m b l m s s
The concept of reasonableness of a discovery request is more elusive
than the standard of relevance. It was mentioned, albeit in connection
with materiality and relevance, in a case in which the defense counsel
made numeroue voluminous requests for documents and witnesse~.~'~
I t is not elem born the faeta of the w e whether the factors wheh led the
C o w of Mili+sy Appeals to conelude that the request w u m u o m h i e in
Fmnchia were present in Rogorr. Rather, it sppeara the hanl meiely looked
at the similPlity of the doeumenta and eoneluded that Fmwhia was dispositive.
Id. st 929.
I d . st 924-26. If appem that the hard m Rogan not only found the requested
relevmt. but d s o tested for prejudice and found none

documents not

For a case in which the c o w found a reveat t o have been relevant end
reasonable, end themfore erroneouslydenied, but denied reiief on the bpais that
the error was not prejudicid, 880 United State8 v. Brakefield, 48 C.M.R. 828
(A.C.M.R. 19111. Acsonl, United States V. Batchelor, 19 C.M.R. 452 (A.B.R.
Ism), a f f d on othmgrounds, 1C.M.A. 364. 27 C.M.R. 1 4 (1966). Batchaim
also appear@to p k e an Pmnnative burden on the defense to establish mateniPLity
or neeeisity of requested witneasea or evidence.
Irn

United Statea Y . Batehelor,

-&,

I C.M.A.

19

au, 22 C.M.R.

C.M.R. 462, [A.B.R. 196-9, 4ifd
(1966).

0 7 ~o

h

IM

Batehelor WSB a prkiaoner of wm dvling the Korean eonRiet who, upon his
return to m i l i t q eontmi in Jsnu- 1954,wp$ tried for v n r i o u offensea
involving cooperation wth his captors. One af his defenses w u that he WPB
"bmwashed." In one letter defense counsel stated hm pasition that "the goyernment had the responsibility of initiative in developing evidence respecting
defensive theorice."
ult-te

if

After categoridng the mPqueSte pa "covering every subject remotely related,
related at all, to the issues in the c u e , " the Board stated
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Rather than relating to mere volume, however, it appears more directly
related to the overall manner in which a request 1s made, the willingness
or lack thereof of the defense counsel to accept or cooperate in alternate
proposals, and the general need or necessity for the infomation to prepare the defense case.LdoThe concept of reasonableness is sometimes
equated with the commonly used expression "fishing expedition," but in
this respect seems difficult to segregate from materiality and
As previously noted, the decision of the Court of Military Appeals in
Fmnekia was based on reasonableness rather than on relevance. In that
case, the principal information in the denied recards was "obtained from
sources immediately and directly available to the accused," and the court
notes that "this circumstance obviously impressed the law officer in regard ta the reaonableness of the defense request for production of the
reports." Thus the court categolized the request as an attempt by the
defense "to use the work product of the confinement officials as B substitute for their own efforts to assemble and select relevant admissible
evidence in mitigation." In addition, the court found indications in the
record that the defense was engaged in an "impermissible general 'fishing
expedition,' " but indicated that, even if such was not the case, the "absence of particularity of need bears directly upon the reasonableness of
the defense's demand for discovery.""
The unreasonableness and unduly burdensome character of the over-all
requeate is manifest, as IS the obvious immatenaliry and irrelevance of
a number of them. Indeed, the natwe and character of the requests 1s
iueh M to make it extremely difficult t o even ferret out such >tern8 as,
upon proper foundation. might conceivably have melit.
I d . at 613
ISy I d . See also Knifed States v Johnson. 28 C.M.R. 552 (N.B.R 1858). Johnson
does not spee~ficallymentron reasonabienesa,but the concept penades the op~nion. T h e defenae moved to dimisi because the accused had not been afforded
a reasonable opportunity to prepare his defense The motm w a denned
~
st trial.
and the denial was upheld on appeal

In holding that the accused ws.5 not denied an opportunity t o prepare faor trial.
the c o w nored the government's attitude of cooperatm, meluding an offer t o
fly the defense eounsel fa the Pacific t o interview x m x a a e s deoioyed aboard
ship, and the defense coumci'a falure fa avail himself af the government's alternative proposal8

United States v Bafcheior. 18 C.M.R. 452, 6 1 6 1 7 (A.B.R. 18561, eifd on
athergrrmnds, 7 C M A 354. 22 C.M.R 144 (1956).
13 C.M.A.

1.6

at 320.32 C M R a t 320
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This older case law thus indicates that the standard of reasonableness
presents many aspects. In light of recent c a m concerning the government's obligation to make a witness available," however, one must seriously question whether the concurring opinion in Franchia has not
become the law,'" at least to the extent that "reasonableness" includes
aspects other than materiality, relevance, and character of a request as
part of a "fishing expedition."
In United States v. Cqenter,lBSthe C o a t of Military Appeals held
that, while the right to the presence of a witness was conditioned on
relevance and materiality of expected testimony, "once materiality has
been shown the Government must either produce the witness or abate
the proceedings." The court clearly rejected the concept of "military
necessity" other than as a factor in determining when the testimony can
be presented.'"
While "military necessity" may not be the same as "reasonableness,"
it is clear that the only criteria for production of B witness are relevance
and materiality. If such is the case for witnesses, it should also be the
case for "other evidence." If so, the standard of reasonableness no longer
includes such concepts az particularity of need, or willingness to accept,
take'advantage of, or cooperate in alternative proposals.'" Reasonableness would be limited to prohibiting "fishing expeditions" to the extent
that expression indicates a failure to establish relevance and materiality.
e.

The Jencks Act in the Military

The Court of Military Appeals fist applied the holding of Jencks v.
United S t a t e P in United States v. Heinel." Five years later, the court
One must r e d l that m i d e 46 of the Code states that the defense com$eI'~
nght of equd oppartunity ertenda t o "witnesses and other evidence."
See note 116, xupro.
1 M . J a84 (C.M.A. 1976).

I d . at 3 8 M 6
m In Carpater, it would appear that it W P S the government, or at least the
m i h w iudpe. that exhibited an m w l l i n g m e ~ta~ eoaper~tein alternative pro-

3Ea U.S. 651 (1951). JsnckS essentislly held that the government

IS

requved
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ruled that the Jencks Act,'" an outgrowth of the Jencks case, applied to
the military."' The act specifies that, aRer a government witness has
testified, on motion of the defendant, the government must produce any
statement of the witness in its possession which relates to the subject
matter af the witness' testimony." A statement includes a written statement made by the witness (either signed or otherwise adopted or approved by him) as well as a stenographic, mechanical, electrical or other
recording (or transcription t h e r e 4 which is a substantially verbatim
recital of an oral statement." While the Jencks Act appears to be a
to disclose ta the defense, for impeachment p y ~ p o ~ eas prior
,
statement of
government dtnesa which relates to the direet teatmony of the ultness

a

Mr. Jeneks wae a labar urnon official who was indicted on P chnrge of falsely
swePring that he was not a member of. nor affiliated with. the Communist Put?
At trial he moved for discovery of reporie made t o the Federal Bureau of Investigation by two wtne8seF concerning matters 88 t o which they had testified.
T h e motion was denied. and he was found .
d t. ~The
. Fifth Circuit a h e d . The
Supreme Court reversed, sayng that Mr. Jenelts w88 entitled t o the requeated
discovery.
Is* 9 C.M A. 269, 26 C.M.R. 39 (18581. In Hemal, government witnesses at,rtial
had previously testifled st an Inspector General's investigation.

m 18 U.S.C. 8

3500 (1976J.

The Supreme Court's deciaion in the Jencks ease was iraued uith a date af 3
June 1957. The Jeneka Act n,ae enacted barely three months later. on 2 Sept.
1957. T h e legislative history of S. 2517, the bill which beeme rhe aef. makes
dear that Congreaa was glestly concerned, apparently uith same basis in fact.
that lower eovrts would apply the decision SO broadly a! ta mpple law enforcement efforts. The aet timita the application of the declaim to the fads of the
Jeneka case. S. Rep No. 981,86th Cang.. lat Sess., m n t r d tn [I9673 U.S.
Code Cang. & Ad. News 1861, 1862.
111

United States V . Waibert,
18 U 8

C. B 35DKbI

14

C.M.A. 34, s1 C.M R. 246 (1963).

(18761.

(bl ARer P d f n e s a called by the United States has testified on direet
examinstion, the court shall. on motion of the defendant, arder the United
States LO produce any statement . , , of the witness in the poaaessian of
the United States wlueh r e l ~ f e sto the subject matter ae t o uhich the
wtness he8 testified. . . .
Id.
leS 18 U S C. B a 6 W e J (1976).A atatement
grand jury, however taken or recorded.
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disclosure statute, given its progenitor, it can also be viewed as a statute
restricting disclosure a it is primarily a congressional proscription of the
types of statements to be disclosed and the timing of such disclosure.'"
Not surprisingly, much of the Jencks Act litigation has concerned what
constitutes a prior statement that must be disclosed.'" Four decisions
of the Court of Military Appeals involving the act also pertain to this
issue.
(el The term "statement" . . . mean(1)B d f t e n statement made by said xifness and signed or othemae
Pdopted or approved by him;
(2) P stenographic, meehmeal, electrical. or other recording, or B
transcription thereof, which 18 a substantially verbatim recital of an ora1
statement made by said witness and recorded eontempoianeouly with
the mabing of such oral statement: or
(3) a statement, however taken or recorded, or B tianic~ption
thereof, if any, made by said witnem t o a grand jury

Id.
See Palermo V. United States, 360 U S . 843 (1959). The act, however, also
prescribes procedures, lneluding in camera mapeetian, and a remedy far nane0mplia"Ce.
(e) If the United States clams that any statement ordered to be produced under this seetian eontams matter which does not relate to the
subject matter of the testimony of the mqtness, the c o u i shall order the
United States t o deliver such statement for the i n s p c t m of the e o u i
in camera. Upon such delivery the e o u i shall excise the portions of such
statement which do not relate to the subject m n e r of the teatimany of
the untnese. With such materid exeised, the e o u n shall then direct deLvery af such Statement fa the defendant for his m e . . . .

18 U.S.C. #

35WW (1976)

(dl If the United States elects not to comply w t h an order af the eavrt
. . . t o deliver to the defendant anv such statement. or such oortion
thereof as the court may dlrect, the court shail Sfnke from the record
the testimony af the witness, and the trial shall proceed unless the e a u i
in its discretion shall determine that the interests of justice requre that
a m s t n d be declared.
18 U.S.C. S

S6W(dl (1970).

E 8 . . 360 U.S. 35164. In the course of determining in P a l e m o whether an
Bgent's memorandum of a conference constituted a statement unthin the meaning
of the Jencks Act, the Supreme C o w t noted that "the detailed pmieularity with
which Congress has spoken has narrowed the scope for needful judicial interpretation to an unusual degee." Id at 848.
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In a 1963 decision, United States \'. Walbert," the court held that a
tape recording of an interrogation a! nhich the accused signed a codes.
sion NBS subject to the Jencks Act and shauid have been disclosed once
the interrogating agent testified to matters regarding the admissibility
of the confession.'w Subsequent to Walberl, the court held in a 1972
decision, United States v. Albo, that case activity notes from which two
criminal investigators had refreshed their memones pnar to t e s t i n g
at trial came within the Jencks Act definition of "statement." and should
have been examined by the trial judge to determine what portions related
to the agent's testimony.'"
Until 1978, the Court of Military Appeals did not agiun have occasion
to consider the implementation of the Jencks Act in the military justice
system. Two relevant case8 were decided within two months of each
other during that year
The case af United States v. Herndan has a long and complex history
not relevant here
Sergeant Herndon was convicted of rape in 1973.
The Court of Military Appeals summarily reversed on the question of
whether the military judge erred to the substantial prejudice of the
accused by failing ta order the production of the CID case activity notes,
despite making a specific finding that the notes were required to be made
available to the defense pursuant to the provisions of the Jencks Act.
The court relied in parim an its decision in Albo six years previously."'
Judge Cook, concurring in the result, would have sent Herndon back
for a limited rehearing to determine the relevance of the documents and
whether failure to produce them was prejudicial to the accused.m0'
14 C.M.A. 34, 33 C.M.R. 246 (1063)
" ' I d . at 31, 33 C.M.R. 249. The court also held. hawever. that the error was
not prejudicial as the aecusede awn testimony eatablished the eanfesamn'a admiasibihty. I d . af 3 7 3 8 , 33 C.M.R. 2 4 M O
United States v Albo. 22 C ?&A 30, 46 C.M.R. SO (1072).

M.J. 176 (C M A 1073). 2 M.J. 376 (A.C.M.R. IO%), 60 C M.R. 166
(A.C.M.R. 1915). The two cited decisions oilhe A m y Court of Military Rewew
did not involve eonsideiafion of any Jenckr Act isme.
6

6 M.J. at 176.
22 C M.A. SO, 46
6 M J. a 176

C.M.R. 30 (1072!.
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In United States v. Janie, a drug case, the investigating agent made
handwitten notes concerning an oral statement made to him by an informant. Two weeks later, the agent contacted the informant and obtained the latterk verification of the correctness of the notes. Nine
months later, the agent prepared a formal, written statement based on
the notes, obtained the informant's signature thereon, and destroyed the
notes. The formal statement omitted matter considered extraneous by
the agent, including the names of two eyewitnesses. At trial one of these
witnesses testified for the defense and contradicted the informant's testimony. Neither the informant nor the agent could remember the name
of the other witness. The accused w a convicted." The Air Force Court
of Military Review affirmed, holding that the destruction of the notes
wa5 in good faith, not intended to deprive the defense of anything of
vaiue; that the accused was given all the information contained in the
notes; and that he was not prejudiced by their destruction."
Reversing, the Court of Military Appeals held that the "act of verification by the informant transformed the agent's witten notes into the
informant's own statement for purposes of the Jencks Act." The court
held further that the judicially-created good faith exception to the Jencks
Act did not apply to the facts in J a m , and that the lower court's finding
of lack of prejudice was incorrect as a matter of law."i

Herndon and Jame are consistent with Albo and add little to the law
on discovery of investigators' caw notes. J a m e illustrates one situation
in which such notes may be considered the statement of the witness
himself.
During 1979, the Army Court of Military Review decided two cases
involving Jencks Act issues. Both were appealed to the Court of Military
Appeals
In United States v. Dixon,= the aceused was charged with house.
breaking, larceny, and robbery. The government's case depended heavily
on the testimony of one CID agent. The accused requested that the

5 M.J. 193,194 (1978).
I d Apparently the AFCMR decision was not published
= ' 5 h1.J. st 196
*08

8 M J. 149 (C.M A. 1979).arpnniw the deasion afrhe A m y C o r n of Military
Review at 7 M.J. 666.
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"agent actinty summary" forms completed by this agent he made available. These forms contained the date and time of the interview and other
similar administrative information, apparently somewhat like time cards.
The forms were in the agent's office in Mainz, Germany, and were not
available at the trial which was held at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. The
military judge denied the request; apparently he considered that the
forms were not notes or statements within the meaning of the Jeneks
Act."
The Army Court of Military Review held that the military judge should
have ordered the forms produced, holding that "it is only necessary that
the agent's notes relate generally to the events as to which he has testiiied." (Emphasis added.) The Court of Military Review ordered the
forms produced, examined them, and concluded that the defense suffered
no prejudice as a result of the judge's error. The court justified this action
by analogy between its powers and those of the United States courts of
appeal, which apparently have the power to issue such orders. The court
felt, also, that remand to the original military judge would be impracticable and unnecessary."

The Court of Military Appeals upheld the decision of the Army Court
of Military Review. Specifically, the high court agreed with the intermediate court that the trial judge's interpretation of the Jeneks Act was
too narrow, and that his denial of the defense request for the case summaries was erroneous. Most important, the court agreed that a court of
military review can order the production of documents to carry out "its
appellate responsibility to test for prejudice." The Court of Military Appeals emphasized that, under the Jeneks Act, the judge had no discretion
to deny production of the c a e summaries. The fact that such production
might delay the proceedings is irrelevant, and the usefulness of the summaries is a matter for determination by the defense alone, not the
judge."

T h e ease of United States v. Thomas'" is primarily concerned with
issues of availability of witnesses not here relevant. Dluing the investigative hearing conducted in the case under article 32, U.C.M.J., defense
8 X.J a t 16-151; I M.J at 558.
-7MJ at55m.
8 M.J. 149 (C.M.A. 1919).
'x

7 M.J. 655 (1979).
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counsel requested the investigating officer to preserve the tape recordings of testimony taken at the hearing. The request was granted, but
the court reporteis supervisor failed to pass the instructions along, and
the tapes were routinely erased by being used again to record testimony
in another hearing. Subsequently, the accused was tried and convicted.
On appeal to the Army Court of Military Review, the accused armed
that he had been denied access to evidence because of the government's
improper destruction of the recorded testimony.2"
The Army Court of Military Review held "that the Jencks Act is a p
plicsble to testimony given at an article 32 investigative hearing," by
analogy with the grand jury testimony mentioned in 18 U.S.C.S 3sw(e)(3).
However, the court found no prejudice to the accused in the destruction
of the reeordinga. All three of accused's defense counsel were present at
the hearing and "had the opportunity to cross-examine,observe, and
listen to the two witnesses involved." Moreover, the defense had a copy
of the hearing transcript. Although it was a summarized rather than
verbatim record of the hearing, the presence of counsel at the hearing
was sufficient to protect the interests of the accused against possible
harm arising from any slight variances there might have been between
the recorded testimony and the
The ease has been appealed
to the Court of Military Appeals.'13
The affirmance of Dizan is not surprising. The case concerned a point
of appellate procedure on which the Court of Military Appeals could be
expected to be sympathetic, in view of its past favorable reaction to
assertion by courts of military review of the power to issue extraordinary
writs.'L4As for the lower court's application of the harmless error rule,
the important fact in Dizon is that a court did order production of the
requested documents, visually examined them, and concluded on the

*I*

7 M.J. at 658.
7 M.J. nt 6 W 9 .

Pates Y. Thomas, NO.87M81AR (ACMR, filed 26 dune 18191,8 M.J.
1%. The i $ ~ u e et o be eonaidered by the Court of M i i i t a q Appeals a~ whether

mS United

the appeliant " W B ~prejudiciallydemed the production ofwitnesies in hia behalf."
and whether "the petitioner ia entitled to B new trial bnaed on the newly daewered endenee of CID Special Agent Wpltem' pset virmnal miaconduet and
conviction far d n g falae offleial statements." I d .
sL4 For

a brief diaevaeion and relevant _e citations, m e Psvliek, Ertraordinary
Writa m the M ~ l i t o r yJzratiee Sybtem. A D$fment Pmspechve, 84 Mil. L. Rev.
I , l&l8 (18781.
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merits that they did not add anything to the evidence considered by the
trial court.
Predictions of the actions of courts are always risky. However, if
T h s is reversed, it is likely to be on the basis that the defense and
the courts did not hear the requested tapes, but saw only a summarjzed
transeript thereof.
2.

The Two Alternatives

The acceab provision of the Privacy Act of 1974 and the disclosure
requirement of the Freedom of Information Act provide two separate
alternatives to discovery. The judge advocate must keep in mind that
exemption under one of the statutes will not necessarily preclude him
from obtaining release under the other.z"

a. The Privacy Act
The scope of the Privacy Act acts as its single biggest limitation as an
alternative to discovery. The access provisions only permit an individual
to obtain records pertaining to himself''' Thus, the act cannot be used
to discover information on court members or witnesses, records pertaining to the training and past performance of a marihuana dog, records
pertaining to the reliability of an informant, or the many other types of
records of a similar nature nhich could be helpful to a defense counsel.
Second, the records must be maintained in a system of records, that

is, they must be retrieved by reference to the requester's (client's) name
or other i d e n t i n g particular assigned to the individual, such as the
social s e d t y or service number.z1' While it is difficult to conceive that
criminal investigation records pertaining to an offense in which there is
a suspect would not be in a system of records, it is conceivablethat other
investigatory records may be filed only by the subject matter of the
investigation.218

*Ia

see text at notes 6 1 4 , "upn
5 U.S.C. 5 Sbla(dj(1) (1976).
I d . , 5 U.S.C. B 552a(r)(5) (1976).

Inspector General investigations are frequently filed in this mmnei. Themere
fact that a record about an individual CM be retneved from a subieet matter file
baaed on memory 1s insufieient to ma*e the Rivaey Act applicable. The system
muat have B built-in retrieval cnpsbiiity using identiffmg particulars, and the
agency must in fact retrieve records sbaut individuals by using that capability.
See OMB Guidelines. m p n note 87, at 28,952.
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Finally, the recards must be under the control of the agency. The act
does not extend to nonagency records maintained personally by employees of the agency. Thus, the personal notes of an accused's commanding
officer, maintained and utilized in his discretion as a memory aid, would
not be accessible under the act."'
The judge advocate attempting to use the Privacy Act a8 an alternative
to discovery may be confronted with subsection (d)(5), which provides
that nothing in the act shall allow access to "any information compiled
in reasonable anticipation of a civil action or proceeding."m While courtsmartial are not "civil actions," if the nord "civil" does not also modify
"proceedings," the proviision could be construed to encompass courts.
martial. The intent of the provision was to preclude the act from being
used as a basis for obtaining access to material prepared for litigation.
Congress intended to restnct access to such material to such means as
traditional discovery or the Freedom of Information Act. The provision
applies to cases where the government is prosecuting or seeking enforcement of its laws as well as when it is a defendant. The Office of Management and Budget guidelines, however, in discussing the meaning of
"proceeding," use the words "civil proceeding." They further state that
the term was intended to cover certain processes in the civil sphere which
are the counterpart of criminal proceedings as opposed to criminal litigatimr?' Thus, this provision should not pose a limitation when using
the plivacy Act as an alternative to criminal discovery.
While there are no automatic exemptions from the provisions of the
Plivacy Act,= Congress did grant agency heads the power to exempt
certain types af records from the access provision.aP The Secretary of
the h y has exercised this authority and granted exemptions t o systems

rsL

I d . , DAJA-AL 181613752, 10 Mar. 1876.
6 U.S.C. 5 562a(dM) 1876).
OMB Guidelines, 8upm note 87, at 28,960.

Subseetion (d)(5) pertaining to recorda compiled in reasonable anticipation of
a cmil action or proceeding IS not eonsidered to be an exemption ~n Spite of the
fact that it may operate fa preclude B C C ~ S Sin certain eases.
5 U.S.C. 5 9 i52sfj) and (k). The exemption for criminal l a a enforcement
record is quoted at note 136, sup".
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of records containing military police and Criminal Investigation Cammand investigatory records." The fact that exemptions have been
claimed for the various Army law enforcement systems of records does
not mean that the individual is completely precluded h m access to the
fres. The Army's implementing regulation provides that, before access
can be denied, the system of records must not only be properly exempt,
but also there must be a significant and legitimate governmental purpose
for denial." Practically, however, it would seem that the defense attorney a m a t reasonably expect to obtain information from criminal investigatory fres that he could not get through the discovery process.

b. The Freedom of Informtion Act
Depending on the type of records being sought, various exemptions
of the Freedom of Information Act come into play. These exemptions
operate to limit the usefulness of the act as an alternative to discovery.
I t is impassible to consider every type of record a defense counsel might
seek under the act. Therefore, only a few will be discussed in connection
with the exemptions which are most likely to affect a defense counsel's
request. Accordingly, requests for other types of records w i l l have to be
considered on a case-by-case basis in light of the general principles discussed and the rapidly expanding body of Freedom of Information Act
cme law.
The first exemption likely to affect a defense counsel's request for
records to assist in w e preparation is the fflh exemption pertaining to
'"inter-agency or intra-agency memorandums or letters which would not
be available by law to a party , in litigation with the agency."" In
essence, the exemption adopts the principles of discovery, so that "the
public is entitled to all such memoranda or letters that a private party
could discover in litigation with the agency."m The public, however, is

. .

See Army Reg. NO.84-216, OfRee Management-The h
y Privacy Ro.
gmm--Syatern Notices and Exemption Rules for InteiUgenee, Security, Military
Police, and Mapping Functions, App. (25 Feb. 1977).

a AR W L Z 1 . note 63, a-, PPR. Mb.
5 U.S.C. 8 ES2(b)(6)(1976).

EPA Y. Mlnk, 410 U.S. 18, 86 (1978). The covrt noted, however. that "the
d i m v e r y d e s cam only be applied under Exemption 5 by way of rough andoden." I d .
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not entitled to those doeumente which might be disclosed pursuant to a
particular need of a party in actual litigation.= Thus it is the general
discovery privileges which are embodied in the exemption.
The Supreme Court has recognized, in the context of Freedom of Information Act litigation, the executive or deliberative process privilege,
and the attorney-client and attorney work product privileges.P8 But the
exemption is not limited solely to those. It goes beyond, even to the point
where it reaches matters which have nothing to do with internal delib
erations." Any recognized privilege ie cognizable under the exemption.
The correlation between the W h exemption and discovery privileges
would seem to fairly well preclude the defense attorney fram obtaining
records under the Freedom of Information Act that he could not receive
through the discovery process. One must r e d , however, that even
though records might be generally discoverable, the military criminal
law of discovery requires a showing of relevance. Thus the advantage of
using the Freedom of Information Act is that it relieves the defense
counsei of establishing the connection between the requested records and
the issues in his m e . It will not, however, permit him to overcome
established discovery privileges such 88 the attorney work product rule."l
In civilian practice, it is unusual for the government to possess personnel, medical, iinance and other files of a similar nature on witnesses
and jury members. The military, being somewhat of a closed soeiety,
always possesses such flies on its '4ury" members, and usually on its
witnesses. Such flies obviously make an attractive target for military

= I d . ; ~ m d NLRB
,
Y . SWS, QI U.S. 132, 1-9
NLRB v. S e m , 4221 U.S.132, I48 (19751.

(1~15).

1 K. Davis, m p note 16, at I aA.21; occmd, Broehay Y. Dep't of the Air
Foree, 518 F.Zd 1184 (8th CL. 19751. Emokway permitted withholding of witnesa
statementsin M pirernft accident ~~tYinVBstiBstiDndespite
thewell-eatabliahed
distinction between factual and deliberative nutorinls. Nomdly factual inlor.
m t i o n i n not exempt hom diaeoven, md, therefore, not exempt under the HRh
exemption. The exemptionin Emckway WPB b a e d onsdiawveryprivilegewidth
h d been previoudy recognize3 for the ipeeifle type of recorda involved.

For M excellent case eonceming the mope ofthe deliberative pmeeas privilege
and the attorney-elient privilege, ade Meade Data Centml, Inc. V. Dep't of the
Air Force, 566 F.2d 242 (D.C. C i . IQTT), and in particular, the compvison of
the two privileges in footnote 28.
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defense counsel, either to assist in voir dire preparation or for possible
impeachment purposes. A Freedom of Information Act request for such
files brings into consideration the s u t h exemption,"' which has been
previously discussed in connection w t h release of records of trial and
records of nonjudicial punishment to the public. Accordingly, the remaining task is to apply those principles to the present context.
h y regulations specify certain items of information on military members which is normally disclosable without causing an unwamanted invasion of p r ~ a c yThia
. ~ information should be available to the defense
counsel as a matter of routine. Beyond that, whether the defense counsei
is able to abtam additional personal information depends on the outcome
ofthe balancing test which weighs the publicinterest served by disclosure
against the individual's right to privacy.
The Judge Advocate General of the A m y has issued an administrative
law opinion concerning the imue of a counsel's right of access to personnel
files under the Freedom of Infomatian Act. In the opiman it Mias noted
that usually the only public interest to be served by disclosure in such
cases is "the public interest of ensuring that those accused of crime
receive a fair trial."w Operating an the premise that existing criminal
With respect to documents containing legal opmons and advice, there
LB no doubt s great deal of overlap between the attorney-client pmviiege
component of exemption f i r e and Its deliberative process pmvilege tomponent The distinction between the two ib that the attorney-client pliviiege pennits nondisclosure of an attorney'a opinion or advice in order
to pmrecr the secrecy af the underlging facts. while the deliberative
pmeeas pnvilege direeliy pmfeers advice and upinions and does not per.
mit the nondhelosure of underlyng facta unless they rouid indireetiy
reveal the advice, ~pmons.
and evaiuatmnb emulated vlihin the aeeney
8 8 p m af its decision-making proees~.
556

-*

F.2d at 254

5 U.S.C. I 55Z(b)(6)(19761. The

exemption perrmts wilhholdmg where dis-

e l o ~ w e"would eomtitue a clearly unwarranted i n v m m of personal privacy

"

AR 34&21. note a,supo, pma b 2 b (GI,l l d u n e 1977) The items inelude

"Name, grade, dare of birth, date of rank, aaiav, present and past duty assign.
menta, future assignments which have been appmved, unit ur offlee addrera and
telephone number, source of eommi~ai~n,
rmlitary and civilian educational level
and promotion sequence number."

= DMA-AL 19771aea8, 8 ~ p 1877
r
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procedural law, i.e., the law of discovery, dictates what is necessary to
ensure a fair trial, the opinion concludes that, other than information
which must be disclosed to any member of the public, only information
which is discoverable ia required to be released under the Freedom of
Information Act.= In other words, to satisfy the public interest of ensuring a fair trial, only evidentiary information relevant to the m e need
be disclosed. If such is the case, the sixth exemption operates to preclude
the Freedom of Infomatian Act from being a viable alternative when
counsel is seekng personal information on parties other than the accused.
Under the Manual for Courts-Martial, an accused is entitled to examine
any papers accompanfmg the charges, including the report of investigatimmeWhen coupled with the right to obtain all evidentiary materials
relevant to the case, an accused substantially receives all records of an
investigatory nature which bear on the merits of his case. There may be
occasions, however, when the government withholds, either temporarily
or permanently, information of an investigatory nature. Far example,
the government may withhold a prior statement of a witness under the
Jencks Act or the identity of an informant in the case. The disposition
of a Freedom of Information Act request for such infomatian may depend
on the applicability of the seventh exemption.
The seventh exemption applies to "investigatory records compiled for
law enforcement purposes," if disclosure involves one or more of six
specified interests."' There has not been a substantial amount of litigation
concerning five of the six bases since the exemptian'a revision in 1914,

=Id.

MCM,1868, para. M h

*' 5 U.S.C. B

662(bl(n (19761. There are six bases far invoking the exemption.
The record 18 exempt if diaclorure would:
(A) interfere w t h enforcement proceedings, (Bl deprive a pereon o f a
right to P fair trail or an impartial adjudieatmn, (Cl constitute an unw-nted
invasion of personal privacy, (D)disclose the identity of P
confdentiai anwee and, in the ease af a record compiled by a criminal
law enforcement authonty in the course of B erimnd investigation, or
by M agency conducting P lsafvl nstionai security intemgenee mvestlgation, confdential idomstion Punished only by the eantldentinl aowce,
(E) diseloae investigative techniques and pmeedures, or (F) endanger
the life or physical safety of law. enforcement pemonnel.
Id.
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and thus the primary authority for interpretation of the exemption is the
Attorney General's Memorandum an the 1974 Amendments to the Freedom of Information Act. Generally, " 'investigatory records' are those
which reflect or result from investigatory efforts," and " 'law enforcement' includes not merely the detection and punishment of law nolation,
but also its prevention."=
Most of the six bases far invoking the exemption are fairly self-ex.
planatory. There should be little doubt, for example, that the identity
of an informant can be protected under subsection 552(b)(I)(D). There
is a split in authority, however, an the scope of application of subsection
552(b)(I)(A), which permits withholding of investigatory records when
disclosure would interfere with enforcement proceedings.

In two case8 involving the National Labor Relations Board, the parties
to unfair labor practice hearings requested statements of prospective
witnesses under the Freedom of Information Act. The discovev procedures established by the board for unfair labor enforcement proceedings did not permit discovery of the statements.

In one of the cases, the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit held,
in essence, that disclosure of nondiscoverable records automatieally interferes with enforcement proceedings.=' In the other case, the Fifth
Circuit rejected the practice of tying the meaning of "interfere with
enforcement proceedings" to what cannot be obtained through discovery.
In its new, the 1974 amendments to the seventh exemption require a
specilic showing of h a m that would result from disclosure."0 The ulti%%

Att'y Oen. 1974 Memorandum, s u p note 118, at 6

Titie Guarantee Co V. NLRB, 534 F.2d 484 (2d Cir. 19161, cert dented, 429
U.S.854 (1976). Accord, Godmend Western Corp. Y. Fuehs, 535 F.2d 146 (1st
C i r 19761 (per euriam), cert. denied, 429 U.S. 895 (19161.
In T d l e Gzramntea, the e o Y n stated that it could not '"enmiage that Canmeas
intended to o v e m i e the line Of eases deaiing with labor board discovery !n
pending enforcement pmeeedmg. by virtue of a back-door amendment to the
FOIA." when It eouid have amended the Nstiand Labor Relations Act orpnssed
B bidet enpetment providing discovery m admmstiative pmeedings. 584 F.2d
at 491. If thls is the ease when the diaeovery mles are estabaahed by the agency,
it shodd be more 80 when the d e s are set by court mle or by statute sr( i8 the
w e in uiminal pioeeedings.
nu Robbins Tire &
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mate resolution of this split will be crucial to the iasue of whether the
seventh exemption precludes "discovery" of records which are otherwise
nondiscoverable under the current military criminal law of discovery.
If the position of the Second Circuit prevails, and the opinion af The
Judge Advocate General on the sixth exemption withstands judicial SCNtiny, the d u e of the Freedom of Information Act as an alternative to
discovery will be extremely limited. I t is already well established that
the lifth exemption protects attorney-client communicationsand attorney
work product. In addition, other discovery privileges that can be found
in the law are preserved in the Freedom of Information Act by the f&h
exemption. There may be situations where records desired by defense
counsel m a y be obtained under the Freedom of Information Act when
they cannot be obtained through discovery, but they H.iU be the exception
rather than the rule.

B. T H E FOIA: AN A F F I R M A T N E DEFENSE TO
PROSECUTION FOR VIOLATION OF
REGULATIONS?
I.

The Publication Requirement of Subsection (aXU

Subsection (a)(l) of the Freedom of Information Act requires that
certain items,including "substantive rules of general applicability
adopted as authorized by law," be published in the Federal Register for
the guidance of the public.u1 Assuming for the moment that punitive
reflations must be published pursuant to t h s provision, failure to publish could preclude the military departments from enforcing such regulations through article 92 of the Uniform Code. The failure could be
viewed either as affecting the "lawfulness" of the regulation, or aa bringing into play the remedial portion of subsection (a)(l). That portion provides that a person may not in any manner be adversely affected by a
matter required to be published unless it is published, or unless he has
aetual and timely notice of the terms thereof." The fact that an individual
is accountable for matters of which he has actual and timely notice suggests that failure to publish would not void the regulation per se, and
therefore would not be a matter affecting the "lawfulness" of a punitive
regulation. Assuming that punitive replations must be published, it is
m L 5 U.S.C.

S 562(nXl) (19161.

Id.
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more likely that failure IO publish would necessitate proof of actual and
timely notice."
Despite the fact that subsection (aI(l1 has existed formore than twelve
years, it was only in 1977 that the h y ' s implementation achieved the
status of a regulation,w Army Regulation 3 1 M , however. is of little
assistance to those responsible for Implementation of subsection (a)!l) or
to the h y e r who must advise those who are responsible. While the
regulation assigns responsibility and establishes procedures foor publishing certain matters in the Federal Register, it merely regutstates the
statutory requlrements of subsection !aI(l) without analysis or guidance." Even in that minimum undertaking, it may have made a cmcial
emor affecting the question of whether punitive regulations must be
published.
9.

The h'eed to Publish Punitive Regulaliows

While subsection !al(l) is the source of considerable confusion, the
controversy and litigation sumounding it are largely melevant to the
question at hand."O Nevertheless, the question of nhether pumtive regulations must be published is not at all a ample one. The m u e , howeyer,
is easily divisible foor purposes of analysis into four elements.
~

See Att'y Gen 1967 Memorandum, supra nore 13, at 11-12
zu Army Reg. No. 31M, Military

PubiieerionjPubiiea~lonm the Federal Register of Rules Affecting the Public (22 Jul 19171 [hereinnker eired as AR 3
1
s
41. Pnor to promulgation of AR 3 1 M . The Amy's implementation languished
m a n Army creular, which. in the author's expenenee, was largely unnoticed.
w

AR 3 1 M , note 2M. 8u.m-z.

chap.

2.

U.S C. B 652(al(l)(Dl (19761 This BtBtUte. which requres publication of
substantive mles. 8 1 ~ 0iequ~respublication OF "atsiementr of general poiley or
5

mtelpretstmna of general applicahihtg fomuiared and adapted by the agency."
If 18 this latter pmvision which ha8 caused considerable confusion m light of the
requrement of subseetion (a)@) of the act t o index and make available (rather
than publish1 "those iisternenfs of poiicy and interpretation% which have been
adopted by the agency and are not published in the Federal Regrster " See
gensmlly 1 K. Davia, supla note 76, at B 3A.7: K. Dana, s u p m note 142. at
3A.7.

The controveray over whw muat he published under (sl(l1and what needs to
be indexed and made avalahle under (aI(21 18 only m e aP paselng eunoray,
however, BQ it IS assumed that punitire regulation8 are not "statements of POIlep"
Or ,%telpretationi"
but, rather. would come under the category of "substantne
rules
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For the Guidance of the Publtc

All matters required to be published under subsection (a)(l) are required to be published "for the guidance of the public." As punitive
regulations are Intended to regulate the conduct of service members,"'
one must consider whether "substantive rules" of an internal nature are
required to be published. This determination is best made by comparison
of the Freedam of Information Act with its predecessor, the public information section of the Administrative Procedure Act.
Subsection (a) of the public information section contained the identical
words "for the guidance of the public," but they were contained in the
body of the provision.m When read in connection with the exception for
rules addressed ta and served upon named persons, the words indicated
an intent to require publication of rules which aflected the public rather
than an intent to require publication of rules for general public information.
The Freedom of Information Act, however, relocated the words to the
heading of the provisian.*'Sa moved, the words apply to all matters that
are to be published, including, for example, organizational descriptions,
location of established places of business, and statements of the general
cou'se and method by which business is conducted. Thus the words no
longer indicate an intent ta limit publication to rules which affect the
public. Rather, they indicate an intent to requue publication of various

Such regulation8 may Piso regulate the conduct Of civilian employees who are
not subject ta court-marrid. TOthe extent that such a regulation forms the baais
of 2.n adverse administrative action against either civilian or military ~ersonnel.
2.n analogous Issue m a e 9 .
Section Sia) of the APA provided "Even. agency shall ieparately state and
in the Federal Register . . . is) substantive mles adopted 8 8
c ~ ~ r e n tpubhsh
ly
authohed by law and statements of general polley or intelpretatiDnsformulated
and adopted by the agency for the guidance of the publie, but nor rulesaddressed
to and served upon named pelsons in accordance with law."
5 662in)(l) (1976). This statute provides: ''Each agency shall 6epalately state and c-ently publish in the Federal Register for the guidance of
the pubhe-. , iD) substantive d e s af general appheability adopted as authohed by law, and statement8 of general policy or interpielations of general
applicability fornulaled and adapted by the agency."
m 5 U.S.C.

.
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items for general public consumption." For this reason, Anny Regulation 31M erroneously states that only "substantive rules of applicability to the public" need be publishdzil The requirement is significantly
broader, and while the second exemption may pennit nonpublication of
some internal matters, the phrase "for the guidance of the public" is not
so intended.

b. Substantme Rules
Only "substantive rules" need be published pursuant ta subsection
652(a)(l)(D)," and the second issue is whether a punitive regulation
constitutes a '"rule'' as defined in the Administrative Procedure Act."
The concept of "rules" is treated at length by Professor Kenneth C.
Davis, who points out the problems of describing precisely the perimeters
a i the concept.- His conclusion which likens ''rule making" to enactment
of legislation is sufficiently descriptive for present purposes.%

Professor Kenneth C. Devi8 IS onen critical af the Attorney GeneraPs 1967
Memorandum, but 88 to this matter he expresaes no dnagreement. 1 K. Dsvia,
am note 76,a t 5 3A.7.
tm

The memorandum states: "Deletion of the latter phrase Yfor the guidance Of
the public"] at this point land moving 11 to the heading1 i6 deaigned to require
sgenaes to disclose general poll~ies
which should be !mown t a the publie, whether
or not they are adopted for publie guidance." A t l y Gem 1967 Memorandum.
B " p m note 13, at 10
m

AR 3 1 M , note 244, e%-,

6U
rules."

pma %Zd

S C. 3 552(a)(l)(C) (1916) This statutereqvYespubileationof"proeedwai

A "rule" includes "the whole 01-B p u i O f an agency statement of general or
pamwlar qpkability and futve effect designed ta ~mplement,interpret, or
preaelibe law 01 policy." 5 I 2 S . C 5 551(41 (19161.
1 K. Davia, supm note 7 6 ,

-Id.

at

at 5 3 5.01

e t seq

3 5.11, wherein Professor Davia states "A 'mle' or B '~egulanon'is the

produet of ndminiatmtive legislation. Perhaps the best guide to distinguishing
rule making from adjvdiestion 19 the simple obeemation that rule making resemblea the enaetmenf of s statute and adjudication resembies what a court does
when it decides a ease."
64
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Thus described, it is difficult to conceive haw a regulation which seeks
to prescribe or proscribe the conduct of service members could be anything but a rule,= While the f i t a r y is generally exempt from the rule
maldng requirements of 5 U.S.C. 0 553, it does not foUow that the Army
does not make rules. Section 563 is procedural in nature, and thus the
only exemption is from the procedures imposed on other agencies. The
Freedom of Information Act requirement to publish rules for the general
information of the public should apply regardless of the procedures used
in adopting the rules.
e . Of G m l Aplieability
Neither the Attorney General nor Professor Davis make si&cant
comment on the addition of the words "of general applicability" t o the
requirement to publish substantive rules."' For present purposes, however, it is sufficient to say that the requirement that substantive rules
be of general applicability probably equates with the requirement of
article 92 of the Uniform Code that a i a h l order or regulation be "general," that is, that it be generally applicable throughout the command,
or subdinsion thereof, of the officer promulgating the order or regulation." It can be stated with certainty that the term "of general applicability" does not mean that the substantive rule must affect all, or even
a q ' o r i t y , of the public.'8 Rather, the term distinguishes those rules

Perhaps an analogy Rom the miUtary justice aetting CM be dram. Romulgation of B punitive regulation i~ d e maldng. Appellate court decisions whieh,
for example, hold eel.fnin wndwt to be pmscribed by article 134 of the code,
equate to administrative adjudication.
Compare the text of the public information seetion of the Administrative
Baed- Act wth the Freedom of Information Act st notes 232233, mqmz
The Attorney General atate8 that this change waa P formdity. Att'y Gen. 1867
Memorandum, wpm note 13, st 10.

m

Rofessor Davis' eommenta relate to similar lsngunge I" the context of the
iequkment to publish statement8ofgeneral policy and intelpretations ofgeneral
applieabiiity. 1 K. Dwia, BUW note 76,sf S 2A.7.

MCM, 1969.p m ,

1710

T h e statute at 6 U.S.C. B 552(n)(1) (1976)permits ineOLpOrPtionby iefeienee
in the Federal Register of matter reasonably available LO the elma of persons
flected thereby. This provieion implies that not all the public need be fleeted.
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from
that are directed at a particular named party," much hke a
lawful order other than a lawful general order.

d. Ahpted as Authorized by Lau,
Professor Dads states, without further explanation or analysis, that
this element "probably means" pursuant to the rule making procedures
of 5 U S C. 5 553."' The problem with this view is that not all rules must
be promulgated pursuant to the rule making procedures of section 563.2y
He gives no reason u.hy the language should not be given its plain meaning,that is, as long as the official promulgating the mle has the authority
to promulgate the mle, and as long as prescribed procedures, if any, are
followed, the ruleis adopted as authorized bylaw. A better interpretation
of this element would be that it merely relates to the validity of the rule
rather than restricts the publication requirements to rules subject to the
rule making procedure.

3. The Second Ezemption Issue
The nine enumerated exemptions in the Freedom of Information Act
apply not only to requests far records under subsection (a)(3). but to all
of section 552 to include the publication and the indexinglavailability
provisions.= Thus, assuming that punitive regulations as a general proposition must be published as "substantive mles of general applicability
adopted as authorized by law," the defense counsel must still face the
hurdle posed by the second exemption which exempts matters that are
"related solely to the internal personnel rules and practices of an
agency.""
I t is difficult to imagine that regulations which prescribe or proscribe
conduct of service members do not relate solely to the internal personnel
rules of a military department. Nevertheless, it can be fairly said that
the Supreme Court has sapped the second exemption of any significant
vitality. In Department of the Air Force v. Rose,'* the Court specifically
*-See 1 K. Davis.

s u m note 76, at 5 3A.7.

Id
-Of pwtieuim interest is the fact that 5 U S.C. 3 563 (1976)does not apply to
the extent that there is ~ n v d v e d mter
.
a l a , B militsly or foreign affaire Rinctlon
of the United States.
6 U . S C. 5 56Xbl (19761.
5 U . S . C . 5 552(b)(2) (19761
425 U.S. 352 (1976).
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disapproved of the trial court's basing its denial of access on the determination that the Air Farce Academy Honor and Ethics Codes were
meant to control only people uithin the agency and that they could not
possibly affect anyone outside the agency. "Rather, the general thrust
of the exemption is simply to relieve agencies of the burden of assembling
and maintaining for public inspection matter in which the public could
not reasonably be expected to have an interest."'"
The CouA specifically expressed agreement with the court of appeals'
position that the requested records had a substantial potential for public
interest outside the government.281Thus, the determining factor in the
present instance is not the fact that punitive regulations do not affect
people outside the agency. Applicability of the second exemption t u n 8
on whether the public has an interest in disclosure. If it does, the exemption does not generally apply, and in the present case, much of that
to which the Supreme Court points as representing the public interest
in Honor Code records is equally applicable to punitive regulations."

4. Consequences of Failure to Publish
From the foregoing it can be seen that there are many hurdles to
overcome before a defense counsel can establish that punitive regulations
are required to be pubhshed in the Federal Register. The argument is
viable, however, and certainly merits a defense counsel's attention, considering the possible consequences. If successful, it would appear that
the burden would be shifted to the government to establish that the
accused had actual and timely notice of the regulation, certainly a difficult
task in most situations. If the government fails in that task, it ia difficult
to see how the accused umuld not be "adversely affected" by a regulation
of which he had no notice. Consideling the many regulations which are
not published, particulariy those promulgated at the local level, the potential consequences for the Army are obvious.
' - I d . at 369-70. In 80 stating, the C o r n had in mind the examples apeelffed in
the Senate Repon on the Freedom of Information Act. z e , mlea regarding use
of pariting faeilitie8, regul~fionof lunch hours, and statements ofpaliey 8s to sick
leave.
w

I d . at 367

36749 The C o v t stated "The importance a i these eonsiderationa
[discipline and superiorlaubordinate relationehip1 t o the rnanienance of a force
able and ready to fight effectively renders them undeniably aignlResnt to the
public role of the miitary."

sm I d . . st
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C. P R N A C Y ACT STATEMENTS: ANOTHER
MIRANDA ?
The F'rivacy Act requires that an agency maintaining a system of records give information concerning certain matters to individuals it asks
to supply information,"' The purpose of this requirement is to allow the
individual to make an informed decision whether to tiunish the information.nOThe requirement applies whether the information is solicited
on a form or by interview,"' and, as currently implemented by the Army,
regardless of whether the information \rill be maintained in a System of
rec0rds.m
The head of an agency may exempt a criminal law enforcement activity

Pmm the requirement to provide a Privacy Act statement," and the
Secretary of the Army has exercised that authority."' Thus, military
police and Criminal Investigation Command agents need only concern
themselves with warnings required by Mimnda and article 31 of the
Uniform Code. Company commanders, first sergeants, and other supervisory personnei, however, frequently act in an investigative capacity.
Theissue thus arises whether failure to provide the advice required by
the Privacy Act might form the basis for an exclusionary rule similar to
Mimnda.
I t is doubtful that it does, but the possibihty should not be totally
discounted. Most important, the Privacy Act provides its o w remedy
for violation of its
In a sense, the essence of Mimnda is
that it provides a remedy where none existed. In the Privacy Act situ-

-

6 U.S.C. $ 662a(e)(S) (1976). In paTtieuIpI, the individual muat be informed
of the authority which authorize solicitation of the information, m d whether
diacleavre ia m d a t o l y 01 voluntary, the principal purpoaes for which the information ia intended to be used, the routine uses which may be made of the
infoonnation, and the effeeta on the individual. d m y , af not providing the miarmstion.
'm OMB Guidelines, w-

Id
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and making available for public inspection " a record of the final votes of
each member in every agency proceeding.""' While polling of court members may not be the leading legal controversy of the day, this seemingly
innocuous provision provides an excellent example of an iasue created by
application of the Freedam of Information Act to the militmy justice
system.
Palling a court is unknown to military law and has been held to be
unauthorized and m p r o p m m The basis far this holding is the provision
of the Code for voting by secret written ballot,"l and the provision prohibiting disclosure of one's vote contained in the oath administered to
court members.'s1 If, however, a court-martial is an "agency proceeding,"
subsection (a)(5)of the Freedom of Information Act and the Code's secret
ballot provision come into direct conflict.
Section 5El defines '"agency proceeding" for purpasea of the Admnistrative Procedure Act. Specifically, "agency proceeding" means an
agency process far N I ~making, licensing, or adjudication." "Adjudication" ia the process for the formulation "of a final disposition . . , of an
agency in a matter ather than rulemahng but including licensing,"m This
broad sweeping definition eauld include a courtmarrial proceeding, and
thus there is an arguable issue.

Many considerations could go into the final resolution of the issue, such
&s which statute is later in time, ahether the general or the more specific
governs, or whether the two statutes could be interpreted in such a
5 U.S.C. 3 552lall51 (19761.
ez United States Y. Tolbert, 14 C.M.R. 613
Connors, 23 C.M.R. 636 1A.B.R.19571.

1A.F.B.R.1953): Umted Stater

v

m, U.C.M.J art. 51(al

MCM. 1969. para. 114b. The relevant part o f t h e eument oath pmndes: "and
that y~uuillnatdiscloseordiaeoverrhevorearapinianofanypartieularmember
af the e o m (upon B challenge or1 upon the findings or dentewe unleaa required
t o do so in due c o m e of law:' Id At the time of the ea%esp~'evmuslycited, the
oath provided for nondisclosure ''unlea~required to do so before a court of justice
in due eoume oliaw."Ser United States r. Connore. 23 C.M R. 636,@9(A B R
1957).
cea 5 U.S C B 6511121 119761
a 5 U.S.C. % 5 551W and (71 (1976) (emphasis added).
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manner as to remove the apparent conflict." The relative importance
of the issue does not warrant a fuii discussion of all these possibilities,
particularly as the issue is presented here primarily as an example of the
unexpected consequences of appiying open government iegisiation to
military criminal law. The results can be both challenging and interesting

V. CONCLUSION
Even though records produced by the military justice system are
unique, the case law pertaining to other types of records generally provides a firm basis upon which to formulate answers to openness-in-government issues concerning records of trial, records af nonjudicial punishment, and records af appellate determinations. When this case iaw is
coupled with reguiatory guidance and opinions of The Judge Advocate
General, the combination represents ampie authority upon which the
judge advocate will be able to recommend Courw of action. The one
notable exception is the iasue of whether records of nonjudicial punishment will be subject to expungement under the Privacy Act amendment
provisions, particularly on the basis of timeliness, The administrative
guidance in this area 1s insufficient, and the case law has yet to develop.
On the other hand, issues created by application of openness-in-government legisiatian to military criminal law are largeiy speculative in
nature. The possibility of significant impact is present, and the issues
present an unusual opportunity for innovative advocacy. Furthermore,
as the openness-in-government area deveiops and matures, other issues
are likely to present themselves to those who enjoy facing the challenge
of plowing new ground.

In summary, the two issues which represent the greatest likelihood
of significant impact on the military justice system are those which arise
from the Army's apparent failure to fully implement the publication and
the indexing requirements of the Freedom of Information Act, Far t m
little attention has been paid to these requirements. If the issues have
in fact been considered hut rejected, the matters should be reconsidered
~

For er8mple. it 1eoneeivable that article 51W could be interpreted t o requlre
aeereey only in the c o m e of the balloting, and that the promion of the oath
permitting disclowre when "required TO do 80 111 due c ~ w s eof law'' would p e m t
subseetian 552(a)(5) to operate.
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with a view towards a more liberal implementation. Failure to do so in
the immediate future will set the stage for a confrontation in the military
justice arena. On the other hand, a more liberal implementation will
minimize the impact of openness-in-government legislation on the military justice system.

I2

SPECIAL FINDINGS:
THEIR USE AT TRIAL AND ON APPEAL*
by Captain (P)Lee D. Schinasi**
Under Article Sljd) of the Unlfwm Code of Mclitay Justice,
counsel before courts-martial may request the trial judge to

make special findings of fact, $he or she 18 hearing the ease
alone without a panel of .members. This provision of military
law is denved f r o m rule 23fc) of the Fedem1 Rules of Crimtml
Procedure, used zn the United States district courla. Captain
( P ) Sehinasi, drawing upon the body of law concerning special
findings which has been developed by the civilian cmrts, ez.
plains h o special
~
findings can be used in a military settmng.
Requests for s p e d findings are loosely analogous to instme.
tzons to a jury. Specialfindings can help the defense on appeal
by uncovering mm in rzjudge’s understanding of the law and
its application to thefacts of a case. Counsel for the government,
on the other hand, can protect the recod by r e p s t i n g special
findings to show that the ju&e decided the ease correctly efbr
all.
Captain (Pi Schinasi notes that m i l t t a y p m t i t i o m s make
less use of special findings than do their civilian counterparts
This article is based on B them heanng the same titie which we1 wltten by the
author when he was a member of the 27th Judge Advocate OfKeer Graduate
(Advanced) Clnaa, at the JAG School, Charlottesuilie. Virginia. during academic
year 197E-78. The opinions and eonelusions expressed m this srtiele are those
of the author and do n o t neeessanly reflect the views of The Judge Advocate
G e n e d s School. the Demrtment ol the Arm?. or an’? other mvemmental
Bge”CS

**JAGC, U.S.Army Instm.Uctoi.Cnrmnal Law Diuiaion, The Judge Advocate
General‘s School, Charlottesuilie. Virdnia, 1979 ta present. Former branch chief,
Government Appellate Division. U S Army Legal Senices Agency, Falls
Church, Vrpl.ia, 197E-78. Former chief defense ~ounseland trld m u n ~ e lat
Fort Bliss, Texaa, 1972-75. B.B.A., 1968. and J D , 1971, Uluverafy of Toledo,
Toledo, Ohia. Member of the bars of The Supreme Court of Ohio and the United
statescOun Military A ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ .
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in the fedeml civilian c o u ~ s He
. reeomlnends that judge advocates become familiar with specialfindzngs procedures, and
add this useful tool of litigation to thew a7senai.

I. INTRODUCTION
This article deais with the provisions of the Uniform Code of Military
Justice for obtaining special findings at courts-martial conducted by a
judge sitting alone without a panel of members. Special findings are
defined by the Code in the foliowing terms:
The military judge

. , . shall make a general finding and shall

in addition on request find the facts specifically. If an opinion
or memorandum of deciaian ia filed, It will be sufficient u the
findings of fact appear therein.'
Stated another way, special findings are a tool counsel can employ to
ensure that their trial presentations will be properly interpreted and
applied by the military judge, and that any error in law or judgment
made by the judge will be preserved for appeal. Observed in this light,
special &dings serve many of the same functions as do juryinstmctions
in trials before a court with members.
Unfortunately, special findings have rarely been used by militav counsel, although civilian, particularly federal, litigator8 have made wide use

of them.' The disparity between federal and military practice seems
L Uniform Code ofMiitary Justice, an W d ) , 10 C.S.C. B 861 (19766)[heremaner
cited as W i d e 5Ud)l.

S I P Unfed States v. Faim, 43

C.M.R. 702 (A.C.M.R. 1971)

In the Foim ea% the aeevaed wad tned by a judge s t t m g alone and wag
convicted of two periods of unaufholized absence. The tnsl defense counsel requested s p e d findings euneerning junsdietionai mattera. The t n a l judge refused. atnting that, in his opinion. $pedal findings need be made only as to matters
pertaining to p i i t or innocence, and not as to the hers relevant t o B motion The
Army C o w of Military Review disagreed. and eent the case back t o the t n a l
judge for preparation of special findings. Wnting for the couls, Judge Finkelatem
observed t h a t "[tlhe P B Y ~ ~ TofY military ease%on [sppeeml findmgsy compelled the
eou2s t o turn t a federal civilian authonty to resolve the matter. 43 C M R at
103.
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particularly difficult to explain as article 51(d) is derived principally from
rule 23(c) of the Federal Rules of Criminal P r o e e d ~ e . ~
The primary objective of this article is to acquaint military attorneys
with special findings, compare the federal practice with ow own, and
present various alternative means of implementing special findings creatively. Because so little military legal authority addresses these topics,
great reliance will initially be placed upon federal cases for establishing
parameters. Once this foundational material has been presented, a detailed discussion of military practice will follow.

11. RULE 23(C): THE FEDERAL EXPERIENCE
WITH SPECIAL FINDINGS

A . DEVELOPMENT OF THE F E D E R A L R U L E
American jurisprudence has long recognized the need for special findings in judge-alone case8, both criminal and civil. The need to have trial
judges set forth their conclusions of law and determinations of fact has
always been viewed as a method of insuring compliance w t h the law,
and for effecting justice.' Legislative history mirrors this concern, and
has instigated the development of special findings.%Recent legislative

The text of mle 23 onpinally appeared at 18 U.S.C 3 3441 It "0x4 appears.
-7th other prorielom, in an appendix to Tifie 18, "Rules of Cnminal Procedure
for the United States District C o u m . " Under mle 60, the authonzed short title
of this compilation LS "Federal Rules of Cnminal Procedure." which d l be used
throughout this article.
See Noma

V.

Jackson, 16 U. S. 125 (1870)

See United States

\.

Hussey. 131.J.804 (A.F.C.M.R. 1976).

In the Xussey

e a ~ e ,m Air Force sergeant was convicted of vnrious drvg
offensea by *judge Bitting alone. "mal defense counsel requested special finding8
concerning evidence corroborating certain admamans of the accused The judge

panted the ~(equest,saymg that he would attach h a ~pecialfindings to rhe record
r h e n he authenticated JY. In fact, rhe findings apparently were never made. and
the An Force Court of Miiitan. Review sent the ease back fa the judge for
eomplerian of this task. Concerning the pulposes af special findings. the court
stated.
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activity has continued this trend' and caused rule 23(c) to be the model
mechanism for implementing special findings.
By merely making the request prior to general findings, a federal
litigator can compel the bench to set forth its reasoning on each vital
issue at bar. Other amendments to d e B(c)facilitate counsel's ability
to obtain special findings by allowing the trial judge to render them
orally.' This removes the burden of reducing his conclusions to written
form, a past source of substantial displeasure among federal judges.
Naturally, trial judges can still explain their findings through memorandum decisions or opinions, but are no longer required to.
Federal judges have generally accepted the burden imposed upon them
by d e B(c) without criticism. District eoUrts recognize that the need
to analyze and articulate the grounds upon which their decisions have
been based has at least two desirable consequences: It not oniyprotects
the accused's right to a fair trial, but also increases the likelihood of an
affumance if the ease is appealed.
Even with this large body of civil and criminzl law encouraging the use
ofspecialfindings, the concept isnot without itsdetractors. JudgeJerome
Frank once said of special findings:

A trial judge's decision is a unique composite reaction to the
oral testimony, a composite which ought not-or, rather, cannot
without artificiality, be broken down into findings of fact and
legal conclusions.B
Reinforcing Judge Franks' philosophy, Judge McClellan of the Adri-

sow Committee on special findings declared
[Slpeaal findings enable the appellate court to determine the legal digniflcmee attnbuted t o particular facts b y the military judge. and LO det e m n e whether the judge correctly applied any presumption of law. ar
used sppmpliafe legal standards.
1 M.J. at 8 O M O 9
See 8A Moore's Federal PTaetiCe 123 06 at 2 s 2 5 (Id ed. 1978). Rule 231~).
Fed.
R. Crim. Proc., Z.BB laat amended In 1577. Pub. L KO.9 S 7 8 . 5 2(b). 96th Cone.,
1st Sese.. 51 Stat. 320 (1977).

' 8A Moore's

Federal Practice 123.06 at 1 S 2 6 .

Skidmore V . Baltimore and Ohio R.R.. 167 F.2d 61. 68 (2nd Clr 1548).
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We all know, don't we, that when we hear a criminal ease tried
we get convinced of the guilt of the defendant or we don't; and
isn't it enough if we say guilty or not guilty, without going
through the form of making special findings of facts designed
by the judge-unconsciously of come-to support the eonclusions at which he has arrived.g
Much more recently, the Third Circuit offered the following practical
objection to mandatory special findings:
It is common knowledge among trial judges that the task of
rnaldng detailed findings in either civil or criminal cases is often
tedious, and one that frequently consumes as much time as might
otherwise be saved in the c o m e of dispensing with a jury trial.
Requiring such findings may well have a negative effect on the
willingness of trial judges to eonduet non-jury criminal trials.

Our functionis tocorrect error whiehaffectsaubstantialrights
of litigants. It is beyond ow province to sit back like school
teachers and grade every ruling of a lower court-produced
often with great dispatch and during the strain and tension of
a trialif it were a test paper. Although we are a superior
court in the judicial schema, we do not have license to substitute
our judgment for that of the lower courts absent prejudicial
error. To reverse a ruling made in good faith with which camselled parties were satisfied, in the absence of plain error, displays an insensitivity to the realities of litigation in the judicial
Byatem.

As noted above, the direct impact of today's holding uill be
to discourage trial judges from granting "on-jury trials in criminal eases. An equally disturbing although less direct result
might be to encourage lawyers to re&n from voicing objection
to questionable decisions in the hope of luring district courts
into reversible error. Litigation is an attempt toarrive at
truth, not a game ofwits in which the participants are attorneys
and judges and the p ~ is ereversal."
" 6 Proceedings,

N Y D. Institute on Federal Ruler of Cnminal Procedure, 173
Y. Ginsburg, 338 F.2d 12 (3rd C r 19641.

(1M61.Cf.United Stater

United States

V.

Lwmgston. 459 F 2d 797, 800 (3rd Cir. 19721 (Adams, J.,

diasenting).
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The problems noted in the quoted statements are typical of those resuiting from overcrowded trial and appellate forums. But these difficulties do not arise so much from rule 23(c), as from the trial courts' failure
to apply the law properly."
Indicative of the displeasure special findings have created are the sub-

tle changes which have been effected by judicial administrative circles.
Typical ofthis are the alterations made in the American Bar Assoeiation'a
Code of Professional Responsibility, and Code of Judicial
As
late as 1912, the ABA standards offered the faliaw~ngguidance with
respect to judicial opinions:
In disposing of controverted cases, a judge should indicate
the reasons for his action in an opinion showing that he has not
disregarded or overlooked serious arguments of counsel. He
thus shows his full understanding of the case, avoids the BUSpicion of arbitrary conclusion, promotes confidence in his mteliectual integrity and may contribute useful precedent to the
growth of the law

It is desirable that Courts of Appeals in reversing cases and
granting new trials should so indicate their views an questions
of law argued before them and necessarily arising in the cantroversy that upon the new trial counsel may be aided to avoid
the repetition of erroneous positions of law and shall not be left
in doubt by the failure of the court to decide such questions.
But the volume of reported deciaans i s such and i8 sarapidiy
increasing that in writing opinions which are to be published
judges may well take this fact into consideration, and currail
them accordingly, without substantiallydepartingfram the principles stated above."

'I

See United States Y

S n o w 484 F.2d 811 (D.C. Cir 1973)

ABA Code of Professional Responsibility (1976). and ABA Code of Judicial
Conduct (1975).
"

'*ABA Code of Professional Responsibility
Ethics (1969).
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The current Code of Judicial Conduct has dropped this advice entirely."
While the merchants of efficiency may be most effective in computing
docket backlogs and the number of hours required for special findings
preparation, the importance of special findings, and their close relationShip to justice in the federal criminal courtroom, remains unchanged. In
Howard v. United States," the United States Supreme Court chided
trial judges for pressudng the accused into waiving special findings because of the trial bench's philosophy against their use.36

In United States v. Snow," Judge Bazelon perceived additional merit
to this position. Viewing the criminal courtroom and its confusing, often
impersonal atmosphere from society's vantage point, he highlighted the
need for fairness, clarity, and a reasoned, publicized explanation for what
transpired there. The practical importance of Judge Bazelan's insight is
vital in a society which often doubts the wisdom af its criminal justice
system." If the public does not perceive the criminal process as fair, bath
financial and emotional support 611 wane.
The ~mportaneeof Canon 19 can be seen m the p e s t deference paid it m Unfed
States v Livingston, 469 F.2d 797 (3rd Cir. 1972); and United State8 Y . Clark,
123 F.Supp. 608 (S.D. Cal 19641; cf. Orfleld. Tnol bu Juru tn FPdsrol Cnminai
Proeedtwe, 29 Duke Law J. 66 (19621.
16

423 F.2d 1102 (9th Clr. 1970)

On o w o m motion we notlee that the distnct court refused to aeeept
the r a w e r of jury t n a l both by the Government and by the defendant.
u n l e ~ aand until the defendant signed a waver of his earher requested
~ p e e i a findmga.
l
Under Rule 23(e) of the Federal Rules of Cnminal Pro.
cedure the defendant was enfitled to those findings, and I t would have
been reversible emor to have rehmed h a umely request for them. [Citation omitted 1 We cannot condone an avoidance of Rule 23(eI by the
expedient of conditioning a j u q waiver on B waiver af special findmga.
The defendant's right to such findings 18 not trivial, and his exertme of
that n g h r is not LO be impaired by the exertion of pressure from the
court [Citations omitted.]
428 F.2d a t 1104.See also United States Y Figueroa.337 F. Supp. 646 (S.D.N.Y.
19711.
484 F 2d 811 ID C. Cir. 19731.
See United States v P e w . 2 M
canuuring).

J 113, 116 I C M.A. 1977). (Fletcher, C J
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Similarly, if criminal proceedings are to have any rehabilitative or
deterrent effect upon a person convicted of crime, he or she must understand not only what has occurred, but why it has occurred. Perhaps the
best articulation of this philosophy is contained in Judge M.E. Frankle's
words: 'The existence of a rationale may not make the hurt pleasant, or
even just. But the absence, or refusal, of reason is a hallmark of injustice.""
Extending Judge Frankle's conclusions, special findings justify themselves not only in averting an unjust act, but also in highlighting to the
public, and the particular accused involved, that no injustice occurred.
This is vital beeause any controversial action taken in silence may appear
arbitrruy, but one explained and publicized cannot similarly suffer." Also,
any actual injustice in a publicized decision cannot be hidden, and appellate intervention once begun can satisfy societjs interests in re-establishing justice
Many courts have characterized these considerations as
st*ing down convictions violating rule 23(c). This has offen happened when
substantial guilt wae not really in question."

B . IMPLEMENTING R U L E 2J(CJ: OVERCOMING
T H E JUDICIAL A N D PROCEDURAL B A R R I E R S
As discussed above, an accused's right to special findings is guaranteed
by law." ALI counsel need do to obtain special findings is request them
of the trial judge. While this situation has not always been the law, it
1o

Mnrvin E. Fmnlile, Crrmmal Smtencss 0972)
Sss Goidberg V . Kelly, 397 U.S.254 (1970).
Sed Umted States v Snow, 484 €.2d 811 (D C. Cir 1973).

See United States

V.

Peps, 512 F.2d 1135 (3rd Cir. 1975).

The €derai Ruiea of Criminal Rocedure. or "Rules a1 Climlnd Pmeedwe lor
the United States DisVlet Corns," are pmmulgated by the Supreme C o v n with
eangresaional oversight under the explicit command of 18 U S C. I $ 3711 and
3712 (1916). Thus, mie 23(e), whieh provides that "the c o r n shai! . . . on requeet
find the fsets specially,'' has the force and efleect of law. C o w s - m a r t i d are
governed by Article 51(d) of the Unifam Code of M i l i W Justice. codified st
10 U.S.C. 85Ud) (1976), whieh contains the same language.
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has always been the subject of substantial debate.u Even today, more
than one authority believes the right to special findings should be qualfied, with ultimate discretion vested in the trial court." Such an opinion
is not the law at the present time.
Once the right to special findings is recognized, the question most oRen
raked is how, procedurally, d w s counsel exercise the right. The overwhelming weight of authority now agrees that all counsel need do is
clearly request special findings at any time before general findings are
announced. The 1977 amendment to rule z((c) has been interpreted as
codifying this result.'
The a h t to special findings, however, is not vested exclusively in
counsel. Recalling the public policy considerations stimulating fair and
informed judgments, the trial bench may, sua sponte, prepare special
findings in any case deemed appropriate. In United States v. Figueroa,n
appellant unsuccessfully contended that the trial judge erred by pmdueing special findings ~ w sponte,
1
findings which clarified and insured that
Figueroa's conviction would be afBrmed on appeal. In United States v.
Seagraves,' the converae occurred. There, even though appellate failed
to request special fmdings, the trial court prepared them, and after reasoning through appellant's assertions, determined that guilt had not been
proved beyond a reasonable doubt, %quitting Seagraves.
Extending Seagmves and Figuerw, United States v. Pepe' established that special findings can be considered SWL sponte on appeal even
though defense counsel failed to allege an error concerning them. Not-

* EA Moore's Federal Raetiee (I 23.05 at 2%26
=Cf. Orfleld, Trial by

Jlrry

note 7 (2d ed. 1918).

in Fsdsmi Crimwml Pmcedurs. 29 Dvke Law

J o m a l %3 (19621.

In the ep8e of United States V . Rivera. 444 F.2d 186 (Zd Cir. 19711, the de.
fendant did not request s p e e d findings until a day after imposition of sentence.
In the 1971 amendment, rule 2n(d waa reviaed to read. in miwant part, "shall
. . ., on request made before the general finding, find the facts apeeialiy."The
notes of the Adviisory Committee on Rvlea mpke e i e u that this change WBB
intended to deal with the RIV- dtution.
337 F. Supp. 646 (S.D.N.Y. 19lOj.
1W F . Supp. 424 (D.C. Guam 1951).
o. 612 F.2d 1136 (3rd

Cir. 1976).
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withstanding the government's strenuous objection to this procedure,
the court reversed the Conviction solely because of the now visible emor,
an emor which would not have required appellate treatment had it not
been for the special findings
By far the most fertile area producing litigation concerning special
findings is the improper activity of 80me trial judges in coercing defendants into waiving their lights to special findings.soThe leading case prohibiting such canduct is the en bane decision of the Third Crcuit in United
States v. Livingston." In that case the trial bench informed Livingston
that trial by judge alone would be permitted only if Livingston waived
his right to special findings."Even though defense coumel failed to abject
to this tactic, the appellate court soundly condemned it. Relying on the
public policy and statutory predicates to rule 23(cl, as well as the then
viable Canon 19, the court discussed this trial judge's actions in ethical
terms." As a result, such overbearing by trial judges will not be tolerated
in federal courts
Similarly, in Howard v. United States," the Ninth Circuit reversed
conviction because, without special findings attached to the record, the
court could not determine whether the trial bench had relied on an impermissible presumption to convict Howard.36Discussing the importance
of special findings to criminal appeals, the court censured the trial judge
for forcing appellant to waive his right to special findings merely to
receive a trial by judge alone.
See United States

V.

Sehall. 371 F.Supp. 912 (W.D Pa. 1974)

469 F.2d 797 (3rd Qr 1972) (en b a n d
sv It IS well accepted in the federal court8 that accused da not hare an absolute
right to a trtal before judge alane. Depending on the circumstances at bar, both
the prmecutmn and t n d judge d i have an equal i-mce 1" the decliion malung
pmeesc See Singer ? . United States. 330 C S. 24 11965)
sa 459 F.Pd a t 798
423 F.2d 1102 (9th Cir. 1970)

Howard was origmally charged w t h violating 21 E.S.C. 175(s), transporting
iliegailg imported rnari~uana,and 21 U S C 174, transpaning ~llegallyimponed
heroin C~nvicfionwas reversed because the eaurt an appeal could naf determine
whether the tnal judge improperly relied on the p~esumpfmnthat p o s ~ e s ~ l oofn
meh contraband mphes knowledge af LS Alegal mponatmn. See note 51, infm
Use of this presumption was rejected in L e a n v United Stares. 395 r 8 i
(1959); see U S Y Scott. 42s F 2d E6 (9th Cir 1970).
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Of course, the crucial issue here, disclosed in United States V. Masri,”
is not appellant’s waiver of his right to special findinga, but the trial
bench’s coercion in effecting that waiver. In Masri, appellant waived his
right to B jury and special findings by using a single formg‘ Initially, the
court applauded the use of a written document to verify such waivers,

but went on to criticize this particular document’s organization as ambiguous, suggesting it might confuse appellants into believing they were
forced to waive both rights to obtain a judge-alone trial. Having established thepossible evil attendant upon this procedure, the court affirmed
547 F.2d 9S2 (5th Cir. 1977)

The Florida district court’$ Fa-

20

which WBQ condemned is aet out below:

UXITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA
1 case NO.

UNITED STATES O F
AMERICA,
Plainti,

)

)

1

“8.

1

~

Defendant
WAIVER OF JURY AND SPECIAL FINDINGS
The undersimed Defendant, hanng been ivUy advised I” the premiees. hereby
waive8 the right to a trial by Jury and requeati the Corvt to fry all charges

againat him in this ease wlrhout a Jury.
The vndeFsimed Defendant iurther
findings of faet as provided by Rule
Procedure

(Date)

the right to reqnest any specid
of the Federal Rules of Crimmal

WW~B

2S(e)

(Defendant)

The undersigned attorney repieients that p n ~ LO
r the sigmng of the foregoing
Waiver, the Defendant above named WBI Pully advmd as to the righra of an
aeeuied under the Consritution and the iaw to a speedy and pubhe fnal by an
Lmpmiai Jury, and the right to request s p e d findings in a C B B ~tried Uithout
P Jury; and counsel ivrther represents that, in his oplmon, the above waiver of
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the conviction, detelming that actual coercion was not evident, and that
future waivers should be accomplished by using separate forms."

C. JUDICIAL A L T E R N A T N E S :

HOW BEST TO

RENDER SPECIAL FINDINGS
Once counsel has properly requested special findings, and such request
has been accepted, the question becomes what format uill be best suited
to the judge's announcement. One common method employed is that
exemplified by United States v. Bellville," a memorandum decision discussing each issue raised a t trial. This technique is explicitlymentioned
in rule 2 3 ( ~ ) . ' ~
But such a lengthy and detailed finding as is set forth in Bellville is
not always required or justified. In less complex cases simplicity and
teal by jury and special findings 1s vduntmly and understandmgl> made, and
meommends Lo the CoUn that said Waiver be appmved
I

~

(Date)

(Attorney for

Defendant)

The United States Attorney hereby consents that the ease be tned wthout
a Jury and waves the light to request any apecia1 findings of fact a i provided
by Rule 2 X e ) Of the Federal Rule8 of Cnmlnal Procedure.
~

(Date)
Approved t h s

(Assistant United States Attorney)
~

day of

UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE
e Although the C o w did not spec* an) p m i c ~ l a format
r
t o be uaed In the
future, several are availsble. Those rhieh have received the most reeomilion
are emtained in West's Fedami F o m s 5 7456'7462 (1971).oublished by the West
Pubbhing Company. St Paul. Mimesofa

82

€.Supp. 650 (S.D.W Va

1949).

,'If am opinian or memorandum of decision is filed, it wII be sufficient if the
findings of fact appear therem." Fed. R Cnm. P . 5 2 S ( c )
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conciseness are the paramount goals. As a result, shorter, more summary
treatment of the relevant issues and facts should suffice.
Even more practical and important to the trial bench is ruie 23(cYs
new provision for rendering oral special findings." The advantages here
are obvious. A trial judge's time ie Limited at best, and requinng written
speciai lindinp in every trial would be an intolerable burden. Oral findings thus are highly expedient. As long as they appear in the record of
trial, oral findings will be sufficient to comply with rule 23(c). Oral special
Kndings generally possess the added benefit of reducing the period required for record certification, and as a result, appellate processing time
can be reduced.#
The establishment of an adequate balance between preparation of suf.
ficiently detailed special findings, and avoidance of an unreasonable monoDolization of the trial i u d d a time. is vital to auelline criticism of rule
&(c).'SThe possibility for reaching this result now exis& with the advent
of oral special findings.

D . TACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS APPLICABLE TO
REQUESTS FOR SPECIAL FINDINGS
Heretofore we have examined the basic procedure for obtaining special
findings, and the legislative as well as judicial foundation upon which
they rest. I t is now appropriate to examine the tactical considerations
in their use. Viewed pragmatically, request or lack of request for special
findings is a function of the requesting party's trial objectives. Government and defense counsel, as well as the trial judge acting 8 w 1 sponte,
are all motivated by different stimuli.
Notwithstanding these differences in philosophy, a common thread can
be traced through the cases in this area. It has been described as follows:

'' "Such Andings may be om1 " Fed. R. Cnm. P. 5 23W (1977).This amendment
was inifiated by order Of the United States Supreme Court dated Apr 26, 1976,
and was sppmved by Congress in Pub. L KO. 9L78, 96th Cong , 1st Sess., 91
S a t . 319. IB effective date 8 8 8 Oet 1, 1977.
See Bryan. F m LI Sunftm Cnmznal A w e d - T o Pmtaet The Pvblre aa We11 a
the Acewed, Wsshington and Lee Law Review. Fail 1968, p. 181.
3.

See note 10 s u p
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It in a fundamental precept of the administration of justice in
the federal courts that the accused must not only be guilty of
the offense of which he is charged and convicted, but that he be
tried and convicted according to proper legal procedures and
standards. In short, it is not enough that the accused be guilty;
our system demands that he be found guilty in the right way.
Accordingly, it is no answer to the application of an erroneou~
standard of law that the evidence is sufficient to support a verdict reached in accordance with the proper standard of l a w

....
It does not matter whether or not guilt IS a close question.
The accused is entitled in any case to be tried under proper legal
criteria. But the significance of this matter is all the more accentuated in a factual context where the question is B close one."
The "right way" alluded to above assumes procedural and substantive
guarantees, yet it connotes even more. In a judge-alone trial. there 1s
an extra requirement for a reasoned and supportable verdict. Stated
another way: ' W e n e v e r the government and the defendant in a criminal
case waive a jury, they are entitled to not just a verdict one way or the
other, but to the reasons behind it.""
For well over one hundred years, the United States Supreme C a m
has advocated this philosophy. I n B u r r v . Des Moines Railroad Company,
Mr. Justice Miller reinforced the importance of special findings, stating:

The statement of facts on which this court will inquire, ifthere
is or is not error in the application of the law t o them, is a
statement of the ultimate facts or propositions which the evidence is intended to establish, and not the evidence on which
those ultimate facts are supposed to rest. The statement must
be sufficient in itself, without inferences or comparisons, or balancing of testimony, or wighing evidence, to justify the apphcation of the legal principles which must determine the case. It
must leave none of the functions of a jury to be discharged by
Wilson \-. United States, 250 F 2d 312. 324 (9ch Clr. 1957) See ale0 Bollenback
v Umted States. 325 US. 607 (1946). Pearaan v L-mted States. 192 € 2d 581

(6th Cir. 1951)
United States
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this court, but must have all the sufficiency, fullness and perspicuity of a special verdict. If it requires of the court to weigh
conflicting testimony, or to balance admitted facts, and deduce
from these the propositions of fact on which alone a legal conclusion can rest, then it is not such a statement as this court
can act upon.'8

In another context the Supreme Court cautioned counael and trial
judges that special findings should not confuse the evidence of fact with
the facts themselves." This contention is important to a proper understanding of how special findings are to be used. They will be of no value
to an appellant, or anappellant coupt, if they merely identify the evidence
of record, rather than analyze and apply it to the law at bar.
Reduced to more pragmatic terms, current judicial opinion analogizes
special findings with a j@s findings, and the trial judge's deliberative
processes to those required of court members. The basic consideration
here is that the concept ofreasonable doubt must be viewed by the bench
88 it would be by a juq@The nobility of this contention is offen scoffed
at by legal scholars." Many trial judges feel that the mechanical deliberative process pressed upon them by special findings is of little utility
in assisting them to arrive at dimcult decisions." Yet virtually all trial
a 68 U.S.99, 100 (1564). See a180 Nomi8 V . Jaebon, 76 U.S. (9
!1870), where Mr Justice Miller spealiing for the c o w stated

Wail.) 125,

126

This specid finding haa often been eonaidered and desenbed by this
Court It IS not B mere report of the evidence, but a statement of the
ultimate faeta on whieh the law of the c88e must detemine the lights of
the parties; a finding of the proposition8 of fact whieh the evidence establishes, and not the evidence on which tboae ultimate fact6 are iuppoaed
to rest.
See Noms v Jackson, 76
a
dm

U.S 115 (3870)

United States V. Winters, 385 F. Supp. 1352 !S.D N.Y 1975)
On the one hand, the appellate judge's conception of reasonable doubt
is more apt to coincide wth the tnal judge'e conception than with the
the other hand, appellate judges am doubtleas less reluctant
to set aside the verdict of B single judge than that of twelve jwom, In
practice, these factam probably tend to bdance O u t .

jw~rs'.
On

SA Moore'a

Federal Practice 0 U.06at 2&28 (2d ed. 1979)

United Stater Y . Gmzburg, 338 F.2d 12 (3rd C i . 1964).
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judges agree that special findings help clarify those determinations. once
made.51
While the triai bench may still be debating the ment behind special
findings, government and defense counsel generally recognize their
value, albeit for different reasons. Among defense counsel's primary
motivations for requesting special findings are those noted in United
States v. Livingston." "Findings of fact in "an-jury criminal cases primarily aid the defendant in preserving questions for appeal and aid the
appellate court in delineating the factual bases on which the trial court's
decision rested."
Similarly, special h d i n g s also insure that the trial court properly appreciates the issues raised by defense counsel, and has resolved or at
least considered those issues in reaching its verdict.' One commentator
indicates that defense counsel should employ special findings "if there is
any inkling that the judge is laboring under a misapprehension of law or
fact which may be revealed by his findings.'"
Although not the subject of as much litigation or legal discussion, the
government's use of special findings is as valuable to the interests of
justice as defense counsel's. The prosecutor must insure that conflicting
and often confusing evidence is thoroughly evaluated by the trial court,
and that the law is properly applied to the facts, protecting the record
from inconsistent appellant review. Appellate courts occasionally strive
to find a justifiable basis upon which to affirm convictions. Special fmdings
when properly implemented can provide the necessary hook upon which
conviction a n be hung."
In United States v. Johnson," appellant's eanviction was challenged

on grounds of insufficiency of the evidence. Amrming the distnet court's
determination, Judge Gervin stated that, as B result of the trial judge's
oral special findings, the record demonstrated that "a reasonably minded
United

States V . Johnson, 496 F 2d 1131 (5th C r 1974)

419 F.2d 797, 798 (3rd Clr. 1972) (en band.
ta

United Stated

V.

Bishop, 469 F.2d 1337 (1st C r 1872).

SA MOO^^'^ Federal ~ r a e r l e e7 21.06 st 2 b 2 4 , -26
- H o w a r d v. United

* 496 F.2d
88

Stater, 423 F.2d 1102 (9th C n . 1970)

1131 (6th Cir. 1974).
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trier of fact could conclude that appellant was guilty beyond a reasonable
doubt.
.''6' It is important to note here that even though the trial
judge's special findings were described as sketchy, they provided the
basis for affirmance. Further, thisappeiiate court was willingtointerpret
more generously the trial judge's oral special fmdings, than would the
case have been with writtan ones. Nonetheless, had no a p e d findings
been rendered, the conviction may well have been reversed.

..

United States v. Bishop' highlights the necessity for a trial court to
produce some form of special fmdinga in every case There appellant
contended he did not have the requisite ~ 1 2 rea
8 to commit thecharged
offense. Although the issue was litigated at trial, formal special &dings
were not requested nor provided. On appeal, the government contended
that, without a defense request for special find-,
the issue had not
been preserved.
Although the court voiced passing credence to this argument, the issue
was litigated. Notwithstanding the faet that traditional special hdinga
were absent, the circuit court adopted the trial judge's informal conclusiona on the issues under consideration, rationakjng them into special
fmdinga. The appellate court complemented the trial judge for providing
this vehicle to affirmance, and characterized his actions as the praduct
of a "commendable abundance of caution."" Again it is evident that an
appellate court will reaeh for any rationale which can fairly justify u p
holding a conviction.
In some cases such a result is not possible because the record faile to
contain special findings, and leaves no room for rationalizing them into
existence. In such cases, many appellate courts red tlag the deficiency,
encouraging trial judges and government counsel to make use of rule
W e ) to pmtect the record. Howard v. United Statesm is an excellent
example ofthis situation. There, appellant was convicted on several specifications concerning drug trafficldng, yet the trial court's verdict lei%
substantial uncertainty 89 to whether an impermissible presumption had

Id at 11SS. See also Glaaser v. United States, SI5 U.S.

W (1942).

469 F.2d 1557 (1st C i . 1972)
- I d at 1346.

423 F.2d 1102 (hhCir. 1870)
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been employed." Highlighting the importance of rule W c ) , the appellate
court indicated affvmance might have been possible had special findings
been supplied.
A virtually identical result was reached in Andrew8 v. United States."
In that m e appellant also contended that the trial court relied on an
improper presumption in evaluating the evidence against him.mBecause
the evidence of record was contradictory on this point, the C O W was
unable to specify with certainty whether proper legal standards were
used to convict appellant. Reversal here is a monument to the importance
of rule Wc). Had government counsel, or the trial judge s u a sponte,
produced special f i d i n p , the record would have been clear, and the
conviction sustained.

E . OBTAINING SPECIAL FINDINGS: WHEN THEY
MUST B E PROVIDED
The question arises under what circumstances a trial court may properly refuse to grant special findings, and conversely, when counsel can
justifiably insist on their production. Rule 23(c) itself falls to a n ~ w e rthis
question, a result which has prompted substantial litigation concerning
the rule's parameters.

One commentator, weighing the available cases on the point, suggests
that special findings must be provided on all questions of fact and law,
whether presented by a motion, or during the ca8e in chief." A large
number of federal cases adopt this philosophy, some going so far as to
suggest that at least an abbreviated form of special findings should be
Although mme of the distnet court's remarks m i the c l m e of tnal ~uggeat
that it could have found knowledge af illegal importation u7thout regard
to the presumption, other remarks Suggest to the contrary Adding fa
that smbigvity is the court's express refusal at the beginning of tnal EO
make rpeeial findmga

81

423 €.Ed at 1104. Sce note 34, q m a . for factual predicate.

** 426 €.2d

1304 (9th Clr. 1910).

The prohibition discuaaed in note 44 supm. concerning Lealy v. United States.
396 U.S. 6 (1969).1s a190 at bar m Andreui
bj

See 8A Maore's Federal Practice
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rendered in every criminal case.* Similarly, even iasues which are recognized to be mixed questions of fact and law are seen to require special
findings."
Despite this apparent broad brush approach, obvious and justifiable
limitations have arisen. In United States v. Hamis:' the central issue
bath at trail and an appeal concerned witness credibility. Trial defense
counsel appreciated how important this question might be to the trial's
outcome and its possible appeal, and requested special findings. The trial
judge complied but failed to set forth what weight he gave the evidence
in question. Upholding the district court's partial special findings, the
appellate court apparently recognized the amorphous nature of credibility
evidence, and the lack of standards available to resolve such questions."
The court went on to reason: "As a jury is at liberty to make findings of
credibility without a reasoned explanation so may a judge sitting as a
fact finder. We do not suggest that the law requires
Some federal courts have built limitations into special findings practice
by requiring defense counsel to submit proposed special findings as a
condition for compliance with rule 23(~).'~Thosecourts implementing this
process justify it by holding that proposed special findings are the only
means for insuring compliancewith counsel's specificrequests. Generally,
the bench will allow coun8el to proffer special finding. orally, thus saving
time. Even when the standards discussed above have been satisfied, no
requirement for special findings arises if counsel's request lacks specificity, or is unintelligible."
Similarly, special findings are not required when counsel desires to
know what evidence was considered unimportant by the trial judge.%
Most courts find no utility in requiring the judge to discuss evidence
e~ United States v Rlrera, 444 F.2d 136 (2d

Cir 1971)

Umred States v. Watson. 469 F.2d 588, 681 (8th Cir. 1972)
'' 507 €.2d 197 (3rd Cir 1975).
* S e e Government of Virgin Ielands

*'
1'

Y.

Gereau. 502 F.2d 914 (3rd Cir 1975)

Ulvted States \-. Hama, 507 F.2d 197. 186 (3d Cn. 1915)
See
Id.

United Starer

See United States

Y. Rivera,

V.

444 F.2d 136 (Zd Cir 1972).

Peterson, 338 F.2d 696 (7th Cir 19M).
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which had no effect upon the iitigation's
In United States v.
Peteman,S the Seventh Circuit ruled that special findings were not required on "evidence the judge thought had no bearing . . ." on any issue
under consideration, Another variation an this theme concerns cases
where counsel and the bench disagree on whether certain evidence was
ever before the court" Typically, where the record is silent on an issue
of fact, special findings will not be required to establish that conclusion."
Federal circuit courts have aiso refused to compel special findings when
it appeared defense counsel was unswe what they should contain. In
such cases, counsel may have tried to apply in the special-findingscontext
theories which properly are applicable to jury instructions. In Cesario
v. United Statesn the First Circuit rejected defense counsel's contention
that the trial judge must give instructions to himself before rendering
a verdict. An important caveat to this holding states that, even though
"self instructions" wiii not be required under most circumstances, an
appellate court may rationalize defense counsel's efforts into requests for
special findings, holding that the trial judge should have complied with
rule We), possibly reversing conviction as a r e s ~ l t . 'Counsel
~
can almost
anticipate this conclusion if the cme is complicated, conviction is a close
question, or defense counsel's competence ia uncertain.
Counsel will also be unable to compel special findings in areas traditionally not involving participation of a jury." For example, parole or
probation revocation, although conducted before a judge alone, do not
come within rule 23(cYs scope."The proceeding involved here is properly
labeled a hearing, as opposed to a trial, and issues of guilt or innocence
are not at stake. In such situations Congress has decided to withhold the
availability of special hdings by limiting rule 23(c)'s applicability. This

See 18 West Federal Praerice Digest 2d. Climinsi Law $ 154, p 653 (1976).

la

238 F.2d 695. 698 (7th Cir 19641
' ) S e e United Stales Y . Lloyd. 431 F.2d 160 (6th Cir. 19701.

Id

2W F.2d 232 (1st Cir 19621
m

Id

rp

See United States

8o

Id
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policy seems appropriate in light of the lower standards of prwf and
admissability of evidence which apply at such hearinp."

A corollary to this prohibition concerns counsel's requests for special
hdingsduringjury triols, when the issue being litigated is purely legal
in nature. For example, if defense counsel challenges the court's jurisdiction over an accused, the resolution of this matter will generally not
involve participation of the jury, as it is handled out of their presence.
In this regard, counsel have argued that the pmeeding in question is
so similar to a judge-alone trial that special iindings are appropriate.

While the creativity of this position has been recognized, circuit courts
continue to reject it, relying on rule 2 3 W s requirement for a judge-alone
trial."
Similarly, United States v. BenchwicP presents another twist in the
issue ofwhen special hdinge are required. Here defense counselmoved
for a iinding of not guilty at the close of the government's ease in chief.
Counsel wanted the trial judge to produce special hdings concerning the
resolution of his motion and, if the motion was ultimately denied and the
defendant convicted, on the verdict. Affrnning the triai judge's decision
to submit special iindings only after conviction, the court reasoned that
rule 23(c) contemplates one set of special findings, those produced after
conviction or acquittal. If defense counael is not satisfied with thisresult,
his alternative is to move for relief, then rest. While the court recognized
this to be a dfieult choice, they held it to be the one required by the
law.

F . FEDERAL APPELLATE TREATMENT OF
SPECIAL FINDINGS
Having established the tactical justifcations for using special findings
in complex judge-alone trials, and having explored the procedural hurdles
counsel must satisfy before special hdings will be rendered, we willnow

V.

Rozyyeki, 3 M J.i27 (C.M.A. 1977), adopt thm rstmnde for the military.

*See United States

V.

Lloyd, 431 F.2d 160 (9th Cir. 1970).

197 F.2d 330 (9th Cl. 1861).
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verge, or where the trial judge returned mixed findings of guilt and
innocence or m u a l l y the same evidence. Appellate cowts have consistently allowed juries this latitude, reasoning that it is an important part
of our criminal justice system's concept of leniency." But trial judges
sitting alone are not allowed this generosity, and conviction will be reversed if a compromise verdict, or inconsistent special and general fmdings are returned.g3

Two other interrelated issues apply to the appellate review of special
findings which are generally absent in other areas. The fugt concerns
whether or not counsel's failure to request special findings will be deemed
a waiver of any trial issue on appeal. The second is whether counsel
waives an issue touching upon the special findings themselves if he does
not challenge those findings at trial. It is important to note that no
uniform rule exists in this area, and many courts will only weigh these
matters into the merit of counsel's other substantive allegations of error.
Looking fist at whether a failure to request special findings is a waiver
of any trial error, it can be argued that this is actually not a special
findings topic at all, but one concerned only with appellate procedures.
On the other hand, it has been suggested that the relationship between
appellate litigation and the trial court'^ obligation to properly preside
over the trial may require sua sponte special findings.8'
The most uidely cited caae setting forth this philosophy is Wilson v.
United States.' There, appellate challenged the trial judge's use of the
legal standard employed to measure his guilt. Even though counsel failed
to request special findings, and the substantive evidence of guilt was
overwhelming, the circuit court reversed conviction because the trial
judge's theoly m y have been incorrect.
Alternatively, in United States v. Bommarita," appellant was tried
on conspiracy charges. Although that issue was thoroughly litigated at
trial, defense counsel failed to request special findings on the identity of
See Dun" V. United States, 284
146 F.2d 932 (9th Cir. 19441.

Is

U.S.390 (19311,McElheny V . United

States,

United States v Maybury, 274 F.2d 899 (2nd Cir. 19601.
See United States V . Graves, 1 M.J. 60 (C.M.A. 1975).
Sse

250
524

F.2d 312 (9th Clr. 19681
F.2d 140 (2d Cir. 19761.
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any eo-conspirators. When defense counsel attempted to raise this matter
on review, the Second Circuit rejected the allegation of emor due to the
absence of special f i n d i n w a drastic result.

In United States v. Livingston," the legal justifications for Bornmanto
were discussed in the following terms:
Indeed, it has been suggested that findings under mie W e ) are
a prerequisite to preserving for appeal issues concerning the
signitieance or existence of a particular fact. . . Findings of
fact are essential to proper appellate review of a conviction
resulting from a non-jury trial.

.

Attempting to modify the strict rule announced in Bammarito, the
First Circuit in United States v. Bishop," took a logical middle ground.
There, appellant contended he lacked the requisite mm rea to commit
the charged offense. Yet defense counsel failed to request special findings
on the issue. In response to appellant's allegation of emor, government
counsel contended the question had not been preserved for appeal, as
special findings were absent. While the court agreed with the govemment's argument in substance, finding that the record was not sufficiently
replete, the court nonetheless conducted an independent investigation.
Relying on the trial judge's limited sua sponte "findings," the court af.
h e d the conviction.
Applying the related issue of whether defense counsel need challenge
the special findings at trial in order 50 succeed on appeal, a more uniform
approach has been taken. Here the weight of authority a p e s that no
attack is required. In both United States v. Livingston," and United
States v. P e ~ ethe
, ~Third Circuit found no merit in needlessly extending
the trial litigation in this fashion. This result reinforces the appellate
value of special findings.

G. SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS OF SPECIAL
FINDINGS TO ALLEGATIONS OF ERROR
As a conceptual matter it is important to realize, as suggested above,
that appellate courts w41 often treat those cases where special findings
8(

469
469

F 2d 797, 798 (3d Cir 1972)
F 2d 1337 (1st Cir 19721

bane).

F 2d 797 (3d Clr 19721 (en barcl
612 F.2d 1135 (3d Cir 1976).

a 459
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have been rendered differently €ram those case8 without special findings.
A good exampie of this situation is found in Lustinger v. United States."
There, appellant challenged the sufficiency of the evidence against him.
Affirming conviction, the court held "It follows that we must assume
that the trial court found in favor of the government with respect to each
and every alleged statement or concealment relied upon by the government."" Adding to this logic, the court went an to suggest that appellant
might have been more successful an appeal had he requested special
findings which would have detailed the particular inconsistency or insufficiency now troubling him.

On the other side of this coin, United States v. Snow'm discusses what
are the results when defense counsel requests special findings, and the
trial judge agrees with the request, but findings are never completed.
Writing for the majority, Judge Bazelon opined that this delict frustrates
adequate appellate review, and that the weight of the eddence against
the appellant is irrelevant. Judge Bazelon indicated that an appellate
forum cannot satisfactorily resolve allegations of error without knowing
the facts and law relied upon by the trial judge. Further, the courtmust
h o w to what extent the trial judge understood and considered appellant's
defense in relation to the facts at bar. The result here was that the court
refused to guess at the trial judge's lo& and conviction was reversed.lO'
Such a result is not surprising but actually predictable when counsel
appreciate the lofty position special findings occupy in appellate practice.
As Judge Friendly opined: "It is exceedingly desirable that, before pronouncing judgment against a defendant, a judge to whom a criminal case
has been tried should make findings, whether oral or witten, rather than
simply announce a conclusion of
The very basic distinction between judge-alone case8 and jury cases
has stimulated one authority to highlight the difference as follows: On

DB

586 F.2d 132 (9th Cir. 19671

*B

Id at 136.
484 F.2d 811 (D.C.
Ca. 1913).

Irn

Ssr dissenting opinion rhere dear emdenee of guilt is posited 8 8 suffleient t o
justify a B m n c e , and Pdnher ievlen conceptualized ab being B W B ofjudieinl
~
remUreeS.
I"*

V.

United States Y Jones, 360 F 2d 82. 96 (2d Clr 1966) See also rrvfed States
Rosengarten, 357 F.2d 263,266 n. 4 (2d Cir. 19661
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the one hand, an "appellate judge's conception of reasonable doubt is
more apt to coincide with the trial judge's conception than with the
jwors'."lmYet on the other hand, "appellate judges are doubtless less
reluctant to set aside the verdict of a single judge than that of twelve
jurors."'" The actual legal standard employed in this balancing test ia
rarely defined on appeal in exactly the same manner. What is important
here is the realization that processes similar to them are being implemented by appellate courts. Counsel must be sensitive to these distinctions if success is to be obtained at trial, and maintained on appeal.
Similarly, the standard for evaluating the sufficiency of special findings
has been the subject of much concern, inconsistency, and litigation. In
United States v. Tallman,'os the court was uncertain how to gauge the
trial court's special findings, initially seeking to adopt the rule applicable
in civil proceedings.1' Ultimately rejecting the strict civil standard for
criminal trials, the Seventh Circuit agreed that conviction would not be
reversed unless the special findings were "clearly erroneous."'oT In Kilcrease v. United States,'" the court phrased this result in these terms:
"Factual findings made by the trial court in a criminal case must stand
unless clearly erroneous, at least where such findings concern matter8
other than the ultimate question of guilt."

More recently, in United States v. Vaughan,"' the Fourth Circuit
applied the "clearly erroneous" standard to appellant's allegation that
the government's prosecution of him had been vindictive. Rejecting this
argument, the majority held: "The trial court expressly found there w s
no retaliatow motivation an the part of the government, . . [Slince this

laS

8A Moore Federal Prscriee.

23 05 at 2b28.

I d . See also Deluns v United States. 288 F 2d 114 (5th Cir 1955)
437 F 2d 1103 (7th Cir. 1971)
See Fed. R. Clv P. 6 2 W codified at 28 U.S.C Appendix.

lorn
'OB

See Campbell V . United States, 373 U S. 467 (1960).Cnited State. Y Cadillae
Overall Supply Company, 568 F.2d 1078 ( B h Cir 1978):United States Y Richard.
471 F.2d 105 (8th C r 1913). United States v Wataon. 469 F.2d 588 (6th Clr
1972);Lurtiger v United States. 386 F 2d 132 (9th Cir 19671.
IOi

lo%
log

457 F 2d 1328, 1331 (8th Cir. 1972)
665 F 2d 2B (4th Clr. 1977)
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finding is amply supported in the record and not clearly emoneous
there ha8 been no violation of the . , [legal] standard."110

.

In United States Y. Carrillo,"' the Fifth circuit reached the same result
with respect to a Jencks Act issue. The court there held that a determination that evidence is subject to the Jencks Act is similar to every
other factual determination made at trial. Such a determination cannot
be disturbed unless clearly erroneous. Similarly, in United States v.
the clearly erroneous standard was applied to a search and
seizure issue. The court there found that questions concerning the existence and voluntariness of a government search were determinations
for the district court judge to make, the validity of which could not be
overturned unless clearly erroneous.
In most other areas, appellate courts will evaluate allegations oferror
in cases with special findings as they would jury trials.'18 Specitic allegations of emor leveled at the special findings themselves generally are
considered in much the same light are issues concerning jury inatmetions. In fact, mme courts have gone so far as to indicate that the finder
of fact in a bench trial should deliberate under the same principles as do
juries."' Scape of review questions in special findings cases also p m o t
jruy trial determinations. In both instances appellate courts will view
the evidence in the light most favorable to the government, affirming
when substantial evidence of guilt is contained in the record of trial."6

H. APPELLATE REMEDIES WHEN SPECIAL
FINDING ERRORS A R E ESTABLISHED
When an appellate court determines that emor has been made, and
specifically that the trial court's special findings are deficient, improperly
' " I d . at 285.
'" 561 F.2d 1125 (5th Cir. 1977)

"*

459 F.2d 588 (8th

Cir.

1972).

Tutino, 269 € 2d 488 (Id
Dudley. 260 F Zd 439 (2d Cir. 1958)
' " S e e United States

"'Sea

United

Y.

Cir

1959): Cmted Stater

States v. Hemera, 407 €. Supp. 766 (N.D.

"'See Blunden

Y.

Y

Ii1. 1975)

United States, 169 F.2d 991 (6th o r . 1948).
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written, or absent, the question becomes what relief can counselexpect.
In these circumstances the government will usually argue that the e m ?
was harmless,and that, due to the overwhelming evidence of guilt, eannction should be affumed. Rarely will a court accept this contention.
More likely the circuit court will fmd that appellant's requests for special
findings were untimely, insufliciently specitic, or inappropriate under the
circumstances. 'Ia
The more common result in this situation is for an appellate court to
reverse conviction and remand the case'"or, in the alternative, request
that the special findings be corrected and submitted pursuant to the
court's
While no particular guidelines exist concerning when
either alternative will be imposed, general concepts can be gleaned.
The most commonly cited authority in this area is United States v.
M ~ l l i s . "There,
~
appellant's request for special findings was deined. On
appeal the government confessed error, and moved to remand 80 that
special findings could be rendered. In response, appellate defense counsel
contended the government's position was unsatisfactory as it would not
produce an adequate remedy. Defense counsel demanded reversal.
After balancing both contentions, the court adopted defense counsel's
arguments, opining that merely remanding the case for special fmdings,
when the government was already aware of appellant's allegations of
error, would vitiate the defense's appeal. Such a compromise of defense
counsel's appellate ease WBS rejected. In sum, counsel relied on the mandatory natwe of rule 23(c) and its value in preserving issue for appeal,
not in supporting attempts to correct errors after appeal. The court went
on to emphasize that this result was linked to the particular facts at bar,
hinting relief in this area would only be on a case by case basis:
Without deciding whether the procedure suggested by the Government, that is, ordering the appeal held in abeyance pending
"'See United States V . Rivers, 444 F.2d 136 (Id Cir 1971). United States v.
Sones, 3M) F.Pd 92 (2d Cr. 19661, United States V . Rosengarten. 357 F.2d 261
(2d Cr. 1966).
111

See Umted STstea V. Snow, 484 € I d 811 (D C Cir 19731
See United Starea

118

V.

M o m s , 268 F.Pd 194 (7th Cir 19591.

263 €.2d 6E4 (7th Cir. 1B69).
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such findings would be proper in another case, or whether, in
a proper case, the judgment of conviction should be vacated and
the case remanded for findings and a judgment entered in conformity therewith, we have concluded that in this m e the substantial rights of all parties will be best served by a new trial.'m

In Wilson V. United States,'P1 the Ninth Cireuit applied similar logic.
Analogizing special findings to jury instructions, Judge Barnes stated
that, if the special findings were defective or improperly omitted, such
emor would require the same relief that deleterious jury instructions
obtained: reversal.'" In the vast majority of cases in which the court
determines that special findings were improperly omitted, reversal w i l l
occur without concern for the substantive weight of evidence against
appellant. But Wilson carries the result eYen further. Here, although
trial defense counsel made no formal request for special findings, and
thus none were prepared, Judge Barnes extended his reasoning to protect
that appellant as follows:
Another point requires discussion. Ordinarily, the remedy to
rectify a misconception regarding the significanceof a particular
fact, such 89 a particular state of mind, is to request special
findings pursuant to the provisions of Rule 23
No such
formal request was made in the instant case. However, counsel
for appellant repeatedly called the trial court's attention to this
matter, and, as indicated previously, the trial court's remarks
at the time of verdict bore on it. Moreover, counsel for the
Government did not raise the point of Rule 23 on this appeal,
Therefore, while we believe resort to Rule 23 ordinarily must
be made to preserve such an issue on appeal, we also believe
that the cireumstances of this case are such that it would perpetuate an injustice to deprive appellant of the opportunity to
question the propriety of the trial court'^ conception of the constituent elements of the 0ffense.l"

...

I d . sf 696.
'*I

250 F.2d 312 (9th Cir. 1958)

' - S e e also United States V . Snow, 484 F.2d 811 (D.C. Clr. 1913): Howard V.
United States, 423 F.2d 1102 (9th Clr. 1910); Haywood V . United States. s93
F.2d 180 (5th Cu. 1963).
1y

Wilson V. United States, 260 F.2d 312, 326 (9th Clr. 198).
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I . F E D E R A L SUMMARY
From what has been discussed to this point, it is clew that special
findings play an important role in federal criminal litigation, both at tnal
and on appeal. Legislative history indicates Congress intended this result
when rule B(e)was promulgated. While trial defense counsel have made
the most dramatic use of special findings, successfully implementing them
to educate district court judges and gain appellate relief, the Government
has similarly benefitted. Prosecutors are now aware that they canprotect
the trial record from appellate intervention by requiring the trial judge
to clearly establish the factual and legal predicate upon which conviction
will be based. This procedure has proven so successful that district court
judges often provide special findings m a sponte, with appellate courts
depending on them as a means of appreciating the lower court's resolutions.
With this model of efficient special firdings practice in mind, we ean
hope to produce some interesting compa2isons and distinctions through
examination of how Article 5Ud) is employed. Perhaps the most important aspect of this analysis resides in the fact that virtually every military
couri which has addressed Article 61(d) recognizes that it is based upon
rule 23(c), and attempts, as best it can, to adopt the federal practice. To
a great extent military appellate e o u r t ~have been successful in this
endeavor, but as we will find, a great distance remains to be travelled.

111. ARTICLE 5Kd): SPECIAL FINDINGS IN THE
MILITARY

A. INTRODUCTION TO ARTICLE 51(d) A N D
PARAGRAPH 74i
Prior to the Military Justice Act of 1968,'" discussion of special findings
in the military was done mostly at a whisper. Without tnal judges to
conduct criminal proceedings, the caneept simply did not apply. In fact,
the Uniform Code of Military Justice did not even provide for their use.
This reality may be the explanation for the tact that today's counsel
Uniform Code of Military Juatlce arts. 1-140, 10 U.S.C. 5 801-940 (1976)
[hereinafter cited as the Code m text, and the U.C.M.J. in footnotesl.
Isl
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almost uniformly ignore the concept. Because precedent is sparse,'" and
the little which does exist fails to advocate use of special findings, the
decade followingamendment to the Code has had only a nealiaible effect
on reversing the trend

In part this article is designed to encourage the use of special findings
by highlighting the valuable benefits they offer to both government and
defense counsel. The previous discussion of federal practice should act
88 B model for accomplishing that result. In fact, legislative history indicates that Article 51(d) was styled directly after rule W e ) and designed
to be applied in the Same way. Judge Finkelstein, in United States v.
Falin,'" recognized this connection and characterized Article W d ) and
rule 23(c) as being "congruent," and in fact they are.
Virtually all military judicial authority agrees on this point. In United
States V. Baker,12'Judge Thomas established the same procedural guidelines for implementing special findings that apply in federal courts. While
ultimate discretion concerning form and content reside with the military
judge, the basic requirements for substance are set forth in the Manual
For Courts-Martial.'" The Manual requires the trial judge to cover all
factual matters reasonably before the court, the elements of the charged
offense, mental responsibility issues if raised by the evidence, other defenses reasonably in issue, and similar matters. The Manual also provides
that counsel must specify the issue he or she wants determined, a requirement not present in federal practice.
Notwithstanding these statutory similarities, the Manual for CourtsMartial and judicial implementation together have carved out large dif'*'See United States
6, B U P ~

V.

Huarey. 1 M J. 804 (A.F C M R. 19761 Sae alae note

m 43 C.M.R. 702. 703 (A C

M.R. 19711. See also

note 2, s u p m

' ~ 4 C.M
7
R 606 (A.C M.R. 19731

In the Baker case, the Army Coy27 of Militan. Review obsemed, "The warding
of o w Article 61(d). U.C.M.J., and F R.C.P. 2% are identreal. Aceardlngly
federal decisions intewreung this rule provide adequate guidance.'' The
then 8et6 forth the guidelines for requesting and iaauing ~peelalfindmgs found
m various federal e a ~ e and
~ . in secondan. suthonties an federal cdlian I_. i.e.
Moore's Federal Practice, Wright's Federal Practice and Procedure. and C.J s:
IDd See Manual for Courts-Mlart~al, United States, 1969 (Rev ed.1, pars. 741
[heremaher cited as paragraph 741, or the Manual].
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ferences between military and federal practice. These differences will be
discussed aiter examining current military practice.

E . APPLYING T H E MILITARY PROCEDURES TO
COURT-MARTIALS
Procedurally, requesting special findings at a court-martial is accomplished in the same faahion as in federal courts;" either counsel need
simply request them. Yet, in United States v. Robertson," an unusual
situation arose with respect to this rule. There appellant pleaded guilty
to a lengthy absence without leave, before a court with members. After
trial counsel read the ffit page of the charge sheet into evidence, testimony w88 presented indicating that Private Robertson may have voluntarily returned from AWOL, contrary to the charged forcible retum.
Uncertain how to treat this development, the military judge instmeted
the court members that, during their deliberation on sentence, they
should spediieally determine whether appellant was apprehended, or
voluntarily retuned to military control.

In a pw mnun opinion, the Army Court of Military Review condemned the trial judge's action, highlighting his lack of familiadty with
the subject matter. However, despite this unusual procedure, conviction
waa a f k n e d , because the court members found that appellant had valu n t d y returned, thereby vitiating any possible prejudice.
See

United States V. Kresnn, 2 M.J 283 (A.F.C.M.R.

1976)

In the K w n n w e , eoneeming P mPriiuPna conviction, the Air Foree C o w
of Militmy Review wae pmmnriiy concerned with whether B military judge ia
d w q a obliged to mnLe a p c i d findinp eoneeming admittedly disputed imues
of h c t . The court assumed without discussion that eoumei'a request for a p c i d
finding8 will st ieaet be entertained by the trial judge. (The court decided that
special &din@ a m e n t h l y d o g o u s aith jury inetRIctlms, and that P judge
need not render speelal nndings an P matter which would not be decided by a

jwy MYWW.)2 M.J. at 28&286.

'~4lC.M.R.457lA.C.M.R.1969).

The vnveupl Petion of the tnpl judge m this cam was deemed emor bemuse
the A r m y C o w af Military Review could "find no leg& basis for such procedure"
in the Mpnual for Cowte-Martmi. S p e i n d y , the c a w determined that ' h a
d a t a which allowa the members of the cow-martmi to mnLe such
a p e i d h d i n p involving solely collrterpl issues in the area of senlenoing." The
court felt that the matter w m one that eodd have been dealt vlth thmugh n o m s i
jury inatmedona concerning sentencmg. 41 C.M R. at 469.
pmvismn
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Tactical Considsmtions

The tactical and pragmatic justifications for requesting special Sndinga
in federal courts apply equally in courts-martial. Relying again upon
Judge Finkelstein's decision in United States v. Falin,"' the Army Court
of Military Review summarized 88 follows the justifications for implementing Article 5Kd):
Special findings are to a bench trial ea instructions are to a trial
before members. Such procedure is designed to preserve far
appeal questions of law. Cesario v. United States, 200 F2d 232,
293 (1st Cir. 1952). I t is the remedy designed to r e c t i miaconceptions regarding: the significance of a particular fact, Wilson
V. United States, 250 F2d 312.325 (9th Cir. 1968); the application
of any presumption, Howard v. United States, 423 F2d 1102,
1104 (9th Cir. 1970); or the appropriate legal standard, United
States v. M O A , 265 F2d 594 (7th Cir. 1959).L"
More recently, the Air Force Court of Military Review, in United
States V. Hussey,'" applied Judge Finkelstein's logic to a w e where the
military judge granted appellant's request far special &dings, but failed
to make them. Finding error, the court held that special &dings are 88
vital to proper climinallitigation in judgealone triale, a0 jury instructions
are in trials before a court with members. Continuing, the court found
that without special findings it could not determine whether the &der
of fact properly understood and applied the law.
An even stronger motivation than that displayed in Hwsey for defense
counsel's use of special &dings w88 revealed in United States v. Quick.'"
There appellant attempted to win reversal by challenging an allegedly

"'IC.M.R.l02(A.C.M.R.1971)
Id. at 708.
"1M.S.80P(A.F.C.M.R.1976).
I"

S M.J. TO (C.M.A. 1877).

In Quick, M Army de concerning rape and burglary, the tnal judge excluded
the Bne.up idenmcntian from evidence, hut did not explain why he did BO. and
counael did not request w e d d findines on the Point. However. there w a app-ently s f i c i e n t evidence ta s u p p ~ ~eoncluaion
t.
that the complaining witnebs
eauld identih. her attacker in court irom havmg aeen his face at the time of the
attack, independently of the intervening lineup.8 M.S. at 71.
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improper pretrial line-up. Speaking for the Court of Military Appeals,
Judge Cook failed to grant relief, indicating that the record had not full:developed the issue, and without special findings appellant could not
sustain the burden of establishing emor

When Must Speezal Fmdings be Provided?

$.

Consistent with federal practice, milltaw accused are not entitled to
special findings merely because they have been requested.13s In fact,
experience indicates that the Manual's application of Article 51(d) may
be more restrictive than its federal counterparts. Paragraph 141obligates
the requesting counsel to specify those areas upon which he desires determinations, although the Code does not impose any such requirement.
Notwithstanding this limitation, militarq. courts have strictly applied
the Code's requirement against trial judges who refused to comply njth
a timely request for special findings. This result was demonstrated in

United States r. Hussey,'" where the military judge failed to render
special findings. The gorernment, an appeal, argued that thiE omission
constituted only harmless error.

In rejecting that contention, the Air Force Court of Military Review
determined that there were extremely convoluted factual and legal issues
present in appellant's entrapment defense which would have benefitted
from special findings.13' Extending this logic, the court held that, even
if this were not the case, it was not in a position to second-guess appellant,
or the Congress which had provided the nghf to special findings. The
court also stated that, even if it appeared from the record of trial that
all Issues had been satisfactorily resolved at trial, that fact would not
alter thelr view concerning this appellant's right to special findings.
United States Y. Falid" a h deals with the question of when special
findings must be provided. There the trial judge opined that special
findings were not necemav on jurisdictional issues. Rejecting that deckion, the Army Court of Military Review adopted the more traditional
approach
Appropriate special findings are not only findings on elements
of offenses, but also on all factual questions placed reasonably
Paragraph 742.
1 M.J. 804 (A F C M R 1816)

"' I d

at 810
43 C.hI.R. 702 (A.C M.R. 1971)
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in issue prior to findings as well as controverted issues of fact
which are deemed relevant to the sentencing decision. Jurisdictional facts must be found when they are controverted, and
conclusions concerning [the] issue of jurisdiction should be set
forth.'88

On the other side of this question, United States v. Burke"O upheld
a trial judge's determination that special findings are not required on
facts which are irrelevant, immaterial, or so remote as to have no effect
on the trial's outcome. This was so despite appellant's contention that
possible criminal involvement by a key prosecution witness was vital to
the trial's resolution, and thus justified special findings.
Similarly, in United States v. Baker,"' the trial judge failed to provide
Id
La4

at 703

M.J.

S O

[N.C.M.R. 1917)

The Burhe ease concerns convietion of an accused who, with others, committed
amauit and battery in the e o m e of a flght. One of the witnemes against the
aceused had been an aecompliee of the aceused in the Rght. The Navy C o w of
Military Appeal commended the trial judge far declining to make a special finding
as to the milt of this witness, who had not been charged with any offense. The
wUrt anid
The erirmnai guilt of the nitnes8 in the 8688ulf IS BO remotely related to
the instant ease ae to be unneeesaary of determination. The miatan.
judge clearly indicated, that lor purposes of ~s8essmgthat witneas' eredibility, he was considered to be ~n aceompiice.The credibility isiuen were
resolved against the Witness.

M.J. at 1 5 . Apparently the eourt eonaidered that a special finding of guilt
would have been improper since the nitness had not been charged and m a not
on trial. But the triai judge's evaluation of that wtneas' testimony serves the
same purpose PB wauid such a finding.

4

'"47C.M.R.6ffi(A.C.MR. 1873).
In the Baker case, the accused requested "that the mltary judge make apecial
of all factual matters reasonably in is8ue.'' 47 C.M.R. at 5Oe-509. It is
part of m e of the elements of prmf of the crime of 'ape that the victm not be
the Wife sf the accused. Manuai for Couts-.Martial United States, 1968 (Rev
Ed.), para. 19% Infhlsease, fhevictimtestifiedtharrhehadneverbeenmamed.
47 C.M.R. at 508. The queetion was not otherwise raised at t n d by the defense,
i e., defense e~unseldid not specifically request a finding on thls pant, and did
not object when no such finding was rendered. No endenee was offered to
contradict the ~ietim'stestimony Accordingly. the appellate court eonsrdered
that the fact was not "reasonably in ~ S B U ~ . 47
" C.M.R. at 510
findndlngi
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special fmdings concerning whether an accused, charged with rape, was
manied to the prosecutrix. Although the Army Court of Military Review
agreed that special findings should generally be provided on all elements
of the charged offense, reversible error had not been established. Defense
counsel had failed to specifically request special findings, the issue was
not reasonably raised by the evidence, and the record justified finding
no marriage. In sum, the court adopted the federal rule, which does not
require special findings on issues having na relation to the trial's outcome,
or concerning uncontroverted facts.'O When these ercumstances are present, most appellate courts will presume that the military judge h e w
and correctly applied the law to the facts.'*
Yore recently, in United States v. Kressin,l' the issue O f when special
findings must be provided was applied to a search and seizure issue.
While the military judge there ruled that special findings are required
on all I ~ S U ~not
S "supertluaus", he termed the one at bar to be of an
interlocutory nature, and as such not subject to Article 51(d), or paragraph 74i. The Air Force Court of Military Review agreed with the trial
judge. But the decision appears inconsistent with prevailing authonty,
especially af the court recognized that other interlocutow issues, such
as sanity determinations, require special fmdings.
Under all the circumstances, it is difficult to rationalize the court's
determination in the face of existing federal authority. This disparate
treatment is particularly hard to accept since the court offered no justification for it. As a result, it is submitted that the better rule would
be to emulate the federal practice and provide special findings on interlocutory issues. This position appears to be required by the Code, which
fails to distinguish between interlocutory and ultimate issues, or juris-

'4r See

United Stales v Peterson, 338 F 2d 585 (7th Clr. 1964)

See United States v Montgomely. 20 C.M.A 36, 42 C.M.R. 227 (1870): United
States V . Hamilton. 20 C M A . 518, 43 C.M.R. 358 (1871)

>*1 M.J. 283 (A F.C.M.R. 1816)
In the Krrssin case, the An Force Coun of Xditan' Review upheld the tnal
judge's retuaal t o grant special Rndinga on the ground that the matter in 18sue.
the legality o i a seareh, was a question of law and aould not be submitted t o a
jury ~ n p a y 89
, "sueh questions _e ior the exeiuSive determination of the mili t w judge.'' Mental responsibility. m contrast, involves pmmaniy factual issues.
2 M.J. at 286.
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dictional and search and seizure issues (the former explicitiy permitting
special findings in paragraph 749.
Alternatively, conviction in K ~ e s k i ncould have been affumed if that
court would have adopted a logic similar to that employed in United
States v. Lohr.)' There appellant contended that the military judge's
special findings were insufficient as they failed to specify of which of
several sodomy specitications he had been acquitted, and haw the fwts
pertaining thereto affected the remaining findings of guilty. In
rejecting appellant's contention that the findings were inconsistent, the
court stated that, while it would have been better practice for the trial
judge to spell out his findings, those that were provided justified the
verdict. As a result, it can be inferred that even partial special findings
d be sufficient to justify aflinnance where trial defense coun~elfails
to request special findings concerning the particular delect alleged as
error on appeal.
Closely related to this type of error are allegations raising discrepancies
between the military judge's general findings, and his special findings.
Usually military treatment of this issue will follow the federal ruie. In
United States v. Lohr," the conflict concerning which charges had resulted in acquittal, and which in conviction, was resolved by the appellate
COW'S
holding that, where the special and general findings are suseeptible of two different constructions, one upholding conviction, and the
other reversing conviction, the former \hill control."' Conversely, if an
irreconcilable conflict exists, requiring compromiseof the general finding,
reversal is

"'43C.M.R. l O l l ( A . F . C . M R 1070).
In this esse, an Air Force sergeant was aeeuaed and eanricted of attempted
sodomy on his nine-yeardd daughter. Another eight-yeardd e l , a neighhoia
child, wae a mtnem LO the occurrence. The testimony of this wtness WBB made
very conhismg because of her active imagmation. T w o judges, dissenting from
the w o t i t y holding of the Air Force Court of Military Renew. felt that the
trial judge's speeial Rndinga did not eliminate the confusion, and would have
reversed. 48 C.M.R at 10261028.
M

Id

'('See Larldn

V. Upton, 144 U.S.19 (1692). It 1s not certain whether this wodd
in all casea he the iemlt under the preient Court of MiUtary Appeals

See Baa8 V. Dehner, 108 F 2d 26 (10th Cir. 1030).
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C. MILITARY APPELLATE TREATMEXT OF

ERRORS I N SPECIAL FINDINGS
1. Statutory Basis

To a large extent, the UnSoorm Code of Military Justice"g as well as
recent Court of Military Appeala policies vitiate any similarities between
criminal appeals in the federal sector, and those m the militaq This
general result applies with equal validity to special findings. Two threshold matters account for a majority of the dissimilarities. First, Article
6 6 W ' requires the Courts of Military Review to conduct appellate tnals
de novo over all court-martials within their jurisdiction. This means that
proof beyond a reasonable doubt, and similar evidentiary standards and
related matters generally shunned in federal appellate litigation, are
required practice in the military Article 6NcI orders:

In a case refemed to it, the Court of Military Review may act
only with respect to the findings and sentence as approved by
the convening authority. I t may affirm only such findings of
guilty, and the sentence or such part or amount of the sentence,
as it finds correct in law and fact and d e t e n n e s , on the basis
af the entire record, should be approved. In considering the
record, it may weighthe evidence, judge credibility of
witnesses, and determine controverted questions of fact, recopnizing that the trial court saw and heard the witnesses."'
Unfortunately, the Court of Military Appeals has ignored its ctatutol.;
limitations against similar conduct, and entertained numerous c a ~ e s ,
often of landmark sigmficance, without allowing those important allegations of emor and attendant facts to first be thoroughly reviewed by
a lower court.'" This i8 the second sauce of differences from federal
practice. Article 67(d) specifically states:

In any case reviened by it, the Court of Military Appeals may
act only with respect to findings and Sentence as approved by

"'U

C.M.J. arts. W c ) , W d ) , 67(b). 67(d)

U C.M.J. sfi %(e)
Id
See United Stater I Green, 1 M J . 413 (C.Dl.A 1971) United Stare3
Booker. 5 M.J. 238 (C M.A. 1971).
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the convening authority and as a f h e d or set aside as incorrect
in law by the board [sic] of review. , . . The Court of Military
Appeals shall take action only with respect to matters of law.'"
2.

Judicial Basis

While little can be done to alter the statutory requirement for the
Military Courts of Review to act as tnal forums, substantial reform at
the Court of Military Appeals is required.'"That court's current activity
is in direct conflict with its oun prior authority. In fact, the very first
case decided by the Court, United States v. McCrary," established the
framework within which further cases were to be reviewed. Discussing
its guiding principles, Justice Latimer opined.
I t ia the cardinal rule af law that questions of fact are determined
in forums of originaljurisdiction or by those which are expressly
granted the authority by constitution or statutes. Usuaily, appellate tribunals are limited to correction of error8 of law.L"
Thia mandate i8 vital to special findings practice, for if the appellate
courts can ignore trial results, and create a new record on appeal, Article
WdYs provisions are worthless, and the trial forum's product is no more
than a case name upon which to hang appellate revisions to the criminal
justice system. In United States v. Roberts,'" Judge Ferguson recognized this possibility and adopted the M e C r a q philosophy. Concerned
with the then board of review's consideration of an extra-record affidavit
from an involved convening authority, Judge Ferguson stated:

In connection with appellate exhibits generally, we feel it appropriate to point out that certain distinctions must necessarily
be d r a m . Where such an exhibit contains new evidence or new
matter which was not before or was not considered by the trial
Art fi7(dl, U.C.M J

'-

In United States V. Hurd, 7 M J. 18 (C.Dl.A. 19791, the Corn of D l i h f a q
Appeals specified an issue For re8olution which nould have helped clarify fhls
difficulty Unfortunately the c o u r t decided a g m s t m h n g on that matter.
" ' l C . M . A . 1 . 1 C . M . R . l(19644).
I d . sf 2, 1 C.M R . 2.
"'7C.M.A.322,22C.M.R

112(1966].
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court or the reviening agencies, this Court follows the almost
uniform civil practice and generally will not consider it. Ordinarily appellate c o w s review elaimed errors only on the basis
of the error as presented ta the lower courts, Hovland v. Smith,
22 F2d 769 (CA 9th Cir. 1927); however. this Court \rill revieu
matenal outside the record having to do uith insanity, United
States v. Bell, 6 USCMA 392, 20 CMR 108, and jurisdiction,
United States v. Dickenson, 6 USCMA 438, 20 CMR 154.'"
Further qualifying the appellate court's ability to compromise a trial
record, Judge Fergusan explained that extra-recard matters may also
be considered when they are "supplemental or additional designations of
record,"'" But even under these ereeptional circumstances, Judge Ferguson opined that the evidence should still initially be considered by a
fact finding forum.
Applflng this rational to the military courts of review, Judge Latimer
voiced the following guidance:
The general rule In appellate criminal practice is that an appellate tribunal passes merely upon the errors allegedly made in
the lower court. That rule prohibits a trial de nova in the appellate body or the interjection of new issues after the trial
phase has been completed and it prevents the use of evidence
not considered in the orianal hearing.lm
Strict application of Judge Latimer's opinion uauld breathe added life
into Article 51(d), emphasizing Its function in determining kzhat facts are
to be considered on appeal, and at the Same time encouraging the courts
af review to act as appellate courts by relflng on special findings, and
rejecting extra-record evidence.
Continuing in this vein, Judge Ferguon, in United States Y. Fagnon,'"
indicated that Article 66 should not expand the concept of a trial retard
to include facts produced only on appeal. Here Judge Fergumn contended
that the corns af review could properly reject any appellate compromise
I d . at 315, 22 C M . R . 115
IbS

I-

Id
United States v Ferguson 5 C 41.8 68. 71. 17 C 11.R 68. 71 I19543

12 C M . A 192, 30 C M R 192 (1961).
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of the trial record, They should rely instead, apparently, upon the trial
c o w ' s s p e d findings to resolve the legal and factual questions presented.'" The sole exceptions to this general rule remain the traditional
issues of sanity and matters affecting jurisdiction, though this latter
category is broadly defined."
Judge Ferguson's contentions are best expressed in United States v.
Gladden,'" where he collected all the prior authority on point, and established a simple pattern for military appellate courts to follow when
evaluating fads or isaues not previously litigated. In Gladden, the court
was concerned with whether the composition of appeiiant's court-martial
panel was proper.
Before the Army Court of Militav Review, the government introduced
extra-record affidavits to bolster its position. Realizing more information
would aid a proper resolution, the court on its OUT solicited evidence
Bom the trial jurisdiction. At this point, appellate defense counsel attempted to gain discovery of the court's actions, but was unsuccessful.
The Army court finally affumed conviction without expianation.
The Court of Military Appeals disagreed with the Army court. Judge
Ferguaon's opinion reversing conviction is particularly enlightening. In
principie, he approved of the intermediate court's investigation of the
issue, as well as its desire to engage in fact finding. But on the other
hand, Judge Ferguson felt that such a procedure must be fair, as well
m

Cf.United States

V.

Juatiee, 13 C.M.A. 31, 32 C.M.R 31 (19621

m See United States V. Phillips, 22 C . N . A . 4 , 46 C.M.R. 4 (18721: United States
Coleman, 17 C.M.A. 5 2 4 42 C.M.R. 126 (19701; United States V . Sayer. 26
C.M.A. 462, 43 C.M.R. 302 (1811); United States Y . Henn, 12 C . N . A 124. 32

V.

C.M.R. 124 (1962); cf. Urvted States Y . Norton. 22 C.M.A. 213. 46 C.M.R. 213
(1973);united statep ". m p i e t t . 21 C.M.A. 497, 45 C.M.R. 271 (1872).
'"23C.M.A.581,5OC.I.R.158(19751.

In B court w t h enlisted members, m e sergeant W ~ orally
S
appointed on the
dsv af trial. This WBQ not documented ~nthe record oftnal. and mnellafe defense
counsel challenged the presence of the aergeant on the panel BE improper A
usitten appainting order was aub8equently promulgated The responsible staff
judge advoeate also submtted an a d a n t t a estabhsh that the appointment was
correctly effected. The pmblem, BQ men by the C o w of M i l i t w Appeals, was
not wch any of these procedures, but with the fdwe of the A m y C o w of
M d i f w Renew t o give the accused an opportunity t o rebut the factual representationi in the affidadt. 54 C.M.R. at 159.
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as open, In his view this requires the c o u r t s of review to inform all parties
to the litigation of their activities, and of its fruits.'" Obviously, had
special findings been employed in this context, such appellate gsmnastics
would not have been necessary
From Chief Judge Fletcher's landmark decision in United States v.
Aief,'" it may be inferred that the high court is abandoning its past
practice of considering new evidence or issues an appeal. In Akf, Judge
Fletcher held that the court would not consider extra-record matters
even in resolving jurisdictional issues, prefemng that trial courts control
their own litigation: "Evidence bearing upon the jurisdiction of a courtmartial should be subiect ta cross-examination before it is admted
. bv. an
appellate tribunal to dispose of a contested isme absent a stipulation
(court's emphasis).""'
The court's brief notation here seems to reinforce the position that it
does not want to be a fact-finding body. This break with Its recent past
encourages the use of special findings to bracket appellate issues. This
limits all levels of military practice ta the record before the parties and
the judges, excluding what can later be manufactured. Certainly, Chief
Judge Fletcheis opinion in United States v. King cements this position:
"we decline . . . to attempt to 'fill in' a record left silent. . . .'"*
If the Court of Military Appeals continues to exercise this philosophy,
it will be consistent with the United States Supreme Court's more traditional approach to appellate action on the trial record.'* For example,
in Morales v. State,"' the Court held that, where appellant raised an
issue for the f i s t time on appeal, it wouid not be resolved at the appellate
Irn
Judge Ferguson added s i m "the requirements of lau and the demands of
firndarnentsi fairness will not tolerate 'infinite delay' in comedon of a juriidictional defect of the kind present ~n this case". 50 C.hf.R. at IM) See United
States Y. Hunt. 9 C.M.A 735, 27 C M.R. 3: United States Y B r o m . 23 C.?AA
162. 48 C.M.R. 778 (1974);United Stater Y Long. 1 C X A 672,18 C M R 196
11966).

3 M.J. 414 1C.M.A. 1917)
I d . a t 417.
m 3 M.J. 418, 469 ( C . Y . A . 1977).
lms See 14(A) C S S Crimtnal Law 1797 (1862)

396 C.S 102 (19631

Irn
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level. Instead, the case would be returned to a tfial court for further
proceedings. Naturally, the Supreme Court would not admit new extrarecord evidence on this issue, although clearly it would rely an properly
prepared special findings to resolve the matter, particularly where the
record did not warrant intervention. The S a m e rule can also be gleaned
from Ciucco v. Illinois,''' and Tanner V. United States,'" where it was
held that an appellate court cannot concern itself with anything that does
not appear in the record of trial."*
Because of the glming distinctions between military and civilian appellate practice, military counsel must be even more forceful in their
implementation of special findings than counsel appehng before federal
courts. Unless trial level attorneys desire to have the issues and facts
they litigate ignored, impeached, replaced, or compromised an appeal,
special findings must be exercised to solidify those matters deemed emcia1 to counsel's c a e
3. Waiver

Once these important qualifications on military appellate practice are
appreciated, consideration can be trained on the other more traditional
aspects of obtaining success on review through the aggressive implementation of special findings. Typical of these issues is whether trial level
counsel will be deemed to have waived possible errors in special findings
by failing to object to them at trial, or before the convening authority.
The Court of Military Appeals has recently treated a similar matter
There,
in United States V. Monism," and United States V.
the question concerned whether trial defense coun6e1'8 lack of challenge
to the staff judge advocate's post trial review1" prohibited appellate
consideration of the errors contained therein. Extending United States

171

356 U.S. 571 (1958)
401 F.2d 281 (8th Cir. 1968).
See United State.

I"

V.

H a m s , 642 F 2d 1283 (7th Cir 1976)

3 M . J . 408 (C M.A. 1Yllj.
3 M.J. 406 (C.M A. 1971).

See Arricles 61. 6Xbj U C \I J
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the eaurt heid that counsel must voice virtually ali objections
to the past trial review before the convening authority takes his final
or else they will be considered waived. In so holding, the court
recognized the inefficiency which had gmm up around the procedure it
originally created with Goode, particulariy the appellate litigation of errom which should have k e n rectified at the trial forum,1mOf course, this
result is only indicative of how the Court of Military Appeals might treat
the typical special finding waiver issue today.
y.

Prior military authority clearly indicates a split on the precise question
of whether counsel must object to special findings at trial, or be deemed
to have waived them on appeal. In United States v. Baker,'" the Army
Covrt of Military Review indicated that, if defense counsel does not agree
with the bench's special findings, he or she must object, or else the error
Hill be treated as waived.1B'Much mom recently, in United States v.
Hussey,'= the Air Force Court of Military Review reached the opposite
result, contending that defense coun~elmust object at trial m order to
perfect his right to appeal special findings errors. The opinion in Husaey
appears to be the better nile, though possibly inconsistent with United
States V. Barnes," and United States V. Morrison.'"

4. Appellate Remedies for Defective Special Findings

Military practice is similar to its federal counterpart concerning what
remedies me available to an appellate court when it determines that an
error in special findings has occurred. A tmical treatment of this isme
w e w e d in United States v. Hussey," where defense counsel's request
for special findings was granted, but never eanied out by the trial judge.
Thecourtofreviewfoundthisto beerror, butsetasideoniytheeanvening
In

1 M.J. 3

1C.M.A. 19751.

"'Sss Article8 Bo, €d,U.C.M.J.
"'Sse notes 174 and 176 s u p .

'a47C.M.R. 506(A.C.M.R. 1973).
1111

Cf United States v h g , 12 C.M.A. 71, 30 C.M.R 71 (19501

L'1M.J.804(A.F.C.M.R.1976j
3 M.J. 406 (C.M.A. 1977).
3 M.J. 408 (C M.A. 1977).
"iM.d.804(A.F.C.M.R.1976).
I*
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authority's action, returning the matter to the trial judge for belated
special findings.
Advocating the opposite result under slightly different circumstances,
the Court of Military Appeals, per Judge Cook, reversed conviction in
United States v. Rayno.'" Here the Court found, after analyzing the
bench's special findings, that the military judge had misapplied the law
to the facts. Faced with this result, Judge Cook opined that new special
findings would be of no value to appellant or the appellate courts, and
reasoned that a new trial wm required.

The Army Court of Military Review adapted the iogic of the Court of
Military Appeals, sub silentio, in United States v. King,"' reversing a
murder conviction when it was obvious from the trial C O U ~special
~'S
findings that appellant's self-defense contentions were either ignored or
misunderstood by the bench. Summarizing the applicable law a8 follows,
Judge Donahue stated:
One of the purposes Of special findings ia to enable an appellate
court to determine whether the trial judge applied correct legal
principles in making his findings. United States v. Baker, 47
CMR 506 (ACMR 1973); United States v. Pople, 46 CMR 872
(NCMR 1971). The military judge's special findings leave us in
doubt as to whether he correctly understood the law involving
the defense of self-defense. Reversal is required."
Evaluation of the law of appellate rehef espauaed by bath military and
federal courts with respect to errors in special findings reveals no clear
uniformity as to choice of remedy. But if a case by case approach is
applied which weighs in all other substantive allegations of error, what
logic in available can be summarized as follows:If the trial judge's mistake
in rendering special findings is merely procedural, most appellate courts
will ret- the c u e for compliance with the statutory requirements.'"
But where the trial judge's special findings disclose that he has misper-

'LU1M.J.~l,~C.M.A.408.50C.M.R.290(1915).
m7

CM 484466 (A.C.M.R. 22 Apr. 1916) (unpublished).
at d i p opinion page 3.
Sea Rule 2S(e), and Article 5Ud)

9sI d .
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eeived, Ignored, or confused the law or the facts, reversal will he the
result.'SI

D. SPECIAL FIJVDINGS AA'D THE PROPOSED
MILITARY RULES OF EVIDENCE
M i l e Article 5Udj and paragraph 741 currently control the use of
special findings, the proposed Military Rules of Evidence'" promise to
add new significance to their use. The new mle8 will not only adapt the
existing Federal Rules of Evidence:" virtually iii toto, hut will also add
a "codification" of several other substantive areas of the law now spread
throughout the Manual. Several of the new rules vitally affect special
findings practice. Rule 3O4lo3is an excellem example. It treats the use
of confessions and adrniasms at courts-martial. In subparagraph (dj(4)
of the rule, the framers specified, "Where factual ~ S S U ~are
S involved in
ruling upon such motion or objection, the military judge shall state essential findings of fact on the record."
Clearly, special findings under the Military Rules of Evidence will now
he required whenever defense counsel moves to suppress his client's
statement. The rule provides no latitude for the trial judge in this respect,
and counsel's faiiure to make a specific request for these interlocutory'"
See United States \ . Pople. 45 C M.R 872 1 N . C . Y . R . 1971). Hapvood v.
L'mted States, 393 € 2d 780 (5th Ca. 1968).
Is>

Proposed Mlliialy Rules of Evidence, 12 Sept 1979

Pub. I. No 8&696, 93d Cong , 2d Sess., 88 Stat 1926 (1975) Thle I s codlfled
as an appendix to Title 28, U S Code (1976).
Imp

Mil R. Evrd. 304(d)14)
(4) Rulings A motion t o wpprees or an objecrion t o evidence made p m r
t o plea shall h e ruled upon prior !a plea unless the mditac? judge. for
good cause, orders that IT be deferred for determmatlon m t tnal, but no
aueh determination shall be deferred If B pBny's right t o appeal the ruling
ia affected adrersely Where factus1 issues me mvolred in "ling upon
such motion or objection. the military judge shall state essential findings
of fact on the record
Ip/
It 18 infere~iingt o note that the new rules fail ta provide any time Ihmitatian
Ui!h respect t o when the Interlocutory Specral flndmg musf actually be rendered.
Wile an argument could be made for awaiting announcement of general findmge.
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special findings appears to be irrelevant. A similar result obtains with
respect to issues touching upon search and seizure, rule 311(d)(4),'" and
eyewitness identification, rule 321(g)."
Trial judges should be very cautious in drafting these interlocutory
special findings, and bring the same attention to bear upon them as they
do when preparing jury instructions. Failure to adequately treat an important factual matter may well result in appellate relief.
Procedurally, there seem8 to be no requirement that these special
findings be reduced to written form As a result, oral special findings
which are transcribed verbatim into the record should satisfy the nrle's
mandate, and the concern of appeilate courts.
It appears that the motivation far adoption ofthese new mles i8 parallel
with the concern for special findings expressed in this article. The editors
of the new rules recognize that issues concerning search and seizure,
confessions, and eyewitness identification me often vital to the outcome
of criminal htigation, and that the trial judge's decision in these matters
should not be cloaked in uncertainty. The new requirements for special
findings ail1 go a long way toward clarifying the basis upon which evidence is excluded or admitted, lending predictability to the system, aiding
it seem6 much more effective LO require them ptior to pleas. In thia manner
coun8el w i l l be better informed, and t h w able to provide a better service for hie
elienf.
m

Mil.R Evid. 311(d)(4)
(4) Ruling8 A motion TO suppress or an objection to evidence made ptior
10 plea shaii be ruled upon ptiior to plea unle~sthe mliiary judge, for
good cau8e. orders that it he deferred for determination at t n d . but no
such determination shall be defemed if a p a W 8 tight to appeal the d i n g
is affected sdvereeiy. M e r e fsetuai i88ues m e involved in ruhng upon
such motion or objection, the military judge shall state essential fimdmgs
of fact an the record.

LaMil.

R. Ewd. SZl(g).

(g) Rulings A motion t o ~uppreisor an o b j e c t m to ewdenee made prior
to plea Shall be mied upon pllm to plea unless the military judge. for
good cause, orders that it be deferred for d e t e m m a t m at t n d . but no
such determination shall be deferred ifa party's right to appeal the mling
is affected adversely M e r e factual m u e b are invalved in mung upon
such motion or objection, the military judge shall rate essential findings
of fact on the record.
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appellate courts in accurately evaluating the trial record, and perhaps
most important, educating counsei at the trial level.

While the particular proviaions of the Military Rules of Evidence discussed above are absent in the analogous federal compilation, federal
circuit courts may be creating them sua sponte. United States Y. Cavender’” is an excellent example of this. This case concerned the proper
implementation of N I ~609(b)’s1” prohibition against using prior convictions more than ten years old far impeachment purposes.
Reversing conviction, the circuit court determined that rule 609(b)

requires the trial judge to make explicit findings on the record of the
facts and circumstances justifgingadmissionafanysuch conviction.Wile
no specific language in N I ~609(b)directs such a result, the c o w believed
its determination was justified by the phrase, ‘“unlessthe court determines, in the interest ofjustice, that the probative value ofthe conviction
supported by specific facts and circumstances substantially outweighs its
prejudicial effect.” Such a decision again underlines the importance of
special findings, and the trend toward their greater use.

IV. OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Having established the technical and procedural aspect8 of special findings, we now consider an advocate’s implementation of them as a tool
both for planning and for litigating. For defense counsel this means cre578 F.2d 528 (4th Cir. 1978). Cavender w.=~ charged wth p~ssessionof an
unregistered k e r n . His past enmnal record included eonvietmnr for wdomy
26 years before, probation vklatmn 21 yeam before, forger). 15 years before. and
rntersrate trmsportation of a stolen motor vehicle 7 years before

Fed. R Evid 609(b)

IY

(b) Time limit. Evidence of a eonvietion under thm n l e 18 not admissible
d a p e l i d of more than cen years has elapaed since the date of the
conviction 01 the pelease of the witness from the eonfinemenr imposed
for that eonmetion, whichever is the latei dare. unless the court derermnes, m theinierestsofjustiee, that the probative ~alueoftheeonv~etm
Bupparted by specific faetn and cwemetanees subsfantially outweighs lis
prejudicial effect. However, evidence of a e o n v l ~ ~ umore
n than 10 years
old
ealeulaled herein, 18 not admaaible unless the proponent glves to
the adverse party smftieient advance w i t t e n nuuee ofmtenr TO US^ such
evidence to provide the sdveme party mfh a fair opportunity Lo eonteat
the use of such evidence.
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atively designing special findings to insure that the trial judge fully understands the defense's position. It also means building into the defense's
case and the special findings themselves "outcome determinative" issues
which if improperly evaluated by the military judge will result in appellate
relief.
For government counsel, special findings present the opportunity to
clarify, on the record, those uncertain issues which an appellate court
might have difficulty understanding. It is an opportunity to establish
which inferences the military judge employed in the government's favor,
what defense evidence was accepted and rejected, and ushy. Special findings, from the government's view, should be used as a road map to direct
the trial judge from the inception of the government's case, through the
defense% contentions, to a conviction. Each element of the charged affeme, and each unsuccessful defense contention should be set out and
discussed in so logical a fashion that conviction will be the only result
consistent w t h the interests of justice. Viewed together, special findings
can make a record for appellant, or protect it for the government. Only
counsel's ingenuity will determine which alternative will succeed.
From the government's position, United States v. CockereP presents
a classic example of the use of special findings to protect the record, and
to facilitate affirmance on appeal. Appellant there was charged with
several serious offenses, including two specificationsof attempted murder
and even specifications of aggravated assault.m The defense presented
voluminous mental responsibility evidence," and numerous motions,
some challenging the bench itselLhn To deal with the complex legal and
factual questions presented, the military judge prepared special findings
in the form O f a memorandum decision linking the facts and legal theories
together to facilitate appellate review. The meaningless matters were
stripped away, and those which were important to the ultimate resolution
were highlighted. As a result, the Army Court of Xilitary Review was
'~49CM.R.667(A.C.M.R.1914).
See Artielee 128 and 80, U.C.M.J
See para. 1220. Manual. Coekereil'8 spcific defense was that because he
svPIered from pathologic intoxication he wag not mentally responsible for his
aefians See United States V. Saule, 27 C.M.A. 706 (ABR 1959); Umted States
V. Burkle, 24 C.M R. 658 (ABR 1957); United States V . Thornpaon. 11 C.M.R.
762 (AFBR 1955).
=*Sea p a * . 6Zf(l). Xanual, dealing with re-ecu%aIof the tnal judge.
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able to thoroughly appreciate the tnal judge's view on each issue at bar,
and either adopt or supplement his logic in a f h i n g conviction.
The critical point here is that the interests of justice are often served
by the trial counsel or military judge initiating special findings, and not
simply waiting for defense counsel to request them. At times the only
tactic available to defense counsel is to obscure the ~ S S U ~inS such a way
that the prosecution will be unable to establish guilt beyond a reasonable
doubt, or have it sustained on appeal. In this situation, defense counsel
most likely will not request special findings, as they would be counterproductive. Special findings have the inherent ability to clarify complex
or convoluted cases, the last result a defense counsel may desire.
The government's need to protect the record and solidify factual and
legal questions is particularly important when mental respon~ibilityl0~
and jurisdictional"' issues are litigated. Applicable authonty here
squarely places responsibility upon the government to make a record."
Special findings provide a concise format for establishing what evidence
was considered by the bench and, more important, what legal theory was
employed to support the ultimate decision. Used in this fashion, special
findings prohibit an appellate court from "discovering' vanant interpretations or irregularities in the trial record which could be used to justify
reversing conviction.
Of course, when special findings are implemented by the government
or military judge, a risk is always assumed. If the special findings contam
an error which uwuld not have been evident from the trial record itself,
as in United States V. King,= reversal will occur. The risks of this error
can be greatly reduced if the military judge fwst requests trial counsel
to prepare proposed special findings, a procedure suggested in United
States v. Snaw."'Then the military judge can compare his work product
with trial counsell8 thus eliminating possible errors. Additionally, defense
counsel should be served with the special
as he is with the

=see

ma,
.Manual.

m. See United

Stares V. Alef. 3 M J. 414 (C.M A 1977)

Id
CM 435455 (A.C M.R. 23 Apr. 1976) (unpubhahed)
€ . P d 811 (D.C.
Cir. 1973)

-424

a Cf Cnited States
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staff judge advocate's post trial review, so any comments or objections
he has may be aired, and corrected if necessary. Under this system the
possibility for error is substantially reduced. and a8 a result aowllant's
right ta a faair trial has been
The best known use of special findings i s that of defense caunsel. As
has been discussed earlier, special findings preserve errors for appeal,
and insure that the trial judge properly understood the issues and facts
at bar. Wile not an appropriate tool for every case, special findings
should be requested as often as defense coun~elhas complicated or convoluted cases justifying them. Special findings muat therefore be an integral part of defense counsel's pretrial preparation.
The decision to raiae certain issues, make appropriate motions, and
present material witnesses and other evidence, has to be built into the
defense's case during the conceptuahzation stage in order to be effectively
reflected in requests for special findings. Knowing that the bench will
have ta render special findings on all nan-frivolous issues and facts, EOUIIsel should build his record as thoroughly as pasaible, pachng it w t h
matters the trial judge will have to treat. In this vein, defense counsel
is creating a new legal banier for the government with each issue raised,
A judicial or prosecutorial errm at this stage could be sufficient to justify
a new trial, or similar relief. Of course building the record for appeal,
and insuring that the trial judge understood each issue and fact, is also
important to defense counsel, but the primary objective for aggressive
implementation of special findings at trial 1s creating a favorable environment far appellant on appeal.
Naturally, the government will be aware of this tactic, and will attempt
to dissuade defense counsel from using special findings in the manner
suggested above. The government's primary weapon m this respect is
paragraph 74i of the Manual, which provides: "The military judge may
require that a request for special findings be submitted in writing." This
provision is interpreted as fallows: "In order to insure orderly procedure,
requests for special findings must be submitted prior to announcement
of general findings and must be specific as to the issue which is sought
to be answered" (emphasis supplied).21o
See United Stares V. Graves, 1 M J. 50, 53 ( C . X A . 1976). Cmted States
Heflin, 1 M.J 133 (C.11 A 1976)

Y

U.S.Dep'f of A m y . Pamphlet S o . 27-9, XditaqSudgee Guide. G-l (1969).
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The theory advocated above is that the trial c o r n can incumber defense
counsel's request for special findings by requiring him to set out these
requests in specific detail. This can extend to the point of having defense
counsel prepare proposed special findings. Obviously the framers of paragraph 74i did not want defense counsel to have cade blanche accem to
special findinga.
The various courts of military review have adopted paragraph 74i's
limitations, and have sought to impose them upon defense counsel who
make generalized requests for special findings. Typical of such efforts is
United States Y. H u s ~ e y . "There
~
the trial court failed to render special
findings after agreeing they would be prepared. Imitated by the trial
courts failure to limit defense counsel's requests in any way, and apparently attempting to insure such conduct would not be repeated, Senior
Judge Roberts, writing for a unanimous Air Force Court of Military
Review, opined:

We would not hesitate to hold that the mlitary judge could
correctly have required counsel to be more specific in his request
or to deny the particular request made. BGt, from the retard
it appears that the military judge understood the nature of the
request and was satisfied with its form when he granted it, If
there waa a misunderstanding as to the specific matter defense
counsel wished to be determined, or if the import of his request
v'as unclear, the military judge should have called the deficiency
to his attention and permitted him to restate the request. In
this connection, we would commend that practice of requiring
requests for special findings to be put in writing so that any
misunderstanding might be avoided.'"
Similarly, in United States Y. B a k q P L 3appellant contended that the
military judge's special findings were insufficient, although appellant had
made only a generalized request for them at trial. Refusing to p a n t relief
on this alleged emor, Senior Judge Thomas stated:
It is particularly important that the Yanual requirement for the
request for special findings "specify the matter to be determined" be followed. It was not complied with m the case sub

*lP

1 N.J. 804 (A.F.C.M.F. 1916)
I d at 808.

*Ia

47 C M
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judwe. The inevitable result of a general request 1s a general

finding, Then, appellate bodies must consider the inevitable
complaint that what defendant really wanted was a finding on
the one issue that the judge did not reach.'"
Attempting to maximize the prospective impact of his decision, Judge
Thomas went on to detail a failsafe method for dealing with the defense's
generalized requests for special findings. First, counsel should be required to set forth his requested special findings as a series of individual
questions. Then, at a pre-findings session, the military judge should
discuss each special finding with counsel to clarify any ambiguities invalved. Finally, after announcing the special findings, but before general
findings, the military judge should question defense counsel to insure
compliance, and determine whether any additional questions need resolution. Judge Thomas viewed the special findings procedure as similar
to that used in requesting or proposing jury instructions. As specisi
findings are in theory supposed to act a8 a substitute for jury instructions,
no objection to the procedure should exist.
Going the final step, applying his philosophy to appellant's claim of
error, Judge Thomas opined:

We find that where the uncontroverted evidence of record establishes a fact that was omitted from the military judge's special
findings, and where there was no specific request for a finding
88 to that faet and no objection at the trial to its omission, then
there was no prejudice to the appellant from the absence of a
finding as to that
The logical response to Judge Thomas' contentions on impiementing
Article 51(d) through paragraph 744 is that his interpretation is not
consistent with the congressional mandate. Article 5Ud) fails to impose
any limits whatsoever on defense counsel's nght to special findings. The
Code simply states that special findings shall be provided whenever
requested.

A similar position was adopted by Senior Judge Roberts m United
States v. Hussey."' Dealing with the Manual's requirement that counsel
I d . at 509.
I d . at 610.
"'1M.J.804(A.F.C.M.R.1976)
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must specify the matter to be determined before special findings would
be rendered, he stated
[Tlhe provision is arguably contrary to the entitlement granted
to the accused in Article 5Kd) of the Code, which m no nay
obliges counsel or the accused to 80 limit the area of proposed
special findings. . . . ABnoted above, Article 5l(d) is taken from
Rule 23c of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, and the
practice in the Federal court8 is that a general request for special
findings will tngger the operation of that Rule."'
Comparison of Hussey and Baker indicates that the battle has been
joined, and higher authority vill be forced to mediate What the Court
of Military Appeals is likely to do in thia area remains to be seen, but
defense coun~elshould make the most of the issue while they em. In
requesting special findings, counsel should be aware that a difficult choice
must now be made. Failure to be as specific as Judge Thomas desires
may only preserve an appellate error, and not get counsel hi8 apecml
findings. On the other hand, compliance with requests for specificity,
particularly if proposed special findings are required, may vitiate any
possibility for an appellate finding of judicial error, as well as naive the
issue addressed above. In any event the important consideration here is
for defense caunsel to raise this question at trial, and force an appellate
determination of it.
There is another matter with which defense counsel should be cancemed in the application of special findings law The issue oliginated
with United Stater v.
There the Fifth Circuit was concerned
with whether the trial court had improperly limited appellant's right to
special findings. Determining that no reveraible error occurred, the court
went a n t a discuss the importance of special finding8 in trial and appellate
litigation. Of primary concern here was the fact that trial judges and
counsel often fail to properly inform defendants of their right to special
findings in judge-alone courts-martial, aa an alternative to instructions
m jury trials. Various reasons exist for this phenomenon, ranging from
unfamiliarity with the topic, to bias againat speaai findings

To cure this unfortunate situation, the court suggested that tnaljudges
be required to specifically inform each accused, on the record, of his right
'"Id

at 800.
496 € 2d 1131 (5th Clr 1974)
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to special findings. Viewed objectively, this suggestion could go a long
way to fostering aggressive uw of special findings. It would require
defense counsel to discuss special findings with their clients, explaining
how special findings faetar into the judge or j u y decision-makingprocess.
This would aid the defense's case bath at trial and on appeal. It would
also require the trial bench to a ~ ~ w anmore
e
neutral position with respect
to special fmdmgs, and to insure that each accused is knowledgeable
about this right he or she might be inadvertantly waiving.

A procedure for impiementing this suggestion already exists in paragraph 61g of the
All the military judge need do to c a n y it out
is add a question concerning special fmdings to his required colloquy with
the accused at the time a choice of fact-finder is made.
Issues such a8 those presented above are vital to effective trial litigation, and the maintenance of a viable criminal justice system. The
failure to implement important procedural tools long recognized by our
civilian counterparts could suggest a short-sightedness on the part of
those working under the military justice system. To the greatest extent
possible we should eliminate that posaibility by enhancing the quahty of
ow court-martial representations, and by adopting those techniques
properly employed by other jurisdictions.

V. CONCLUSION
Special findings are perhaps the least complicated tool available to trial
litigators, yet the most effective. They allow counsel to probe a trial
judge's mind, discovering all outcome-detemnative LSBUBS recognized
by the judge, and how they were resolved. Most important, special findings insure that this process is formalized, made a part of the record,
and preserved for appeal. Special findings more dearly demonstrate what
occurred in the criminal courtroom than any other procedural mechanism
available to counsel. But even beyond this, they are a means to affect
the outcome of the trial itself. Both defense and government counsel have
the opportunity to use special findings to either make a record for appeal,
or protect it on appeal.
While counsel's opporrunities to use special findings are unrestricted,
the military judicial atmosphere is slightly different. The various courts
m a See para. 619. Manual.
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of review have taken divergent approaches with respect to the use of
Article 51(d), notwithstanding Congress' clear mandate to model the
Code's provision after rule N e ) of the Federal Rules of Criminal R o cedure. The Court of Military Appeals has yet to hear a cwe which will
set policy in this area. The court appears satisfied with allowing the
current trend toward n m w n e s s to continue, a trend which oRen requires defense counsel to prepare the special findings himself and then
be forced to comment upon them, either correcting any error, or waiving
it.
In response, it is suggested that military counsel test the judicial philosophies discussed above, and require the Court of Military Appeals to
interpret the legislative intent in this area. By doing so counsel d l not
only improve the service rendered to his or her client, but also M h e r
the interests of justice and military practice in general.
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THE COURT-MARTIAL: AN HISTORICAL SURVEY*
by Captain (P)David A. Schlueter**
In this adicle, Captain (Pi Schlueter describes the deuelopm n t of the legal tribunal k
m (IS the court-madial.Beginning with the use of this fmm oftrial in the annies of imperial
Rome two thouaand years ago, the authm t m e s its evolution
t h w h the Middle Ages, to Britain from the Renaissance to the
A M e a n R e v a l u t i m . Thefocus then S h i h to the United States,
and the / o m then ships to the present day.

I. INTRODUCTION
The need for national defense mandates an armed force whose
discipline and readiness is not unnecessarily undermined by the
often deliberately cumbersome concepts of civilian jurisprudence. Yet, the dictates of individual liberty clearly require some
cheek on military authority in the conduct of courts-martial. The
provisions of the UCMJ with respect to court-martial proceedT h i s Prtieie ia bwed upon sn essay submitted by the author in p m i d W m e n t
of the requiremente of I seminar in legal hiatory conducted at the School of Law
of the Univemity of Virginia, Chariotteavilie, Virginia. The seminar w.8 eonducted by Rofesaor Calvin Woodard dvring the "ring eemester of the neademie
year 197%18. The opinions and condudma expressed in thie Prticie am those
of the author and do not neceeaprily represent the views of The Judge Advoente
General's Schwl, the Department OF the h y , or my other governmental
agency.
*ITAGC. United States h y . Inetmetor, Criminal Law Diviaion, The Judge
Ad"-te
Oenernl's School, Chariottesvilie, Virginia. 1977 to pmient. Lectlver
in Law, University of Virginia School of Law,Chariottesville. Virginia, 1979.
B.A.. 1989, Texps A.&M. Univemity; J.D., 1971, Baylor Univemity Law Sehml,
Wseo, Tern. Member of the B m of Texw, the District of Columbia the Unifed
Stotea h y Court of Military Review, the United States Court of Miiitpni
Appeals, and the United States Supreme Court. Author of Ths Enliatmmt Cmtmot' A U m q m A-aoh,
77 Mil. L. Rev. 1 (1877); book reviews publiehed
at 78 Mil L.Rev. 206 (1977) and 84 Mil. L. Rev. 117 (1879);and utlciea published
in Ths Annv Lowe?. No". 1974, st 21: Nav. 1 9 7 , at 6 Jan. 1978, at 4: and Dee.
1978, at 3.
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ings represent a congressional attempt t o accommodate the interests of justice, on the one hand, with the demand8 for an
efficient, well-disciplined military, on the other.'

With these closing nards the United States Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia affnned the general court-martial conviction of
Private C u n y He had argued f r s t that the present structure of the
court-martial is fundamentally incompatible with the ilRh amendment
guarantee of due process and would be prohibited in a civilian context.
Secondly, he argued that the military had failed t o produce any justification for the military justice system
Cuny's arguments are not innovative: they typify the objections. past
and present, to the forum of law commonly referred t o 8s the "courtmartial". As such they provide a convenient and timely cataly8t for discussing the historical traces of the court-martial A study of the historical
foundations of the present system reveals the continuing threads, among
others, of "due process" and the justification for a special, separate forum
for administering justice in the military.
The subject is broad and deep. Time and space prevent a more thorough
historical analysis here of the court-martial. In some instances the development af the court-martial during several centunes muat af necessity
be summarked in a few short paragraphs. Also omitted is discussion of
the system of courts-martial employed by naval forces. But the flavor
remains. The chief contributing factors or personalities are discussed. It
is not the purpose of this article to defend the court-martial, but rather
to briefly reflect on it8 development through literally centuries of development. The discussion is primarily threefold and centers on the
statutory changes which most affect the ea&-martial. We will examine
first the early origins of the court-martial in the European countries,
then the development of the court-martial under the British system, and
finally the maturation of that farum in the American system.

h Curry V. Secretary of the Army, 596 € 2d 873 (DC Cir. 19791 at 880 Cumy
had exhausted his military remedies though the A m y Court of Military Re\iex
and the United States Court of hlihrary Appeals See atis 66 & 67, Uniform
Code of Military Justice. 10 U S C. 9 5 866 and 867 (19iO) [hereinafter cited 8.3
U.C.P.J.1
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11. THE EARLY EUROPEAN MODELS
The roots of the court-martial run deep. They predate written military
codes designed to bring order and discipline to an armed, sometimes
barbarous fighting force. Although some form of enforcement of discipline
has always been a part of every military system, for our purposes we
trace the mot8 only as far back as the Roman system.

In the Roman m e s , justice was normally dispensed by the magi&
militum or by the legionary tribunes who acted either as sale judges or
with the assistance of cauncils.2 The punishable offenses included cow.
ardiee, mutiny, desertion and doing violence to a superior. M i l e these
offenses or their permutations have been c m e d forward to contemporary settings, many of the punishments imposed upon the guilty have
long since been abandoned: decimation, denial of sepulture, maiming, and
exposure to the elements. Other punishments remain, such as dishanorable di~charge.~
The Roman model was no doubt employed or observed by the later
continental armies and is credited by most commentators as the template
for later military codes. For example, the military code of the Salic
chieftains, circa fifth c e n t w , contained phrases closely approximating
those in the Roman Twelve Tables. By the ninth century the Western
Goths, Lombards, and Bavarians were also using written military codes.'
The early European courts-martial took on a variety of forms and
usages. Typically, the early tribunals operated both in War and in peacetime conditions, the former occupging the greater part of an m y ' s time.
The Germans, in peacetime, conducted their proceedings before a count
who was assisted by assemblages of freeman, and in war before a duke
or military chief. Later, courts of regiments, the "regiment" being a mace
or staff serving ab a symbol of judicial authority, were held by the commander or his delegate. For proceedings involving high-ranking cammanders, the King formed courts composed of bishops and nobles.6
See W . Winfhrop, Millan. Law and Precedents 17, 45 (2d ed. 1920 reprint).
0.Sqmbb. The High Court of Chivalry (1969).

See also

Wmthrop, s w r a note 1, at 17.
Winthmp, auym nore 2. at 18. See ala0 W. Aycock and S. Wmfel, Militmy Law
Under the Uniform Code of Milltan. Juatiee 4 (19551.

J. Snedeker. A BneP History of Courrr-Mmisi 7 (19541
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In Germany, courts-martial, or mzlitargenehts, were formally established by Emperor Frederick I11 in 1487, specifically provided for in the
Denal code of Charles V in 1633, and refined still further under Maxikllian I1 in 1670.' In France, although a military code existed BS early
BS 1378, courts-martial, eonseils de guerre, were not formally instituted
by ordonnance until 1655.'
But the contribution of the German and French systems to the overall
development of the court-martial is overshadowed by two contributions
which were very different and yet v e r y similar: the age of chivalry and
the w i t t e n military code of King Gustavus Adolphus.
Of elusive origins, the age of chivalry is most often linked with the
middle ages-those centunes after the fall of the Roman empire and
before the Renaiasanee. Amidst the intense rivalries for land and power
and the usual accompanqing dishonorable practices, "chevaliers" vowed
to maintain order, and to uphold the values of honor, virtue, loyalty, and
courage. The position and power of the chevalier rendered him an arbiter
in matters dfecting his peers, and also his dependents who held his
estates under the feudal system. From this informal system arose the
more formal court of chivalry.
The Duke af Normandy (William the Conqueror) vested the power and
authonty of his court of chiwhy in his high officials; the particulars of
this court will be discussed iater. It v a s this system of military justice
which he canied ta England in the 11th
The second contributing factor, the written military code of King Gust a w s Adalphus of Sweden in 1621, was grounded on the need for honor,
high morals, order, and discipline in a time when soldiers were generally
considered barbarians and opportunists seeking the booty of war. King
Adolphus was a barn leader, deeply religious, and a man of modern
thought. During the siege of Riga, Poland, in 1621, he issued his 167
articles for the maintenance of order.' These provided for a regimental
e

Winthrap. mpm "0%

2. at 18.

'Id
Ayeoek and Wurfel, 8upm note 4,
0

seeWinfhrop,

LO

at 4.

s u p 0 note 2, at 19. The entre code is pnnied BQ an appendix
Winthrop'a work. Wmthrap points out, and other r n t e r a dude to the POlnr,
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("lowe?') court-martial. The president of this tribunal was the regimental
commander. and the court's members were elected individuals from the
regiment.
The standing court-martial (the "higher court") was presided over by
the commanding general, and its members consisted of high ranking
officers." If a gentleman or any officer was summoned before the lower
court to answer for a matter affecting his life or his honor, the issue was
referred to the higher, or standing court, far litigation.''
The code provided a detailed guide far conducting the courts'^ and
that the code of Adolphus contributes in large part ta later codes. He also notes
that many English soldiers had selved under Adolphus. Id.. at 19. n. 16
Article 142 provided
In o w highest Marshall Court, shall o w General be Residenf; in his
abaence OUT Field Marshall; when o w General1 is present, hie amxiate8
shall be ow Field Marshall xirat, next him OUT General Of %heOrdnance,
Serjeant Major Generall, Generall ofthe Home, Quarter-Master-General;
next to them shnl sit o w Muster-Msatem and all om Colonella. and in
thew absence fher Lieutenant Colonelie, and these ihdl sit together
when there i~ any matter of great importance in eontraueraie.

Anide 162. In thia pro\isian we eee one Ofmany refereneea thioughout m i l i w
history t o a dbtincfion between "officers" and "soldiers." the former presumably
men of "honol" and entitled t o greater ptivilegea.
'*See article 143, which

reads.

Whensoever this highest Court is

to be holden they shall observe thls
order, OUT great General1 8 8 Resident, ahall srt alone at The head of the
Table, on his tight hand our Field Marahall, on his left hand the Generall
of the Ordnance, on the nght hand next our Seneant-Major-General,on
the left hand againe the GeneraU of the Horse, and then the Quarter.
Master-Generd on one hand, and the MUste*-MBsteT-Gener811on the
other; after them shall every Colonell sit meordmg to his place as here
follows; Rrst the Colonell of our Life Regiment. or the Guards of our
~ w n eperson: then every Colonell according to their places of antiquity.
If there happen to be any peat men m the A m y of our subjects, that
be ofgaad understanding. they shall cause them to sit next these Officers,
a e r these shall sit ail of the Calonellr of strange Natione. evely m e
according LO his antiquity of s e n e e .

Further, an oath wa8 reqvired of the pmieipants.
All these Judges both of higher and lower Courts. shall under the blue
thus swear before Alrmghty God. that they wll inndably keep

Sldes
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contained a number of provisions for due p r o ~ e 2 3 . 'The
~
repmental.
lower, c o u r t tried cases af theft, insubordination, and other minor offenses, and also exercised jurisdiction over minor civil issues.'' The standing,
higher, court exercised jurisdiction over treason, consplraeg, and other
serious offenses..b
Those found guilty of misdemeanors xere punished uniformly, without
regard to Status. If a regiment ran from a battle, its troops foorfeited
their gooda or were decimated by hanging.-'Othermore cammonmethods
of dealing with the recalcitrants included confinement on bread and
water," being placed in shackles," riding the wooden horses,-P and
forfeitures.zo
this follauing oath unto US. I.R.W. doe here pmmiee before God upon
his holy Gospell. that I bath wII and ehall Judge upnghrly ~n all things
according LO the Lanes of God, or our Nation. and t h e w Anicles of
W m e . so fame fomh as ~tpleaseth Almight God t o p v e me understand
mg, neither uili I for favour nor for hatred, far goad will, feare, 111 nd1,
anger. or any p i t or bribe whatsoever, judge arangfully, but judge him
free that ought t o be bee. and doom him p d t y . that I Flnde guilty. as
the Lord of Heaven and E m h .hall help my soule and body at the laat
day. I shall hold this oath TmiS

Amcie 144
For example, an appeal could be had to the higher court
suspected of being partial Articles 151. 153.
la

If

the lower court was

Article 153
Article 160

Irn

See sflielea 60, 66. Those luck) enough to survive anre destined to ''ear" all
the filth out of the L e a p e r , until eueh time as they perform some exploit that
i s worthy to proerne their pardon. after which rime they shall be clear of their
former dsgraee." If any man could show through che testmon) of ten men that
he was not guilty of the charged c o u a r d m . he would go free.
Whde punishment for minor crime8 and eou,ardwe U(BQ hareh. rerards '+ere
specifically m store for those who s e n e d honorably. See article 69
I'

Article 40.

Id

Article 94

Article 49 In Lhja punishment. the mibereant was placed on a block or frame.
with hh8 back exposed, and XLL flogged The block or frame resembled a sawIs

horse

Article 80.
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One cannot help but be impressed uith the details and precise formula
of the code and its intent of preserving the welfare of "ow Native Countrey."z' In many respects, then, its foundation rested alongside the roots
of the court of chivalry-a need to recognize honor, loyalty, and high
morals, not just raw military discipline. In one notable respect the code
of King Adalphus differed from the Norman court of chivalry. Whereas
the latter sanctioned trial by combat-the innocent being the vietor-,
the former expressly forbade dueling."
These two important factors, the development of the coult of chivalry
and the code of King Adolphus, marked significant benchmarks in the
growth of the court-martial. Both recognized the need to maintam discipline and honor and both recognized the requirements of the concept
now labeled "due process".

111. THE BRITISH SYSTEM

A . INTRODUCTION
The contribution of the British to the development of the court-martial
is rich uith tradition. As pointed out in the preceding section, the early
European models of military courts contributed in some respects to our
The eioaing s n i d e , which w88

alficie 167, read:

These Artleies of w m e we have made and ordained for the welfare of
our Kative Countrey. and doe command that they be read e v e n moneth
publiekly before every Remment, to the end that no man shaii pretend
ignorance We Punher wii and command ail. Thatsoever Officershigher
or lower, and ail our common souidiers. and all athers that Come into o w
Leaguer amongst the souldiers, that none presume to doe the contrary
hereof upon palm of rebellion, and the meumng of our highest diapleaatre; For the firmer conrvmation whereof, *e have hereunto set our
hand and seaie

= Article 84 provided
NoDueilar Cambst shall bepemittedfo beefought either inthe Leaguer
or place of Strength if any offereth to w m g others, It shall bee decided
by the Officersof the Reglment, he that chailengeth the field of anather
ahaii answer it before the Marshd'8 Court. If any Captam, Lieutenant,
Ancient, or other inferior officer, shaii either glve leave 01 pelmission
unto any under then command,to enter comhst, and doth no1 rather
hinder them, [he1 shall be presently cashiered from their charges, and
serve afterwards as a Refomado or common souldier; but if any harm
be done he shall answer it a8 deeply BQ he that did it.
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modern system. But it is to the Britmh models that commentators mait
often turn in discussing the history of the present court-martial. Indeed,
as we shall see later, the British sy8tem served as the fvst pattern for
the American military justice system.
Because the British contribution is so complex and multi-faceted, discussion here is limited to three general points or stages: the coun of
chivalry (or constable's court); the era of martial lau, and couneils of war;
and the Mutiny Act. These three highlights of the British model will
provide ample footing for later discussions of the American coun-martial
system. We turn OUI attention fvst to the c o r n of c h i v a b

B . T H E COURT OF CHIVALRY: T H E CONSTABLE'S
COL'RT
In the preceding discussion on the early European court-martial model,
we noted the rise of the courts of honor, the court of chivalry, euna
militaris. With his armies, Wiiliam the Conqueror canied that system
of justice to England and established it as his forum for administering
military justice.28
The c o r n is aRen referred to as the constable's or marshal's mu&
the name deriving from the titles of the pnneiple partielpants in the
court William's supreme court, the Aula R e p s , included within its JUnsdictian, in its early years, the jurisdiction of the court of chixalry."
The court moved with the king, and thus proved ta be an awkward and
bulky affair until the reign of Edward I. He subdivided the court to
provide a separate forum for litigation of matters concerned plimady
with military discipline."
The commander of the royal armies was the lord high constable. When
he sat 88 the superior judge, he was assiated by the earl marahal, three
= S e e Ayeoek and Wuflel, aupm note 4, at 4. For discussions of the e o w i of
ehivally. m e g e m i l y S. C. Pratt. Military La%. Its Procedure and Practice
(1915): C. Falman, The Law of U a r t ~ sRule
l
(1943); and G. Squibb, supm note
2. An interesfing aeeounl of a court of chivalry proceeding can be found at 3
Corbett's Complete Calleerian of Stare Tnals, 485 11809). A chapter on procedure
IS included in Squibus book.

Pratt, s u p note 23, sf 6 Fairman, s ' ~ p mnote 23 at 1
LI

Wmthrop, supm note 2, at 46.
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doctors of civil law, and a clerk (who served as prosecutor. This court
exercised jurisdiction over civil and criminal matters involving soldiers
and camp followers. The court also exercised jurisdiction over criminal
acts which were subversive of discipline."
The earl marshal was next in rank to the constable and bore the responsibility for managing the army's personnel. When he presided, the
"constable's court" w u considered a court of honor or military court.
This arrangement survived until 1521, when Edward, Duke of Buckingham, constable during the reign of Henry VIII, was executed for
treason." The office of constable reverted to the C r a m and the constable's court became the '"marshal's court.'' The office ofmarshal derived
from royal appointment until 1533 when it became hereditary.=
The court was much more mobile than the Aula Regis and during
periods of war followed the Army. In its early farms, the court became
somewhat of a standing or permanent fomm, rendering summary pun.
ishment in accordance with the existing military code or articles of war.B

The court's supposed strength, that is, its jurisdictional powers over
a wide range of civil and criminal matters, eventually became its Achilles'
heel. At several points in Its history, limitations, both royal and legis-

= €airman,

8upz

note 23, sf 2 fa 4

Ayeoek and Wu'fel,

Bum

note 4, at 5

Id.
See Prstt, s u p note 23, at 6. The varlaua articles of war promulgated by the
c r o w dvring mntlieti were drawn with the advice of the constable and marshai.
For example. the preambie to Richard 11'8 artieies reads:

These are the Statutes, Ordmanceb. and Custams, to be observed m the
h v . ordained and made by m o d emsuitstion and deiiberation of o w
Most Excellent Lord the King kchard, John Duke of Laneaster, Senes.
ehall of England, Thamas Earl of Essex and Buelungham, Conitable of
England. and Thomar de Mowbrav. Earl of NatinEhharn. Mareschall of
England, and othei Lords. Earls, Barons, Bmneretfs, and expeneneed
Kmghta. whom they haw thought proper t o call unto them: then being
at Durham the 17th day of the Month of July, in the ninth year of the
Reign of oar Lord the King Richard 11.
The whole of Richard 11's ~ n i e l e aare reprinted in Winthrap, 8upm note 2, at
904.
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C . THE "COUhTCILOF WAR"
With the decline of the court af chivalry (the constable's court or the
marshal's court), the martial courts or councils held under the wriaus
articles or eodes of war became more prominent." Long before the court

And beesuae divers Plea6 emeerning the Common Law. and which by
the Common Law ought TO be examned and diaeuased. are of late d r a m
before the Constable and Marshal af England. to The great Damage and
Diaquietnese of the People: it is agreed and ordained, that ail Pleas and
Suits touching the Common Law, and whieh ought to be examined and
discussed at the Common Law, 6hdl nor hereafter be d r a m oi holden
by m y Means before the foresaid Constable and Marshal, but that the
o ~ l i r of
t the same Constable and Marshal ahall have that which belongeth
to the same Court, and that the Common Law ahall be executed and used
and have that which to if beiongeth. and the same ahall be executed and
"Bed 06 it _a8 accustomed to be used in the Time of King Edward.
8 Richard 11, atat 1, e. 2. See €arman, 8upm note 23, at 4, n 13.

Crimnai julirdierian a s s limited m 1399 by 1 He- IV, e . 14 and in 1439
pumshment for deseltlon was also limited t o the common iaw coulta 18 HeVI, e. 19. See Faumsn, aupla note 23, st 4
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of chivalry had faded, the problem of maintaining military discipline in
a widely dispersed army had prompted the formation of military courts
by issuance of royal commissions, or through inclusion of special enabling
clauses in the commissions of high-ranking commanders." These tribuna l ~which
,
eventually became the modern courts-martial, were convened
by a general who also sat as presiding judge or president. The courts'
powers were plenary, and were limited to wartime. Sentences were carried into execution without confirmation by higher authorities."

As with the court of chivaQ, the emerging councils of war or C O U ~ S martial frequently fell into abuse. More than once, royal perogati\w expanded, or attempted to expand, the jurisdiction of these tribunals over
civilians or over soldiers in peacetime armies. For example, during the
reigns of Edward VI, Mary, Elizabeth I, and Charles I, certain offenses,
narmally recognized only at common law in the civilian courts, could be
punished under military iaw before courts-martial similar to those employed during times of war.* Parliament was nghtfully very sensitive
about these and other attempted encroachments upon the civilian populace. The struggle over court-martial jurisdiction simply fueled the fires.
The only legislative aid to enforcing military discipline "as found in
varioious statutes which could be enforced only before civil COWS.
From 1626 to 1628, Charles I attempted to use court-martial jurisdiction as a lever on the populace in hope of obtaining supplies. He failed
and, in seeking the needed money from Parliament, he was forced to
Bp See genomliy Pratt. swpra nore 23 at 7. Ayeock and Wurfei, *up" note 4 at
6.One of these "eommiisioni" cited often is that given to Sir Thomas Baskemille,
June l o , 1697: ". . . to execute marshall Law, and. upon ttiai by an orderly court
. . . t o i d e t punishment. . . ." Cited in Ayeoek and Wurfei. 8 u p m note 4 at 6,
and Fairman, supra note 23 at 6. A good diseuaaion of the worhnunps of the Bnfiah
couti-martial dmng this period LQ found m Ciode. sup" note 32 at chaptei 11.

The exact on@" of the term "eourt-maniaP
Pratt states

is

open to some inrelpretarion

The trve derivation of the word 'martiall opens out an interesting field
ofinquily. Simmom and others hold that c o u t s - m a n d derive their name
of the Marshal: but there IS a eood deal to be %audagainst
this view, B Q the words 'martiall and 'military' are ID some af the aid
records ~ y n o n m o u s .
h t f , mpra note 28. a t 7.
from the Court

bl

See gensrally, Fairman. sup" note ZS,

at 6 .
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assent to a Petition of Rights (1628), which, among other things, dissolved
the commissions proceeding under military law. Charles agreed to imprison no one except with due process of law, and never again to subject
the people to courts-martial."

From the continuing struggle for control of the military, Parliament
slowly gained a foothold on control of the conduct of military trials. In
1642 the iirst direct legislation affecting military law authorized the formation of military courts. A commanding general and 66 other officers
were appointed as "commissioners" to execute military law. Twelve or

8 Charles 1, e. 1. The petLtion provided in p m t
See. VII. And whereas also by Authority of Parliament, in the five and
twentieth Year of the Reign of King Edward the Thwd, It is declared
and enacted, That no man ahould be forejudged of Life or Limb ag~lnst
the Farm of the Great Charter and the Law of the land: (21 and by the
said Great Chmter and other the Law8 and Statutes of tlus your Realm.
no Man ought to be adjudged to Denrh hut by the law8 established in
this your Realm, either by the Custom8 of the eame Realm, or by the
Acta of Parliament (31 And whereaa no Offender of what Kind 6oever
IS exempted bam the Pmeedinge to be used, and Punishments to be
m e t e d by the Laws and Statutes of this your Realm: Nevertheless of
late h m e divers Commiasions under y o u Msjesty'a Great Seal have
issued forth, by which certain Persons have been asaigned and appointed
Comrmssioners, with Power and Autharity to proceed within the land.
poeoiding t o the Justice of Martial Law, agamt such Soldiers or Manners, or other dissolute Persons joining wth them, as should eommt any
Mwher, Rohbely, Felony, Mutiny or other Outrage or Misdemeanor
whatsoever, and by such ~ummfvyCourse and Order 88 is agreeable to
Mnrtid Law, and ah 1 used in Armies m Tme of War. to proceed t o the
Trial and Condemation of aueh Offenders. and them to UIYW to he
executed and put to Death according to the Law Mmtinl.

See VI11 By PTetexr whereof same of your Mqestyk Suhjeets have
been by mrne af the smd Commissionersput to Death, when and where.
if by the Laws and Statures of the Land they had deserved Death, by
the same Laws and Statutes also they mght, and by no ofher ought t o
have been Judged and executed.
See. X. . . . 15) And that the aforesaid Commsamna, for proceeding by
Martial Law.may be revoked and annulled: and that hemaher no Commissians of like Xatwe may m ~ u ef o n h to any Person or Persons whatsoever to be executed aforesaid, leer by Caiour of them m y of your
Msjesfy's Subjects be destroyed, or put to death eontraw to the Laws
and Franchise of the Land.

-
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more constituted a quorum and the body was empowered to appoint a
judge advocate, provost marshal, and other necessary officers!'
Beginning in 1662 with articles of war issued by Charles 11, there was
a general recognition that a standing army" needed power to maintain
peacetime discipline. There was also an increased interest in military due
process as evidenced in various provisions of the myriad articles of war.
For example, the 1686 code of "English Military Discipline" of James I1
included the following deeaiption of the procedure to be followed in
conducting a "Councel of War":
If the Councel of War,or Court-martial be held to judge a
Criminal, the President and Captains having taken their plaees
and the Prisoner being brought before them, And the Information read, The President Interrogates the Prisoner about all
the Fads whereof he is accused, and having heard his Defence,
and the Proof made or alleged against him, He is ordered to
withdraw, being remitted to the Care of the Marshal or Jaylor.
Then every one judges according to his Conscience, and the
Ordinances or Articles of War.The Sentence is framed according
to the Pluralitv of Votes. and the Criminal being brourht in
again. The Seitence is Pronounced to him in thename i f the
Councel of War,or Court Martial.
When a Criminal is Condemned to any Punishment, the Provost
Martial causes the Sentence to be put in Execution; And ifit be
a publiek Punishment, the Regiment ought to be d r a m together
to see it, that thereby the Souldiers may be deterred fmm offending. Before a Souldier be punished for any infamous Crime,
he is to be publickly Depaded from his Arms, and his coat stript
over his ears

A Councei of War or Court Martial is to consist of Seven at least
with the President, when 80 many Officers can be brought t w

'' The act, Lard Emex's Code, established B Pprfinmentnry Army. See D.Jones,
Notes on Military Law (London 18811 at 16. Sea olao Snedeker, supm note 5 at
16, and Fnuman,SZLV note 23 at 12.

-The Ppriinment of the Restomtion (1BBOl allowed Charles I1 t o maintarn M
armed fome of ~ o m e8,Ow at his o m expenae. Parliament for fear of being bound
to eup~ortthe m y declined to legislatlveiy ereate coma-mnrtial. Thus Charles
was left t o govern his tmopa. Sea Clods, d u p m note 32; See also Jones, 8 u m
note 37, at 14.
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gether; And if it so happen that there be no Captains enough
to make up that Number, the inferior Officers may be called
in.38

More detailed NleS were set out two years later m the Articles ofWar
of James I1 (1688, which also placed a limitation on certain punishments:

All other faults, misdemeanours and Disorders not mentioned
in these Articles, shall be punished according to the Laws and
Customs of War, and discretion of the Court-Martial; P r o ~ d e d
that no Punishment amounting to the loss of Life or Limb, be
inflicted upon any Offender in time of Peace, although the Same
be allotted for the said Offence by these Articles, and the Laws
and Customs of War."
I t was this closing phrase of the 1688 Articles af War,concerning limited
punishments during peacetime, that in 8ome part no doubt led t o the
enactment of the Mutiny Act

D. THE MUTINY ACT
The Scene was set. Parliament had a firm hold on the conduct of courtmartial. In 1689, while William and Mary were asking the House of
Commons to consider a bill which would allow the army to punish deserters and mutineers during peacetime and thereby insure Some degree
of discipline," there was a massive desertion of 8W English and Scotch
dragoons who had received orders to proceed to Holland. Instead, they
headed northward from Ipsuich and sided with the recently deposed
James 11, who had recruited them.
No further royal pleading was required. Parliament quickly passed the
bill known as the First Mutiny Act." The bill added teeth to military
Reprinted ae an appendix to Winthrop's book, ~upranote 2. at 919.
Article LXIV, m the Rules and Articles for the Better Government of His
Majesties Land Foxes in Pay (16%). reprinted wt Wmthrop. 8upm note 2 , at
920.

'' Jones notes that at thk p i n t the soldiers were canridered citizens and subject
only t o cini trihunnia Supra note 37,at 15. See ~ l l x oClode, supm note 32.
1 William and
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diaeipline. The death penalty was allowed for the offenses of mutiny or
desertion, with the proviso that:
And noe Sentence of Death .&all be given against any offender
in such case by any Court Martiall unleme nine of thirteene
Officers present shall concur therein. And if there be B greater
number of Officers present, then the judgement shall passe by
the concurrence of the greater part of them soe sworne, and not
otherwise; and noe Proceedings, Tryall, or Sentence of Death
shall he had or given against any Offender, but betweene the
hours of eight in the morning and one in the afternoone.*
Interestingly, the existing articles of war, which had been promulgated
under James 11, were not abrogated. Nor was any change made in the
Crown's perogative to issue articles of war or to authorize the death
penalty for offenses committed abroad.* The act, at f i s t limited to seven
months' effective duration, simply provided for the death penalty for
mutineers and deserters at home
Until 1712, the successive Mutiny Acts did not cover offenses committed abroad. In the years that followed, the Act was extended to
Ireland, and to the colonies. In the 1717 Mutiny Act, the Parliament
approved the practices of the cram in issuing articles of war to extend
the jurisdiction of the court-martial within the Kingdom," In 1803 the
Mutiny Act and the Articles of War were broadened to apply both at
home and abroad.a A general statutory basis of authority was thus given
to the Articles of War, which had to that point existed only by exercise
of the royal perogative. With the exception of a brief interval from 1698
to 1701, annual Mutiny Acts were passed until they, along with the
Articles of War, were replaced in 1879 by the Army Discipline and Regulation Act, and finally, in 1881, by the Army Act.4'

winthrop, mprn note 2, at 930.
Ayeoek and W d e l , supm note 4 , at 8.
* S e e p n n a l i y , Jones, SUP

* Aycoek and WurPel, 8%-

note S7, a t 17.

note 4,

at

8.

For diacuasiona of the aet, ~ e Jones,
e
mpm note 37, at 18, and Clode. aupm
note 32, a t 43.
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We leave the development of the British system at this point to briefly
summarize some key themes that have run through the British courtmartial system.
First, the struggle between the Crown on the one hand, and the Parliament on the other, over control of the military justice system, was
classic. The British model typifies the reluctance of a populace to vest,
or allow to be vested, too much control in the military courts. In the
British model we see the metamorphosis from a forum sewing under
total royal perogative, the court of chivalry, to one acting pursuant to
a legislative enactmenea blessing, of sorts, from the populace.
Second, over a period of approximately seven hundred years, the British court-martial developed a system of military due process. From the
c o w t af ehivahy with its trial by combat, the system evolved to one

which accorded more sophisticated rights to an accused, the rights to
receive notice, to present his defense, and to argue his cause.
Third, the jurisdiction of the court-martial was gradually restricted to
exercising its pon'ers over soldiers only, as opposed to the general populace. When expansion of those powers was attempted, at least in later
years, legislative limiting action was taken.
The formative years, actually centuries, in the British system served
h stepping stone far the American system which thereby got a
mnning start in 1775.
ab a

IV. THE AMERICAN COURT-MARTIAL
A . INTRODUCTION
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In this section n e will briefly examine several key periods in the development of the American court-martial. These are, fist, the period
from 1175 to 1800; second, the period from 18W to 1900; and last, the
period from 1900 to the present. As in the preceding sections, the discussion here will center an the court-martial system for the land forces.
We t m ow attention f i s t to the inception of the American eourtmartial.

B. THE FORMATNE YEARS: 1779 to 1800
The British system of militaq justice WBS an unwitting midwife to the
American court-martial. At the outbreak of the Revolutionary War,the
British soldiers were operating under the 1774 Articles of War. Ironically,
even BS American tIOOpS Were fighting for independence-a break from
British rul-,
colonial leaders were embraemg the British system of
rendering military justice.
In April 1176, the Provisional Congress of Massachusetts Bay adopted,
with little change, the 1774 British Articles of War,a detailed prescription
for conducting courts-martial and foor otherwise maintaining military dis.

rather mtless adoption out of a system of g o u e m e n t which we regard
fundamentally intolerable. that It is archaic, belangng 88 It does to
an age when armies were but bodiea af m e d retrvners and bands of
m e r e e n ~ e e that
:
it is B 8yatem sing out of and regulated by fhe mere
power of Military Commnndratherrhaniaw, and thatit has everresuited,
ae it must ever result, in such injustice as to crush the spint of the
individual subjected to it, shock the public Conseienee and alienate public
esteem and affection from the A m y that insmts upon mantaning it.
ae

S.T.Anaeil, Mtltlory Juatwe, 5 Cornel1 L.Q I N w 1919), reprinted at Mil. L.
Rev Bieent. l s m e 63, 56 (1976)
General Ansell was acting judge adroeate generd from 1917 to 1919, and
campaigned vigorously for extensive rems~onof The Articles of War of 1916. His
mew^ were a generation ahead of their time: only minor changes -.ere made in
the ml1iU.n luetice wetem vntll the present Uniform Code of Military Juatice
Eame into being uith the Act of 5 May 1950, ch. 169, I, 64 Stat. 108 For
BCeOYntB of General Ansell'e struggle for refom. $11T.W. B m m , Tht CvouderAnsell Dwpute' The E m m c e ofceneroi Samuel T Ansell. 36 Mil. L. Rev.
1 11967); U.S. Dep't. of the A r m y , The A r m y Lawyer: A History ofthe Judge
Advocate General's COT&.17761975,at 114-16 (1975)
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cipline."The American military was thus presented with its first witten
military code-the Massachusetts Articles of War."
This eade provided for two military courts: the "general" court-martial,
to consist of at least 13 officers:' and a "regimental" court-martial, to
consist of not less than five officers "except when that number cannot be
conveniently assembled, when three shall be sufficient".jz Other provisions included an eight-day confinement rule, a limitation on the number
of "stripes" ta be meted out as punishment," and an admonition that "all
the Members of a Court-Martial are to behave with calmness, decency,
and impartiality, and in the giving of their votes are to beon with the
youngest or lowest m commission."" Also included vas a proviaion which
survives, in form a t least, to this day, that "No Officer or Soldier who
shall be put in arrest or imprisonment, shall continue in his confinement
more than eight days, or till such time a8 a Court-Martial can be conveniently
The Continental Congress appointed a committee in June 1115 to au.
thor rules for the regulation of the Continental h y . " The committee
See Ayeoek and Wuriel,

BUF

note 4, at 9;

S T. Ansell. supra note 48.

=Similar anieiee were adopted withm the foliomng months by the Pravrneiai
Assemblies of Connecticut, and Rhode Island. the Conpess of New Hampshire.
thePennaylvPniaAssembiy, and the ConventionafSouth Carolina See Winihrop.
~ u p r anote 2, a t 22, n. 32. T h e Maraachusetts Articles of War are plinted I"
winthrop, BUp'a note 2. at 947

jp

Article 32.
A r t ~ c l e31

sa Article 50 The number was lmited to thirty-nine.

=Article 34
Art&

41.The current U.C.M.J. provides:

Art 33. F o m a r d m g of charges. W e n B person la held for trial by general
cow-mania1 the commanding officer shall. within eight days after the
accused i s ordered into m e s t or confinement, if praetieable, f o w a r d the
charges, together u l f h the LnveStigation and allied papers. to the officer
exercising general cow-martial julisdnfian. If that ie not practicable,
he shall report m writing to that offlcer the rea30nb for delay.
a The committee was composed af George Washington, Philip Bchuyier, Siias
D ~ M c Thomas
,
Cushing, and Joseph Hewer I t was tasked m t h prepmng "mlee
and r e p l a r i m s for The government of the . h y " Wmthrop. ~ u p mnote 2. at
21
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presented its repott and on June 30, 1175, the Congress adopted 69
articles based upon the British Articles of War of 1774 and the 1775
Massachusetts Articles of War.s' In llovember af that same year, the
articles were amended." And agan in 1776 the Articles of War were
revised to reflect the growing American tradition of military justice."
The 1716 Articles of War were arranged in a manner similar to the British
Articles of War, by sections according to specific topics.'These articles
continued in force, with some minor amendments, until 1786, when some
major revisions were accomplished.
The section dealing with the composition of general courts-martial was
changed to reflect the need for smaller detachments to convene a general
c o w with less than 13 members, the requisite number under the 1776

I'

SBI Ayeoek

and Wurfei, supm note 4 , at 10

* Id
-The reviaian m 1776 resulted from a suggestion by General Washington, The
revising committee included John Adams, Thomas Jefferson,John Rutledge.
Jsmea Wilson, and R.R. Livingston. S.T. Ansell. aetingJudge Advooate General
of the Army bom 1917 to 1919, harshly entized the American Byetern Of milltaw
justice. See note 46,SZLAccording to Anseli, diacuasmg the articles of WPI
of 1176. John Adams '%a8 responsible far their hasty adoption . . t o meet an
emergency." Anseii also offers the following illuminating quofation from the
writings of John Adams:
There was extant, I observed, m e system of Arricles of War which had
c-ed
two empires t o the head of mankhd. the Roman and the Bntlah;
the Bntish Articles o f W a are only a literal Tianciation of the Roman
It xouid be v a n for US t o seek m our o m invention or the records af
warlike natlone for a more complete system of miiitaq discipline I was,
therefore, for repofling the British Articles of War totidem verbii****
So undigested were the notices of liberty prevalent among the mqoriry
of the members mast z e s l o u ~ l yattached to the public eauae that to thh
day I sc8reely k n o r how it was possible that these articles should ha\-e
been carried. They were adapted, horever, and they hare governed our
m i e with
~
little vanation t o this day.
for

8 J Adams, History of the Adoption of the Bntiih Articles of 1774 by the
Continental Congress Life and Works of John Adama 6 W 2 . qualed tn S.T.
Anaell, ~ u p r anote 46. at 55-56

the first
"Crow""

ea For

tlme m

the Amencan

articles, no

mention

was made of

the
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Articles. The new provision, Section 14, Administration of Justice, allowed a minimum of five o f f i ~ e r s . ~ '
These early courts-martial were of three forms: general, regimental,
and garison. The general court-martial could be convened by a general
officer or an "officer commanding the troops"." KO sentence could be
canied into execution until after review by the convening authority. In
the case of a punishment in time of peace involving loss of life, or "dismission" of a commissioned officer or a general officer b a r or peace),
congressional review was required.'
The "regiment" (or carps) court-martial could be convened by any
officer commanding a regiment or c o r p ~ Likewise,
.~
the commander of
a "garison, fort, barracks, or ather place where the troops eomist of
different corps" could convene a "ganison" court-martial.* The membership of these two latter courts consisted of three officers, and the
jwisdictional limits were as follows:

No garison or regimental court-martial shall have the power
to try cmital caaes, or commissioned officers; neither shall they
inflict a fine exceeding one month's pay, no7 imprison, nor put
Article 1, see. XIV. See Aycocknnd Wurfel, 8upm note 4 , at 11. and Wmrhrop,
s u p note 2, at 2s The preamble io the iedution adopting the rewsmns stated
Wherees, enmes may be committed by oMcers and soldiers a e n m g wlth
amail detachments of the foreea of the United States. and where there
may not be a sufficient number of oftleers to hold a general court-martial.
areording t o the d e s and miole8 of wm, in eonsequenee of whieh nimhais may eaeape punishment, to the n e a r injury of the discipline of the
troops and the public service;

Resolved, That the 14th Section OF the Rules and Anielea for the better
government of the W ~ O P Eof the United States, and such other Articles
a relate to the holdrng of eowts-mmial and the canfimntion of the

sentences thereof. be and they are hereby repealed,

Resolved, That the following Rules and Artielea for the admmiatration
of justice, and the holding of courts-mminl, and the confimarlan of the
sentences thereof, be duly observed and exactly obeyed by all officers
and soldiers who are or 8 h d be in the m i e 6 of the United States.
6s

Amicie 2, aec. XIV.

ra I d
- A r t i c l e 3, QeC. XIV.
as Id.
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to hard labor, any non-commissioned officer or soldier, for a
longer time than one month."

A judge advocate (lawyer) or hi8 deputy was assigned to the court to
prosecute in the name of the United States and to act as a counsel for
the accused, object to leading questions (of any witness), and object to
questions of the accused which might incriminate him.81And no trials
were to be held except between the hours of "8 in the morning and 3 in
the diemoon, except in case8 which, in the opinion of the officer appointing the court, require immediate example."I t wm this system of courts-martial that was in existence when the
framers of the Constitution met to decide the fate of the military justice
system itself Congress did not create the court-martial-it simply permitted its existence to continue. In effect, the court-martial is alder than
the Constitution and predates any other court authorized or instituted
by the Constitution.

Of significance here is the point that the Constitution's framers provided that Congress, not the President, would 'hake d e s for the Govenunent and Regulation af the land and naval farces"." The President
was named as "Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy of the United
With these parameters drawn, the framers avoided much
States. , ,
of the political-military power struggle which typified so much of the
early history of the British court-martial ~ystem."And in 1791 the sep-

-

Artlele 4, Bee. XIV.

Article 6. Winthrop discusses the dual mle af counsel in these early proceedings
and poinu out that the judge sdvoeate eould not act in a ' ~ r s a n a l "eapaeity ae
founsel far the accused-that would be memsiBtent with his role 89 B pioseeutoh
Rather, the relatmnship wae "offieid". Winthrop, wm note 2, at 197. This
pmviaion wm carried forward to the 1874 Anicles of War,under which the role
of counsel wae to exercise "paternd-Bke"
over M accused. Sea S. Ulmer,
Military Justice and the Right to Covneel at 28 (1970).
I'

-

-

Artide 11, Bee. XIV.
'U.S.Const.,art.1,58,ei.14.
70

U.S.const., art. 2, B 2, el. 1.

1L

A n early Supreme Court decision noted the effect of these Constitutional pro-

visions:
These provisions show that Congress has the power ta provide far the
trial and purvshment af mihtary and naval aflenees in the m n n e v then
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arateness of the militaly Bystem of justice was further recognized in the
Wth amendment provision which drew a diatinction between civil and
military offenses.'~

C . T H E PERIOD FROM 1800 TO 1900: QUIET
GROWTH
The articles of War of 1116 (with amendments in 1189) remained in
effect until 1806, when 101 articles were enacted by the Congress." The
composition and procedure for the court-martial changed little with the
revised articles. The three courts, general, regimental, and panisan,
remained, but some minor changes affected the power to convene a general c o w . Whereas the 1186 amendment had allowed a general or other
officer commanding the troops to convene a general court, the 1806 articles established the more particular requirement that "[alny general
officer commanding an m y , or [clolonel commanding a separate department" could convene a general court." The composition and jurisdictiond limits of the three courts remained uithout change.
Further developments included a clause balling double jeopardy,'j a
two-year statute of limitations,'b a provision allowing the accused to
challenge members of the court-martial,71and a provision that a prisoner
standing mute would be Presumed to Plead innocent." Admidst these
now practiced by eiwlzed nations; and that the powel to Io PO is
given uithovt any conneetm between it and the Sd article of the Canstitution denning the judmal power of the United States: mdeed, that

and

the two powem a m entirely independent of each other.
Dynes

V.

Haover, 61 U S. 65. 79 (1851).

The fihh amendment States m p a t ''Noperson shall be held t o anawer for B
capital, OY othemise infamous crime unless on a presentment or indretment of
a Grand Jury, except in cases sliaing in the land or naval forces,or m the Militia,
when in actual service in time af War or public danger ''
2 Stat.

L. 369 (1806). R q m n t r d

w

Arriele

'e

Article 88.
Article 71.

65.
I s Article 87.

7,

Article TO

Is
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Wmthrop, 8zpm note 2.

at 976
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progressive procedural and substantive safeguards, one finds the prw
vision: "The President of the United States shall have power to prescribe
the uniform of the amy."'e
The next seven decades were marked with relatively little change to
the composition of the court-martial or the procedures to be employed."
The relatively quiet movement of the court-martial as a tribunal was in
contrast to the lusty growth of the United States and the attendant
tensions which led in part to the Civil War.
1.

Cavts.Martial

tn the

Confederacy.

Having established a government and a m y , the Congress of the Confederate States in October 1862promulgated "An Act t o organize Military
Courts to attend the Army of the Confederate States in the Field and
to define the Powers of Said Courts."" The court-martial under the ConArtlele 100.
As we shaU aee in later dncuarion, periods of war during the 17W'a and Ism's
usually spurred prompt and major revi6ioni to the Artleles of War. Such was
a)

not the cme in the 18W's, at least priorto 1874, when the country went through
the War of 1812, the Mexican War, the Cinl, and part of the Indian Wars.During
that century, only minor changes were made to the govermng articles.

Act of Oet. 9, 1862, repnnled m Winthrop, 8upm note 2, at 1006, and a180 in
2 Journal of the Congress of the C.S.A. 1861-1866, at 452 (1906). For a v e l y
81

good diseuasion of c o u r t s m a r t m l uithin the Confederate svstem. ~
Justice in Grey 86242 (19411.

e Robinson.
e

See d 8 0 J.D.Peppers, Confederate Military Justlee: A Statutory and Pmeedural Appmneh (Mey 19761(unpublished M.A thesis in L b r q of Rice University, Houston, Texaal. Vr. Peppers w u Eoncwently pwsymg a J.D.degree at
the University of Houston College af Law when he wote thm mastd8 thesis.

M r Pepper8 notes that the oRleer corps of the Confederate forces meluded
many pmfessional soldiers and ~silorswho had served in the United States Army
or Navy. Because of this, the orgn-tion
of the Confederate A m y and Navy,
mduding the Confederate system of militan juatlce, for the most part WBB like
that of the Umon Foxes. Id., st 7.

The Confederate constitution, like that of the United Sfatea, empowered the
congress "to make rule8 for the government and regulation af the land and naval
forces.'' Id. The Confederate ~ o n p e mexercised this pawel in ita Act of M m h
6, 1861, eatabliahmg "Rules and Articles far the Government of the Confedernte
State.." Id. at 17.
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iedernte States model n u a permanent tnbunal nct k e t i e tradit:onal
(and modern,temporary i o m which uu formed only for a epeclfic case
Each c o r n consisted of three nembers. t u 0 eon.:icuimg a q u c m ,
a judge advocate * a provost m e h d , and B clerk. I ~ t i a l l ? . a c 3 u n
accompmed each m y corps m :he field and b> later amendment&c o u n d
*ere authorized for d . a r \ . dephr.mente.' 'Nant. Akbama".* any disz Triajudge advocates in the fleid were supposed t o have howiedge of the law
and d a o of dlirpry We. They were not explicitly required to be attorneys. J.D.
peppm, note 81, "p".at 4s

The Confederate foreea h d no judge ndvmte generpl'a corps, nor even P
judpe d v m a t a @nerd. Reliident Jefferaon Dnvis recommended t o the ConfdemB eonpeall the creation of both, but no netion was taken. The work of rewewing record# of trinl wae performed by an wietant ~ s e r e t a qof wu, and
other work was handled by P "judge advocate's office" created within the office
of the adjutant generd. and hended by an aselatant adjutant generd I d , a t 5159.

Act of Yay 1, 1869, Winthmp. e u p note 2, at 1031, and 3 J o d of the
Conmeas of the C.S.A. 1881-1886, at 417 (1805).

The orl&d meation of the new permanent courts-martidby the Act of Oet
1862, wpm note 82, and Bubsequent eipanaiona af their jurisdiction, were
necesswj to awengrhen the military jutice Byatem of the Confederacy. J.D.
Peppera, s u p note 82, at 40. Aithmgh the Confederate military t a c t i d lead.
erahip wae very able, the Union m y as B whole was better dicciphned, better
quipped. and bettei organired by fu than the Confederate forces. I d . , at 31.
In the p e o p p h i e meas of active military operstlons, the civrl esurta, intended
to supplement the work of the militmy eourts, o&en were not iuneDoning, md
the high mobility required of the Confederate foreea made it diWlevlt to e ~ n ~ e n e
courtB-martid.Moreover, when c o u r t s - m i d were convened, they apparently
were pmne to be very lenient toward seeused, which was displenaingto aenior
commanders. I d . , at 3P-40.
9,

The new militvy courts were permanent in the aense that they were requlred
to be open for businells mntinuoUdiy, not merely case by -e. Id , at 41 Junediction of the new c o w as to p m o m accused and as ta punishments a m h o w
appwentiy was a i m i h to that of generd courts-mplfiai. The major Mereme
was that jvriadietion extended not oniy t o offensea recogni.ed under military
iaw. but dso to dl ~PPDnsesdefined as erimea by the laws ofthe Confederacy sind
of the various Confederate states, as well as certain common-law offenses committed outside the boundviea of the Confedemy. I d . , at 4243.

The oid ad hoc courta.mpTtiai were not sbalished by the set cresting the new
p m v l e n t courts, however. and the Conledernte eongree~later had to define
the boundaries between the courts' juiidietion more precisely.
152
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vision of eavahy in the field, and one for eaeh State Within a milibq
department.* The legislative foundation also provided:
Said courts shall attend the army, shall have appropriate quarters Within the lines of the army, shall be always open for the
transaction of business, and the find decisionsand sentences of
said courts in convictions shall be subject to review, mitigation,
and suspension, as now provided by the Rules and Articles of
war in cases of courts-martial."
With the conclusion of the war, the short-lived e n of the permanent
court-martial faded.

e. Post-Civil War Dewelopmats.
The next major contribution to the development of the court-martial
occurred in the American Articles of War of 1874." The original three
courts (general, regimental, gunison) were expanded to include a "field
office?' court:
In time of war a field-officermay be detailed in every regiment,

to try soldiers thereof for offenses not capital; and no soldier
serving with his regiment, shall be tried by a regimental or
garrison courtmartial when a field-of8cer of his regiment may
be so detailed."
The authority t@convene a general court-martial was further delineated. A general officer commanding an " m y , a Temtonal Division or
a Department, or colonel commanding a aepexate Department," could

This W B ~done in the Act of Oct. 13, 1862, 2 The War of the Rebellion.A
Compilation of the Omeisi Records of the Union and Confederate Armies, Series
IV,at 1oOS-lw4 (186&1901): and ala0 in the Act of May 1, 186% S Jovmal of
the Congresa of the C.S.A. 1861-1865, s t 417 (1646).
Act of Feb. 13, 1884. Winthmp, mpm note 2, at 1Ml.
e Act d Feb. 16, I-,
Winthmp, "upm note 2, at 1007. pnd 8 J o d 01 the
Congress of the C.S.A. 1861-1866, at 7M (1805).

Soetion 5 of the original Act. See note 81, NP.
18 stat. 228 (1874).
Article 80.
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appoint a general court." In time of war, the commander of a division
or of a separate brigade could likewise convene a general c o u ~ t . ~

In addition to new and expanded jurisdictional bounds applicable to
certain offenses in time of
procedural changes included a provision
allowing for the appointment of a judge advocate to any court-martial,"
and a proviaion allowing for continuances:
A court-martial shall, for reasonable Cause, grant a contmmce
to either party, for such time, and as often as may appear to be
just: Provided, That if the prisoner be in close confinement, the
trial shall not be delayed for a period longer than sixty days.ga
These 1874 changes marked to some extent an increased realization
by Congress that due process Considerations should apply. But the courtmartial, at least t o this point, was considered primarily as a function or

Am& 12. H ~ i v e v e that
~ , art& also
appomt a general F O U K .

placed a restriction on the aufhanty to

BUtwhenanysueheommanderijtheaccuserorproeeeutorofanyaffreer

under his command the coun ahall be appointed by the President, and
i t s pmeeedmgs and sentence 6hall be sent directly to the Seeretan. of
War. by aham they shall be laid before the Presidenr, for h a approial
or orders m the case.
81

Article 15.

sh

Article 68 provided

In time of WBT, i n s ~ r ~ e m o nor, rebellion. larceny. robbery burglary,
weon. mayhem, manslaughter, murder. SSSBYI~
and battery with an intent to lull, wounding by ahooting or stabbing. aith an intent t o commit
murder, rape, or B B S ~ U ~and
L battery with an intent to commit rape, shall
be purushable by the sentence of B g e n e r ~eoun-martial.
l
when committed
by personi in the milifary service of the United Stares, and the punishment m any such case shall not be less than the puniihmenr provided,
for the like offenae, by the laws of the State. Temtory. or dirtnet in
which such offense may have been committed

* Article
in

74. But the role of the eoun~elremains unchanged from that espoused
the 1806 Articles. Sse Article 90.See also note 61, 8 2 ~ p m .

This proviaon onglnated uifh
Wmchrop, d u p m note 2, at 239.
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instrument of the executive department to be used in maintaining discipline in the armed forces. It was therefore not a "court", as that term
is normally used. There seemed to be a general reluctance to expand the
accused's rights liberally. A feeling prevailed, and still prevails, that
discipline would suffer as a result of any such expansion. If the courtmartial were viewed as a judicial body, this would certainly have raised
the problem of implementation of burdensome procedural and substantive
rules. The truth is that, viewed in their entirety over time, the regulations and general orders were slowly converting the court-martial into
a proceeding convened and conducted rvith meticulous care, sensitive to
the individual's rights as well as to the need for discipline. The statutory
language looks barren but, in practice, the court-martial during this period seems to have been considered by observers to be a fair and just
means of litigating guilt and assessing appropriate punishment."
A few statutory changes to court-martial practice between 1819 and
1900 are worthy of note. First, in 1890, Congress established the ''8ummary" court-martial, which in time of peace was to replace the regimental
or garrison court-martial in the trial of enlisted men for minor offenses."
Within twentyfour hours of m e s t the individual was brought before a
one-officer court which determined wilt and appropriate punishments.
But this trial was a consent proceeding. The accused could object to trial
by summary court and as a matter of right have his case heard by a
higher level court-martial where greater due process protections were
available.
Another important step was taken in 1895 when, by executive order,
a table of maximum punishments was promulgated." Specitic maximum
sentences were made applicable to each punitive article or offense. Other
specitic guidance was given for considering prior convictions, assessing
punitive discharges, and determining equivalent punishments.

sj See generally Winthrop. mpm note 2. Sea ai80 Benet, A Treatise on M i l i m
Law and the Pisetlee Of Courts-Mania1 (18611, J Regan. The Judge Advocate
R e e a r d d s Guide (1877) Both of fheae Q O U ~ C ~provide
J
fasclnatmg readmg and
insight into the court-martla1 practice of the late 18ovs.

Act of October 1, 1890. Reprinted in Whthrap, ~upmnote 1 at 963 Traditionally, offieera could be tned only by general C O ~ - I I I B I T L ~ .
The Executive Order (by President Cleveland) v a s pubhshed as General Orders No. 16. Repnntsd in Winthmp, s z i p r a note 2, %t1001.
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C. THE PERIOD FROM 1900 TO THE PRESENT:
A TIME OF RAPID CHANGE
If the nineteenth century war a time of relatively quiet changes in the
American court-martial, the innovations marked by the twentieth century are by comparison revolutionary. Periods of drastic change m e w e d
in 1916, 1920, 1948, 1951, and 1968.
Congress undertook a major revision of the Articles of War in 1916,nr
and for the f i s t time we see the three courts-martial which exist today:
the general court-martial; the special court-martial, which replaced the
regimental or garrison court; and the summary court," which replaced
the field officer's court which had been established in 1874.
The authority of a commander to convene a court was expanded. For
example, a general court could be convened by the President and commanding officers down to the level of brigade commanders." However,
only commanding officers could convene special and summary
Other important changes included
1. Mandatary appointment of a judge advocate to general and special
court~-matid;'ol

2, The fight of the accused to be represented by counsel at general
and special ~ o u r t s ; ' ~

3. Explicit prohibition of compulsory self-incrimination;

and

4. Addition of a speedy trial provision, according to which the accused
was to be tried within ten days,'" and no person could be tried over
89 Stat. L 619 at 6 6 M 7 0 (1916).
Artreie a.
-Article 8.
hm Artmies 9, 10.
O7

101

Article 11.

'""Article 17.
Article 24
Article 70. The provialan Stated that the accused WAS LO be served w t h B copy
afthe charges ~ t h i n c i g hdays
t
ofhis arrest, and triedwithinrendsyafhereaner,
unless the necessities of the service prevented such In that ease, trial was
required w t h i n SO days after the expiration of the ten-day period Compare this
r i t h present speedy m a l d e s See note 134. q f m
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objection (in peacetime) by a general court-martial within a period of five
days subsequent to service of charges.'"

The 1916 revisions did not wholly stand the testing f i e s of the global
World War I. Troops, officers and soldiers alike, returned with bitter
eompiaints about military justice. In the heated debates which followed
in the press, in the halls of Congress, and in the War Department,'" the
whale system was re-examined. ks a result, in 1920 the Congress enacted
a new set of 121 articles of war.lm Key features included the following:
1. A general court-martial would consist of any number of officers not
less than five.'"
2. A trial judge advocate and defense counsel would be appointed far
each general and special court-martial. (An accused could be represented
by either a civilian counsel, reasonably avaiiable military counsel or appointed counsel).'m
3. A general court-martial convening authority could send the case to
a special Court-martial if it was in the interest of the service to do so.'Lo
4. A thorough pretrial investigation wa8 to be conducted. The accused
was to be given full opportunity for cross-examination and to present
matters in defense or mitigation."l

6.A board of review, consisting of three officers assigned to the office
of the judge advocate general, was tasked with reviewing courts-martial,
subject to presidential confirmation."'
Nbtwithstanding these charges, which most agreed represented a fair
effort to improve military due process, a troublesome aspect remained.
A single commander could prefer charges, convene the court, select the
members and counsel. and review the cage.113The spectre of unlawful
lM

Id.
See ronslaig, Ulmer,

d u m

note 67, at 39 t o 45: Anseii, mpra note 60.

4 1 Stat. L. 187 (19201.
IC Article 4.
Ins
A n i e l e ~11, 17.
Article 12.
I"'

Article 70.
Aniele 60.
See e.g. Aniclea 7 0 . 8. 11, 17. and 46.
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command influence lingered. But in the quiet, peacetime years u.hich
followed the 1920 revision, this caused little concern. The citizen soldier
returned to his work, the regular forces were involved in no major discipline problems, and the 1920 Articles of War seemed to function
smoothly. With only minor amendments, these articles were those used
by courts-martial during World War 11.
Again, the massive influx ofcitizens into the armed farces, the widely
scattered courts-martial, inexpelienced leaders, and many reported instances of militaly "injustice," greatly concerned Congress. Again, there
were hearings and reports of advisory committeee.''' Again, there ivas
a major revision, this time as an amendment to the Selective Service Act
of 1948.116A number of changes, designed to rectify the groxing complaints about the court-martial, were enacted.

For the first time, under the new provisions, the accused a a s entitled
to be represented bg- counsel at all pretrial investigations.116To inaure
that at least one member of the general court-martial was familiar with
the judicial process, a provision was inserted which required that a member of the judge advocate general's department or an officer who was a
member of the federal bar, or the bar of the highest court of a state,
certified by the judge advocate general, be appointed to all general courtsmartial."' For the first time, enlisted men and warrant officers were
authorized to serve as members of general and special courts-martial.'"
But before the new act could cool, a move was under 1w.y to establish
a code of military justice to apply to all the services, not just the Army.
A War Depanment A d n s o n . Committee on Military Justlee nored that under
the system of military justice " , the lnnoeenr are almost nerei convicted and
the guilty seldom aeqmtted." The commllree, known BJ the Vanderbilt Commit
red, included I" ~ t emembership. Chief Justice Arrhur T Vanderbilt Wen Jer
sey), Judge M o r n s A . Soper of the United States C o u r t of Appeals (4th Ca.!.
Justice Holrsoff (Diefnct of Columbiaj. and Judge Frederick Crane (Xew 'iork)
See Ayeoek and Wurfel, svpm note 4,st 14,n 78.
62 Star. L. 604 at 627-644 (1948)(The "Elsron A W
Article 46
Altiele 8
l l p Anide 4. The accwed had t o sppeaficallr request m w n n n g . prior fa rhe
convening af the Court, that enhated soldiers be appointed t o the C a v n The
prowdon has been carried farward a8 a jwladierianal prerequisire I" the present
C C .M J See note 133 znfm and art 25(c!ll). U C.31 J
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Under the leadership of Professor Edmund Y.Morgan, Jr.,"'the "UNform Code of Military Justice" was approved by Congress in 1950.'" With
borne amendments, made in the Military Justice Act in 1968,12'the
U.C.M.J. is the current Statutory template for military justice and the
conduct of courts-martial.'"
See gen"ero1iy. Morgan, The B o c k g m n d of the

L-nLfonn Code of M d + t a q

Jualzce. 5 Vand. L. Rev. 159 (1953). A biographical sketch a i Professor Morgan

appears at 28 Mil. L. Rev. 3 (1965).
64 Stst. 105 (1960).
82 Stat 1335 (1968).The p r o v ~ s m nofthe
~
LC
8t 10 U S C 6 801-940.Thus, srticie 1 ofthe U.C
mi& 140 is 10 U.SC 6 940 (1975):and $0 on I
of the code are more commonly eited t o the U C M J than to the United Stater
Code. They are 80 eited hereafter in this article
m If should be emphasized that the U.C.M.J provide8 only a Statutory Framework. The Manual for Courts-Mamal. United Stares (1960)provides a detailed
guide for conducting eourta-martial. Where, however, the procedural guidance
a i the Manual conflicts with provisions in the U.C.M.J., the former wII fall. The
President's a v t h m t y to promulgate the l a n d stems from article 36,U.C.M J
In United States, V . Ware, 1 M.J. 232, 286 n. 10 (1975).C . Y . A . questioned the
authority of the President t o pmmulgate Manual rules a i procedure Recent
legialarian elmitled The Preddenf'b authority. Article 35 "OW reada.

(a) Pretnal. trial, and post-tnal procedures miuding modes of proof, for
case6 arising under this chapter tnable in courts-martial, militmy cam-

mi is ion^. and other miiitarg. tribunals, and proeedurea for courts of inqulry, may be prescribed by the President by reglllstmn~which shall.
BO far PI he considers practicable, apply the principlea of law and mles
of evidence generally recognized in the trial of ~riminalcase8 in the
United States district courts, but which may not be contrary to 01 ineonsiarenr with this chapter.

(b) All rule8 and regulations made under this article shall be uniform
insafar 8 s praefiesble and shall be reported to Congress.
Amendments to Article 35 were pseaed BQ a p82t of the Defense Aurhorizarion
Act, Pub. L. No. 96107. 96th Cang , 1st Sea8 (No". 1979). In proposing this
language, the Senare . k e d Services Committee nored'
The second Subsection of Section 801 amends Article 36 of the UCM.l
the authority of the President to promulgate an authoritative
manual of procedure for the millrmy justice rysrem e ~ v e n n gnot only
tnal procedures, but all pre- and paat-trial procedures relating t o an
offense ab well. This amendment LQ made necessary by a recent deemon
of the C a m of Military Appeals. Cnrled Slates L. Ware, 1 M.J. 282
to c i m f y
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(1976). where the vie%(was expressed in diets that the President's BUthonty to piomulgate the Manual fm Cou.iis Ma??ial was restneted by
the language of Article 36 t o BCfUsl t n a l procedures Only. The e~mmitree
belleves that this interpretation flies ~nthe face of history; if adopted,
~t nould severely threaten the integrrfy o f the mii3ts.q jmtice system
and undermine the authomly of the President as Commander-)"-Chief
The committee's amendment clarifier what ~t believer Congress has siways intended by enacting Artiel 36 and lts predecessors While Conmeas retain8 the power to s m e n d k e UCMJ to alter the military justice
'yatem, It entmsti to the President the promulgation of regulations des'gned t o implement the Code and operare the system The commitLee
made a technical amendment t o the le@?rlatluepmpoial. printed beloa.
t o eianfy the rnlent of the amendment.

See Senate Rep. 96197.Defense Authorizations Act. 1980 IS. 4231 at 123 In a
Department of Defenee recammendation for amendment LO Amele 36, Ms
Deanne C Siemer General Counsel, noted in pertinent part
In areeenf ease. the Unired Starer C o u n o f M h t a r ) Appeals suggeafed
that the phrase "eases befare corns-martiall' in Article 36 refere to those
aspects of a ease concerned only with the eonduet ofthe tnal and excluded,
by inference.pretrial and post-tnal procedures.
1 M.J. 282. 285 n. 10 119i6) (dicta), Cnilrd Stol
4, 10 (CMA 1978) (Fletcher, C.J., dissenting opimonJ. See also Cndrd
States 1, L a m e a d 3 M.J 7 6 , 80, 83 (1977). Cmted States z Heard. 3
M.S. 14. 20 n 12 119771, Cnzted Slates z Hawhms. 2 M.J. 23 (1976):
Cnzted States Y Washington, 1 M J 473,475 n. 6 (1976).Bul QLL Cnzted
Statest S e r c o r n b . 5M J . 4 . i I C I A 1 9 7 3 ) ( C o o k . J . caneurnngopmmn).
This mtemietation 18 &rang and has no bails. but the Court might
attempt t o impose thai limitation by judicial deemon. Because rhe gorernmenl has no avenue of appeal Rom a decision by the Court of MiiitaQ
Appeals, this interpretation could not be dislodged, e\en though rrong
other than by legislation The leprlatmn proposal IS necersan IO prevent
the dismption that would occur if the C o w rmpoaed that limitation by
judicial deemion
The pmpoiai neither changer nor expands the existing p o w r under
irhich the President promulgates the Manual for Courts-Martial. The
laneuage of the present Article 36 may be traced to Artlele 38 of the
Articles of Wm af Aueust 29. 1916. Chapter 413, S 1342. 39 Stat. 666.
which provided'
The Prendenr may by mgulafions. uhich he ma) modify from time
to time, prescribe the procedure. ineluding modes of proof. m eases
before coufls-martial. c o u m of mquwy mditary commismns, and
other mihrary tnbunals. Provided, that nothing e o n r r a q t o or ln.
conslatent with there a ~ i e l rhaii
e ~ be eo prescribed. Pmcidedfurther
That all _le% made in purauanee of this article ahall be laid before
Congreas annvaiiy
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The current court-martiai remains a temporary tribunal, convened by
a commander to hear a specific case. It is not a part of the federal
judiciary, nor is it subject to direct federal judicial review.'" But it is
strictly a court of criminal jurisdiction, and its findings are binding an
other federal courts."
The present system is fair. I t does provide ample due process for the
military servicemember who is accused of a crime. In some points the
court-martial provides greater safeguards than its civilian counterparts,
and a brief survey of the U.C.M.J. and its c m e n t implementation bears
this out.
Before prefening and swearing to charges, a company commander is
tasked with conducting a thorough and impartial inquiry into the charged
offenses.'" This almost always involves obtaining legal advice from a
judge advoeate. Most commanders do not want to send a weak cam to
court In an environment where Ian and lauyem are playing an inweasingly vital role in military justice, few commanders are uilling to mn the
risk of an acquitted servicemember returning to the unit and flaunting
his "victory" over the command.

The current trend is to use administrative discharges and other remedies rather than a court-martial. But ifa case goes to trial, the convening
~ o u n s e l 'and
~ the military
authority does select court
This provision has remained vinually unchanged in peninent part
through succe6eive amendmenta of the Ankle8 of War and incolpo~.~tion
into Article 36 of the U n i f o m Code of Millfary J u t i c e . I t has provided
the statutory authority for coverage of pretrial and past-tnal pmeedures
in every edition of the Manual for Courts-Martial iswed by the President
since 1928.
The fair and efficient operation af the military justice aystem i s dependent upon the w t h m m t i v e legal gudsnce provided to members of
the amed forces by the Manual far Cows.Maniai. Enactment af the
proposed legnlation d l reaffirm the power exercised by the President
for more than fifky y e a n to prescribe a comprehensive and effective
nanuai
for courts-naniai.
Senate Rep. 9 6 1 9 1 , supm at 124.
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judge.'" However, specific provisions within the U.C.M.J.prohibit attemvts to control the uroceedines.'" A t tnal. the accused is entitled to
virtually the same procedural protections he would have in a state or
federal criminal court
The government must f i s t establish that jurisdiction exists over the
person,"'andthe subjeetmatter,'32andthatthecourtisproperlyconrened.'"

Art. 26. U.C M.J. The "law officer'' of the earlier Aniclee of War has been
replaced by a military judge. certified by the Judge Advocate General of each
8ervice. The "president'' of the c a m , for all practical pulposes.is no%( the foreman Of the jury The accused may request trial before judge alone. Afl, 16,
uCXJ

'*' Arts. 37. 98,U.C M.J. The military judicial community 1s extremely sensrtive
t o even the appearance of eVil The current military appellate courts w I i not
heairate to i e v e r s e a e a c e i f i t appear8 that asupetioreomrnander haamtentionally
oi unintentionally influenced the member8 of the court, the fact finders. See,
e.* , United State3 Y Howard. 28 C.M A 187, 48 C.M R. 939 (1974).United
States Y Jaekron. 3 M J. 153 !I9771

The role of the convening authority m e m Issue m C u m V . Secretary of the
(DC. Cir. 1979). The court r e r i e r e d the reports of the
iedalative hea'ings on the matter, and examined the statutory protections designed to cheek unlawful command mnuenee. The coun found justiaeatian to
reject Cimy'e argumenta. EYS F.2d at 880. For an hiataricd diaevssion of the
eornrnander's role, me West, A Hislory qiCornmand It?l?tenc# on the MilitarU
Judicial System, 18 U.C L.A. L. Rev l(19701
h y , 695 F 2d 873

no An exception of comae would be the right t o B prelimman. grand j w y proceeding. ses note 73, s u p At least m e experienced civilian trial attorney
prefer8 the eourt.martia1 over the existing miim 6ystem. Speech by F. Lee
Bailey reparted in T h e Commerelal Appeal !Yemphm). March 29, 1979 at 3 P C .

Art. 2, U.C.M.J.. Coleman V. Tennessee, 97 U . S 509 (1897).

WCailahan Y . Parker, 395 U S. 258 0969). Provisiani describing offenses
which may h e tried by court-martial w e listed s8. ''pumtive" s2ficlei in the
U . C . M J . S r a a r t s 77-134, C . C M . J .
11*

The coYlt-rnD2.fid is considered to be a "creature of statute." If proper statuton. procedures _e not followed in appointing the Court, the proceedings may
he declared roid a b inifzo See e g United States j. White. 21 C.M A 583, 45
C M R 351 (1972) In that esee, the accused failed Lo properly execute a s r l t t e n
request for enhsted court-members a h o sat on h x court. Thm u a s a vmlafion of
art 25(C)!l). U.C M.J
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The accused is entitled to a speedy trial'" and carte blanche discovery
rights. If the case is to be referred to a general court-martial, an intensive
pretrial investigation is conducted. The accused is entitled to counsel
(civilian, selected individual military counsel, or appointed counsel), to
present a defense, and to cross-examine witnesses. A copy of the record
of the proceedings is presented to the accused.'"
One provision of particular note is the right to defense witnesses,'"

IM

Art. 10. U.C.M.J. pmvides in part:
Menanypersonsvhiecttarhisehapteriaplaeedin mesrarconfinement
prior to trial, immediate steps shall be taken t o inform him of the apeeifie
w o n g of whxh he I
accused and t l y him or to disrmss the charges and
release him.

To put teeth into this provision. the Ulyted Statea Court of Military Appeals,
in United Stares v Burton, 21 C.M A. 112, 44 C.%l.R.166 (1911), imposed B
"90-daY speedy trial mle on the mihtaly. M e n e v e r the ~ c e u s e C spretrial eonSnement exceeds 90 days, in the ahaence of a defense request for delays, the
government bears a heavy burden of showing diligence ~n proteeding to trial.
Failure to do ID may result m dismissal af the charges. See, 0.g.. United States
Y . Henderson, 1 M.J. 421 (C.M.A. 1976)(contract murder ease dismissed). L o 4
regulations may provide for even more stringent speedy tnd provmmm. For
exampie, soldiers stationed in Europe have the benefit of B 46-day speedy t n s i
mnndste. USAREUR Supplement 2 to Army Reglliation 27-10, Military Justiee
(1963).
Art. 32. U C.M J. See ala0 paragraph 54,Manual for Courts-Martial, United
States (1969).
Is~Art.46,U.C.M.J.,proiides:
Oppodrnily to obtain mtnemei and ather evdenee The trial c o ~ n s e l .
the defense emunsel. and the court-martial shall have equal Opportunity
fa obtain mtneeees and ather evidence In accordance r i f h such regulat i o n ~ae the Resident may preseribe. Proeem isaued in court-martial
cases to compel witnesses to appear and te8tify and t o compel the production of ather evidence shall be a d a r to that which courts af the
United States having criminal jYriedietim may IavAlly ~ssueand shall
run to any pm ofthe United States, or the Terntories, Commonwealths,

and possessions.
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a procedure much more liberal than found in most civilian j~isdictions.'~'

And maximum limitations on punishments are specfied.lY

The appellate review system is unique and usually outside the critic's
gaze. If the accused is conricted and sentenced, the convening authority
reviews the case. Before approving a court-martial conviction and sentence, he must be satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt that the findings
are supported by the evidence.'" If the case was tried before a general
court-martial he may not act without f i s t obtaining the mitten legal
opinion of his judge advoeate.'"
Certain cases are automatically forwarded for appeal to the various
courts of military review, where specialized appellate counsel, at no cast
to the accused, review the record ior errors and present written and oral
arguments."' A case may be hrrther appealed to the military's highest
court, the United States Court of Military Appeals.'a
L a ' S ~ ea,#.,
,
United States V. Daniels, 48 C.M.R. 666 (C.M.A. 19741. In that
w e , the charges we- diemisred because of a material defense witness. the
victim, ww not pmdueed. The h e ofenses supporting this d e obvioualy expands
the sixth amendment right to present a defense to limits beyond those naw
d e d by most stete and federnl decisions.
See para. 127, Manual for Courts-Manmi, United States (19691. Authority of
the President to prescribe maximum punishments is found ~n art. 56, U . C . P . J
' R A r t s . 60,64, U.C.M.J.

Art. 61, U.C.Y.J. In all cases the accused is given a copy, without charge,
of the trpnsvipt or record of proceedings of the cow-martial Art. 54. U.C.M J.
Art. 66, U.C.M.J. The various aelviee courts of military review are eampoaed
of senior judge advocates who exerciee faetdndmg powers and may approve. or
disapprove, w h o b or in p a n , cow-martial findings or sentences. Until the 1468
amendments, these courts were called "boards of military revier."

A r t . 61. U.C.M.J Although the United States Court of Military Appeal8 IS
the higheat court in the mihtar/ Bystem ofeaurte, it i s n o t itself P mlltary court,
but a federal ~ l v ~ l i court
a n v e s t e d by Congress under a n i d e 1 of the Constitution.
Id.

Since ita in~epfionin 1951, the Court of Military Appeals. composed of three
civilian judges,has played an expanding role in shaping the form and substance
of courts-mpltial. Most recently, the court haa acted m a manner not unhke the
Supreme c o u r t of the 1960's under ChiefJustiee Earl Warren. S B P ,e . 0 , Coake,
The United States Court of Military Appeals. 19751977. Judicializing the Milltary Justice System. 76 MIi. L. Rev. 43 (1977).
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One can readily see that throughout the entire process, lawyers are
actively involved in either advising the commanders, representing the
accused, reviewing records, or writing appellate opinions. On the whole,
the changes in this century to the American court-martial system have
kept pace with similar innovations in the civilian courts and as noted have
oRen led the way for further changes.

V. CONCLUSION
So we S u t . \I here we began !Ye 1I-eCnited State: CW-T o l Appeali
for the Dirrricr of Co.umbia c~rrectnncn it decided as iotrd in the

t a m s Adolpiui Rut ?.e coipanicn s h k d I..: bt bttueen mhd! I, nou
and uhat e l s t e d m e r three hxdred ?earl ago Ra:hrr. the test Ibould
be duected rouard corrpanng tlle coxemoral? cir!han legal imuc:
u h c h ha\e exi::rd cor.cent.y skid n ~ h 31, :n campe:emr. wtt. the
coun-mam&.
In a!! stager tbz c c m - m a n i d . ncre .Len 1%" no' reflected the
current rleu r a u s ! :u:tcc, cnd and r h t q . Th:s point 1s b o r e out
by the Lstanch:'h-ead aistmggle bctneen the pcru:ace pa.Lhment or
Congress anc :ne monarch or tne m h t a n .t.e.: Mher. t:e nili:q
COWS s:eppea :ut :I jounds or ,.themis. ur:ul? m h n g d ,n minidual
n ~ h ' s .h-itaria:~ in :he in- oi re~-lur:ocsFI enactrrexs, :&%Led
m e m u m r t e d ~ X C L U I E I O ? ~O f m :iew acts rei..:!ed :n grra*er prccedural prxeciion for

'* CBUV,

'.hf

accured sc!di+r .&

v Seeietaly of the A m y , 595 F 26 875 (D.C.Cir. 1979) See note 1,
m d aeeampanging text.

The r e v i d m a of the United States Article8 of War of 1916. 1920, and 1948,
and the Cniform Code of Military Justice are examples of congressional response
to public reaction to injustices in the military jurriee system
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What of the justifleation for the court-martial with its unique procedural concerns? Few courts have rejected the need for a separate system
of military justice. As evidenced by the Constitution itself, the system
is separate, and most would agree that military discipline is necessary.
History c o n h s this. But is a separate court, a military corn, necessary
to enforce that discipline? Consider the comments of Judge Tamm, w i t ing of the military court in Curry, discussed above:

We begin with the unassailable principal that the fundamental
function of the armed forces is "to fight or be ready to fight
wars." Toth v. Quarles, 350 U.S.11, 11 (1966),Obedience, discipline, and centrdized leadership and control, including the
ability to mobilize forces rapidly, are all essential if the military
is to perform effectively. The system of military justice must
respond to these needs for all branches of the service, at home
and abroad, in time of peace, and in time of war. It must be
practical, efficient, and
The court-martial presents a viable mean8 of implementing military jus.
tice in a "practical, efficient, and flexible" manner. To ignore that fact
is to ignore history

595 F.2d at 871
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PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED AND BRIEFLY NOTED
I. INTRODUCTION
Various books, pamphlets, tapes, and periodicals, solicited and unsolicited, are received from time to time at the editorial offices of the
Military Law Redew. With volume SO, the Remew began adding short
descriptive comments ta the standardbibliographic information published
in previous volumes. These comments are prepared by the editor after
brief examination of the publications discussed. The number of items
received makes formal review of the great majority of them impossible.
The comments in these notes are not intended to be interpreted as
recommendations for or against the books and ather witings described.
These comments serve only as information for the guidance of ow readers
who may want to obtain and examine one or more of the publications
further on their own initiative. However, description of an item in this
section does not preclude simultaneous or subsequent review in the Military Law Reeiew.
Nates are set forth in Section V, below, are arranged in alphabetical
order by name af the fist author or editor listed in the publication, and
are numbered accordingiy. In Section 111, Authors or Editors of Publications Noted, and in Section IV, Titles Noted, below, the number in
parentheses following each entry is the number ofthe corresponding note
in Section V. Far books having more than one principal author or editor,
all authors and editors are listed in Section 111.
In Section 11, Publishers or Printers of Publications Xoted, all h s
or organizations are listed whose names are dispiayed on the cover or on
or near the title page of a noted publication. Excluded from this list are
institutional authors and editors who are listed in Section 111. No distinction is made in Section I1 among coppight owners, licensees, distributers, or printers for hire.
The opinions and conclusions expressed in the notes in Section V are
those of the editor of the Mzltiary Law Revzm. They do not necessarily
reflect the views of The Judge Advocate General's School, the Department of the Amy, or any other governmental agency.
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11. PUBLISHERS OR PRINTERS O F
PUBLICATIONS NOTED
Alien Smith Company, Indianapoiis, Indiana (No.26).
Anchor PresslDoubieday & Company, Ine., Garden City, N.Y. (Nos.
6, 6, and 7).
Army, see U.S. Army.
Bobbs-Merrill Company and Michie Company, Charlottesviile, V i r p i a
(No. 14).
Brassey's Publishers Ltd., London, United Kingdom (No. 17).
Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., Washington, D.C. (Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4,
and 19).
CBS, Ine.,and Holt, Rinehart & Winston (Praeger Publishers), New
York, N.Y. (Nos. 10 and 22).
Crane, Russak & Co., h e . , New York, N.Y.(Nos. 17, 24, and 25).
Department of Defense, Washington, D.C.(No.8).
Department of the Army, Washington, D.C. (Nos. 9 and 16).
DolphidDaubieday & Company, h e . , New York, N.Y. (No. 23)
Doubleday & Company, Inc. (including Anchor Press and Dolphin),
Garden City, N.Y. (Nos. 6, 6, 7, 21, and 23).

Facts on File, h e . , New York, N.Y. (Nos. 16 and 181.
Government, see U.S. Government.
Holt, Rinehart & WinstoniCBS, Inc. (Praeger hblishers), New Yark,
N.Y. (Nos. 10 and 22).
Lawyers Cc-operative Publishing Company, Rochester, N.Y. (No. 28).
Michie CompanylBobbs-Med Company, Inc., Charlottesville, Va.
(No. 14).
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PUBLICATIONS NOTED

New Jersey Law Journal, Newark, N.J. (No. 31).
Practicing Law Institute, New York, N.Y. (Nos. 20 and 29)
Praegerhblishers, Div. of Hoit, Rinehart & WinstoniCBS, Inc.,New
York, N.Y. (Nos. 10 and 22).

Seven Arts Press, Inc., Hollywood, California (Nos. 11, 12, and 13).
Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, Stockholm, Sweden
(No. 27).
Taylor & Francis, Ltd., London, U.K. (No. 27).
Toronto, University of, Press, Toronto, Ontario, Canada (No. 30)
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V. PUBLICATION NOTES
1. Aaron, Benjamin, Joseph R. Grodin, and James L. Stem, editors,
Public-Sector Rargaimng. Washington, D. C.: Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1979. Pp. vii, 327, Price: $12.50,

This book, a eolieetion of nine essays on various aspects af collective
bargaining between government agencies and government employee
unions, is one of B series of studies sponsored by an organization called
the Industrial Relations Research Association. The purpose8 of this book
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may be described as historical in nature: to s u m up the issues, past
developments and future trends affecting public-sector coilective bargaining
The nine essays, written by nine different authors (including the three
editors), are organized as numbered chapters. The first three chapters
are intrcductoly in nature, providing an overview of the subject. The
first one, "The Extent of Collective Bargaining in the Public Sector,"
was written by John F. Burtan, Jr., associated with the University of
Chicago and Cornell University. Chapter 2, "Unionism in the Public
Sector," was prepared by Editor James L. Stern. "Management Organization for Collective Bargaining in the Publie Sectoi' was written by
Milton Derber, associated with the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign.
The next two chapters also form a loose group, dealing with specific
aspects of public-sector bargaining. Chapter 4, "TheImpact of Collective
Bargaining on Compensation in the Public Sector," was written by Daniel
J. B. Mitchell of the University of California at Los Angeles and the
Brookings Institution, Washington, D. C. ''Dynamics of Dispute Resolution in the Public Sector" was prepared by Thomas A. Kochan of Cornell
University
Chapters 6 and 7 concern the responses of branches of government
other than the executive branch to public-sector collective bargaining.
"Public-Sector Labor Legislation-An Evolutionary Analysis" was written by B.V.H. Schneider of the University of California at Berkeley.
''Judicid Response to Public-Sector Arbitration" has been prepared by
Editor Joseph R. Grodin.
The eighth chapter, "Public-Sector Labor Relations in Canada," was
prepared by Shirley B. Goldenberg of McGU University. The h a l chapter, "Future of Collective Bargaining in the Public Sector," by Editor
Benjamin Aaron, is the book's conclusion.
For the use of readers, the book offers a preface, a table of contents,
and a subject matter index. Footnotes are numbered consecutively within
each chapter separately, and they appear at the bottoms of the pages to
which they pertain.
Benjamin Aaron is a professor at the School of Law of the University
of California at Loa Angeles. Joseph R. Grodin ia a professor at the
Hastings College of Law of the University of California, San Francisco,
California. James L. Stem is associated with the University of Wisconsin.
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2. Bureau of National Affairs,Labor Relations Yea~book-1978.Washington, D.C.: Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1979. Pp. xi, 544. Cost

%16.W
This volume provides a record of developments in labor-management
relations during calendar year 1978. The fourteenth in a series of annual
volumes, it describes or summarizes major contract settlements and their
implieations; conferences, studies, and meeting. concerning all aspects
of labor-management relations; and activities of various agencies of the
federal government affecting IaboFmanagement relations
The book is organized in three parts. Part I, filling about two thirds
of the book, is divided into six unnumbered subparts. One of them is the
ahort foreword. This is followed by "News Developments in Labor Relations," a chronology of major events reported in the news media during
1978.

The third subpart of Part I, "Collective Bargaining and Industrial
Raetices," opens with a state-by-state list of major contract settlements
effected during the year This is followed by sections on general bargaining information, employee fringe benefits, problems and techniques
of bargaining, and trends and documents concerning employment and
unemployment
The fourth subpart of Section I, on labor relations conferences and
studies, is the largest section of the book, filling almost two hundred
pages. A significant portion of this subpart is devoted to reprints or
summaries of lectures, panel discussions, and the like sponsored by the
American Bar Association's Section of Labor Relations Law. Shorter
portions set forth the proceedings of the Federal Bar Association, the
National Academy of Arbitrators, the Society of Prafessionais in Dispute
Resolution, and the Aasociation of Labor Mediation Agencies. A further
portion describes eleven university-sponsored meeting.. The fourth sub
part concludes with a final, miscellaneous portion dealing with all other
meetings and studies.
The %fth subpart, like the fourth, contains reparts of conferences,
meetings, and conventions. This subpart, however, focuses an such activities conducted by unions. The AFL-CIO, United Steeiworken,
United Autoworkem, and other unions are represented. This subpart
concludes with a short section describing various reports cancerrung the
propess of and events affecting unionization efforts and prospects.
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The sixth and last subpart is entitled, "Federal Government in Labor
Relations." Most ofthis is devoted to activities and repoh of the National
Labor Relations B o d . Statistics compiled by the NLRB are set forth,
and memoranda of the general counsel of the NLRB are reprinted. Other
portions of the sixth subpart are devoted to developments in implementation of the Equal Employment Opportunity program. Government's
mle in labor negotiation is the subject of a few pages. A variety of Labor
Department activities, including General Accounting Office reports
thereon, are described s t the end of the subpart.
Part 11, Selected Analyses, consists of reprints of eighteen analyses
of cases and other developments published during the year 1978 as parts
or numbers of the BNA Labor Relations Reporter. Analyzed are decisions of the NLRB and the federal courta and also new regulations and
other administrative developments affecting labormanagement relations. Each analysis consists of a description of the new development
analyzed, the background of the development, and its signi6eance.
Part 111, Tables of Economic Data, consists of twenty-seven statistid
tables, U s , and lists, with explanatoq notes. These tables cover a
wide range of subjects, such ss contrad expirations due in 1919, deferred
wage-increases, an employment cost index, labor tumoverrates, selected
unemployment rates, h o r n of work and earnings, family budgets, the
gross national product, and consumer and producer prices.

For the use of the reader, the book offere a foreword, a table of contents, a detailed topical index, and a table of cases cited.
The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., is a private-sector commercial
publisher of legal periodicals and reporters. As BNA expresses it, the
major concerns of the organization are %porting, analyzing, and explaining the aetivities of the federal government to those who are materially affected by the laws, decisions, policies, and orders that flow
hum government each day." Located in Washington, D. C., it began
&-I
business in 1929 with the publication of the United States Patat @
erly. In 1933, the United Slates Law Week began publication. Dozens of
other speeialized reports and services have been added to the list of BNA
publications since then. In recent years, reporters of developments in
environmental and consumer law and other new areas have been issued.
3. Bureau of National Affairs, and Sanford M. Morse, Reporter Services
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and Their Use. Washington, D.C.:Bureau ofNational Affairs, Inc., 1979.

FQ. 161. Price: S.W.Paperback.
This book is designed primarily for use by law students. It explains
the use of commercially published legal reporter serviceees as a means of
obtaining updated information on new developments, particularly in the
area of administrative law. Research methods are explained, with examples, and numerous specific reporter services are described. Not surplisingly, most of the examples presented and senices described are
BNA publications. The book is thus an advertising medium for one publishing ium. But brief mention is made of some publications of other
h s and organizations as well.
The book is organized in seven chapters, or parts, designated by roman
numerals. The f i s t part, "Student Use of Reporter Services," explains
what are reporter services in terms of their organization and contents.
Indices, finding aids, farms of citation, and other topics are also discussed
in this part. Part 11, "Methods of Research," illustrates legal research
by use of two BNA publications, the Labor Relations Reporter, and
United States Law Week, Sample pages from these publications are
displayed, with notes pointing out special features.
Part 111 lists and describes, with illustrations, fourteen services or
reporters published by BNA. The fourth part mentions briefly several
doien other BNA publications concerning the specialized aspects of economic, labor, environmental, and safety regulation. Part V lists the various reporter senices under sixty different headings approximating law
school cour~enames. The sixth part is largely a hiatary of BNA's publishing efforts, and part VI1 is the subject matter index.
For the convenience of the user, the book offers a table of contents,
a preface, and an introduction. The table of contents is fairly detailed,
presenting an outline of the contents, but it offers very few page numbers,
which limits its usefulness. The subject matter index is quite detailed,
and includes references to BNA's rival publishers.
Sanford M. Morse, author of the book's preface, is a BNA employee,
with the title "associate counsel editolial." He is apparently the author
or compiler of the book. Far a description of BNA itself, the reader
should see the last paragraph of the note describing BKA's Labor Relations Yearbook-1978, above.
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4. Cappalii, Richard B., Rzghls and Remedies Under Federal Grants.
Washington, D. C.: Bureau of National Affaha, h e . , 1979. Pp. xi", 400.
M c e : $26.00.

The United States Government carries out many of its programs
through grants of money to state and local governments and to other
organizations, public and private. The administration of these grants i8
carried out by many federal agencies, acting in accordance with often
complex statutes. The process of administration has been accompanied
by the issuance of agency regulations and administrative decisions and
occasionally by court decisions. This book pulls together some of this
material, the relatively new and steadily growing law of federal grants.
This is not a casebook, but a treatise. It is organized in sixteen numbered chapters. Roughly the first half of the book describes what grants
are and bow they are administered. The second half focuses an the rights
of grantees, applicants for federal funds, and others concerned with grant
procedure and management.
The first chapter, an introduction, is followed by chapters on "The
Theory and Stmcture of Grants," "Agency Enforcement of Grant Conditions," and "Expanding Bases of Judicial Intervention." Chapter 5 is
entitled, "Legal and Practical Limits on the Judicial Role," and chapter
6, "The Federal Grant: A Unique Legal Creation." Thebe are the descriptive chapters.
The rest of the book emphasizes rights of grantees and others who
receive or would like to receive federal funds. Chapter 7, "Due Process
and Federal Grants," is followed by chapters on "The Right of States to
Fair Process," "Grantee Hearing Rights: Withholding of Entitlements,"
and "Terminations of Competitive Grants." The book proceeds with chapter 11, "Grant Suspensions," and the twelfth chapter, "Rights of Applicants for Federal Funds." These are followed by a chapter on subgrantees, and another discussing various types of unlawful discrimination,
and special problems affecteeting holders of fellowships.
The final two chapters are the book's conclusion. Chapter 15, "Guideposts for Reform," discusses proposals far a grantee "hill of procedural
rights," and a grant disputes board. Chapter 16, "No Man's Land," is a
prediction of more litigation in the future.
The book offers a table of contents, and a bat of abbreviations far the
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names of various federal agencies and programs. At the back of the book
are a bibliography and tables of statutes, federal regulations, and eases
cited. The book closes wlth a subject matter index.
The author, Richard B. Cappalli, is a professor of law at the Temple
University School of Law, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. For a description
of the publisher, BNA, the reader should see the last paragraph of the
note describing BNA's Labw Relations Yearbook-1978, above.
5. Conway, Mimi, Rue GmnaRise: A Pmtmzt of S o u t h Teztile Wmkere, Garden City, New Y o r k Anchor PressiDoubleday & Co., h e . , 1979.
Pp. ix,228. Cost: $6.95. Paperback.

This book tells of the efforts of textile workers to unionize the J. P.
Stevens cotton mills at Roanoke Rapids, North Carolina, and of the
worldng conditions and company policies which made unionization necessary The story is told from the point of vienofthe workers themselves,
through interviews and descriptions. There is considerable discussion of
the disease known as brown lung, and of other health and economic
problems of the workers
The book is organized in eight numbered parts and twenty unnumbered
chapters. Groups of photographs of the workers and other subjects are
scattered throughout the book. For readers' convenience, the book has
a table of contenta, a list af the photographs, and a subjectmatter index.
The author, Mimi Canway, is an investigative reporter who has published articles on the southern textile industry and workers' health probl e m in the Washington Post, the New York Times, and other periodicals.
Earl Dotter, a photojournalist specializing in labor topics, provided the
photographs used in the book.
6. Cattin, Lou, Elders in Rebellim: A Guide to SenioTAetivisrn. Garden
City, New Y o r k Anchor PressIDoubleday, 1979. Pp. xv,224.Price: 8 . 9 5 .

In this book, the author describes the problems that face elderly people
in our society, in regard to health w e , housing, employment, and the
like. He sets forth information on legal rights, programs, and organizations that pertain to or deal with these problems. Finally, the author sets
forth proposals for reforms and political action for the benefit of the
elderly.
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The book is organized in twenty-two chapters. It opens with a preface
by Congressman Claude Pepper, chairman of the House Select Committee on Aging, followed by the author's introduction. The book is written
in an informal, conversational style, urging the elderly to make themselves heard on the issues of importance to them.

The f i s t three chapters are introductory, providing an overview of
problems of poor image, declining status, and uncertain health that are
the lot of elderly and retired people generally. Other chapters deal with
the deficiencies of government programs for the elderly, housing, retirement, employment opportunities, volunteer activities, and other topics. Two chapters discuss public and private institutional homes for the
elderly, and three are devoted to health care at home. Other chapters
cover problems of the handicapped, and crimes against elderly persons.
Chapterson probiemsofminoritystatus, and the pitfalls ofmobile homes,
complete the book. Scattered throughout the book are autobiographical
chapters. These provide glimpses of the author's developing thoughts,
inspired in part by conversations with his wife as he was writing the
book.
Before his retirement, the author, Lou Cottin, was a freelance jownalist specializing in the uses of computers in business. More recently he
has become a columnist, writing for Nezusday and, through syndication,
for 416 newspapers throughout the country
I. Crowe, Kenneth C., Ammicafor Sale. Garden City, New Yark: Anchor
PressiDoubieday & Co., Inc., 1980. Pp. xi, 297. Price: $6.95. Paperback,
In this book, the author outlines the manner and extent to which
European and Arab financiers, both governmental and private, are buying American corporations. At the end of 1976, foreign ownership of
United States business assets totalled $480 billion. While the proportion
of foreign to American ownership of American firms is not large, it is
Concentrated in certain key industries, such as banldng and oil.
In addition, foreign investment is continually growing. In the case of
some Arab countries, the United States is a logical place to put excess
money to work. Western European businessmen frnd America an attractive place to invest because their own governments are pursuing
increasingly socialistic policies.
The author defrntely considers this flow of foreign investment to be
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a threat to the national sovereignty of the United States. He descnbes
the tentative efforts of the government to collect data on foreign investment, and the lack of any change in the open-door policy of the past.
The author urges that this is a mistake; that "the United States must
formulate an economic equivalent of the Monroe Doctrine" (p. 271). Under
such a policy, foreign governments would be clearly prohibited from
acquiring controlling interests (defined as 10 percent or more) in American corporations. The present information gathering efforts would be
consolidated in the Commerce Department, together with new functions
of "continuous monitoring, analysis, and disclosure of the impact of all
foreign investments, private and government, on the nationk economy."
The book is organized in four parts and nineteen chapters. Part I
consists of one chapter, "Is America for Sale?" (Mr. Crone's answer is.
"yes.") The second part contains nine chapters on Arab investment, banking manuvers, public relations efforts, and the like. This section is partly
outdated, as it mentions the Shah of Iran as still being in power; an
anachronism explained by the fact that this paperback edition 1s an unrevised reprint of a hard cover edition published in 1978.

Pari Ill offers seven chapters on a mixture of subjects, such as Japanese ownership of property in Hawaii and Australian ownership of newspapers and magazines in New York. The investment activities of the
various Western European countries are discussed here also. There is
a historical chapter, "The Patron Saint of Foreign," on Alexander Hamilton, first S e c r e t q of the T r e a s q , who welcomed foreign investment
in the United States.
The final part contains two conciuding chapters. The first of these,
"The Ugly Canadian," describes the rebeiiion of Canada agmnst extensive
American investment, and the formation by the Canadian government
of the Canada Development Corporation to buy back Canadian assets
owned by Americans. The second chapter explains that Canada presents
an example of what Amelica can expect to face if steps are not taken to
regulate foreign investment now.
The author, Kenneth C. Crowe, is a Pulitzer-prize winning journalist
He i8 employed by iVeu?sday magazine, and Spent two years studying
foreign investment on an Alicia Patterson Foundation fellowship.
8. Department of Defense, Stllmg to the Miiztary A m y , Kory, At?
Force, Defeense Lagzstics Agency. Washington, D. C.: U.S.Government
Printing Office, 1979. Pp. 109. Paperback.
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This government pamphlet explains to would-be government contractors the mechanics of doing business with the Department of Defense
and its subordinate agencies. Its emphasis is on providing the type of
information needed by a small hthat has not previously done business
with the government: what types of things the various defense agencies
buy, where to go to obtain information about specitic procurements, and
what are some of the major features of government procurement that
differ markedly from private-sector purchasing.
The booklet, with pages measuring 8 by 10% inches, is organized in
eight parts. Part I, "How To Get Started," tells briefly abaut bidders'
mailing lists, sources of information concerning proposed procurements,
special proriaions for sacidy and economicaUydisadvantaged small husiness h s , and certain special procurements, such as audio-visual products, computer systems, and commissary supplies.
Part 11, "Major Buying Offices," is perhaps the heart of the book. This
part is simply a list, filling more than forty pages, of all the Army, Navy,
Air Force, and DLA purchasing offices, with descriptions of the goods
for which they have purchasing responsibility.
Part 111, "Coordinated Rocurernent Commodity Assignments," sets
forth a list of common items which are purchased by specified agencies
for use by all agencies. Part IV, "Research and Development," is a cat.
alogue of addresses of the research and development activities of
the various services and agencies, with descriptions of areas of interest.
The last four parts are all short, They deal with government specifications, buying government property, military exchanges, and field offices of the Small Business Administration,
For the convenience of the reader, there are a table of contents, and,
at the end, a table of acronyms and abbreviations.
9. Department of the Army, Pamphlet No. 69C-11, a i d e to Cimlian
Parsmnel Manogemnt for Key Military Personnel. Baltimore, Maryland U.S.Army AG Publications Center, 1979. Pp. iii, 20.

This government publication describes the "major features of civilian
personnel management in the Department of the Army" (p. i). I t is
intended for use by newly assigned commanders and other militsry managers who supervise civilian employees. The pamphlet is designed a8 a
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convenient first source of general information. The pamphlet applies to
the Active Army and the Army Reserve, but not to the Army National
Guard.
The pamphlet is organized in five chapters. The fust two chapters,
"The Civilian in the Army," and "Structure of Civihan Personnel Nanagement," are introductory. Chapter 3, "Organization and Functions of
the Civilian Personnel Office," is the largest chapter. The booklet closes
with "Personnel Management and the Supervisor," and "Nonappro.
priated Funds Personnel Management."

For the convenience of users, the booklet offers an explanatory foreword and a table of contents. Pages and paragraphs me numbered eonsecutively within chapters.
The pamphlet was prepared by personnel of the Directorate of Civilian
Personnel within the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel,
at the Pentagon.
10. Hope, Richard O., R&l Stnfe in the U.S.Military:Towed the
Elimination of Discrimination. New York, N.Y.: Praeger Publishers,
Div. of Holt, Rinehart & WinstoniCBS, Inc., 1979. Pp. xiii, 130.
This book discusses the establishment, organization, and early aperation of the Defense Race Relations Institute. The overall purpose of the
Institute "is to change behavior through education" (p, 4). To this end,
the Institute, located at Patrick Air Force Base, Florida, trains race
relations instmctors, develops and disseminates to the field educational
materials on race relations, conducts research on race relations, evaluates
the effectiveness of command race relations programs, and carries out
other similar tasks The technique used by the Institute in training its
instructors, and used by those instructors in the field, is small group
discussion.
The author, a prafessianal sociologist, wzs one of the onginal organizers
of the Institute within the Department of Defense, and was on the Institute's stafffrom 1971to 1914. He evaluates the Institute and its efforts
favorably, and regards it as a model for affmative action by organizations other than the military services.
The book ia organized in seven chapters. The introductory chapter is
followed by a chapter entitled, "Blacks in Military History and Racial
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Unrest." This provides a brief account nf the performance of blacks in
the various wars of the United States, and their treatment, gwd and
bad. A picture of kquently oscillating public policies toward b k k s is
drawn: Blacks were wanted in the military services during wartime, and
not welcomed after the wars were aver. An account is given of award
policies, maor racial incidenta, investigations of racial unrest, and other
matters.
Chapters 3, 4, and 5 review the origins of the Institute during the
Vietnam war, its formal establishment in September of 1971, early problems of lack of acceptance of the Institute and its graduates and programs
by commanders and other military personnel in the field, the gradual
broadening of the Institute's area of interest from blaek-white problems
to other s o d problems, and the shiR away from a confrontation style
to one emphaeizing cooperation and support. An important part of the
Institute's work, described in chapter 6, is evaluation of its own work,
the performance of its graduates in the field, and the effectiveness of
race relations programs in changing attitudes. The author directed this
evaluation effort during his y e m with the Institute.
Chapter 6, "The Roblems of a Change Agent," reviews role conflicts,
pressures from various sectors of the military population, and methods
of resolving mie confiiets. The final chapter, "Toward B Theory of Human
Relations Training," presents the author's overall conclusions about the
implications of efforts, such as that of the Institute, to change group
attitudes

For the wnvenience of readers, the book offers a preface, a detailed
table of contents, a list of the statistical tables used in the book, and an
appendix containing four of these tables. A fairly lengthy bibliography
and a short subjeet-matter index are also provided. Eight statistical
tables are presented in all. Footnotes are grouped at the ends of
the chapters, and are numbered consecutively within each chapter
separately.
The author, Dr. Richard 0. Hope, has been with Morgan State University, Baltimore, Maryland, since 1974,where he is currently a
professor of sociology. As noted above, he ww with the Institute from
1971 to 1974, serving as its f i s t Director of Research and Evaluation.
He has done research and has mitten various publications on race relations programs in the military senices.
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11. H m t , Walter E., and Sharon Marshall, editors, Copyright R e p -

tmtia Forma PA & SR. Hollywood, California: Seven Arts Press, h e . ,

1979. PP. xviii, 73. Price: $16.00 (hardcover); $1O.W (softcover).
When the average attorney thinks of copyright, he probably thinks in
terms of books and articles. However, a number of other things can be
copyrighted, including works of the performing arts and sound recordings. This book sets forth the mechanical procedures to be followed in
registering works of these types. This is a practical, how-to-do it manual.
It is not a legal treatise, although it touches upon copyright law at many
points. Nor is it a scholarly or reflective work, It is directed to both
lawyers and authors who may not be familiar with registration procedures
under the Copyright Act of 1976.

The phrase "work of the performing arts" is somwhat broader in
application under the 1976 law than it was under the Copyright Act of
1909 and its amendments. At present it includes music, iyrics, ehareography, pantomime, motion pictures, and other audiovhal works.
"Sound recordings" are works resulting from the fixing af a series of
sounds on some medium from which they can be played back. This concept
includes phonograph records, tapes, and the like, but not the audio portion of a film.The two forms PA and SR used for registering these works
are issued by the Copyright Office (now Copyright and Trademark Office)
The book is organized in ten chapters. Most of the text consists of
reproductiona of pages from the Copyright Act of 1976, the instruction
pages pertaining to the forms, copyright regulations, and sample copies
of the forms themselves, both blank and filled in. These reproductions
are linked together by explanatory notes and supplemental instmetions
provided by the editors.

For use of readers, the book offersan explanatory foreword by Sharon
Marshall, B table of contents, an introduction in the farm of a set of
questions and answers, definitions taken from the statute, and a set of
instructions for form PA used by the editors in a seminar The book
closes with a subject-matter index and reproductions of various book
reviews favorable to this book.
The primary author, Walter E. Hurst, is an attorney in Hollywood,
California, specialkmg in the law of the entertainment industry. His
organization, Seven Arts Press, Inc., publishes a number of other baok186
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lets on various aspects of the music, record, film,and television industries.
12. H m t , Walter E., and Don Rico, How to be a Music Publiakm (2d
ed.). Hollywood, California: Seven Arts Press, Inc., 1979. Pp. vi, 74.
Rice: $15.W(hardcover); $10.00 (paperback).

This book is a p r a c t i d manual describing the mechanics of obtaining
the performance and repmduetion rights to Bongs, and of exploiting those
rights for profit. It is a how-to-dc-it manual, directed at songwriters, and
at businessmen or would-be businessmen in the music industry. I t is not
a legal treatise or a work of scholarship and reflection.
The book is organized in thirty-three chapters, most of them one or
two pages in length. There are chapters discussing financial needs of
music publishers, contacts, the various organizations such as ASCAE
which license radio stations to perform music, record-keeping on songwriters, tax considerations, the alphanumeric system for classification
of recordings, the mechanics of obtaining copyright coverage for a song,
and a hoat of other administrative and clerical tasks inherent in the
business of publishing music.
The text is whtten in a chatty, informal style apparently intended for
fast reading. There are sample forms,letters, and business records. No
fwtnotes are used. Toward the close of the book there are ten pages of
cartoon-twe drawinw describine the music industrv from the wrsoective of [music pubisher. The& drawinga are the"contribution of coauthor Don Rico to the book.

For the convenience of readers, the book offers a preface, "Invitation
to Readers," and a table of contents and subject-matter index. The book
closes with reproductions of reviews favorable to the book.
The primary author, Walter E. H m t , is an attorney specializing in
the law of the entertainment industry, in Hollywood, California. He has
sometimes used the pseudonym 'William Starm Hale" on hia publications.
His publishing organization, Seven A r t s Press, Inc., offers a series of
sixteen b o o b or pamphlets describing various aspects of the music, recording, fflm, and television industries.
13. H m t , Walter E., and Sharon Marshall, The Record Industry Book
(7th ed.). Hollywood, California: Seven Arts Press, Inc., 1979. Pp. 101.
Rice: $15.W(hardcover); $10.00 (paperback).
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This small book provides practical suggestions on how to enter and
succeed in the business of producing and selling phonograph records of
popular music, It is not a legal treatise, nor a scholarly work on business
practices. The style is informal and chatty, and the text carries the reader
along from idea to idea at the pace of a machine gun. The book is directed
to the novice in the record business; it raiaes questions and presents
choices, without resolving them.
The book is organized in seventy-eight chapters, mostly one page or
less in length, on every conceivable aspect of the record industry. Covered are topics such as "The Songwriter," "Record Companies," "Pressine Plant." "Advertisinc." "Merchandizine." "Boakine Awnts." "PreRecorded'Tape," "Min&m Recording Obl&tion," "T!e &oup'Name,"
"Tour Planning,' ' "The Tax Bites," and many others.
Chapter 39 discusses the armed forces in two-thirds of a page. The
possibilities of selling records through post exchanges are outlined in a
few short paragraphs. Mention is made of the desirability of having records performed on armed forces radio networks. The chapter closes with
the observation, "Service personnel are good spenders for albums and
records.''
The book offers a short introduction by Sharon Marshall, identified as
the editor. There are a table of contents and an index. Renews and a
letter praising the book are reprinted.
Walter E. Hunt, the author, is an attorney in Hollywood specializing
in the law of the entertainment industry. Hia organization, Seven Arts
Press, Inc., has published a number of books on various aspects of the
record, music, film, and television industries.
14. Jacobs, James J., Indivzdval Rights ami Zmtitutional Authority:
PriSOw, Mental Hospitals, Schools, andMilitary. Indianapolis Indiana

and Charlottesdle, Virginia: Miehiemobbs-Merrill Co., h e . , i979. pp:
xli, 475. Price: $18.60.
This casebook sets forth federal decisions, notes, and other materials
deaiing with the law concerning the four major institutions mentioned
in the book's title. These four areas af law are combined for economy,
and to make explicit "the insights into both law and institutional processes
which the comparative approach provides" (preface). The focus of the
work is federal constitutional law. The author explains that "the most
188
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important legal battles between the heads of institutions and their subordinates and inmates have been waged in the federal courts where
jluisdiction is predicated upon alleged deprivations of rights guaranteed
by the Constitution or federal law."
The book is organized in fourteen chapters dealing with various constitutional rights and issues. For the most part, each chapter discusses

all four of the institutions covered by the book. For example, the first
chapter is entitled "Religious Values in Public Institutions." This chapter
has four sections. The first of these, "Religious Freedom in the Prsions,"
consists of four cases plus notes. The second section is labeled, "Compulsory Chapel Attendance and the Military Chaplaincy." Included are
a citation to and a long quotation kom the article "Religion, Conscience
and Military Discipline," by Lieutenant Colonel LeRoy F. Foreman,
published at 52 Mil.L. Rev. 77 (1971). Section C, "Religious Values in
the Public Schools," and section D, "Religious Objections to Psychiatric
Treatment," complete the first chapter. They consist of cases and notes
concerning state statutes and other items.
The remaining chapters are organized much like chapter 1, except for
the fourteenth and last chapter, concerning injunctions and award of
monetary damages. Also, chapter 3 has no section on hospitals, chapter
8 has no military section, and chapter 9 contains nothing on schwis,
because these institutions are not relevant to discussion of the topics of
those three chapters, or are similar to the institutions discussed therein.
The long second chapter, "Freedom of Speech," is organized in two
parts. Part I, 'Tolitical Protest," is followed by Part 11, "The Duty of
Institutional Loyalty." The sections pertaining to military law are "Dissent on the Battlefield," with a discussion of Carlson v. Schlesinger, 511
F.2d 1327 (D.C. Cir. 1975), and "The Serviceman's Duty of Loyalty,"
concerning United States v. Howe, 17 C.M.A. 165,37 C.M.R. 429 (1967).
Chapter 3, 'The Challenge of Group Organization," contains a section
on military unions. The fourth chapte
Necessity," includes a section entitle
uality," which contains citations to various articles published in the Milita?-#Law Review and other publications.
Chapter 5, "Personal privacy and Public Space," includes a section
called, "Military Inspections and Searches," which prominently cites,
"Discharge and Dismissal as Punishment in the Armed Senices," by
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Brigadier General Richard J. Bednar, published at 16 Mil. L. Rev. 1
h articles are also cited in the
(1962). Several other Military Law R
notes to this section. The sixth chapter is "Refusal to Cooperate with
Administrative Procedures." The military section therein is "Compelled
Urinalysis," which includes United States v. Rub, 23 C.M.A. 181, 48
C.M.R. 797 (1974). Conspiciouslycited i8 '"The Gravity of Administrative
Discharges: A Legal and Empiical Evaluation," by Major Bradley K.
Jones, published at 59 Mil. L. REV.1 (19731, and other Military Law
Revieu articles.
The seventh chapter, "Lawyers and Institutional Life," contains a section, "The ?udieializatian' of Military Law," which 8et9 forth the case of
Middendorfv. Henry, 426 U.S. 26 (1976),upholding the denial of assigned
defense counsel at trials before summary courts-martial. Chapter 8, "The
Limits on Discipline and Control," contains no military section. It deals
with prison conditions, the right to treatment for the mentally ill, and
corporal punishment for students.
The ninth chapter, "Freedom from Peonage," deals primarily with
patient and prison labor, but includes a short Section on compulsory
military senice. Chapter 10,"Specificity Requirements of Institutional
Law," contains a section on "The Customary Law of the Military,"setting
forth the case of Parker v. Levy, 417 U S 733 (1974). The eleventh
chapter, "The Details of Administrative Due Process," includes a short
military section, "Military Separations," dealing with Sims V. Fox, 605
F.2d 857 (5th Cir 19741, C E ~ dmied,
.
421 U.S. 1011 (1975).
Chapter 12, "Equality Among Subordinates," includes a militsry a x tion, "Exclusion of Women from Combat." This section prominently cites
and quotes from "Sex Discrimination in the Military," by Lieutenant
Coionei Hany C. Beans, published at 67 Mil. L. Rev. 19 (1975). The
thirteenth chapter, "Voting Rights," contains a section called "Extending
the Franchise to Military Personnel," discussing voting and other types
of political activity of members of the uniformed services. The fourteenth
and last chapter, "Enforcing Judicial Decisions," contains two sections,
on injunctions and on monetary damages, setting forth the case law on
remedies applicable to the claims discussed in all the earlier chapters.
The Jacobs book offers a number of a d s to the reader. It opens with
a preface, summary table of contents, detailed table of contents, and

introduction. Also placed near the front of the book are copies of the
United States Constitution, the Civil Rights Act of 1871, and the statute
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concerning jwisdiction of federal courts in civil rights cases. The book
closes with a table of names of case8 cited in the text, and a detailed
subject-matter index.
The author, James B. Jacobs, is an associate professor of law and
sociology at Cornell University Law School, Ithaca, New York. Born in
1947, he was educated at the Johns Hopkins University and the University of Chicago. He became a member of the Illinois bar in 1973, and
has been associated with Cornell since 1975.
15. Jessup, John E., Jr., and Robert W. Coakley, editors, A Guide to the
Study and Use ofMiilitaw Hiatow. Washington, D.C.: Department of
the Army, 1979. Pages: xv, 607. Paperbaek.

The stated p q o s e of this official government publication is to encourage awareness of and reliance on military history by today's Army
officer corps, especially new officers just beginning their senice. In form,
the book is B collection of essays on military history prepared by numerous
authors from government service and the academic community. These
essays are woven together by the editors to explain what is military
history, where it can be found, and how it is used in the Army.
The material of the book is organized in twenty-three chapters, each
of these by different authors, arranged in four parts. Part One, "Military
History, Its Nature and Use," opens uith a chapter entitled, "The Nature
of History," by Dr. Maurice Matloff, chief historian of the U S Army
Center of Military History, the proponent agency for this book, described
below. Two additional chapters provide an overview of military history
in general.
The second chapter, "Bibliographical Guide," consists of seven chap
ters, or essays, explaining what books have been written on various
aspects or portions of American and world military history. I t opens with
chapter 4, "The Great Military Historians and Philosophers," by Professor Jay Luvass, of Allegheny College, Meadville, Pennsylvania The next
two chapters deal with military history in general, and chapters 7 through
10 focus on four major periods of American military history. T w o of these
latter chapters were written or partly written by Editor Coakley.
Part three, " A m y Programs, Activities, and Uses," contains ten chap
t e n , or essays, on various topics. The Army Military History Institute
and its work are described. There are chapters on the Army art program
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and military museums. Other topics covered are the place of military
history in the Army school system, the use of military history in Army
staffwork, and u?iting of history for publication. Several other subject,
are discussed BS well. The two editors together prepared chapter 11,
"A Century of Army Historical Work,'' summarizing what the Army has
done since the post-Civil War period to preserve records of its OUT
history.
Part Four, "History Outside the U.S.Army," contains three chapters
discussing military history elsewhere in the Department of Defense, in
foreign countries, and m the academic community. This part is followed
by two appendices listing relevant reference works, historical journals,
and societies. The appendices were compiled by Thomas E. Kelly, 111,
who is employed in the Current History Branch of the Center of Military
History.
For the convenience of readers, the book offers a table of contents, a
foreword, and a preface, as well &s the two appendices mentioned above
and a highly detailed subject-matter index. The chapters or essays axe
not heavily footnoted; most citations are inserted directly in the text.
Each chapter is followed by a specialized bibliography pertaining to its
subject matter, some of them several pages in lengh
The U.S. Army Center of Military History is a fieid operating agency
of the Army General Staff, under the staff supervision of the Deputy
Chief of Staff for Operations and Plans. The Center was created in 1973
and is headed by a brigadier general as Chief of Military History and
commander. The Center operates out of the Fonestal Building, Washington, D.C., and consists of two substantive divisions, the Histories
Division and the Historical Senices Division, both headed by full colonels.
Editor John E . Jessup, Jr., is a retired Army colonel and was chief of
the Histories Division from 1969 until 1974. He has published articles on
Soviet military history, and at time of publication of the volume here
noted was president of the U.S. Commission an Military History. He
holds a Ph.D. from Georgetown Univeraity.
Editor Robert W. Coakley is B civilian employee of the government,
as deputy chief historian of the Center of Military History. He has a
P h D . from the University of V i r a i a , and has been co-author of books
on World War I1 and the American Revolution.
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The book is sold by the Superintendent of Documents, U.S.Govemment Printing Office, Washington, D. C. 20402. Its stock number is 00%
02w1054
16. Judge, Clark S., The Book ofAmerieanlankings. New York, N.Y.:
Facts on File, Inc., 1979. Pp. iii, 324 R i c e : $24.95.

This book compares the various states and cities of the United States
on more than three hundred statistical indices or scales. It is a companion
to The Book of W w l d Rankings, noted elsewhere in this issue,
The book is organized in thirty-two unnumbered chapters and 325
consecutively numbered sections. The opening chapters are entitled,
'"Geography," "Climate," "Population," "Mobility," "Immigration," and
"Ethnicity." The book continues with chapters on "The American Family," "Religion," and "The Elderly." Chapters dealing with economic
matters are "Poverty and Welfare," "The Labor Force," '"Apiculture,"
"Income and Cost of Living," "Taxation," and "The Tax Revolt."

A variety of topics are covered in the next five chapters, "Health and
Health Care," "Education," "Crime," "Energy," and "Pollutian," The
next several chapters describe personal interests, hobbies, and pastimes:
"Foreign Travei," "Arts and Artia
and Books," "Radio and Televiisi
with chapters on "Transportation
Finance and Retail Trade," and "The Supernatural." The final chapter
is entitled "State Sumnwies," containing a description of each state in
terms of its place on the various tables or ranldngs.
The book offers a table of contents, an introduction, a glossmy of term8
used in the book, a bibliography, and a short subject matter index.
The author, Clark S. Judge, is a freelance writer living in New Yark.
This is his f m t book.
17. Klepsch, Egon, Future A m Procurement: USA-Europe Anna
Procurement (TheKlepsch Rep&). New York, New York: Crane, Russak & Go., h.;London, United Kingdom: Brassey's Publishers Ltd.,
1979. Pp. 95. Rice: $14.50 (paperback).
Weapons production and procurement are important elements in the
budgets and gross national products of most modem nations, both in193
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d u s t r i a h d and developing. This small book expresses the concern of the
Western European nations that they may not be realizing their potential
in this regard.
The author, a German member of the European Parliament, makes
several paints: Competition among the member states of the European
Community has involved wasteful, inefficient duplication of effort in the
development and production of weapons. This has led to an erosion of
the technological capabilities of these nations, and an excessive dependence on the United States for supplies of weapons. The Soviets, because
of their centralized control over weapons development and production,
have been able to produce far more weaponry even though they have far
iess economic, technological, and industrial strength than the Western
European countries considered together. The European Community
should be able to develop and implement policies through cooperation of
its member states which would solve these problems and provide for a
more effective defence.

The book is organized in four parts. The original Klepsch Report a p
parently consists of Part 1, "Politicai Aspects," and Part IV, "Data," a
set of four appendices supplementing the text in the first part. Chapter
4 of Part I, "The US Challenge," describes the interest of the United
States in developing a twc-way flow of m s technology, so that United
States and Western European weapons systems are at least interoperable. It may be noted that the book is not anti-American in tone or
purpose. In part, it does suggest that European states buy less military
hardware from the United States; but the principal thrust is toward
promoting efficient development and production of European-made weapons through pooling of the resources of, and reduction of competition
among, the Western European states themselves.
Part 11, "The Industrial Dimension," was written by Thomas Normanton, a member of the European Parliament from the United Kingdom. This seven-chapter part discusses p r m m e n t policies and StNCtures. Mr. Normantan is a member of the European Parliament's
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, and this essay is his
committee's report. I t complements the Klepsch Report in Part I, which
is a report of the Parliament's Political Affairs Committee, of which Dr.
Klepsch is a member.
The very short third part is the text of a remlution of the European
Parliament on European armaments procurement, which was adopted
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at Strasbourg, France, on June 14, 1978. This resolution was based on
the work of Dr. Klepech and Mr. Normanton, which had started more
than a year before. The resolution calls for development of "a European
action programme for the development and production of conventional
armaments w i t h the bamework of the common industrial policy."
The book offers a preface, "History of the Klepseh Report," followed
by biographical sketches of Dr. Klepseh and Mr. Normanton. There is
also a table of contents and a foreword by Geoffrey Rippon, another
British member of the European Parliament.
Members of the European Parliament are also members of the national
parliaments of their states of origin. Dr. Klepach has been a member of
the German Bundestag for Kobienz since 1965, in the Christian Democrat
party. In the past he has been a university lecturer on international
polities. Mr. Normanton is a member of the British Parliament. He is of
the Conservative Party, and is an industrialist. Among other things, he
was president of the International Textiles Manufadurers Federation at
time of publication.
18. Kurian, George T., Ths Book of Wwld Rankings. New York, N.Y.:
Facts on File, Inc., 1979, P p . xiii, 430. Price: $24.96,

This book compares the world's nations on more than three hundred
statistical indices or scales. I t is a companion to Ths Book of Ameriean
Rankings, noted elsewhere in this issue.
The book is organized in twenty-three chapters and 326 consecutively
numbered sections. The !kat chapter deala with statistics on geography.
The next three describe the world's people, under the headings "Vital
Statistics," "Population Dynamics & the Family," and "Race & Religion."
Chapter V sets forth statistics on various political matters, and chapters
VI and VI1 pertain to foreign relations, under the headings, "Foreign
Aid" and "Defense."
Chapters VI11 through XVI deal with a wide variety of economic
indicators. The fvst af them, "Economy," covers such matters a9 gross
national product and consumer price indices. The Chapters followingfoeus
on "Finance & Banking," "Trade," "Agicultwe," "Industry and Mining,"
"Energy," "Labor," "Transportation & Communication," and "Consumption." Three topics related to economics are discussed in the next three
chapters, "Housing," "Health & Food,"and"Education."Theboak closes
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with four chapters on miscellaneous topics, "Crime," '"The Media," "The
World's Cities," and "Culture & Sports."
Even a listing of the chapter headings scarcely gives an adequate
picture of the coverage of the book. Of course, statistics are not available
for all countries for inclusion in every table, and the accuraey and significance of many of the statistics presented is debatable. Even so, the
range af infomatian presented is very wide.
For the convenience of the user, the book offers a table of contents,
an introduction, a bibliography, and a short subject-matter index. After
the last chapter there are "country summaries," or descriptions of each
of the world's countries in terms of their ranking in the various tables
and charts. These are arranged in alphabetical order by name of country

The author, George Thomas Kluian, has published a number of dictionaries and other reference works. He was originally from India, where
he served as editor-in-chief of the Indian Universities Press and as executive director of the Indo-British Historical Society.
19. Latman, Alan, The Copyight Law: Howell's Copyright Law R m e d
andthe1976Act (5thed.l. Washington, D.C.:
BureauofNational Affairs,
Inc., 1979. Pp. xvii, 560.
The federal law of copyright is found in Title 17, United States Code,
and in cases interpreting and applying the provisions there. As the United
States Constitution explicitly authorizes Congress to legislate concerning
copyright (U.S.Canst. art. I, see. 8, cl. 81, federal statutes on the subject
go back to 1790. However, no comprehensive treatment of the subject
came into being until enactment of the Copyright Act of 1909. Substantially all the modem American law of copyright developed under this
A d , until it was replaced by the Copylight Act of 1976. Parts of the pre1976 law are still relevant to the copylight practitioner; other parts are
not; and the resulting combination of old and new law forms the subject
of the book here noted.
The treatise is organized in eleven chapters, which fill slightly more
than the Krat half of the book. This portion is followed by seven appendices which set forth the text of Statutes, regulations, and treaties
pertaining to or affecting the copyright law of the United States.
The opening introductory chapter is followed by separate chapters on
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the concept of copyrightability, duration of copyright, and ownership of
copyright. Chapters 5 and 6 cover procedural mattera, specifically, publication and notice, and registration and deposit. These are followed by
chapters on the rights secured by copyright and infringement thereof,
and remedies for infringement. The Copyright Office(now Copyright and
Trademark Office) and the Copyright Royalty Tribunal are described in
the ninth chapter. Chapter 10 concerns international copyright matters,
and chapter 11,taxation of copyrights
The seven appendices are important parts of the bwk. Appendices A
and B set forth the 1976 and 1909 Copyright Acts, respectively; and the
next two appendices contain regulations issued by the Copyright Office
under the two Acts. Appendix E contains three statutes concerning jurisdiction of the federal c o w s in copyright suits, and rules of court.
Appendix F contains the texts of four treaties or conventions concerning
copyright protection to which the United States is a party. The final
appendix contains the current text of the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works Most recently revised in 1971,
this convention was f i s t published in 1886. It established the International Copyright Union in that year. Although the United States is not
a member of the union, American authors, composers, etc., enjoy certain
rights under the convention.
The book says little about government publications, which in general
are not copyrightable (pp. 4 U ) . This is an important exception to the
general le, considering the great volume of government publications.
Unfortunately the book does not cite "Copyright in Government Fublications: Historical Background, Judicial Interpretation, and Legislation,"
by Brian R. Rice, published at 14 Mil. L. Rev. 19 (1976). Mr. Rice, a
former Army JAGC captain, now practicing law in Doylestom, Pennsvlvania. waa Dublieations suecialist at The Judee Advocate General's
lb,and was editor of
Far the convenience of users, the book offers a preface, a summary of
contents, and a detailed table of contents. There are no footnotes, a8
such; all citations are given in the text, in the manner of a brief. The
Seven appendices have already been mentioned. They are followed by a
table of caaes cited, and a subject-matter index.
The author, Alan Latman, is a professor of law at the New Yark
University School of Law. He w a ~also responsible for the fourth edition
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of this work, published by Bureau of National Affairs in 1962. The title
of the book refers to Herbert Allen Howell, a farmer assistant registrar
of copyrights, who prepared the f i s t edition, published by Bureau af
National Affairs in 1942, and also the second edition (19481, and the third
edition (19521.
20. Naah, Peter G., and George P . Blake, editors, Appropriate L'nitsfor
Collective Bargainzng. New York, New York Practicing Law Institute,
1979. P p xiii, 459. Price: $35.00.

Among the many types of disagreements between labar and management which are resolved by decision of the National Labor Relations
Board, one of the most complex and varied is the question of what is an
appropriate bargaining unit of employees to select a representing union.
The answer varies from industry to industry, plant to plant, and department to department rvithin one plant. This book is a collection of
eleven essays, organized as chapters, discussing the appropriate unit lvle
and its practical application in various situations.
The f i s t three chapters are introductory in nature, providing a view
of the problem overall. The last eight chapters consider what constitutes
an appropriate bargaining unit in various specified industries. The chaptern are written by different authors, all of them labar law practitioners
sssociated with various law firms throughout the country.
The f i s t chapter is, "Overview of the Law, and the Basic Manufacturing Unit." This is followed by "Multi-Employer Bargaining Units,"
and a short chapter called "Accretions and Craft Severance."
The industry-by-industry coverage of the book begins with chapters
on the construction industry and on retail stores. Chapter 6 deals with
hotels, motels, and restaurants. The next three chapters cover the hospital industry, inswance and banking, and educational units. The tenth
chapter considers the performing arts and nonprofit legal organizations.
The final chapter examines public sector employee units.
For use by readers, the book offers a preface and a detailed table of
contents. M e r the last chapter there appears an appendix setting forth
the text of relevant provisions of the National Labor Relations Act,
codified in its entirety at 29 U.S.C. 151-169 (19761,Thebook also contains
a table of cases cited and a subject-matter index. Footnotes are numbered
consecutively within each chapter separately, and they appear at the
bottom of the pages to which they pertain.
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Peter G. Nash is a partner in the h of Vedder, Price, Kaufman,
Kammholz, & Day, of Washington and New York. He is a former general
counsel of the National Labor Relations Board, and a former solicitor of
the Department of Labor. George P. Blake is a partner in the fmn of
Vedder, Price, Kaufman & Kammholz in Chicago, and has practiced
extensively in various areas of labor law. As practitioners, both editors
represent management in labor law matters.
21. Nathanson, Bernard N., with Richard N. Ostling, Aborttng America.
Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday & Co., h e . , 1979. Pp. xi, 321. Cost:
Sl0.W.
In this book, a physician who was formerly a leader of the movement
to legalize abortion explains how he came to believe that abortion on
request is wrong. Partly autobiography and partly personal philosphy,
the book is designed for the intelligent layman, neither lawyer nor doctor,
who is interested in the abortion issue.
Dr. Nathanson first became an advocate of legalization of abortion as
a result of having to obtain an abortion for his @fiend while he was
in medical schwl. He went on to specialize in obstetrics and gynecology.
Dr. Nathanson ultimately became head of the Center for Reproductive
and Sexual Health, in Greenwich Village, New York City. This organi
zation, which came into being after legalization of abortion in New York
State, isdescribed as"the1argest andbusiest abortionclinicinthe world."
Subsequently, in 1973, the Supreme Court upheld the legality of abortion in a series of cases then before it. Dr. Nathanson says little about
the decision, except that it was based on medically unsound arguments.
I t was coincidentally during this time that his views on abortion were
undergoing reversal.
In 1975, Dr. Nathanson became Chief of Obstetrical Services at St.
Luke's Hospital, New York City. This hospital had a lot of sophisticated
equipment for monitoring and studying fetuses in the womb. Through
his work, he gradually came to the conclusion that the unborn fetus is
physically much the Same as the child born alive, and that life does indeed
exist &om the moment of conception.
The description of the intellectual odyssey fills the first half of the
book. The second half is an extended discussion, in nontechnical language,
of the many arguments for and against abortion.
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For the reader's use, the book h a a table of contents, a bibliography,
and a subject-matter index. Two appendices set forth Dr. Nathanson's
proposals for reform of abortion law and practice, and the positions of
the various churches and other religious groups concerning abortion.
22. Neuman, Stephanie G., and Robert E. Harkmy, editors, A m
Tmnafm in the Modern W w l d New York, N.Y.:
Raeger Publishers,
1979. Pp. xxii, 376.

This work is a collection of seventeen essays whore overall purpose is
to contribute to the development of a new political science subspecialty,
the field of arms supply diplomacy. While it has long been accepted that
arms transfers and anns controls have diplomatic signliicance, the editors
of this work contend that the global significance of such transactions has
not yet been given proper attention, In particular, the complex "national,
international, regional, and transnational linkages involved have not been
subjected to systematic, sustained, and comparative inquiry." (Preface,
p, vii.) This collection of essays makes a start toward filling this gap.
The book is o r w e d in five parts, and also in eighteen consecutivelynumbered chapters. Part One, Methodological and Theoretical Problems,
consists of three chapters, or essays, The titles are, " A r m s Transfers and
International Politics: The Interdependence of Independence"; " W x t
Cup and Lips; Some Problems in Applying Arms Controls"; and "Understanding Arms Transfers and Military Expenditures: Data Problems."
The second part, entitled, "TheInternational Systems Level," has five
chapters. These are entitled, "Supplier-Client Patterns in Arms Transfers: The Developing Countries, 1967-76"; "The Impact of Recision
Guided Munitions on Arms Transfers and International Stability"; "Nuclear Proliferation and the Spread of New Conventional Weapons Technology"; "The Proliferation of New Land-Based Technologies; Impiications for Loeal Military Balances"; and "The New Geopolitics: Arms
Transfers and the Major Powers' Competition for Overseas Bases."
Parts Three and Four axe two subparts comprising one large pari
entitled, "The Nation State Level." Part Three is concerned with aupplier
states, and Part Four, with recipient states.
The four chapters of Part Three are, "How the United States Makes
Foreign Military Sales," "The Economica of Arms Transfers," "Political
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Influence: The Diminished Capacity," and " Arms Deals: When, Why,
and How?" The fourth part consists of five chapters. These are, "Arms
Transfers and Economic Development: Some Research and Policy Issued'; "Dependent Militarism in the Periphery and Possible Alternative
Concepts"; "Arms Transfers and the 'Back-End' Problem in Developing
Countries"; "Arms Transfers, Military Training, and Domestic Polities,"
and "Defense Industries in the Third World Problems and Promises."
Part Five, the editors' conclusion to the work, consists of one chapter,
"The Road to Further Research and Theory in Arms Transfers."
The Military Law Review has often noted the publieations ofthe Stackholm International Peace Research Institute, which deal largely with
military weaponry, its development, production, procurement, deployment, and use by the world's military forces. How does Arms Transfers
compare with SIPRI publications? The latter tend to be primarily factual,
emphasizing presentation of large quantities of statistical data and other
descriptive material. A m Transfers, in contrast, is more theoretical,
a work of political science, consisting primarily of analytical material.

This is not to say that the SIPRI publications do not analyze the data
they present. Indeed they do. And Arms Transfers contains many tables
and charts, and whole chapters describing the performance of various
types of weapons, the mechanics of the arms trade, and so forth. Nor is
it to say that the SIPRI publications are superior to Arms Tranafms, or
vice versa; they are merely different in their emphasis.
Chapter 3 of A m s Transfers, titled "Understanding Arms Transfers
and Military Expenditures: Data Problems," compares SIPRI's statistics
with those of the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Apencv. and
those of the International Institute for Strategic Studies.
For the convenience of the reader, the book offers a fairly long preface
explaining the authors' aims. This is followed by B detailed table of contents, and lists of tables, figures, and acronyms. Charts and tables of
data are liberally sprinkled throughout the book. The conclusion of the
work is followed by a selected bibliography on the m s trade, with its
awn table of contents. The book also offers a subjectmatter index, and
a section consisting of biographical sketches of the editors and contributors.
Stephanie G. Neuman is a senior research associate at the Institute
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of War and Peace Studies, Columbia University, and an instructor in
international relations at the New School for Social Research. Robert E.
Harkavy is an associate professor of political science at the Pennsylvania
State University. The sixteen other scholars who have written the v u ious essays, or chapters of the book, come from a variety of backgrounds
in business, government service, and the academic usorld.
23. Newman, Stephen, and Nancy Kramer, Getting What Ym Deserue:
A Handbook for the A88ertiwe Casumer. New York, N.Y.: Dolphin/
Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1979. Pp.xv, 328. Cost: $8.96.Paperback.

This large paperback offers many practical suggestions for consumers
of many types of products and services on how to enter contracts, ensure
their proper performance, and wind up matters satisfactorily at the end.
Humorously illustrated, this work is intended far the layman without
any particular business or legal expertise.
The book is organized in six parts and thirtyone chapters. The tint
part, "Into the Fray," consists of three chapters on advertising, contracts
and warranties, and techniques of complaint. Part 11, "Pitfalls, Rip-offs,
Frauds, and Other Dangers," contains m e e n chapters dealing with car
buying, confidence games, door-to-door solicitation, food purchasing, funeral expewes, health clubs, construction, moving, realty, mall-order
purchases, repairs, business opportuaities, travel, and schooline. This
second part comprises almost half the book.
The next three parts consider at length the pitfalls and problems of
credit dealings, health care, and legal services. These parts discuss a
number of commonly encountered problems, such BS billing errom, mistakes of credit bureaus, coats of drugs, diiflculties with hearing aids,
exorbitant legal fees, and small claims procedures.
Part VI, "Direct Action," Is a three-chapter conclusion to the bwk. It
of consumer action groups, publicity, market surveys, picketing, leafleting, boycotting, and joining cooperatives.

covers organization

For use of readers, the book opens with a detailed table of eontents
and an introduction. The book closes with an appendix, "Directory af
Federal Consumer Offices," which is a list of addresses arranged alphabetically by name of product or service. The appendix closes with B list
of telephone numbers far Federal Information Centers nationwide.
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Stephen A. Newman is a professor of law at the Kew York Law School,
and Nancy Krameris a senior attorney with the New YorkPublic Interest
Research Group, Inc. The artwork and illustrations, which are an important part of the book, were done by Melissa Gordon N e m .
24. Nitze, Paul H.,James E. Dougherty, and Francis X. Kane, The
Fataful End8 and Shades of SALT: Past . . . Present . . , and Yet to
Corns? New York, New York Crane, Russak & Co., Inc., 1979. Pp.
xviii, 137. Price $5.95 (paperback).

This small book is a collection of three essays generally unfavorable
to the recently negotiated but as yet unratified agreement growing out
of the second series of Strategic A r m s Limitation Talks (SALT 11). At
the time of writing of this note, in January of 1980, the Washington Post
and other periodicals have declared that the SALT I1 agreement is dead,
and will never be rathied by the Senate, in view of Soviet military action
in Afghanistan. Nevertheless, a book such as this one may be of historical
interest, especially as, If indeed SALT I1 really is dead, the views it
expresses place it an the successful side of the controversy surrounding
the agreement.
The book opens uith a long preface by Frank R. Barnett, president
of an organization called the National Strategy Information Center, h e . ,
which has sponsored the volume. This 18 folloned by the first essay,
"SALT An Introduction to the Substance and Politics of the Kegotiations," by James E. Dougherty. The second essay, by Paul H.Nitze, is
entitled, "The Merits and Demerits of a SALT I1 Agreement," and the
final essay, by Francis X. Kane, is "Safeguards from SALT: U.S. Teehnological Strategy in an Era of Arms Control."
The book offers a short table of contents, as well as the preface mentioned. Footnotes are grouped together at the ends of the first and third
chapters. Eleven pages of charts and graphs follow the second chapter,
and several other charts and graphs are scattered throughout the third
chapter. The book doses with a list of publications on SALT and other
national security topics published by the National Strategy Information
Center. These are divided into "Agenda Papers," "Strategy Papers," and
all other publications.
James E, Dougherty is a professor of political Science at St. Joseph's
University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and is senior staff member of
the Institute for Foreign Policy Analysis at Cambridge, Massachusetts.
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He has published a number of books and articles. Paul H. Nitze has
served as Deputy Secretary of Defense from 1961 to 1969, and &s Secretary of the Navy from 1963 to 1961, and has held other high positions
in government service. From 1969 to 1914 he was a member of the U.S.
delegation to the SALT negotiations. At present he is chairman of the
Advisory Council of The Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International
Studies, Washington, D.C. Francis X. h e is a scientist specializing in
ballistic missile systems and space technology. He is a member of the
professional staff of TRW Defense and Space Systems Group, at Redando
Beach, California. He has taught at various universities and is a graduate
of the Military Academy at West Point.

The National Strategy Information Center, Inc., is B private organization and identifies itself as "a nonpartisan tax-exempt institution organized in 1962 to conduct educational programs in national defense.''
The organization "espouses no political causes," but its personnel are
united by ?he conviction that neither isolationism nor pacifism provides
realistic solutions to the challenge of 2Mh centuq totalitarianism." The
Center's purpose is to inform the American public concerning the vital
issues of the day affecting United States defense.

26. Royal United Senices Institute for Defence Studies, Ten Years of
Terrorism: Collected Views. New York, New York Crane, Russak &
Co., Inc., 1979, Fp 192. Price: $14.95.

This work is a collection of ten essays on vanous aspects of terronsm
today, primarily as experienced in Western Europe. The writings originated 89 the proceedings of a sgmposium sponsored by the Royal United
Senices Institute, a British organization, beginning on 19 January 1971.
The fourteen contributors to the volume are from many different fields
of work and study
A preface and an introduction are foliowed by an introductorj chapter,
"The Anatomy of Terrorism." Chapter 11, "The Response to Terrorism,"
and chapter 111, "Political Problems of Terrorism and Society," complete
the introductarj portion of the book. Chapters an specialized topics follow. "Terrorism: A Soldier's View," is followed by two chapters on the
role and significance of n e w and communications media in terrorism.
Chapter VI1,"Terrorism and the People," is follon,ed by "Terrorism and
Security Farce Requirements." The ninth chapter focusses on international law, and the final chapter discusses Some specific instances of
terrorist activity.
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Many terrorist occurrences are discussed or at least briefly mentioned.
primary attention is given to the continuing problems in Northern Ireland, and certain short-term disturbances, such as the student revoit in
Paris of 1968, and the 1977 hijacking of a train in Holland and a Lufthansa
airliner in Somalia.
The book offers a table of contents, and a list of the plates, or pictures,
which are inserted after page 172. These pictures portray various terrorist activities of the past decade. The book doses with bioaraohical
sketches of the contributors
The backgrounds of the essayists are diverse. They include lawyers,
professors, and A m y officers, a8 well as one member of the British
Parliament. Journalists, police officials, government administrators, and
specialized scholars are also among t h e r number. Several of the contributors have personally witnessed some of the major terrorist event8
of our time, and Some have participated in governmental efforts to suppress or control terrorist activities. Most of the contributors are British,
but Holland and West Germany are also represented.
26. Scalf, Robert A,, editor, Volume 28, Defense Law Journal. Indimapolis, Indiana: The Alien Smith Company, 1979, Pp. viii, 629. Rice:
$50.00 for one-year subscription, which includes five current service isme8 and binder, plus index volume and annual supplement thereto.

The Defense Law Journal provides information an current developments in tort law and litigation from the point of view of the civii defendant. I t is published in the form af five current service issues annually.
Each such issue contains one or tu.0 lead articles, and sections entitled,
"Practical W a l Suggestions," "Cases Won by the Defense," "Significant
Court Decisions," and "Damage Awards." With each one-year subscription a looseleaf binder is provided for collection of the year's issues.
The book here noted is a hardcover bound volume containing the current service issues far the year 1979. In the past, issuance of such bound
volumes has been the normal practice of the publisher. Thus, through
1979, subsclibers would receive, in effect, two copies of the year's issues,
first in the form of the five current service issues (but with no binder),
and again in the form of the annual bound volume. Apparently this practice is being discontinued, and preservation of the five separate issues
in the annual binder will take the piace of the bound volume. Volume 27,
for the year 1978, was briefly noted at 82 M i l . L. Re%. 222 (1979).
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A wide range of tort law topics is covered. Most people, perhaps including lawyers who do not practice in the area, think of automobile
accidents BS the primary subject of tort law. This subject is covered, but
it is only one among several. There are articles and notes on malpractice
by lawyers and doctors, products liability cases, "slip and fall" cases, and
various types of commercial torts more or less dose to the boundaries
of contraet law. Various aspects and types of negligence and liability are
covered, as are the law of evidence and trial proeedure. Trial tactics, in
particular, are emphasized in this periodical.
Each issue, and the bound volume, contain tables of contents and subject-matter indices. In addition, each article and each section are preceded by a table of contents showing the topics covered in the text, with
page numbers
With volume 28 comes the 1979 Pocket Supplement to the cumulative
index volume published during 1979. That volume, covering material
published in volumes 18 through 27, was briefly noted at 83 Mil.L . Rev.
186 (1919). The pocket supplement, thirty pages in length, contains references to volume 28, and is in fact identical w t h the index in the back
of volume 28. With each new one-year subscription, a copy of the bound
cumulative index volume is provided at no extra charge. The annual
packet supplement is also included as part of the annual subscription,
The current price for a one-year subscription is $50.00, up $6.00 from
last year's price of $45.00 noted at 86 Mil. L. Re* 187-188 (1979). For
this price, the subscriber receives five current sewice Issues, a binder
to put them in, and an annual pocket supplement to the bound index
volume issued in 1979. New subscribers receive a copy of the index
volume at no extra charge.

27. Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, Nuciear Energy
and Nvclear W e a p a Prol$nation. London, U.K.: Taylor & Francis,
Ltd., 1979. Fp xxv, 462. Rice: U.K. pounds 14.00.
This book is a collection of twenty-one papers presented at a weeklong symposium sponsored by SIPRI in Stockholm, Sweden, during October of 1978. The papers deal with various aspects of nuclear power
generation, types of reactors, problems of w a t e disposal, possible use
of by-products in producing weaponty, pacem use8 for nuclear explosions, possible methods of limiting the apread of nuclear power, and other
matters. Twenty-six experts, mostly from the United States and Sweden
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but also from countries such as the Soviet Union, France, and Germany,
participated in the symposium and prepared and presented the papers.
The stated purpose of the symposium, and the publication of its proceedings in the volume here noted, is to prepare for an international
diplomatic conference scheduled to take place in Geneva during mid-1980.
The purpose of this conference will be to renew the Nuclear Nan-Proliferation Treaty of 1968.The text of this treaty, consisting of a preamble
and eleven articles, is set forth at pages 352-356 of the book.
The book is organized in five parts and fourteen chapters. Part I contains five chapters, and sets forth seven of the symposium papers. Thia
part is introductory in character, explaining the mechanics of fuel cycles,
uranium enrichment, reprocessing, and waste disposal. The part eoncludes with a short and moderately pessimistic chapter reviewing the
various means of preventing plutonium from being used for weapons
construction.
The second part discusses in two chapters and four papers the various
types of reactors, breeder reactors and various hybrid types, fusion,
fiesion, and laser fusion reactors. Emphasis is plaeed on their sipilicance
in nuclear proliferation.
The third part, the largest of the five parts, covers safeguards teehnology, exporting policies, and multinational and international controls.
The safeguards technology of the International Atomic Energy Agency
i.i discussed. Exporting policies of the United States are discussed in the
ninth chapter, in a paper with sixteen appendices summarking various
United States statutes and regulations, especially the Nuclear Non-Roliferstion Act of 1978. A second short paper discusses briefly the exportation policies of countries other than the United States in general tern.
Consideration is given to the pmgrem known 88 International Fuel Cycle
Evaluation, the possibility of a nuclear fuel supply cooperative, and other
arrangements for international control.
The fourth part discusses peaceful nuclear explosions, and also reactors
in satellites. Part V considers implementation of the Non-Proliferation
Treaty. I t is supplemented by three appendices containing the text of
the treaty and other relevant information. The book closes with a chapter
summarizing the current status of nuclear energy and weapons proliferation. The possibilities of control through concerted international effort
are urged.
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The volume opens m t h a preface and a detailed table of contents,
fallowed by a lmt of the several dozen statistical tables and figures scattered throughout the book. h'ext comes a hst of the names and office
addresses of the twenty-six participants in the October 1978 symposium.
A list of abbreviations and acronyms, units of measurement, and cnnversion formulae, is provided for the use in wading through the often
highly technical discussion in the various papers presented. The book
closes d t h a section containing abstracts of each of the papers included
in the volume, followed by a glossaryofterms and asubjeet-matter index.
The Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, or SIPRI, was
established in 1966. Though its activities are financed by appropriations
of the Swedish Parliament, it describes itself as "an independent institute." With an internationai governing board and staff, SIPRI conducts
"research into problems of peace and conflict, especially those of disarmament and m s regulation." The present director of the Institute is
Dr. Frank Barnaby, from the United Kingdom. SIPRI publishes an annual yearbook rerieuing weapons trends, and dozens of other books on
various aspects of weapons development, distribution, deployment, and
control. Particular attention is focussed on nuclear weapan2y.
28. Torcia, Charles E . , Wharton's Cnminal Law,24th edition, vols. 1
and 2. Rochester, New York The Laiwers Co-Operative Publishing
Company. Volume I, 1978, pp, viii, 438. Volume 11, 1979, pp. ix, 492.
Price: $40.00 per volume. Cumulative pocket supplements available. Cumulative supplement for vol. I, March 1919, pp, 46, $7.50. Supplement
for VOI. 11, interim index for vols. I and 11, 1979, pp. 45. Volumes I l l
and IV yet to be published.

This work, a description of the whole of substantive criminal law in
America today, is intended to replace the thirteenth edition, written by
Robert A, Anderson and published in five volumes in 1957. At present,
volumes 1 and 2 of the Torcia edition replace volumes 1, 2, and 3 of the
Anderson editions.
The preface to volume I explains that this new edition was considered
necessary because, despite the fact that many states have reformed their
criminal law statutes under the impetus of the publication ofthe American
Law Institute's Yodel Penal Code, c a e law-the subject of the workia still useful. This is said to be especially LO in states that have not yet
revised their penal codes, but it is also true of states that have reformed
their laws. The reason assigned is that the impact of the Supreme Court's
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decisions has not been as great in substantive criminal law as in the areas
of evidence and procedure.
The two volumes published thus far are organzied in three large parts.
Part I, General Principles, fills all of volume I and a small part af volume
11. Part 11, Offenses Against the Person, is complete in volume 11, and
is followed by Part 111, Offenses Against Morals.
In addition, the work is also organfed in consecutively numbered sections. Volume I is comprised of sections 1 through 98; the second volume,
sections 99 through 282. Finally, the work is orwanized in chapters, numbered consecutively throughout both volumes
Under the heading "General Principles," the frat volume discusses the
purposes of criminal law; the definition, analysis, and classification of
crimes; the criminal act and relevant states of mind; and parties to erim-

inal acts. The greater part of volume I, however, is devoted to defenses
to criminal charges. The various defenses are considered in alphabetical
order, from "act of public officer or soldier," to "youth and infancy." (The
table of contents for volume I is incomplete, going only through section
95, "want of revenue stamp," while the book itself concludes with section
98, "youth offenders.")

VolumeIIconcludespartIwithachapteroncapaeitytocommitcrimes.
Part 11, "Offenses Against the Person," examines homicide in general,
and murder and manslaughter in particular This is followed by chapters
on battery, assault, mayhem, false impriaanment, Iddnapping, and related offenses. Part 111, "Offenses Against Morals," reviews adultery
and related offenses, bigamy, incest, and abortion, and concludes with
prostitution and related offenses.
Each volume has its o w n table of contents. The subject-matter index
for both volume8 is at present a pocket part in the back of volume 11.
The work is intended to be supplemented by new updating pocket parts
in the future Copious footnotes are offered, page by page.
Charles E. Torcia, the author, has been a law professor at the New
York University School of Law, Dickinson School of Law, and the Marshall-Wythe School af Law of the College of William and Mary. He is
author also af the thirteenth edition of "hartan's Criminal Evidence,
published in four volumes, 19721973, and the twelfth edition of Wharton's Criminal Proeedure, published in four volumes, 19741976.
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The work here noted takes its name from Francis Urnartan (182&
18891, who was author of the first nine editions, through 1885. Wharton
was a very prolific writer on legal and other subjects. In addition to his
several works on criminal law, he also has to his credit books on negligence, medical jurisprudence, and conflict af laws, among others. He
taught iegal subjects at Boston University. From 1886 until his death in
1889, he held the post of solicitor, or examiner of claims, in the Department of State. In this capacity he edited the monumental Digest of the
International Law of the United Sates, published in eight volumes in
1886.
29. Werner, Raymond J., Real Estate Closings. New York, New York
Practicing Law Institute, 1979. Pp. xvii, 290. Price: $30.00,
This book is a treatim an the practical details and mechanics of real
estate transactions, with emphasis on the formalities of closing. Mortgages, insurance, taxation, and many other pertinent matters are mentioned at least briefly. While not a dictionary, the book bears some resemblance to such a work; within each chapter, the text is organized
under words or phrases, arranged partly in alphabetical order. The table
of contents makes possible the use of the book as a desk reference.
The book has eight chapters. The intraductov chapter discusses the
role of the attorney in general, and other threshold matters. Chapter 2,
"Title Matters," discusses title inswance, quality of title, objections to
title, and other related topics. The third chapter, "Closing Documents,"
lists the many different papers commonly needed for real estate closings.
Included are deeds, insurance policies, mortgages, and tax documents,
and many others leas well known.
Chapter 4 considers one document, the closing statement. Mention is
made particularly of the different types of charges and other figures that
appear on such statements. This is followed by shon chapters describing
other preclosing activities, and the closing itself. Chapter 7 diaeusses the
loan closing, and the eighth chapter concludeswith a review of pastclosing
activities.
The book offers a foreword, and a detailed table of contents which
amounts to an outline. After the closing chapter there appear tables of
eases, statutes, and secondary authorities cited m the text. A subjectmatter index is also provided.
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The author, Raymond J. Werner, has been employed by the Chicago
Title Insurance Company since 1972. He presently bears the title of
assistant general counsel. Mr. Werner has published a number of articles
and books dealing with real estate law, mortgages, and other matters.
30. Willoughby, William R., The Joint Organizations of Canada and th.e
United States. Toronto, Ontario, Canada: University of Toronto Press,
1979. Pp. xi, 289. Price: 825.W.

This book prondes a description of the major international organizations or agencies, permanent and temporary, that Canada and the United
States have developed to deal with disputes and proposals concerning
matters of common interest to them. Attention is focussed primarily on
agencies dealing with waterways and fisheries located along the boundary
between the two countries, and also on defence planning. The book presents the history, origins, structure, and achievementa of the organizations studied, with evaluation of their success or failure.
The book is organized in twenty chapters. m e r a foreword by one
John W. Holmes, the book is introduced by the f i s t chapter, '"Pervasive
Interrelationships and Joint Institutions." This is followed by four chapters on the International Joint Commission, an agency established under
the Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909asameehanism"toresolve promptly
and equitably disputes involving the use of boundary and trans-boundary
waters" (p. 17). The author concludes that the commission has been
successful in cgout its mission, and M h e r that, although the 1909
treaty could be updated in certain respects, the operation of the Commission has been kept current through conclusion of various implementing
executive agreements.
Chapters 6, 7, and 8 deal with the important subject of fisheries, the
agreements and arrangements pertaining to them, and the organization,
procedures, activities, and performance of the various fishery commissions. This is followed by a series of chapters on defence activities, filling
most of the remaining pages of the book.
Chapters 9 and 10 discuss the Permanent Joint Board on Defence. A
chapter on cold-war defence cooperation leads to three chapters on NORAD, the North American Air Defence Command, created in 1957. In
that organization the Canadian and American military organizations are
merged for certain purposes, under American leadership. The origins,
functions, organization, and arguable obsolescence of NORAD are dis-
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cussed. Chapter 15 deals with defence production sharing, and chapter
16, with civil defence and emergency preparedness.
Chapters 17 and 18 consider tw'o Canada-United States ministerial
committees, one on joint defence and the other on trade and economic
affairs. Finally, the nineteenth chapter deals with the Canada-United
States Interparliamentary Group, a unique organization comprised of 24
members each from bath the Canadian and American national legislatures. The Group meets once or twice each year in different locations to
discuss problems of Canadian-American relations from the legislative
point of view. This organization was formally established in 1959, and it
claims to have been successful on a number of occasions in influencing
legislative action to the benefit of both the United States and Canada.
Mr. Willoughby concludes that the overall picture is a mixed one: Same
of the agencies discussed have been relatively or totally inactive in recent
years, while others have seen increased activity. The Canadians Seem
to have real equality with or even superiority aver the United States in
regard to some of the business conducted by the joint organizations, and
a merely subordinate role in other business, such as defence. After a few
years of somewhat strained relations, the two countries are lately getting
along better. The joint organizations in existence, and perhaps others
which could be established in the future, should continue to be useful.

For the use of the reader, the book offers a foreword, a table of contents, and a preface, as s e l l as a fairly detailed subject-matter index.
Footnotes are numbered consecutively within each chapter separately,
and are collected together at the end af the book, before the index.
The author, William R. Willoughby, is a Canadian scholar. Unfortunately we are not given much information about him; but in his preface
he explains that, during the academic year 197671, he was a visiting
research associate a t the Center for Canadian Studies of the Johns Hopbdns University, while working on this book. The work %'as completed
under grants from the Social Science Federation of Canada.
31. Zeichner, Irving B., editor, IBBOLaw Enfomemnt RefweneeManul
andPolice Offici01 Diary. Newark, N.J.: New Jersey Law Journal, 1979,
Pp. approx. 700. Cast: $19.50.

This remarkable book is designed to be an all-purpose resource for
police officials and departments. The first half of the volnme is an en.
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cyclopedia of information on every aspect of police operations. The second
half consists of hundreds of pages of blank forms-planning calendars,
a business diary, financial records, and so forth.
The encyclopedia portion, in excess of three hundred pages, consists
of more than a hundred unnumbered chapters or sections, each providing
a brief overview or thumbnail sketch of aome topic. For example, the
section, ‘What is a Police Officer?” is a collection of excerpts from court
decisions which attempt a definition. There are collections of short a b
atracts of court decisions concerning such topics as s e d and seinue,
police conduct, and tori liability. These legal sketches are designed for
laymen, not attorneys.
Race relations, photographic identification, search warrants, public
relations, release of information, and fingerprinting are discussed. Also
covered in brief are identification and registration of weapons, terroriam,
drug and alcohol abuse, customs and immigration pmedures, prison
systems, automobiles, radio procedures, and terminology pertaining to
betting and horae racing. Many other topics are reviewed as well
More than half the book consists of the blank pages of the 1980 daily
diary, the 1980 and 1981 monthly planning calendars, forma for keeping
track of motor vehicle maintenance, monthly expenses, and w h flow,
and frequently called telephone numbers. A metric conversion table is
included.
For the convenience of the reader, a preface, table of contents, and
subject-matter index are provided at the beginning of the bwk. The
usehlness of the encyclopedic section would be enhanced if the many
short sections were organized into numbered chapters.
The editor, lrving B. Zeichner, was a state court judge in New Jersey
for over twenty years. He was a Lasker Fellow in Civil Rights and Civil
Liberties, and writes a column for the monthly periodical, Law and
c?&?r.
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INDEX FOR VOLUME 87
I. INTRODUCTION
This index follows the format of the vicennial cumulative index which
was published as volume 81 of the Militaw Law Review. That index was
continued in volume 82. Future volumes will contain similar one-volume
indices. From time to time the material of volume indices will be collected
together in cumulative indices covering several volumes.

The purpose of these one-volumeindices is threefold. First, the subjectmatter headings under which writings are classifiable are identified.
Readers can then easily go to other one-volume indices in this series, or
to the vicennial cumulative index, and discover what else has been published under the same headings. One area of imperfection in the vicennial
cumulative index is that some of the indexed writings are not listed under
as many different headings as they should be. To avoid this problem it
would have been necessary to read every one of the approximately four
hundred writings indexed therein. This was a practical impassibility.
However, it presents no difficulty as regards new articles, indexed a few
at a time as they are published.
Second, new subject-matter headings are easily added, volume by volume, as the need for them arises. An additional area of imperfection in
the vicennial cumulative index is that there should be more headings.
Third, the volume indices are a means of starting the collection and
organization of the entries which will eventually be used in other cumulative indices in the future. This will save much time and effort in the
long term.
This index is organized in four parts, of which this introduction is the
f m t . Part 11, below, is a list in alphabetical order of the name8 of all
authors whose writings are published in this volume. Part 111, the subject-matter index, i i the heart of the entire index. Thia part opens with
alist ofsubject-matter headingsnewly addedin thisvolume. It is followed
by the listing of articles in alphabetical order by title under the viuious
subject headings. The subject matter index is followed by part IV, a list
of all the writings in this volume in alphabetid order by title.
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AU titles are indexed in alphabetical order by fist important word in
the title, excluding a, an, and the.
In general, witings are listed under as many different subject-matter
headings as possible. Assignment of writings to headings is based on the
opinion of the editor and does not necessarily reflect the views of The
Judge Advocate General's School, the Department of the Army, or any
governmental agency.

11. AUTHOR INDEX
Luedtke, Paul L., Major, @pen Government and Milikzw
Justice ......................................
8717
Park, Percival D., Major, Annual Pmfes~imULlWriting
Award ......................................
8711
Park, Percival D., Major, Symposium Intmduetion: Cnm.

inal Law

.....................................

8715

Schinasi, Lee D., CaptairdP), Special Findings: Their Use
at Trial and On Appeal .........................
87/73
Schlueter, David A,, Captain(P), The Cozl&.Ma&ial: An

Hietorial Survey

..............................

111.

871129

SUBJECT INDEX

A . NEW HEADINGS
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION, J.A.G.
SCHOOL

ARTICLE Wd), U.C.M.J

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION CODE OF JUDICIAL
C0NDU CT

AWARD'
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CODE O F J U D I C I A L CON- MILITARY JUSTICE IN THE
DUCT, A.B.A.
CONFEDERACY
CONDUCT, JUDICIAL, CODE MILITARY R U L E S O F EVIOF, A.B.A.
DENCE
CONFEDERATE STATES OF
AMERICA, MILITARY JUSTICE IN
CRIMINAL LAW SYMPOSIA
DEFENDANT'S RIGHTTOSPECIAL FINDINGS
DISCOVERY OF EVIDENCE
EVIDENCE, FEDERAL RULES
OF

OPEN GOVERNMENT
PROCEDURE, CRIMINAL,
FEDERAL RULES OF
PROCEDURE, CRIMINAL,
RULES OF, FEDERAL
RIGHTTO SPECIAL FINDINGS
RULE 23(c), FED. RULES OF
CRIM. PROCEDURE

RULES, FEDERAL
EVIDENCE, RULES OF, FEDRULES, FEDERAL, OF CRIMERAL
INAL PROCEDURE
FEDERALRULES
RULES. FEDERAL. OF EVIFEDERAL RULES OF CRIMIDENCE
NAL PROCEDURE
RULES, MILITARY, OF EVIFEDERAL RULES OF EVIDENCE
DENCE
R U L E S O F CRIMINAL PROFINDINGS, SPECIAL
CEDURE, FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT, OPEN

RULES O F EVIDENCE, FEDERAL,

HEARING, ARTICLE 32
J U D G E ADVOCATE GEN.
ERAL'S SCHOOL
JUDGE ALONE, TRIAL BY

RULES OF EVIDENCE, MILITARY
SPECIAL FINDINGS
SYMPOSIA

JUDICIAL CONDUCT, CODE
OF, A.B.A.

WRITING AWARD
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